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GARSON, WILLIAM, W,S" 60, Palmerston Place,
Edinburgh.
GAYTHORPE, HARPER, F.S.A.Scot., 12, Harrison
Street, Barrow-in-Furness.
GLASGOW UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, per Messrs. J ames
Maclehose and Sons, 61, Vincent Street,
Glasgow.
GODDARD, A. R., 10, Park Road North, Bedford.
GOFFEY, THOMAS, Amalfi, Blundellsands, Liverpool.
GOLLANCZ, Professor I., Litt.D., Ten-y-Bryn , Shootup-Hill, London, N.W. (Councillor).
GOMME, E. E. C" 24, Dorset Square, London, N.W.
GOODFELLOW, Rev. ALEX., U.F. Manse, St. Margaret's Hope, Orkney (Hon. Dist. Sec.).
GOSSELIN-GRIMSHAWE, HELLIER R. H., Errwood
Hall, Buxton.
GRAY, JOHN, B.Sc., 9, Park Hill, Clapham Park,
London, S.W. (Councillor).
GREEN, Rev. W. C., M.A., Hepworth Rectory, near
Diss (Hon. Dist. Sec.).
GRIERSON, Professor H. J. C., M.A., 7, King's Gate,
Aberdeen.
GRUBB, THEODORE W" B.A.Lond., Bedales School,
Petersfield , Hants.
GUITERMAN, Mrs, C. E., c/o Messrs. King, King and
Co., Bombay.
HAAGENSEN, PETER HENRY, R.St,O.O., RW.O.,
R.O.N., Vice-Consul Portug-al, Vice-President
Chamber of Commerce, Spnng Villa, Bargate,
Grimsby.
HAILSTONE, E., F.R.Hist.S., 16, Rue Boursault,
Paris.
HAMILTON, Judge R. W., M.A.Camb., Mombasa,
East Africa, c/o Messrs. Heath and Hamilton,
Stone Buildings, Lincoln's Inn, London, W.C.
HANSEN, ANDREAS NICOLAI, Hestkjobgaard, per
Berker6d, Denmark.
HARDCASTLE, Major H. M., Bradshaw Hall, BoltonIe-Moors.
HARRISON, Mrs. ELLA J" The Vicarage, Worsley,
Manchester,
HARVIE-BROWN, J. A., F.R.S.E., F.Z.S., Member
Brit. Om. Union, F.R.G.S., Hon. Life Fellow
American Ornithl. Union, Dunipace House,
Larbert , N.B.
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HASTIE, Miss J. A., c/o Messrs. Street & Co., 30,
Cornhill, London, E.C.
HAY, A. T., M.A.Oxon, The College, Brighton.
HATTON, M. "V., Southern Female College, La
Grange, Georgia, U.S.A.
HEDDLE, J. G. MOODIE, of Cletts, St. Margaret's
Hope, Orkney, N.B. (Hon, Dist. Sec.).
HENDERSON, J.S., F.S.A.Scot., I, Pond Street,
Hampstead, N.W.
HERBERT. J. HAROLD, 8, Claremont Gardens, Cherwood Rise, Nottingham.
HERON, Mrs. GEORGE D., Pagoda, Routt Co.,
Colorado, U.S.A.
HIGHT, GEO. AINSLIE, Les Quenelees, Pont de
Calais, France.
HOBART, Colonel, I, Hobart Place, Eaton Square,
London, S. W. (Vice-President and Hon. Dist.
Sec.).
HODGKIN, R. H., Queen's College, Oxford.
HODGSON, Miss 1'.1., Hill House, Hambledon, Hants.
HORNEMAN,' Rev. Pastor HENRIK, Norwegian Church,
Rotherhithe, London, S.E.
HOR,SFORD, Miss CORNELIA C. F., 27, Craigie Street,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A. (Vice-President).
HUDSON, Rev. Canon J. CLARE, Thornton Vicarage,
Horncastle (Hon. Dist. Sec.).
HULL, Miss E., 14, Stanley Gardens, Kensington
Park, London, \V (Councillor).
INGBERT, CHARLES E., A.B., Ph.D., M.D., Independence State Hospital, Independence, Iowa,
U.S.A.
INGE, Rev. JOHN, Gayton Rectory, Alford.
IVANOVICH, E., 38, Beaumont Street, Portland Place,
London, W'
JAKOBSEN, JAKOB, Ph.D., Grundsvigsvej 5, Copenhagen, Denmark (Hen. Dist. Sec.).
JERROLD. Mrs. CLARE, Jessamine House, Hamptonon-Thames.
JERVIS, Chevalier WM. PAGET, F.G.S., 30, Via
Principe Tommaso, Turin, Italy.
JOHNSTO",", A. \V., F.S.A.Scot., F.S.North.A., 59,
Oakley Street, Chelsea, London, S.W., and the
Orkney Club, Kirkwall (Chairman of Council,
Editor of Old-Lore, etc.).
JOHNSTON, Mrs. A. 'WINTLE, 59, Oakley Street,
Chelsea, London, S.\V., and the Lyceum Club,
128, PIccadilly, London, IV. (Han. Secretary,
and Editor of Old-Lore).
JOHNSTON, J., J.P., of Coubister, Orphir , Kirkwall.
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JONES, Miss E. E. CONSTANCE, Girton College, Cambridge.
JONES, THOMAS DAVIES, Leighton House, Fleet
Street, London, E.C. (Councillor).
KIRBY. W. F., "Hilden," Sutton Court Road, Chiswick, London, W. (Vice-President).
KITCHING, JOHN, Brank some Hall, near Darlington,
and Oaklands, Kingston Hill, Surrey.
KJiER, H. A.,. l\1.A., Assistant at the National
Museum, Ostersogade , Copenhagen, Denmark
(Hon. Dist. Sec.).
LADEFOGED, L. NIELSEN, Oak Lodge, Oak Lane, East
Finchley, London, N.
LAING, Captain :\1. A., Lord Lieutenant of Orkney
and Zetland, 18, Queen Street, Mayfair, London, \IV. (Vice-President).
LAUGHTON, J. l\1., l\1.B., c.xr., 93, Richmond Road.
Dalston, London, N .E. (Councillor),
LAURIE, R. DOUGLAS, B.A., Merton College, Oxford
and 16, James Street, Birkenhead, Wirral
Cheshire.
LAWRENCE, Professor J., D.Lit.Lond., c/o G
Braithwaite, Esq., 5, Hikawa Cho., Akasaka
Tokio, Japan (Vice· President).
LAWSON, ROBERTSON, C.A., F.R.G.!.,
Harlej
Street, London, W.
LEASK, J. \\T. SUTHERLAND, 8, Austin Friars, London, E.C.
LEECH, Mrs., 4, Kensington Palace Gardens, London, "V.
LEIPZIG, LIBRARY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF, Germany.
For address see" Agents" at end.
LEITH, Mrs. DISNEY, Westhall, Oyne , Aberdeen,
N.B.
LENNIE, 1\1. S., Hon. Sec. Orkney and Shetland
Society of London. 77, Parliament Hill, Hamp
stead, London, N.W.
LINDSAY, W. A., K.c., F.S.A. (Windsor Herald),
College of Arms, London, E.C.
LOCK, CHARLES G. V1ARNFORD, c/o Thomas Merritt,
4, Finsbury Square, London, E.C.
Low, E. BUNCE, M.A., F.S.A.Scot., 23, York Place,
Edinburgh.
LOWBER, Chancellor J AMES WILLIAM, M.A., Ph.D.,
LL.D., F.R.G.S .. F.R.A.S., etc., 113E, r Sth St.,
Austin, Texas, U.S.A.
LOWERISON, HARRY, Heacham, Norfolk (Han, Dist.
Sec.).
MACKAY, Miss E. S., 7' Seymour Street, Hyde Park,
London, W.
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McLAREN, CHARLES, Dormi, Blundellsands, Liver
pool.
MACNAUGHTAN, ALEXANDER, 18, Duke Street, Edinburgh.
MAGNUSSON, Mrs., "Sunnyside," 91, Tenison Road,
Cambridge.
MAJOR, ALBANY F., "Bifrost," 30, The Waldrons,
Croydon (Hon. Editor).
MAJOR, Mrs, A. F., "Bifrost," 30, The Waldrons,
Croydon.
MAJOR, l\IARK B. F., Tudor Cottage, Duppas Hill
Terrace, Croydon.
MALLOWS, C. E., F.R.I.B.A., 37, Bushmead Avenue.
Bedford.
MANCHESTER FREE PUBLIC LIBRARIES, Free Reference
Library, King Street, Manchester.
MARSH, F. R., "The Court," Guildford.
MARWICK, Sir J. D., LL.D., 19, Woodside Terrae..
Glasgow.
MATHEWSON, Rev. THOMAS, 51, Commercial Street,
Lerwick (Hon. Dist. Sec.).
MEHEUT, J., 61, Rue Stephenson, Paris.
MELLOR, ALFRED SHAW, M.A., l\LB.Cantab., 14,
Westbourne Street, Hyde Park, London, W.
(Hon. Treasurer).
MIDDLEMORE, THOS.,
of
Mel setter, Stromness,
Orkney.
MITCHELL LIBRARY, 51, Miller Street, Glasgow, per
F. T. Barrett, Librarian.
MOCKLER-FERRYMAN, Lieut.-Col. A. F., Broadway
House, Sandhurst, Berks.
MOFFAT, A. G., 3, Southville, Swansea (Hon,
Dist. Sec.).
MOORE, Rev. C. A., M.A., B.C.L., All Saints' Parsonage, Gustav Adolf Strasse 6, Dresden-Streblen, Saxony (Hen. Dist. Sec.).
MORGAN, Colonel LLEWELLYN, R.E., Brynbriallu,
Swansea.
NEWBERRY LIBRARY, Chicago, U.S.A. For address
see" Agents" at end.
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL
SOCIETY.
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE PUBLIC LIIlRARY, per Basil
Anderton, B.A.Lond.
NEWMARCH, Mrs., "Chasewood," Caterham Valley.
NEW YORK HISTORICAL SOCIETY,
170, Second
Avenue, New York City, ~.Y., U.S.A.
NEW YORK PUBLIC LIIlRARY, U.S.A. For address
see" Agents" at end.
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NICHOL, R. R., 8, Stanley Road, Wallington, Surrey.
NICHOLSON, A. C., F.G.S., 14, Ferndale Road, Hoylake, Birkenhead (Hon. Dist. Sec.].
NIELSEN, HANS, Danish Vice-Consul, 12, Cliff Terrace, Hartlepool.
NORFOR, R. T., C.A., 14, Greenhill Place, Edinburgh.
NORMAN, G., F.R.S.A.Irel., 12, Brock Street, Bath.
NORRIS, F. T., "Heath Dene," Brook Avenue,
Roxeth, Harrow (Vice-President).
NORTH DAKOTA, THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF, U.S.A.
NORWICH FREE LIBRARY, per J. Geo. Tennant,
Librarian.
NUTT, ALFRED, 57-59, Long Acre, London, W.C.
OLSEN, O. T., F.L.S., F.R.A.S., F.R.G.S., Kt. of
the Order of St. Olaf, Kt. of the Order of Wasa,
116, St. Andrew's Terrace, Grimsby.
OMOND, T. S., M.A., 14, Calverley Park, Tunbridge
Wells.
ORKNEY, The Earl of, "W·ing Lodge," .Leighton
Buzzard (Vice-President).
PANNETT, A. R., 2, Stanford Place, Hayward's Heath.
PANTON, J. A., C.M.G., "Carannya," East St. Kilda,
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia.
PATERSON, Miss OCTAVIA G., ., Ashmore," Helensburgh, Dumbartonshire.
PATTERSON, A. H., M.A. Cantab. , 3, New Square,
Lincoln's Inn, London.
PERCEVAL, JOHN JAMES, 41, Waterloo Road, Dublin,
Ireland.
PETTY, S. LISTER, "Dykelands," Ulverston, Lanca
shire.
PHIBBS, Miss ISABELLE M., c/o Union of London and
Smith's Bank, Ltd., Charing Cross, London,
S.W.
PHILLPOTTS, Miss B. S., Girton College, Cambridge.
PIKE, Rev. C. E., F.R.Hist.S., 100, King Henry's
Road, Hampstead, London, N.W.
PITT, Mrs., South Stoke House, near Bath.
POCHIN, Miss M. E., Lyceum Club, 128, Piccadilly,
London, \V. (Councillor).
POCKLINGTON-COLTMAN, Mrs.
M. C., Hagnaby
Priory, Spilsby, Lincolnshire.
POOR, HENRYW., F.S.North.A., 33, Wall Street, New
York, N.Y., U.S.A.
POPHAM, W. VYVYAN M., c/o Messrs. Horne and Co.,
23, Moorgate Street, London, E.C. (Han.
Auditor).
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POPLEY, WM. HULBERT, 13, Pavilion Buildings,
Brighton.
PRIOR, W. R., 5, Kitson Road, Barnes, London,
S.W. (Councillor).
PROVAND, A. D., 2, Whitehall Court, London, S.W.
REID, A. C., C.E., "Tattenhall," Chester.
RENWICK, HUGH, J. P., Castlepark, Lanark.
ROBERTSOK, DUNC/IN J., Kirkwall.
ROBERTSON, J. BARR, Oriental Club, Hanover Square,
London, W.
RONALDSHAY, The Earl of, Aske, Richmond, Yorkshire.
Ross, J. STIRLING, l\I.A., War Office, Pall Mall,
London, S.VV., and The Heugh, Bothwell, N.B.
ROCKER, Miss S. C., 4. Vanbrugh Terrace, Blackheath, S.E. London (Councillor).
RUSSELL, The Very Rev. JAMES C., D.D., 9, Coates
Gardens, Edinburgh.
ST. CLAIR, ROLAND. Vice-Consul for Xorway,
Auckland, New Zealand.
SALVESEN, Xlajor C. E., R.E., "Toravon," Polmont
Station, N.B.
SALVESEN, The LOlW, Dean Park House, Edinburgh.
SAl"DISON, Rev. A.• Lund. Uveasound , Lerwick , and
[7, Coombe Road, South Crovdon (Vice-Presrdent).
-

18g5
[894

SANDS. HAROLD, F.S.A., "Craythorne," Tenterden,
Kent.
SAUNDERS, C. ROY, Eling House, Eling, near
Southampton.

H

18cJ2

SAXBY, l\Irs. JESSIE :\1. E., " Wulver's Hool ,' Baltasound, Lerwick (Vice- President and Hon. Dist.
Sec.).

H

Ig03

SCHETELIG, HAAKON, Mu seum,
(Hon. Dist. Sec.).

Ig05

SCLATER, Mrs. E., Ncwick Park, Lewes, Sussex.

[8g5

SEPHTON, Rev. J., 90, Huskisson Street, Liverpool.

Ig03

Bergen,

Norway

SETON, M. C .• India Office, S.\Y., and 13, Clarendon
Road, Holland Park, London, W.
1898 SEYLER, CLARENCE A., B.Sc., "Hindfell," Coedsaeson , Sketty, Swansea.
[906 SIMPSON, ALEXAXDER l\IACLEAN 106, Manor Road,
Liscard, Birkenheacl.
•
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SINCLAIR, V\-ILLlAM, Vice-President Orkney and
Shetland Society of London, 62, Hampton Road,
Forest Gate, London, E.
SMART,
F. G., III.A., J.P., F.S.A., "Bredbury," Tun19°3
bridge 'Veils.
1894 SMITH, R. FORD, M.A., LL.B., 26, Lincoln's Inn
Fields, \V .C., London.
19°4

SOLLI:-i"G, Captain A., Commissioner to the Danish
Government, 6[, Heathland Road, Stoke Newington, London, N. (Councillor).

19°3

SORBY, Rev. J. A., M.A., Enmore Rectory, Bridgwater.
SPEIGHT, E. E., B.A., F.R.G.S., Christiania, Norway (Hon. Dist. Sec.).
SPENCE, MAGNUS, Deerness, Kirkwall (Han. Dist.
Sec.).
STECHERT, G. E., and Co., 2, Star Yard, Carey Street,
Chancery Lane, London, W.e.
STEFANSSON, J6N, Ph.D., New Reform Club. 10,
Adelphi Terrace, London, W.C. (Vice-President
and Han. Dist. Sec.).
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STEVENSON, Mrs. J. J., 4, Porchester Gardens, London, W.
STEWART, 'VM., M.D., Bank House, Bacup, Lancashire.
STORM. Rev. Pastor A. V., Citadellet, Copenhagen.
Denmark (Vice-President).
STORM, Captain w., F.R.G.S., Consul for Denmark, P.O. Box 10, Point, Durban, Natal, South
Africa.
STOUT, The Han. Sir ROBERT, K.C.M.G., Chief Justice, Judges Chambers, Wellington, New
Zealand.
STRATHCONA AND
MOUNT ROYAL,
The
Lord,
G.C.M.G., High Commissioner for Canada, 28,
Grosvenor Square, London, W. (Vice-President).
STUART, Mrs. A., Crear Cottage, Mo mingside Drive,
Edinburgh.
SVEI:"B]OR:-i"SSO:--'-. SVEIl\'B]ORC\', 63, Comiston Drive,
Edinburgh.
SWAIN, Miss A., 5, Addison Crescent, London, W.
SWAIN, E., "Little Nalders," Chesham, Bucks.
TANCRED, Miss EDITH, 29, Westbourne Gardens,
London, w.
TEGNER, Captain L. F., Pohonui, via Hunterville,
Rangitikei , New Zealand.
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TEIT, J. A., Spence's Bridge, British Columbia,
Canada (Hon. Dist. Sec.).
THIRKELL, R A. C., F.S.A.Scot., Clare Street, New
Town, Tasmania (Hon, Dist, Sec.).
THOMPSON, W. N., S1. Bees, Cumberland.
THURSTON, Rev. GRANVILLE B., M.A., Lymrn Rectory, Cheshire.
TOLLER, Professor T. N., M.A., 13, Mauldeth Road,
Withington, Manchester.
TORONTO PVRJ.IC LIBRARY, Canada. For address see
u Agents" at end.
TRAILL, R. H., 7, Drapers Gardens, London, E.C.
TRAILL, 'NILLIAM, 58, Victoria Mansions, South
Lambeth Road, London, S.W.
TRINITY COLLEGE LIBRARY, Dublin.
TUDSBERY, FRANCIS "\V. T., M.A., "St. John's Mead,"
Woodstock Road, Oxford.
VON YHLEN, GERHARD, R.W.O., RSt.O.O., s.n.u.,
RRO., Lysekil , Sweden.
WALKER, JOHN, Maryfield , 19, S1. J ohu's Road,
Putney, London, S.vV.
WALLACE, A. J., M.D., I, Gambier Terrace, Liverpool.
WARBURG, EDWARD 111., c/o Messrs. W. Schultze
and Co., 29, J ewin Crescent, London, E.C.
(Vice-Presid en t).
"\VASON, J. CATHCART, M.P., Craig, Daljarrock,
N.B., and 6, Evelyn Mansions, Victoria Street,
London, S.W.
WATT, "\Y. G. T., D.L., of Breclmess, Skail House,
Strornness, Orkney.
"\VEIR, VV., 48, K etherbv Road, Trinity, Edinburgh.
WHISTLER, Rev. CHARLES "\V., M.RC.S., Stockland
Vicarage, Bridgwater (Hon. Dist. Sec.).
WILKINSON, C. H., F.R.G.S., 33, Hamilton Terrace,
London, N.\Y.
WILLIAMSON, Rev. L., Congregational Manse, Insch.
WILLIAMSON, L., "Viking Lodge," Rodenhurst
Road, Clapham, London, S.W.
WILLIAMSON, T., Loraine House, North Shields.
vVOOD, T. MCKIl'\:'oiON, M.P., LL.D., D.L., L.C.C.,
16, Portland Place, London, W. (Vice-President
and Trustee).
WORCESTER FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY, Massachusetts
ll·S.A., per Messrs, Paul, Trench & Co., 43:
(,errard Street, Soho, London, W.
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H

1892

YALE UNIVERSITY, New Haven, Conn., U.S.A., per
Messrs. Edward G. Allen & Son, Ltd., King Edward
Mansions, 14, Crape Street, Shaftesbury Avenue,
London, W.C.
ZETLAND, The Marquis of, P.C., K.T., Aske, Richmond, Yorkshire (Vice-President).

SOCIETIES
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WITH

WHICH PROCEEDINGS ARE
EXCHANGED.
ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE, 3, Hanover Square W.
BERGEN MUSEUM, KORWAY.
BUREAU OF AMERICAi-i ETHNOLOGY, Washington,
U.S.A. For address see "Agents" at end.

DANSKE STUDIER, per Dr. Axel Olrik, CarnIe Kongevej 174, Copenhagen, Denmark.
GERMANSK FILOLOGI, SELSKAB FOR, per Herr C.
Schutte, Overgade over Vandet 78B, Copenhagen, Denmark.
LEICESTERSHIRE ARCHITECTURAL AND ARCHlEOLUGICAL
SOCIETY, per Major Freer, V.D., F.S.A., 10, New
Street, Leicester.
LINCOLNSHIRE NOTES AND QUERIES, per Rev. Canon
190 1
Hudson, c/o 'V. R. Morton, High Street, Horncastle.
19°5 NORTHERN ANTIQUARIES, ROYAL SOCIETY OF, Palace
of the Prince, Copenhagen, Denmark.
NORWEGIAN CLUB, 112, Strand, W.C.
NORWEGIAN SOCIETY OF SCIENCES, THE ROYAL,
Trondhjem, Norway.
NORWEGIAN SOCIETY OF' SCIE!'\CES, THE ROYAL,
Trondhjem, N OTway.
190 7 ORD:'o1A]'o;CE SURVEY LIBRARY. SOUTHAMPTON.
19°5 SCOTLAND, SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES OF, National
l\Iuseum of Antiquities, Queen Street, Edinburgh.
INSTITUTION,
Washington,
U.S.A.
19°1 SMITHSONIAN
For address see" Agen ts " at end.

1907

1905

19°2
19°4

SVENSKA LANDSM~LSFbRE:'\I:'\GAR:\'A (Swedish Societies
of Dialectology
and Folklore), per Aksel
Andersson, Acting Librarian of the University of
Upp sal a , Sweden.
THORESBY SOCIETY, 10, Park Street, Leeds.
W ASHI:,\GTO:'o1, U. S.A., LIBRARY OF THE UNIVERSITY.
For address see" Agents" at end.
YORKSHIRE DIALECT SOCIETY, per the Rev. Thomas
Clarke, Low Row, Richmond, Yorkshire.
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MESSRS. B. F. STEVENS & BROWN, 4, Trafalgar Square, London,
W.C.:AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY of New York.
NEWBERRY LIBRARY, Chicago, U.S.A.
NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY, U.S.A.
MESSRS. WILLIAM WESLEY & SON, 28, Essex Street, Strand,
London, W.C.:BERLIN ROYAL LIBRARY, C/O. Otto Harrassowitz, Leipzig,
Germany.
LEIPZIG UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, c/O. Otto Harrassowitz,
Leipaig, Germany.
BUREAU OF AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY, Washington, U.S.A.
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, Washington, U.S.A.
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, U.S.A., for delivery to
Smithsooian Institution, D.C. for Library, University
of Washington, Seattle, Wn., U.S.A.
MESSRS. C. D. CAZENOVE & SON, 26, Henrietta Street, Covent
Garden, London, W.C. : BROWN UNIVERSITY LIBIlARY, Providence, Rhode Island,
U.S.A.
TORONTO PUBLIC LIBRARY, Canada.

VOL. V.

PART 1.

ADDITIONAL GIFTS TO

LIBRARY.

THE following gifts have been made to the Library:GIVEN BY
THE CHURCH DEPARTMENT, NORWAY .

.. Erkebiskop Henrik Kalteisens Kopibog." Edited by Alexander
Bugge. Christiania, 1899.
.. Biskop Eysteins Jordebog (den ROde Bog)." Vols. I.-IV.
Edited by H. J. Huitfeldt. Christiania, 1873-80.
"Pavelige Nuntiers Regnskabs-og Dagboger, 1282-1384." Edited
by P. A. Munch. Christiania. 1864.
.. Norges Gamle Love indtil 1387." Edited by R. Keyser and
P. A. Munch, with Glossary by C. Storm and E. Hertzberg.
Vols. I.-V. Christiania, 1846-95 .
.. Norges Gamle Love, 1388-1604." Edited by A. Taranger.
Va!. I. Christiania, 1904.
"Norske Rigsregistranter tildels i Uddrag, H..V. 1523-1660."
12 Vols. Christiania, 1861-91.
Edited by Gustav
.. Regesta Norvegica;" Vol. 1.. 991-1263.
Storm. Christiania. 1898.
THE AUTHOR.

"Vesterlandenes Inflydelse paa Nordboernes og sserlig Nordmaindlenes ydre Kultur, Levesset og Samfundsforhold i Vikingetiden."
By Alexander Bugge. Christiania, 1905.
THE AUTHOR •

•, Scandinavian Loan Words in Middle English."
Erik Bjorkrnann. Halle a.S.; 1900.

Part 1.

By

E. SWAIN.

"Histoire des Expeditions Maritimes des Normands et de leur
Etablissement en France au Xerne Siecle, By M. Depping.
Paris, 1845.
REV. THOS. MATHEWSON.

"Gleanings from Ibsen." Selected and edited by E. A. Keddell
and P. C. Standing. London, 1897.
"Maree!." By T. Ollason. (Tirval.) Lerwick, n.d.
FRANCIS EDWARDS.

"Weird Tales from Northern Seas." Translated from the Danish
of Jonas Lie by R. N. Bain. With Illustrations by Laurence
Housman. London, 1903.
" Brief Description of an Ancient Vesssel found near Sandefjord in
Norway." Christiania, 1883.
B
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THE AUTHOR.

" Norges Oldt id, Mindesmzerker og Oldsager." With 606 Illustrations and 4 maps. By Gabriel Gustafson. Christiania.
THE AUTHOR.

"The Cruciform Brooches of Norway." With 194 Illustrations.
By Haakon Schetelig. From Bergens Museums Aarbog, 1906.
THE AUTHOR.

" Fortegnelse over de til Bergens Museum i 1906 indkomne Sager
seldre end Reformationen." By Haakon Schetelig og A. W.
Bregger. From Bergens Museums Aarbog ; 1906.
DR. G. AUDEN.
"A Handbook to York and District." Prepared for the 75th
Meeting of the British Association. Edited by G. A. Auden,
M.D., Cantab,
THE AUTHOR.

"The Fisherman's Nautical Times Almanac, 1906."
Olsen.
"Chart of the North Sea." By O. T. Olsen.

By O. T.

OTHER ADDITIONS.

"Monumenla Orcadica, Nordmrendene paa Orknoerne og deres afterladte
Mindesmeerke;" By L. Dietrichson and Johan Meyer. With 152
Illustrations. Christiania, 1906.
"The Story of Shetland." By W. Fordyce Clark. Edinburgh and
London, 1906.
"The Religion of Ancient Scandinavia." By W. A. Craigie, M.A.
London, 1906.
"Celtic Religion." By Edward Anwyl, M.A. London, 1906.
" The Mythology of Ancient Britain and Ireland." By Charles Squire.
London, 1906.
"Spindrift. Shetland Sketches and Verse." By T. P. Ollason. (Tirval.)
Lerwick, 1906.
"Areyllshire Galleys. Some typical examples from Tomb Slabs and
Crosses." By Lord Archibald Campbell. London, 1906.
•, A Text Book of Irish Literature." By Miss Eleanor Hull, London and
Dublin, 1906.
"Scot.tish K.ings, a Revi.sed. Chronology of Scottish History, 1005-1625,
with nonces of the principal events, Tables of Regnal years, Pedigrees,
Tables, Calendars, &c." With 4 maps. By Sir Archibald A. Dunbar,
Bart. Second Edition. Edinburgh, 1906.
" Sturla the Historian." By William Paton Ker, M.A. (The Romanes
Lecture, 1906.) Oxford and London, 1906.
OTHER GIFTS.

A. W.

JOHNSTON.

Tingwall (pingviill:) Loch, Shel!and, looking S. by W., showing
the Holm which was the SIte of the Lawting of Shetland.
Painted by Sir Henry Dryden.
REV. THOS. MATHEWSON.

Packets of Picture Postcards.

Shetland Views.

VIKING

BIBLIOGRAPHY.

[The Hon, Editor will be glad if members gClterally will help to make the
Bibliography as complete as possible by sending word of any books, or articles in
local Ilewspapers, magazines, &c., suitable for notice, or by forwarding cuttings of
the same. Communications should be addressed to Albany F. Major, .. Bifrest,'
3D, the Waldrons, Croydon.]

Besides the books, &c., of the year included under GIFTS and
ADDITIONS to the LIBRARY, we note the following:PUBLICATIONS BY MEMBERS.
By DR. KARL BLIND.
'e Homeric Knowledge of the High North: The Tale of Kirke and
Holda-Kirke. In The Monthly Review of August, 1906.
This has also appeared in German in an amplified form in the
Deutsche Revue, Stuttgart, not in the Vossische Zeitung as stated
in Saga-Book, Vol. IV., p. 265.
"Yule-tide in England."
In the Wiener Deutsches Tagblatt of
January, 1907.
By REV. H. J. DUKINFIELD ASTLEY, D.Litt., F.R.Hist.S., F.R.S.L.
A Group of Norman Fonts in North-west Norfolk." In the
Transactions of "The Norfolk and Norwich Archreological
Society. "
By R. L. BREMNER, M.A .• B.L.
"The Saga of Gunnlaug the Worm-tongue and Rafn the Skald."
In The Guide for August and September, 1906.
By REV. C. W. WHISTLER, M.A., M.R.C.S.
"A Sea-Queen's Sailing." London, 1906.
"Gerald the Sheriff. A Story of the Sea in the Days of William
Rufus." London, 1906.
FORTHCOMING.
By REV. C. W. WHISTLER, M.A .• M.R.C.S.
.. A Prince Errant." In the Press. (Nelson.)
The story is based on the old English romance of "King
Horn," which it follows as closely as practicable. As in the
" Havelok the Dane" of the same author, the scene of the
story has been carefully localised with reference to possible
indications given in the original, with resulting introduction of
the Irish and Welsh Vikings of the 7th Century.
By HARRY LOWERISON.
"Odin or Christ." A story describing the conflict between
Odinism and Christianity in Norway from the time of Haakon
the Good to Stiklestad.
OTHER PUBLICATIONS.
:2y A. W. MOORE.

"The Connexion between Scotland and Man."
Historical Review for [uly, 1906.

In the Scot/ish
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GIFTS

TO

THE

From Honorary MembersDr. Karl Blind
Gilbert Goudie
Mrs. Newmarch
J. Cathcart Wason, M.P.
From Subscribing MembersMrs. Bannon
Miss Olive Bray
W. G. Collingwood
J. P. Emslie
Colonel Hobart
Dr. J. M. Laughton
A. F. Major
A. Shaw Mellor
A. Henry Patterson
Mrs. Pocklington-Coltman
Miss S. C. Rucker ..
F. G. Smart
The Hon. Sir Robert Stout
Ernest Swain and Miss A. Swain
Rev. C. W. Whistler

FUNDS,

1906.

£

s,

d.

o 10

0

u 10

0

o 10
o 10

0

0

100
o 10 0
18

0

0

o 10 0
2 10 0
o 10 6
200

o 10
o II

0

0
100
1
1
0

100
110
100
07

0

NOTE.-We regret to say that to the death-roll, which appears on a
later page, must be added the name of Dr. KARL BLIND, Past President of
the Club, who died in London on May 31St, 1907. A detailed notice must
be held over till the next SAGA-BoOK.

REPORTS

OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF
MEETINGS OF THE CLUB.

THE

FOURTEENTH SESSION, 1906.
MEETING, JANUARY

r9TH.

Mr. W. G. COLLINGWOOD, F.S.A. (President) in the Chair.
THE President gave his Inaugural Address for the year
r905-6 on "Some Characteristics of the Archa-ology of
the Viking Age in England," illustrated by lantern
slides, which is printed on pages IIO- 14 J.
MEETING, FEBRUARY r6TH.
Mr. W. G. COLLINGWOOD, F.S.A. (President) in the Chair.
Professor 1. Gollancz, Secretary to the British
Academy, gave a lecture on "Gringolet, Gawain's Horse,"
a summary of which is printed on pages 104-109.
MEETING,

MARCH

r6TH.

Mr. W. G. COLLINGWOOD, F.S.A. (President) in the Chair.
Professor W. P. Ker read a paper on "The Life of
Bishop Gudmund Arason," which is printed on pages 8610 3.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, APRIL 27TH.
Mr. W. G. COLLINGWOOD, F.S.A. (President) in the Chair.
The Annual General Meeting was held at the King's
Weigh House, on Friday, April 27th, at S p.m. The
Annual Report of the Council and Statement of Accounts
and Balance Sheet for the year were presented to the
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meeting and unanimously adopted, and are printed on
pages 30-36. The Officers of the Club for the ensuing
year were also elected.
It was reported that the following address to the
King of Denmark, on the occasion of his accession to
the throne, had been presented to the King on behalf
of the Club by Pastor A. V. Storm, Hon. VicePresident: To HIS MAJESTY KING FREDERICK VIII. OF
DENMARK:
May it please Your Majesty:
The members of the Viking Club desire me to express to
Your Majesty the sympathy which they have felt for you and
your Royal House and the people over whom you now reign
in the grievous loss of His Late Majesty, KING CHRISTIAN IX.,
a monarch revered and venerated, not by his own subjects
alone, but by aU the nations of the civilized world.
The members of the Viking Club have been moved by
this sad event in an especial degree, as the Club has been
founded by natives of the British Isles to study and preserve
the memories of the olden time, when the Vikings of the
North were helping to build up the British race, and the
kingdoms of Denmark and England were for a time united
under one crown.
Mindful of those days, and of the kinship and fellowship
which bind together the Danish and the British peoples, the
Viking Club trusts that under Vour Majesty's rule the kingdom
of Denmark may flourish, that its friendship with this country
may broaden and grow, and that the close ties of marriage
which now unite the Royal Houses of the Scandinavian
kingdoms with that of Great Britain and Ireland may be
reflected in the friendship of the peoples of those various
lands.
And that Your Majesty may enjoy lifelong happiness,
prosperity and peace is the prayer of
Your Majesty's obedient servant,
(Signed) W. G. COLLINGWOOD,
President of the Viking Club.
Lanehead,
Coniston,
April, 19 06.
Lancashire.

Proceedings at the Meetings.
A letter from Pastor Storm was read, reporting that
he had presented the address to the King personally,
and that His Majesty had very graciously expressed the
pleasure with which he received it.
A series of water-colour drawings and sketches of
Orkney, Shetland, Scotland, and Wisby, Sweden, by the
late Sir Henry Dryden, Bart., of Canons Ashby, Northamptonshire, was then exhibited by Mr. A. W. Johnston,
Chairman of the Council and Han. Treasurer, who, in
describing the drawings, said:Sir Henry Dryden was born 18 I 8, and died 1899. He
was an Honorary Life Member of the Viking Club, an
energetic and vigorous man, and an ardent antiquary and
archceologist all his life. During his later years he
brought the records of his researches up to date from the
subsequent labours of his younger successors in the same
field of work. He was especially painstaking and accurate in his measurements and observations.
Sir Henry's principal works are measured drawings
and sketches in various parts, which may be classified
as follows:Orkney and Shetland-Ruined churches, St. Magnus
Cathedral, castles, broughs, stone circles, etc.
Scotland-Iona, broughs, stone circles, etc.
England-Camps, megalithic remains, now III the
Dryden collection, Northampton Museum.
Isle of Man-Crosses, etc., in possession of Manx
Society.
Ireland-Crosses, chapels, etc., in possession of his
daughter, Miss Dryden.
France-Megalithic monuments in Brittany, III the
Ashmolean Museum.
Holland-Miscellaneous.
Sweden-Ruined churches, etc., of Wisby, Gottland,
in possession of Miss Dryden.
The collections whose distribution is not specified
above are dispersed as follows:Orkney and Shetland churches, etc., and miscellaneous
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Scottish sketches, in the possession of Mr. A. W.
Johnston.
St. Magnus Cathedral, in the possession of Mr. H. J.
Blanc, RS.A., Edinburgh.
Scottish, Orkney and Shetland broughs, stone circles,
etc., in the British Museum.
Iona collection, with the Society of Scottish Antiquaries.
Sir Henry was also interested in music and old sport.
He brought out a translation from the Norman French
of one of the oldest hunting treatises written by an
Englishman, William Tuici, huntsman to King Edward
II. Miss Dryden is bringing out a second edition with
corrections by her father.
Sir Henry dated the Orkney and Shetland churches
(excepting St. Magnus) from the twelfth century. There
is no cross church in Orkney, and only one in Shetland.
The following are the chief features of these churches:
No aisles. No plinths. Doors chiefly in west end with
square and round heads, several have no rebates. Three
have no chancels, but all the rest have decided chancels.
No chancel doors. Seven have chancel arches full width
of chancel; some have very narrow chancel arches. Two
have windows with circular heads, all the others have
flat heads. There are no mullions, or transornes, or triangular heads. Three churches have windows without
grooves for glass, and without external chamfers. Of
the six churches which retain the East ends, four have
no East windows. Orphir alone has a chancel step.
In some the chancel windows are very low. No piscina
remains, and only one sedile, but several aumbries. In
four cases only do we know the pitch of the roof: one
in Shetland, 85°; two in Orkney, 88°; and another 950.
There are four kinds of grave stones: (I) Keel-shaped
slabs; (2) rectangular upright stones, with crosses cut
ir:t o them; (3) t~e same, but without ornament; (4) upnght stones cut into the form of crosses.
The speaker then gave a detatiled description of the
sketches. It was announced at the close of his address that
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one of the drawings, "Tingwall (I>ingvollr) Loch, Shetland, looking S. by W., showing the holm which was the
site of the Lawting of Shetland," had been presented to
the Club by Mr. Johnston; and a unanimous vote of
thanks was accorded to him for his generous gift and for
exhibiting and describing this very interesting collection.
MEETING, MAY

18TH

Mr. W. G. COLLINGWOOD, F.S.A. (President) in the Chair.

Miss F. M. Butlin gave a lecture on "Modern
Denmark," with lantern illustrations.
ANNUAL DINNER, JUNE 12TH.
The Annual Dinner was held at the Hotel Dieudonne,
Ryder Street, St. James's, on Tuesday, June r zth, at
7-45 p.m., Mr. W. G. Collingwood, F.S.A., President,
occupying the chair. The Vice-Chairmen were Mr. H.
Brzekstad, Colonel Hobart, and Mr. G. M. Atkinson, VicePresidents. The guest of the evening was the Norwegian
Minister, Professor Fridthjof Nansen, and about sixty
were present, including Professor W. P. Ker, Professor
Israel Gollancz, Dr. Karl Blind, Miss Eleanor Hull, all
the principal officers of the Club, and many other members and friends.
The following toasts were given: -" King Edward VII.
of England," by Mr. W. G. Collingwood, who also proposed the toast of the King and Queen of Norway; Dr.
Nansen proposed the toast of the Viking Club, to which
Mr. Major replied.
Dr. Nansen, in responding to the toast of the King
and Queen of Norway, expressed his pleasure at being
the guest of the Viking Club on this occasion, and in
seeing the interest which was taken by English people
in Norway and in all matters connected with his country,
its people, and its history. Forages past there had been
the closest relations, commercial and otherwise, between
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the two nations, and he was proud to know that the blood
that had flowed into this country from over-sea in days
of yore was appreciated as it was, for he found that
people here were proud of their descent if they could
trace it back to the Vikings of old. It was a great
pleasure to him also to remember that people in England
had interested themselves in Norway in 1814, when Norway was separated from Denmark, and was handed over
by the Danish King to the Swedish King, as if it were
only a province, a thing which Denmark had no right
to do. It was a great honour and pleasure to Norwegians to see how strong the British sympathy was
with Norway, and it was Norway's hope that the feeling
would grow, if possible, stronger in the future. There
would soon be another link between the countries, because'
in a few days an English Princess was going to be
crowned Norway's Queen. In conclusion, he had to
thank the President and the Club for their kind expression of appreciation with regard to his own work in the
far North. If he had been able to do anything in thisthe work of his life-it was mainly due to the influence
of English explorers, on whose lines he had followed.
They had, he might say, created Polar exploration, and
it was the English explorers that he and others were
trying to copy. These Polar explorations were one of
the many leaves in the laurels of this great nation, and
for him it was the pursuit of such work which connected
him most closely with the English race.
The dinner was followed by a musical entertainment,
at which Freken T. Salicath and Mr. Motte sang a selection of songs, Norwegian and English, accompanied by
Mr. Mansell Stevens.
JOINT MEETING WITH THE" SOMERSET MEN
IN LONDON," OCTOBER 26TH.
By the courtesy of the "Somerset Men in London,"
the members of the Viking Club were invited to a joint
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meeting of the two Societies in the Crown Room, Holborn
Restaurant, when the Rev. C. W. Whistler, Hon. District
Secretary for Somerset, read a paper on "Legends and
Traditions of the Quantock District (with special reference to, possibly Scandinavian, Odinic Survivals)." Mr.
J. Harris Stone, Chairman of the Committee of the
Somerset Men in London," was in the chair. The more
important points in Mr. Whistler's paper from the Viking
Club point of view have been communicated to the Club
in his District Reports in this and previous SAGA-BoOKS,
but an abstract of the paper will be found on pages
(f

14 2 - 1 5° .

MEETING, NOVEMBER

23RD.

Mr. W. G. COLLINGWOOD, F.S.A. (President) in the Chair.

The Hon. Secretary reported that on Tuesday, November
zoth, a deputation from the Viking Club had the honour
of being received at Buckingham Palace, in order to
present an address of welcome to His Majesty King
Haakon. The deputation was composed of the following
officers and members, comprising representatives of
Orkney and Shetland, England, Scotland, and Norway:
Mr. A. \!Y. Johnston, Chairman of the Council; Mrs.
Johnston, Hon. Secretary; Mr. A. Shaw Mellor, Treasurer
elect; Mr. Albany F. Major, Hon. Editor; Mrs. Major,
and Mr. O. T. Olsen. Lord Hamilton. of Dalzell, introduced Mr. A. VV. Johnston, who then presented the other
members of the deputation to the King. Mrs. Johnston
then presented the address with a few words of greeting,
to which His Majesty graciously replied. The address,
which was designed and illuminated by the President,
Mr. W. G. Collingwood, and enclosed in an artistic leather
case, embossed with a design of a carved Scandinavian
doorway surmounted by a Viking ship, also the work of
the President, was as follows:-
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To

THEIR MAJESTIES THE KING AND QUEEN OF

NORWAY.
May it please Your Majesties:
The members of the Viking Club beg most respectfully to
offer their greeting and welcome to Your Majesties on this
your first visit to Great Britain since your accession to the
ancient throne of the Yngling Kings.
We claim an especial interest in this event, because our
Club exists to study and preserve the records of that age,
when Norway and the Norse took so important a share in the
making of the British race.
Counting among our members natives of Your Majesties'
Kingdom, we trust, in studying past history, to strengthen the
present bond which links us to Norway by many ancestral
memories and natural sympathies.
It is our earnest hope and wish that Your Majesties' reign
may be long and prosperous, to the furtherance of friendship
between Norway and Great Britain.
(Signed)

On behalf of the Viking Club,
W. G. COLLINGWOOD, President.
•
AMY JOHNSTON, Hon. Secretary.

Mr. G. M. Atkinson, Vice-President, then read the
following papers :-" Notes on the Danish Moat at Fulham," which we hope to print in a future issue, and
" Runes Amongst Ogam Illustrations in old Irish MSS."
Mr. Atkinson commenced the latter paper with a brief
account of the Ogam characters and their use, illustrated
by sketches on the blackboard and rubbings from various
inscribed stones. He then described how the Runic
futhork, under the titles of "Ogam Lochlandach" and
" Gall Ogam," occurs on tables of various kinds of Ogams
adapted for use in secret or cryptic writings, which illustrations are given in the" Book of Ballymote," an Irish
codex, dated 1391, now in the library of the Royal Irish
Academy, Dublin. Runic alphabets are also given in
similar lists under the same titles in another Irish MS.
now in the British Museum. The lecturer pointed out that
the title Ogam of the Lochlandach, or Gall (foreigners),
would be applicable not only to the Norwegians coming
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trom the land of fjords, but also to the Danish dwellers
on the landlocked waters of the Baltic. An account of
these characters was communicated by Mr. Atkinson to
the Royal Historical and Archaeological Association of
Ireland, and is printed with facsimiles in the Journal of
the Association for July, 1874.
Some flint implements were also exhibited which had
been found by Mr. Harry Lowerison, Hon. District Secretary, Norfolk, at the so-called "Danish Camp" near
Holkham. These included some twenty neolithic flakes,
cores, etc., one very beautiful little saw, and one probable eolith. The camp in question is about one mile
from Holkham Station, and threequarters of a mile from
the sea. from which it is separated by marsh and sandhills. It is 700 yards round the inner mound. and within
it is a circular depression, very like a dew-pond, about
23 yards in diameter and 6 feet deep. The flakes were
all surface finds, so give no positive evidence as to the
camp.
MEETING,

DECEMBER

14TH.

Mr. ElRIKR MAGNUSSON, M.A. (Hon, Vice-President) in the Chair.

Mr. Sveinbjorn Sveinbjornsson read a paper on
.. Northern Folk-Songs: Danish, Icelandic, Norwegian,
and Swedish" (with Vocal Illustrations). The paper,
with some of the melodies, is printed on pages 151-171.

FOURTEENTII ANNUAL REPORT OF COUNCIL.
METHODS OF

WORK.

During the year 1905 the work of the Club included :-The
holding of seven meetings for the reading and discussion of Papers
on Northern subjects; visits to Bedford and the Exhibition of
Water Colour Drawings of Icelandic Scenery by W. G. Colling.
wood, the President; the social function of the Annual Dinner;
adding to the Library and Museum; the survey of Orkney PlaceNames; and the continuation of the Book Agency.
The Council recommend that the work of the Club should
be continued on similar lines during the forthcoming year, with
the exception of the Book Agency.

MEETINGS.
January 20th.-Presidential Address with lantern illustrations,
of life and scenery in Orkney. J. G. Garson, M.D.,
President.
February 17th.-" Homer and Beowulf." Professor]. Wight
Duff, M.A.
March 17th.-" Old Icelandic Churches," Mrs. Disney Leith.
" A Visit to the Danework ,' H. A. Kjeer, M.A., Hon,
District Secretary for Denmark.
" The Ship Find in Norway," Albany F. Major.
April I4th.-The Oldest Known List of Scandinavian Names."
Jon Stefansson, Ph.D.
May 9th.-Annual Dinner.
May Izth.-" Some Notes on the Supernatural Element in
Icelandic Literature." Miss S. C. Rucker.
November I7th.-" Faroe and the Faroese," illustrated by
lantern slides. Pastor Axel Bergh.
December 15th.-" Ship Burials." Haakon Scbetelig, Hon,
District Secretary for Norway (Bergen and West Coast).
In addition to the above meetings the members of the Club
were invited by the Folk-Lore Society to the society's meeting on
February 15th, when a paper on "The Ragnarck and Valhalla
Myths and Evidence a~ to the period from which they date" was
read by Albany F. Major ; and on May aoth, Dr. Jon Stefansson
representing the Viking Club at the invitation of the Yorkshir~
Dialect Society, read his paper Oil "The Oldest Known List of
Scandinavian Names, with their Bearing on Yorkshire Place.
Names," at a meeting of that Society at Holmfirth.

Annual Report of Council.
EXCURSIONS.
June 3rd.- Visit to the Exhibition of Water Colour Drawings
of Icelandic Scenery, &c., by W. G. Collingwood, F.S.A.,
President of the Viking Club, at the Bruton Gallery.
Notes on events connected with the subjects by Albany
F. Major.
July rst.- Visit to Bedford to visit Willington Camp, and
other sites connected with the Anglo-Danish Campaign of
A.D. 921, described by Mr. A. R. Goddard in his paper on
"The Danish Camp on the Ouse, near Bedford," in
Saga-Book, Vol. IlL, pal?:es 326-337.

ANNUAL DINNER.
The Annual Dinner, attended by 80 members and guests, was
held on May gth, at the Bruton Galleries, on the eve of the opening
of the Exhibition of Water Colour Drawings of Icelandic Scenery,
by W. G. Collingwood, the President. The chair was occupied by
the President, and the following were entertained as guests of the
Club-the Right Han. J. Bryce, M.P., and Mrs. Bryce, Baron de
Bildt (the Swedish Minister), Professor W. P. Ker, and Professor
1. Gollaucz.

SAGA- BOOK

AND PUBLICAnONS.

The Saga-Book for Ig04 has been issued to all Members for
Ig04, and to Members elected in Ig05.
The Saga-Book for Ig05 is now in the printer's hands, and will
be issued in April to Members who have paid their subscription.
The following Publications will be issued to subscribers during
the next twelve months, of which special prospectuses will be
issued : Translation Series. Vol. II. Sremundar Edda (first portion,
excluding the Volsunga lays). By Olive Bray, illustrated
by W. G. Collingwood.
Bibliography of Northern Literature. By Jon Stefansson, Ph.D.
Orkney and Shetland Old-Lore Series, a quarterly issue of
Miscellany and Diplomatarium Orcadense et HjaltIandense.
Edited by A. W. Johnston and A. Leslie.
The following Members have been appointed a Publications
Committee: G. M. Atkinson, W. G. Collingwood, A. F. Major.

LIBRARY AND

MUSEUM.

The collection of books and antiquities remains in the
temporary charge of Mr. A. W. Johnston, F.S.A.Scot., as Hon,
Librarian. A catalogue has been printed and may be had for 6d.
The Hon. Librarian will be glad to receive gifts of books and
antiquities to the Library and Museum, and cases for books anti
exhibits.
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BOOK AGENCY.

The Book Agency will hereafter be conducted independently
by the Hon, Librarian.

MEMBER.SHlP.
During the year 1905 the Club lost five members by death
and twelve by withdrawal, while nineteen Subscribing Members and
one Honorary Member have been added to the roll, and the
exchange of Proceedings arranged with two Societies.
At the close of the year the Membership consisted of 56
Honorary and 203 Subscribing Members, of which 20 have
compounded and are componnding by instalments for their sub
scriptions, and the Proceedings exchanged with twelve Societies.

STATEMENTS OF ACCOUNTS.
The Honorary Treasurer's Balance Sheet and Accounts for
the year ending December 31St, 1905, are appended.
The Book Agency shows a profit of [5 I5s. IId.
A dopied by the Council,
A. W. JOHNSTON, Chairman.

April 7th, 1906.
A dopted by the A nnual General Meeting,

W. G. COLLINGWOOD, President.
April 27th, 1906.

VIKING CLUB.

BALANCE SHEET.
LIABILITIES.
I.

£

s. d.

£

ASSETS.

s. d.

BALANCES OF THE FOLLOWING FUNDS:-

Horsford Fund for" Thing-Steads," by F. T.
Norris ...
...
.,.
...
... 47 6 0
Major Fund for" Saga Studies," by A. F. Major
5 0 0
Endowment Fund
...
...
...
... II3 7 0
Publication. Fund
2 16 6
General Fund
300
II.

Consol,...
...
South Australian Stock
171 10

Book Agency AccountDue to Booksellers .
Printing
...
..,
Icelandic Literary Society Subscriptions

r

I

SUBSCRJPTlONS (1906)

paid in advance ..

£

s. d.

£ s. d.
o 13 8

B

44 0 8
5' 17 6
r

4

2
0

10

0

95 ,8

2

9
H

83 I 6
6 II 8
, 7 0

5 3 5

9'

0

6
7

Book AgencyMembers owing for Books
Stock in hand
Cash in Bank ...
...
...
hands of Hon, Treasurer
Assistant Secretary

0

2

15 II

II 10
18 0

2 12

0
12

Publications FuudPrinting
...
. ..
Bibliography of Northern Literature
III.

2

1 13 8
299
I II
6
r

Members owing for Reprints of Saga Book, Vol. IV.,
Part I.
...
SUbtCYlptso'lB in Arrears

Investments-

SUNDRY LIABILITIES:-

General FundSaga Book, Vol. fV., Part II., Reprints and
Illustrations
...
...
Printing Circulars, etc.
Rent of Rooms, 1905
Hire of Lantern at Lecture

31 st December. 1905.

o '5
4 '5

I 10

N OTE -The above mentioned Assets do not include
the value of back numbers of the Sa"aBook, nor the value of the Club Library,

6
0
10

6

5 7

5

0

5

5

£20'

£201

We have compared the above Balance Sheet with the Books and Vouchers produced to us, and
find the same to be in accordance therewith.
ROBERTSON LAWSON,l Hon Auditors.
A. W. JOHNSTON, Hon. Treasurer.
W. V. M. POPHAM,
J
London, April 5th, '906.
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VIKING CLUB.
GENERAL FUND for the Year ending 31st December, 1905.
To Balance from last year '"
1905 Annual SUbscriptions paid in 1904

'9°5

in Arrear

£

s.

d.

0
74 15 8
SIO 0

Donations
" Dividends received
" Subscriptions to Wedding Present to T.I<.H. Prince
and Princess Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden
,. Sale of Tickets-Bedford Excursion
..

'J!

Annual Dinner

" Reprint, or Saea-Booe, Vol. I V., Part I.
...
'"
" Sale of Back Works
., Profit on Book Ag~ncy Account

c57

s.

6

9 1 16
5 12
2 4

8
6
0

8

6
0

so

'S

..6

50
2 13
6 '9
5 'S

c s.

d,

10 II

By iVorking Expenses : Bank Char ges
Commission to Trade ..
Printing and Stationery
Fire Insurance Premium
Rent or Rooms
'"
Hire of Lantern at Meetings
Refreshments at Meetings
...
Assistant Secretary's Honorarium
Postages

11

Annual Dinner Expenses '"
" Bedfoi d Excursion Expenses
...
...
Saea-Boos, Vol. Ill., Part III., Illustrations
IV.,
I.,
IV.,
I , Reprints ...
IV.,
I I., Illustrations,
Prospectus, Printing
Postage
Purchase of Picture for Wedding Present
, Balance of Balance Sheet".

5 9

c

s, d.

0 4 0
0 IO 6
13 4 7
0 18 0
I II 6
2 12 6
I 19 7
8 5 0
17 2 I I
46 8 7
50 5 6
14 18 6

0

2
6

etc.

£288

d.

o 16 6
83 10 4
9 6 6
3

5 8

II II

'S

2

9 6 19 0

6
c
26 13 6
50 0 0
3 0 8

-----

£288

5 9

BOOK AGENCY ACCOUNT for the Year ended 31st December. 1905.
To Cash for Books Sold in '90~
Books Sold in 1905
L'jJ due by Member-s

£

s. d.

22 5
87 12
109 18
I

2

By Stock in hand, "st December, 190~
.. Cash for Books Purchased in 1904
Books Purchased In 1905 ...

~

~

7

12 6
6 6

'9 a
5 3 5

2[

As-ets to Balance Sheet

£

s. d.

Less due to !:looksellers
Subscriptions paid to
Icelandic Literary Society
.
Society of Northern Antiquaries .

£
2

7
95

3
8

102 I I

108 '5
'7

d.

9

Subscriptions received:-

Icelandic Literary Society
Society of Northern Antiquaries

1, s.

7
9

7

s. d.
2

10

94 '9

8

19

a

I

6

II ]0

206

'7

6 6

Postage ...
...
.. Liabilities to Balance Sheet
.. Balance to General Fund ...

7

I 10
9
]2
I 10

5 15

II

PUBLICATION FUND for the Year ended 31st December. 1905.
To [905 SUbscriptions

£

1, s. d.
13 12

0

By Payment to Account of Bibliography of Northern
Literature
.,.
Liabilities to Balance Sheet ...
Balance to Balance Sheet

s. d.

5 5

0

,10
,; 16

6
6

£13 12

0

ENDOWMENT FUND for the Year ended 31st December. 1905.

To Balance from last year
1905 Life Subscriptions
Entrance Fees
Donations ...
1906 Life Subscriptions
Entrance Fees

£

s. d.

j4

0

0

67 10

0

£
Hy Balance to Balance Sheet

s. d.

113 7

0

7 14 0
100
I

10

0

I

13

0

£113

7

0

£113 7

0

VISI T TO BR I D G \ \ ·X f E R, JUXE 2l\D TO 4T H.
Asma ll pa rty of members. a nd frie nds interested in th eir
researches, assembled at Brid gwat er on Friday, June rst.
1906, in order to visit the actual country o f King A l fred's
campaign fro m A t helney in SiS. t o inspect the local sites
assigned to va rious incidents ill the opera tions accord ing to the id entifications o f the late Bishop C lifford,
and t o d iscuss generally in thc light of these investiga .
tions the claims of the various sites g iven for the field
of the king's decisive vict ory at E thmdu ue over the Danes

~IOX l:M ~:XT

h om a

ox

phOI O~fal'h

by

AT H t: I. XF.Y.

J.

Barr i. Slon r.

under G ut hrum. Besidcs local me mbers of the Clu b.
Somerset was represented by the Cha irm an of the Com mittee of the Somerset Xlcn in London. Xlr. J. H arr is
Stone, an d others. The pa rty, whi -h was un der the
general conduct o f :'I lr. A F. :'I Ia) or. lIon. E dit or, found
very comfortable headquarters a t the Bristol Arms. Brid g water.
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,.c.,any on Saturday morning they were met by the
Rev. Charles W. Whistler, Han. District Secretary for
Somerset, who has made the problems connected with this
campaign his special study.' Under his guidance, and
reinforced by local recruits, the party drove by North
Petherton and Lyng, with brief halts at the respective
churches, to Athelney and Borough Bridge, Alfred's fen
fortress just below the junction of the rivers Tone and
Parrett. The site of Athelney, so evidently once an island
in the marshes, was closely examined, and the causeway,
Alfred's original work, connecting it with the steep
"burh" of Borough Bridge, observed. From the latter
point, after scaling the steep hill of the "burh" and
inspecting the church, the party drove on after lunch by
the former marsh-islands of Othery, Middlezoy, Weston
Zoyland and Chedzoy, with their remarkable churches
and memories of Sedgemoor. These islands extend in
a chain from Athelney almost to the foot of the commanding height of Edington, on the Polden Hills, at
which latter point the members halted to discuss the probabilities of that site as the battlefield of Ethandune. The
claims of an alternative position much further up the
valley of the Parrett, where a vast camp, originally Roman,
exists on the ridge of the Hamdon Hills near Montacute,
were put forward by one of the party, Mr. W. L. Radford,
who read a paper suggesting this site before the Somersetshire Archaeological Society in 1905. The general opinion
of the party was in favour of the Edington site as most
likely from a strategical point of view, though it was
agreed that Mr. Radford's theory had its own claims to
recognition.
Col. Hobart, Vice-President, who was one of the
party, has since informed us that, in his view, if we
grant the assumption that Guthrum wanted to join hands
with Hubba, and expected him to land near the mouth
of the Parrett, he must almost of necessity have marched
1 See his paper, "Ethanduoe, A.D. 878: King Alfred's Campaign
from Athelney." SAGA-BoOK, vol. ii., and various District Reports.

C lIKI>l .... R Cl. l n·S ...." " W.... T t: N ~ AI. I. .

F ro", a

1 ,bOlo~ ra p b

by ] . lI arrlo

Sl on ~.
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along the ridge of the Poldens, which runs like a promontory nearly to the river-mouth through country that
must in those days have been marshland and almost
impassable for an army. The ridge of hills, moreover,
commands Alfred's position at Athelney and in the fen
islands, which the Danes could not have afforded to
neglect. In any case it was very strongly felt by those
present that the most probable place for the final battle
of the campaign on strategical and topographical grounds
was in the Athelney district, near Aller, where Guthrum
was baptized shortly after his defeat, and Wedmore,
where he was confirmed and where the treaty of peace
was signed. On these grounds the party were generally
inclined to reject Camden's identification of sites in
Wiltshire, near Chippenham, which most historians have
followed without further investigation. These sites have,
however, on philological grounds been supported by Mr.
W. H. Stevenson, in his recent edition of Asser's "Life
of Alfred," where he endeavours to identify Edington
near Chippenham with the Ethandune of Alfred's will,
and shows that in Domesday the Somersetshire Edington
appears as Edwinetune, no doubt originally Eadwinestun. This latter argument is not, however necessarily
Edington Hill, which to-day is called
conclusive.
locally Eddendon or Eddandun, is above the village of
Edington, which is on the level "moor." There is no
apparent reason why the hill should have given its name
to the village, or the village to the hill, and the names
may be of independent origin. There for the present
the question must remain.
No plans were made for Whit Sunday, when some of
the party visited Cheddar to see the famous" gap" in the
Mendips, with its cliffs, caves and waterfall. Others
drove to church at Aller, being anxious particularly
to see the font, which is said to be the very one in which
Guthrum was baptized. This is not impossible, though
a writer in The Churclz Times of March I5th, 19°7, in
a review of "Memorials of Old Somerset," scoffs at the

CHU RC H YA RD CROSS , ST O KE CO U RC Y .

F r om a photograp h b y

1. Harris S to ne .

RE ) IA I:-;S O F MA R KET C ROS S,

ST OK E COU RC Y , :-;EA R T H E H O LY WE L L .

F rom a photograph by

1. Harris Sl on e.
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idea of its being anything but "a Norman font of a
common-place and not very early type." The bowl alone
is in existence, a massive circular bowl of unornamented
stone, which was found in a pond in the vicarage garden
when the church was being restored during last century.
The gathering place on Monday was Cannington,
where the party first inspected the fine church, and then
visited Cannington Park, near Combwich on the Parrett.
Here there is an ancient stone-walled fort, with an evident
battle-burial hard by and strong local traditions, which
the late Bishop Clifford imagined was the site of Hubba's
landing and defeat. No excavations could be made, but
fragments of human bones from the burial-place and
shore pebbles, evidently sling-stones, from the fort on the
hill-top were found by several members. The next halt
was at Stoke Courcy, with its magnificent Norman church
and churchyard cross. The latter is modern, but on the
old base and site, which, contrary to custom, is on the
north side of the church. The cross no doubt preceded
the church, and in this instance it stood so near the brook
that no room was left to build the church in the usual
position north of the cross. Another result from this is
that the church has no south porch. Of the old market
cross, which stood at the end of a lane leading to a "holy
well," only the base, showing traces of rich ornamentation,
remains. Being Whit Monday, the Stoke Courcy club
festival was in progress, and the members of the party
were much interested in the procession, which passed
down the street, as they were about to drive off, on its
way to service at the church, with bands, banners and
club staves bearing ornamented heads. These latter are
becoming valuable relics of the past, for these festivals,
unhappily, are dying out, as the old benefit clubs vanish.
At Stringston another churchyard cross was inspected.
This dates from the fifteenth century, is elaborate in
pattern and has never been defaced, though the sculpture
has suffered from weathering. The shaft is a monolith
of conglomerate grit. Finally Danesborough Camp, on

V isit 10 lIrid,ewaler,
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the Q ua ntocks. was reached , where the Rev. \ Y. Gresswell.
the wel l-known aut ho rity on \ Yest Somerset, met the
party. T he ins pection o f the ca mp concl uded the programme. ~ Ir. Stone's g reat ar ch.eological kn owled ge, and
)'Ir. Rad f ord' s intim ate acqua inta nce with the reco rd s and

I' II'T E E S T H Cf.S Tl'l'Y

c~oss,

ST~ISfiSTOS_

Fr om a pbo(OII; rapb by J. lIarri. Slone.

ar che-ology o f the county, were o f vcry g reat value to
t he other members of the party dur ing the excursion.
We have to tha nk H ealth R esort for k ind ly allo wing
us t he use o f the blo ck s illust rat ing this article, f rom
photog raphs by Slr. J. H ar ris Slone .

REPORTS OF DISTRICT SECRETARIES.
ENGLAND.
EAST ANGLIA.
The Rev. W. C. Green, M.A., District Secretary, sends
the following:PHILOLOGICAL NOTES.
THE Suffolk villagers here use ., stoolt " for the past
tense and participle of "steal," pronouncing the 00 as
in .. wood." This reminds us of .. stolit," the Icelandic
participle of "stela." The sentence "hann hefir pat
stolit " would be in Suffolk parlance "he have stoolt
that."
Not long ago I came upon the expression in the Waterdalesmen's Saga" fam gOi')IIITI monnurn 11k," "like few
good folk"; used of a wicked old witch, as an ironical
expression for "unmatched in badness." The phrase
seems to have been proverbial; and it rather reminded
me of an old Essex saying current among my relatives
there, about anyone sui generis and cantankerous. " He
is like Hackett's bull," they said. But if you enquired
what that animal was like, you were told, "Like nobody
but himself."
TADPOLE, POLLYWIGGLE, T ANTIDDLE.
In this note there is nothing strictly Vikingian. Indeed I doubt if Vikings cared for such very little things
as tadpoles. But I was led to search into the names for
them by hearing a saga, told me by a woman in the parish,
about a friend of hers who had a swarm of tadpoles
inside her, which consumed all her" victuals" and caused
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her death. And she called the creatures "tantiddles."
Of "tadpole" one guesses" toad" to be probably the first
part. And Skeat explains the word, "A toad which is
nearly all 'poll' or 'head.''' Only one might have expected rather "poll-toad" than "toad-poll." Also it is
odd that "frog" has not come into the name; for the
well-known tadpoles are mostly the young of frogs.
With regard to the country name "polly-wiggle,"
"wiggle" may express the wagging motion, and" polly"
again be from "poll," head: only "tail-wagger" would
seem more correct. A neighbour of mine, a good naturalist, set some of his village boys to spell the word.
Without exception they spelt it with a d for ll, "podywiggle." Now hereabouts, in speaking, they often slur
or soften d between vowels into a liquid (r especially):
but in this case they were doing the reverse. (Classical
scholars may remember a'IKpV, "lacryma," 'oavO'u<vr,
" Ulysses.")
For tadpole the Scandinavian languages seem to have
no name: in a Danish dictionary I find only the periphrasis "frog with tail."
The Germans have "kaulfrosch," and" kaul-krote " for the two batrachian infants.
The French have "tt~tard," not accentuated as if from
"tete," but as if "suckling" from teter,
FORMER, FOREMOST.

Icelandic .. framar," "framast."
In Icelandic" fram " is a common adverb, " forward" :
from which come the camp. and superl. "framar,"
" framast," corresponding to the English" former," " foremost," this last being originally" formest." And surely
both "form-er" and" form-est" were based on a stem
" from" or "form," corresponding to Icel. "fram."
Thus Vigfusson in his dictionary says:
This adv. with its compds and derivatives may be said to have
been lost in Germ. as well as Engl., and at a very early time. Even
Ulfilas uses "fram" only in two passages as adverb, viz.,
Rom. xiii. 12, where he renders" the night is far spent" by" framis
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=

galeijJan," which recalls to mind the Icel, "fram-li~inn to
deceased',
past; and Mark i. 19 where 'lTpo{3alllflll is rendered by "gaggan
framis" = Ice!. ganga fram.
Cp, also the Gothic compds
.. Iram-gahts to = progress, Philipp, i. 25; .. Irarn-aldrs " = stricken
in years.
In O. H, G. "vram" = ultra still occurs, but is
now lost in Germ. as well as in Eng!.

All this appears to me rightly put; and it proves a
stem" from" or " form," on which" form-er" and" formest" were based, and " form-er" with no less right and
regularity than "form-est."
But Skeat says of "former":
A false formation to suit M.E. "formest," i,e., foremost. Formed
by adding -er to the base" form" of A.S. "forma" first; really a
superlative form precisely equivalent to Lat. primus, where -1f1. is
an Aryan superl, suffix.

I demur to the words "false formation": "form-er"
seems to me formed as truly and rightly as " form-est."
That the stem ending in m was originally superlative
is true alike for Gothic, Icelandic, German, Anglo-Saxon,
and wherever it may occur: but, this superlativeness
becoming forgotten, "former" seems to me as right as
"formest," and to have been unfairly discredited.
Some purists did avoid using it: e.g., Gray. "It is
not," says Skeat, "in very early use." Written examples
may not be producible: but I cannot but believe that in
formation ;; former" and "formest" were about simultaneous and early, as were in Icelandic "Tramar " and
.. framast"
Passages where "former" occurs in Spenser and
Shakespeare and a few other fairly early writers are given
in Tovey's Gray, vol. ii., p. 27. Here are two:
.. Yet did bel' face and former parts professe
A fair young maiden."
-Spenser, F. Q. VI. vi

10.

.. Coming from Sardi- on our former ensign
Two mighty eagles fell."
-Shakspeare, Julius Caesar V. i. 80.

In both passages" former" is used in the local sense;
and this is by far the most comm-on use of the Icelandic
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"framar," "Tramast.' In the authorized version of the
Bible .. former" is very frequent (occurs 39 times) in the
temporal sense.
The spelling" foremost" came probably from a wrong
idea that the word should be referred to " for" or .. fore."
Yet the word "hind-mQst" may be taken to justify in
part a superlative " fore-most" really based on .. fore."
SOMERSETSHIRE.

The Rev. C W. Whistler, M.A., M.R.CS., District Sec
retary, writes:FURTHER NOTES ON "KYNWICH CASTLE."
LURING the summer of r905 Mr. Major and myself, assisted
by Dr. Swale, made a few exploratory trenches within
the defences of the ancient hill-fort near Combwich,
already mentioned in other SAGA BOOKS as most probably
the scene of the fall of Hubba in the Athelney campaigns. 1
The primary intention of these explorations was to ascertain whether the fort had at any time been a permanent
place of habitation, enclosing anything of the nature of
hut circles or pits, and except that scattered flint chips
and early potsherds of the Glastonbury type proved the
camp to be of very early construction and use, nothing
indicating any permanent residence was to be found. At
one spot, however, a 'fmd was made, which seems to prove
that the fort has actually been manned against a siege
at some time. Almost on the rock, and beneath some
eighteen inches of mould, in a spot overlooking the tidal
ford of the Parrett, which the fort commands, lay a dozen
or so of carefully chosen oval shore pebbles, of uniform
size and type, and of the shape usually considered to be
that used for slinging." With them were the only shards
of wheel-turned pottery which showed any ornamentation, the inference being that here had been a slinger's
1 Vol. ii., part ii., pp. 165, 166, 174, 175; Vol. iv., part L, p.

22.

We found also many other similar pebbles, scattered about in different
places where we dug within the enlrenchments.-ED.
2
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post during some siege of later date than that of the
original fort-builders.
TRACES OF THE NORSEMEN AT PORLOCK.

My attention has been drawn to the former existence
of a chapel of St. Olaf, in the church of St. Dubritius
at Porlock, I am unable as yet to say more of the date
of this chapel, but the dedication points very plainly
to some close connection between the little ancient port
and the Norsemen either as actual founders of the place,
or as traders. Bristol was once the headquarters of the
Iceland trade, and it is possible that Porlock and Watchet
may have taken their share in the shipping as ports of
call for supplies, or pilotage; but that Watchet began as
a Norse settlement contemporary with the Welsh possessions on the opposite shore, with Williton, "the town
of the Wealas," two miles inland on the main western
road as the market depot, is more than probable.
SCANDINAVIAN LEGENDS.

In this connection may be recorded a distinctly Scandinavian legend concerning a large tumulus on the coast,
some ten miles west of Watchet and close to the mouth
of the Parrett. It stands on rising ground above a wellmarked former inlet of the sea, still known in its present
state of marshland as "Wick," and is an ideal place for
the burial of a chief near the ships which lay in the tidal
waters of the inlet. Being about ninety feet across, and
some eleven feet high, any attempt at exploration would
be costly, the mound, moreover, being mostly composed
of stones, and the local statement being that "if it is
taken away by day it is brought back at night," which
may be the remembrance of some premature attempt at
grave rifling and frustration by the original builders.
The field in which the mound stands is called "Pixies'
piece," and the last pixies of our Quantock country were
disturbed, "in the memory of the present grandfathers,"
by" Mr. Rawlings" while thrashing in the adjacent lonely
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barn. He was passing, and heard the busy flails at work,
and so went to learn who was there. There were voices,
too. One said to another:
"How I does tweat! "
Whereon another answered, "Thee do tweat, do'ee?
Well, then I do double-tweat, looky zee."
Whereon the farmer looked over the half-door, and saw
the little men in their red caps a-threshing.
"Well done, then, my little vellows! " he shouted. But
they fled, and have been seen no more.
Now they live in the mound, which moves mysteriously
from place to place about the field. There was a ploughman at work in the next field with his team, who heard
them. There came a little voice crying piteously:
"I've broken my peel! I've broken my peel! "
It is a' lonely place, and the man thought it strange
that a child should be playing around the mound, and
so, as the crying went on, thought he had better go and
see if the little one was lost. But there was no child to be
seen, though a, little wooden baker's shovel, the "peel,"
with which the bread is put into the old stone ovens, lay
with its long handle broken on the mound side. This,
being good-natured, he mended with a lashing of string,
and left where he found it, and so went back to his team
until the day's work was over. Then, as he passed the
mound, he looked to see if the peel was yet there. It had
gone, but in its place lay a beautiful hot cake baked for
him in the oven of the grateful Pixies.
Mr. Craigie gives an almost identical story of a mound
and a broken peel in his Scandinavian folklore and
legends, "The Bergwoman's bread !": and I have so far
heard no English variant of the story. Unless there is
such, it is hard to see how so distinctively Scandinavian
1 legend can have originated in the heart of Saxon
Wessex, and it would seem to be very definite proof of
the old Norse influence on the Severn shores, even if the
mound itself be not that of some Viking chief, perhaps
even of Hubba himself.
D
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STORY OF A LOST FIND.

The particulars of a very curious find made by himself
some fifty years ago, "when there was nobody to tell us
about these things," have been given me by an old ploughman of my parish. He was then working in the Wellington district, on the Devon border; and in the midst of
a field, which he was ploughing unusually deep, the share
struck something which left a shining metal ring on the
point. Investigation with a spade borrowed from a
hedger at hand revealed the remains of "some sort of a
great pot, which was all rotten and fell to bits. It was
blue, and that was all one could tell of it." There was
also the other ring which had formed either the handle
fastening or else had been the only means of lifting the
cauldron, and besides that half a dozen small yellow
metal bowls, which had been packed into the great one.
He reckoned that these bowls were brass, like the two
rings, and he sold them as such for 2S. gd. to a man in
Wellington. "Like as not they were gold," he said, meditatively. "And we reckoned they had been stolen and
buried where we did vind them. They do zay that once
on a time there was a public-house in that field, but not
as anyone ever remembered. VVe reckoned these things
had been stolen from the house and buried."
Exactly such a find is illustrated on page 340, vol. I I,
of " The Viking Age," where the large kettle is filled with
deep shield bosses, which have all the appearance of
bowls. In this case burnt bones were covered by the
bosses, and the" blue" layer which marked the outline
of the large vessel of my informant's find would probably be the blue iron phosphate known as "Vivianite,"
which is always indicative of the juxtaposition of animal
matter and iron in a burial find.
It is possible that the traditional "public-house" was
actually a temple "Hof," and that here were buried the
cauldron and blood-bowls of the" Ve," at the time when
the Christian British expelled some Northern settlers who
had wandered inland from Watchet. The type of find
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seems distinctly Scandinavian, and is strange in British
Devon, to which the Saxons did not penetrate until they
were fully Christianised.
REPORTED FIND OF A VIKING HELMET IN IRELAND.

In describing to the Irish Royal Society of Antiquaries
in June, 1905, the find of a Danish gold pin at Clontarf,
Mr. Milligan also mentioned that in 1903 he found in
Ards peninsula a splendid bronze brooch of the Viking
period, with a Viking helmet. Unfortunately the material
of which the latter is made was not mentioned in the
brief report of the meeting given in the "Antiquary,"
but in any case the find is worth recording, helmets being
extremely rare. Even the Museum of Christiania does
not contain a single perfect specimen, though fragments
are 'not infrequent. Of one thing we may be certain, that
it was not provided with the wings so dear to the artists
who illustrate Viking stories.
THE WINGED HELMET MYTH.

Against those anachronisms, probably evolved from
some late German source of the "Lohengrin" order, I,
as a sufferer, would hereby register a solemn protest, being
absolutely unable to find any authority for them, though
for' the horned helm, and also for the boar-crested helm,
there is plenty, examples of both being in the British
Museum, besides the well-known early pictured representations of the former, and "Beowulf" mentions of
the latter.'
BLOOD STENTING.

That" White witchcraft" still exists in a more or less
surreptitious way in the west is well known; but a charm
against haemorrhage, of a somewhat unusual type, from
Black Torrington in North Devon, may be worth recording, though it may not be of Northern origin. In this
case there is no attempt at secrecy, the user of the charm
1 See SAGA-BOOK, Vol. iv, p. 4'2.
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being proud of his occult power, and by no means making
profit of it. He is a small farmer of the district, and
claims to be the last person by whom the charm can be
effectively used, as it can only be handed on by a woman
who herself has the power of " stenting blood" by its use.
It came to him from such a wise woman, and, so far as
he knows, he is the only person to whom she transmitted
the gift, while of course he is unable to hand it on.
The charm itself consists in repeating the verse Ezekiel
xvi. 6 (q.v.). It is to some extent apposite, being a direct
command to an individual suffering from hzemorrhage to
"live," though with no command to the blood itself.
Whether this may not be a Christianised version of some
older formula I cannot venture to say; but it is likely.
The descent of the" stenting" power in the female line
alone is most remarkable. The context of the verse may
possibly infer that it was originally used by women only,
and on certain emergencies: but this does not seem probable. At the present day the help of the "stenter" is
sought in any case, whether veterinary or otherwise, where
it is required, and it is claimed, and indeed firmly believed
in the district, that it is always successful. Two such
cases were cited to me, one of a wounded horse, and the
other of haemorrhage from the lungs of a consumptive.
There are physical reasons, connected with the cessation of ill-directed attempts to staunch the bleeding during
the absence of the messenger in search of the" stenter,"
which one could bring forward to account for the usual
success of his charm; but they only accentuate the fact
that his loss will be as much to the district as to the
student of folklore. It may be added that the" stenter"
does not visit the patient. The verse is openly pronounced
wherever he may be working when found, and the assurance that it will be found effectual on the return of the
messenger is added. The verse, which is the essential part
of the charm, next to the personal element, was freely
communicated to the doctor, by the way, there being no
"professional jealousy" in the matter on either side.
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THE SKIMMINGTON RIDE.
Black Torrington still keeps up the ancient custom of
"Skimmington riding," when some village scandal is to
be held up to public reprobation. A very full and accurate description of such a function may be read in the
Rev. S. Baring-Gould's "Red Spider," the scene being
laid in a village close at hand, and the ritual observed
being that still in use. Notices for such a "meet of the
stag hounds" held last spring were posted in places so
far distant as Bideford, the route to be taken by the
" hunt" being given in disguised writing.
LYNG CHURCH, ATHELNEY.
The earlier stages of the restoration of Lyng Church,
Athelney, have been completed, and the Bishop of Bath
and Wells, in reopening it, made full reference to the
close association of the building with King Alfred's
monastery, of which it is practically the only remainder.
The tower still requires full repair.
KING ALFRED'S BURIAL PLACE.
A committee has been formed for the preservation of
Hyde Abbey, Winchester, the burial place of Alfred and
Elswitha and Edward the Elder, and a subscription list,
of which Mr. Alfred Bowker is treasurer, has been opened.
YORK.

Dr. G. A. Auden, District Secretary, York, writes as
follows : RECENT FINDS IN YORK.
EXCAVATIONS for building purposes in Nessgate and
Coppergate, in the City of York, during the past year
have brought to light, at a depth of ten to twelve
feet, several objects which may without doubt be
assigned to the Danish period. This area is in the
immediate neighbourhood of the site which yielded so
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many Scandinavian antiquities during the excavations
for the Friends' Meeting House in 1884, which form a
collection in the York Museum still awaiting adequate
study and description. The most noticeable find is a
fine axe-head of iron, 6! inches long, weighing z Ibs,
G OZ., having a broadened slightly crescentic cutting-edge,
inches in width, and an oblong socket for the handle.
The metal is extremely well preserved, a fact in part
due to the black peaty earth in which this and the other
antiquities were embedded, but also to the fact that the
axe appears to have been overlaid originally with silver.
Accompanying it was a finely-wrought horse's bit, of
iron, which, although it has suffered a great deal from
oxidation, still shows traces of linear ornamentation.
Many bones of animals, including the skull of a small
horse, tines of red-deer horn, two goat horns, also four
leathern shoes, together with part of what appears to have
been a leathern apron, were found. The chief other antiquities are a fine bone comb of " Danish" pattern, several
needles of bone, a two-pronged fork of bronze for fixture
upon a shaft, and fragments of a wooden box which has
been overlaid with strips of bone, finely ornamented with
incised circles and ovals, pierced through the whole thickness, and backed by a thin sheet of vitreous material,
which still retains some of the lustre. ~
In 1903, probably in the same neighbourhood, an
article of exceptional and unique interest was discovered,
which has, unfortunately, not found a place in the York
Museum. This is the "Carved tine of deer's horn of
Viking Age," figured and described by Mr. Romilly

3t

1 While the above has been in the press several additional objects have
been brought to light, the most interesting of which-and in some respects
the most valuable antiquity dating {rom the period which has yet been
discovered in York-is a bronze chape of a sword sheath, ornamented with
open zoomorphic interlacement, which terminate in animal heads where
the chap" was fixed to the material of the sheath. The dimensions
are: length, 8'5 centimeters, width, 4'6 centimeters, width of mouth,
2 centimeters.
A similar chape is figured in Rygh, Norske Oldsager,
fig. 516. The whole find is an important one and is worthy of a detailed
report.
•
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Allen in "The Reliquary." It was sold in London in
July last, and now graces the collection of Lord Grantley.
In the same periodical another object from York is
figured (Vol. XII., page 60). This is a fine example of a
"late Celtic" bowl with zoomorphic handles, of a type
similar to those found in Norway,' which was found on
Castle Hill in 1828.
SUPPOSED ST. OLAF WINDOW.

In the East end of the South aisle of the now disused
church of Holy Trinity, Goodramgate, famous for its
unique fifteenth century Trinity-window, is a window of
two lights, filled in with fragments of fourteenth century
painted glass. The subject represented in the left light
is a crowned figure with flaxen hair, moustache, and
short beard, wearing a tunic with wide open sleeves, which
are apparently trimmed with yellow fur. A broad band
of azure crosses the shoulders and at the girdle. The
right arm grasps a book, but resting in the left are three
round stones, one above the other two (F ig. I). The figure
has hitherto, manifestly erroneously, been attributed to St.
Stephen, but there seems to be at least some considerable
probability that it is a representation of St. Olaf carrying
the "Olaf Stones." The legend, which is Danish in
origin," and which does not appear to be known in Norway, is to the effect that a servant girl of a certain
Bonder (Vir pravus, nee Ileum nee homines reuerens'i,
was ordered by her master to bake on St. Olaf's Day,
in lieu of praying at the shrine of the saint. The loaves
were converted to stones and the impious Bonder struck
with blindness.
Metcalfe," in relating this legend, says that in the
churches dedicated to St. Olaf in Iceland, three "Olaf
Stones," hammered out of lava, were generally kept. That
Romilly AIlen, "Archreologia," Vel. 56.
Daae, "Norges Helgener," p. 52.
8" Passio et Miracula Beati Olaui," p. 45.
1
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the legend was k nown in E ng land a cent ury later than
thc d ate to which th is g: lass ma y be ass ig ned is pr oved
by the pa inted screen in the church o f Barton Turf,
Norfolk, whe re St. Ol af ca rr ies tw o ca kes in his right
ha nd , his ba tt le-a xe in his left, h is identity being pr oved
by the legend "51. l lolofius " O il a scroll abo ve the
figure (Fig. 2). Man y of the ea rlier woode n effig ies of
the Saint in Norway rep rese nt him as holdin g in one
.
ha nd the cibor ium. T his,
whe n rough ly ca rved, is not
unli ke th ree cakes or stones
superimp osed (Fig. 3). It
is possible t hat there may
be som e con nec t ion bet ween th is fact a nd the
legend of t h e Ola f St ones.
T he book in the r ight
hand of the York figure
ma y be urged as a n objec ti on to th e id en tificati on.
It may, however , be mentioned th at on e light in the
E a st wi nd ow of the ch urch
of St . O lave, in York, of
fifteenth centu ry glass, is
t ra d it ionally supposed to
re present S t. O laf. T he
glass is very fra gmentary,
1'1<:. "' --C ARV E l> H , a · R F. OF ST . ol. AF
a nd noth ing defin ite can be
IS TIlR (l ~Il Il J F. " " ' ·S I. L M.
mad e ou t of it. H ere the
crown ed head, with beard
and mo ustache, surmounts a body whi ch a ppears to ha ve
been clo thed with a gown of blue (t he glass bei ng mu ch
damaged), while the left hand (i f this reall y belongs to
t he orig-inal fig-nrc, a nd there d ocs no t a ppea r to be reason
to dou bt it) hold s up on the lap an open book with an
inscription. The right ha nd has go ne. St. O la f is usu ally
represented as rest ing his foot upon a hum an -head ed
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dragon (Fig. 3), and it is unfortunate that in both of
the York windows the lower part of the figures is missing.
ST. OLAVE'S CHURCH.

The church of St. Olave in York still retains the
dedication of the pre-N orman Church founded by Siward
the Dane, Earl of Northumbria, who was buried therein
in 1055. The facts are thus recorded in the "Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle" :-" Ann. MLV. In this year died at York
Earl Siward, and he lies at Galmanh6 in the monastery
which he himself had caused to be built and hallowed
in the name of God and St. Olaf, and Tostig succeeded
to the earldom which he had had." The word monastery I
here used probably means minster or church, for it is
more than doubtful if there was any monastery here
in the later acceptance of the term. In 1082 the church
and surrounding lands were given by Alan the Red, son
of Eudo, Count of Brittany, to Stephen, the abbot of
Lastingham, and a new monastic church and the necessary secular buildings were begun. Under the prevailing
Norman influence the dedication to St. Olaf was abandoned, and the new buildings were dedicated to St. Mary,
while the church became a chapel, dependent upon the
abbey.
At the Dissolution St. Olave's church was
retained as a parish church, and in spite of many vicissitudes still stands, while the glorious fabric which once
overshadowed it has been reduced to a pile of ruins.
ABBEYS IN NORWAY FOUNDED FROM YORK.

It is an interesting circumstance that the twelfth century vellum manuscript of the" Passio et niiracula Beati
Olaui," now in the library of Corpus Christi, Oxford,
belonged to Fountains Abbey, itself an offshoot from
St. Mary's Abbey at York, and the mother of the first
I Compare the contemporary inscription upon the Sundial at Kirkdale
Church, N. Riding, "Orm, son of Gamal, bought S. Gregory's .IJillster
when it was an to-broken and to-fal1en . .
"
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Cistercian foundation in Norway, that of Lysekloster.
In the year 1146, Sigurd, Bishop of Bergen, in the course
of a tour in England, visited Fountains, which had been
founded from St. Mary's Abbey in York only thirteen
years before. Struck by the Cistercian mode of religious
life, which he had not previously seen, Sigurd begged
the Abbot, Henry Murdac, to help him to establish a
Cistercian cell in his own country. The matter was discussed among the brethren, and thirteen of their number
volunteered to accompany the Bishop to Norway, then a
land hardly nominally Christian. On the roth July,
1146, the missionary body said farewell to their comrades, headed by Ranulf, who had been one of the monks
expelled from St. Mary's Abbey at the time of the rupture
which led to the foundation of Fountains.
On reaching Norway their patron provided them with
a site at Lyse on the coast, some twenty-four miles south
of Bergen, where a few foundations, carefully excavated
and preserved by Herr Nicolaysen,' show that the buildings follow the general plan of English Cistercian foundations of the period. Lyse remained under Fountains
until 1213, when, owing to the difficulty of inter-communication, it was by a statute of the Chapter General
of the Order placed under the abbey of Alvastra in
Sweden. From Fountains also was founded Kirkstead
in 1139, under the abbacy of Robert de Siwella, another
of the original founders of Fountains from St. Mary's; 2
and from Kirkstead was founded the Abbey of Hovedben, on the island opposite Christiania.' Thus York
can claim to be the mother of the two first Cistercian foundations in Norway.
1 Nicolaysen.

"Om Lysekloster og dets Ruiner." Kristiania, 1890.
Memorials of Fountains," pp. 61-69 -Surtees Society, Vol, xli.
8 Nicolaysen.
"Hovedo og dets Ruiner." Kristiania, 1891.
2"
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ORKNEY.

Mr. Magnus Spence, District Secretary, Deerness, sends
us the following interesting report:RENOVATION AND PRESERVATION OF THE STANDING STONES,
STENNESS.

THE only event of special importance on the mainland
of Orkney during the year is the beginning which has
been made to the work of renovating, restoring and
preserving these far-famous standing stones of Stenness.
It may be that I am going beyond the area of my special
district; but deep interest in, close association with, and
keen devotion to this particular group is my only excuse
for trespass, if trespass there be. There has been a feeling of dissatisfaction for many years with the utterly
unprotected state of these circles. It was a reproachthis laissez faire-to antiquarians. One finds on visiting
them that Dick, Tom, and Harry have not only cut their
initials and monograms, but scores of visitors have
attempted to render themselves immortal by hewing their
names in full, as near the tops as possible to avoid
obliteration. In addition there is the silly craze for
mementos of local visits. which results in bits of the
more friable stones covered with lichen being carried
off ad libitum. These practices are not yet stopped, but
we are on the fair road thereto.
At first our energetic M.P., Mr. Cathcart Wason, suggested the formation of a Committee and approached
the Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings, who
sent Mr. Stallybrass to report, with a view to enclosing
and preserving these ancient monuments. It was found,
however, that H.M. Board of Works, London, was willing
to take these circJles and Maeshow under its august wing,
and with the ready consent of the proprietor, Colonel
Balfour, Castle, Shapinshay, this was ultimately agreed
to. The Board of Works, after due inspection and
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consultation by their representatives, determined to proceed with the work, and appointed the distinguished
archeeologist, J. W. Cursiter, Esq., F.S.A., Kirkwall, their
representative in the county. These preliminaries being
settled, the workmen were engaged under the superintendence of Mr. Myers, F.RI.B.A., Edinburgh. The stone
most in need of immediate attention was the Watch
Stone, standing at the Bridge of Brogar, and forming
the centre stone of the Beltane alignment.' It measures
Sft. by Itft. by i Sft, above ground. It has two transverse flaws. The new road, in the making, has also
somewhat disturbed it. The cracks were carefully
cleaned and filled with cement and mastic. The base
was buttressed by aft. of mason work on the east side,
and all around was filled in and neatly covered with
turf. The smaller circle, the Moon Circle or Semicircle, has been successfully dealt with. It was here
that Goth of a farmer--McKay-manifested his barbaric
taste by demolishing the far-famed "Stone of Odin,"
along with one or two stones from this circle, to build
byres of. The finest stone of the group was levelled
by the same ruthless hand, and holes bored for blasting,
when .the powers of that far-off day-said to be the
Sheriff of the county in I SOl-saved it. It is not the
intention of those responsible for their re-erection to do
anything to mar the original plan in the smallest detail.
This is wise-in fact, the only possible way-so that
the first sine qua non was to find the socket. After much
searching success crowned their labours. A shallow
socket, not more than zft. in depth, was opened corresponding with the end of the stone near it, and agreeing
with the position in other respects. Although the two larger
remaining standing stones have their triangular pointsfor none are level-tapped-going round with the sun,
this one is reversed. One is ready to suggest an error,
but clearly none has been made. There is a similar
exception in the larger circle. It is now re-erected'See" Stonehenge and other British Circles," by Sir Norman Lockyer.
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sp len did ly done- and the bases of it an d the other two
ret urfed . This is the fmest an d most massive st one o f
the whole group. In solidarity, sha pe, comeliness, an d
regul ar out line it has no peer. It is not quite so ta ll as
the other t wo. Its erection give s shape an d stateliness to

H G.

1 . _ S T E1<~ E S S ,

TIll' S MA LI_E R CI RC L E .

( Th , ,I"", "CI~I/y .",I. d i ' I h, <I~'" eM, 1M tht bd, Ap ",,"'f./

the g roup. It measure s sl ft . by I ~ft. by 18ft. (Fig. I ). Near
this fme monolith and within the ci rcle was unear t hed
a large, ill -shaped sto ne, lying in a posit ion, with its
end in proximity to the next socket. as if it were the
next monol ith o f the circle. It s shape and uncomeliness
make one dou bt what the posit ion suggests. The three
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tall, shapely, imposing monoliths, from roft. to 18ft.
above ground, and then a malformed specimen! One
would fain not believe it. It suggests three giants and
a hunchback. This stone, whatever its meaning, is here
roughly drawn (Fig. 2)' Then there is the dolmen with
its two uprights of 6ft. each, and a cover of about 6Ft.
by 8ft., which have been freed from weeds and rubbish.
The larger circle, or Sun Circle, has been practically untouched.
No stone has
3Feet
been re-set, though one
new stone has been unearthed; but all have had,
where necessary, the i r
cracks and crevices scraped and filled with cement
and mastic.
S eve r a I
stumps and sockets have
~
been exposed where cover~
ed.
All prostrate stones
~
have been rendered dry
,I,
,
by means of gravel and
drainage, and a few feet of
I
green turf laid round.
I
One leaves the place
with the satisfaction that
.5f"<'el
the realization of a long
FIG. 2.-STONE NEWLY DISCOVERED IN
cherished hope has been
THE SMALLER CIRCLE AT STENNESS.
partly ace amp lis he d.
Some care and thought have been exercised in
rendering these circles places where the demolishing hands of time and vandals are checked in their
ravishes amid the sacred structures of this sacred neighbourhood. When one stands, however, in the midst of
this large circle and surveys the surrounding landscape,
one involuntarily feels a sense of disappointment on
seeing those beautiful mounds, formed of the debris of
the huge moat, surrounding the circle, cut through and
I

I
I

I
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left in a very grotesque-looking fashion. It is only in
these latter days that we are beginning to decioher some
little meaning in these circles and alignments. Everything we do not understand ought to be handed
down to posterity intact. The riddle may yet be read.
Who knows? These mounds, composed of debris
carried many yards, and beautifully shaped, were not
erected without a depth of meaning and an intensity
of purpose. They are the fmger-posts to alignments yet
unread. They are pregnant with a deeply interesting
story to whoever can read it. Let us not then in our
day and generation mar the prospective fulness of time.
I f now the stones are to be cared for, so ought the
mounds to be.
Why, part of the system of the Sun-Worshippers was
alignments by mounds. Stand on the centre of Brodgar
Circle, as I did lately, and one can hardly see a hill of
any considerable elevation without its being capped with
its mound. Yes, cutting through and disfiguring mounds
is as much a work of vandalism as cutting standing
stones. One of these large mounds has been despoiled of part of its turf and some of its gravel to
beautify the stones. This should have been got elsewhere. Let us hope that this and the other mounds will
be restored to their pristine beauty and comeliness.
These mounds were all intact and graceful till the early
sixties. Now they are an eyesore to the community.
One disappointment there has been-no implements of
any consequence have been found. It was generally
thought that when sockets were emptied, dolmens tidied
up, and little bits of spade-work done here and there,
evidence would be forthcoming from the Stone or Bronze
Age. But no! The only stone in the shape of a tool
is one of ovoid shape, polished on both sides, which
shows evidence of having been used as a hammer.
Before the re-erection of the huge monolith of the
Moon Circle, a document explaining the undertaking
was placed in a bottle, signed by Mr. James Cursiter,

--
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F.S.A., as representing H.M. Board of Works, and
deposited in cement near the bottom of the socket. All
interested must be truly thankful for what is accomplished, and will look for renewed efforts in the near
future. These sacred monuments must be enclosed, a
caretaker appointed, mounds restored, the socket of the
"Stone of Odin" found, Maeshow rendered watertight,
etc., before the work is finished.

SHETLAND.
Mrs. Jessie M. E. Saxby, Vice-President, District Secretary for Shetland (Baltasound), sends us the following : NOTES ON THE SHETLAND DIALECT.
THE dialect which we Shetlanders call .. wir ain auld
tongue" is, like all other tongues, a survival of the most
useful words and idioms culled from the languages of
those races which went before us. Some we got from
the Norsemen, some from the Kelts, others from some,
as yet, unknown source. The" Scottish oppression"
robbed our isles of all written record regarding ourselves. Ecclesiastical diplomacy confused and distorted
our traditions; priest and peer almost struck our dialect
from our tongues. Still, I think there is enough left to
throw light on a forgotten past, if scholarly research
were set to work on our dialect. We certainly ought to
enquire more before we blindly accept derivations of
words handed down without question from one generation of ecclesiastics to another. I doubt not that in the
venerable archives of Upsala, Bergen and Copenhagen
would be found much to throw light on our ancient history and language.
We have the tradition of two races who inhabited our
isles before either Kelt or Viking. No doubt these have
E
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contributed their share to our mixed language. One of these
were the "peerie Hill-men," akin to the Finns and the
"Yaks" (Esquimaux). That race probably became the
thralls of fighting Kelt and roving Viking. Many words
of ours relating to menial duties, which cannot be traced
to a Norse or Keltic source, doubtless had their origin
with the peerie Hill-men. From this race comes without
doubt our tradition of the Trows. Of the greater race
which raised our Standing-stones and Brochs, whose
knowledge regarding many mysterious sciences must have
been wonderful, we know nothing at present. Their
Sun-worship with its sage rites, and their buildings, give
us reason to say" there were giants in those days." The
Pechs are identified with the Kelts by many authorities.
"I hae me doobts!' Of the Papae there is no tradition
extant, and I do not believe that our place-names of
" Paupil " and "Paupa-stoor" were derived from the
priests at all. There is precious little to show that they
were ever in our isles. If some stray" Father" came this
way no one can confidently affirm, for even the tradition
of such persons belongs to a comparatively late periodquite within the time of Scottish, Dutch, and Christian
history proper.
Some early writers have adopted theories regarding
us and our language, and they have been accepted as
true Gospellers, and thus certain things have been handed
down as facts, which investigation has in some cases, and
might in more, prove fallacies. For instance, the symbol
of the CROSS, found among primitive peoples, and often
shown as proof of conversion to Christianity, has been
proved to be a heathen symbol of very ancient date. 'Ne
owe the Church a deep debt of gratitude for conserving
much for us, but we dare not accept all she tells without
strict investigation, for it was her ., way" to obliterate
and distort to her own use whatever she met of names,
customs, traditions, which she found she could not" convert" in a more pious manner.
The settlement of " Papae " in Shetland belongs most
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probably to the later period, when ChI istianity was
universal in the mother country. I can imagine some
poetical priest from the Isle of Saints touching at our
" West Side" en route for Iceland, and casting about for a
favourable place to establish a mission station. Hearing
of Paupa-stoor and Paupa-peerie, he might astutely exclaim, "Ordained by your own tongue as an asylum for
the Church. These be the Isles of the Papae!" Thus did
a Pope pun on a word when he called the Angle-boys
"angels." That sort of play on words was very popular
in olden times. Enthusiasm and superstition would make
tne folk readily permit the Fathers to take as Heavenappointed possession any spots so designated, and so the
place-name would be handed down as meaning the abode
of the Papae, though the word had been in use long
before and meant something qu.te different.
E very spot of ground, hill, vale, rock, creek, even
crags covered by the sea, had its own name descriptive
of its form, or position, or owner, or other characteristic.
I think it likely that Paupa-stoor and its kindred got
their names quite irrespective of the Irish Fathers. Is it
at all likely that this one word from the Latin title of
the priests alone has come to us? It is remarkable that
no other word in our dialect has such a source, and it is
still more remarkable that none of the" kirks," or "holygardes," or "helya-waters" are in the neighbourhood
of the Paupils and Paupas. Sacred sites are numerous
throughout our isles. Of the Latin tongue, or of those
very early Fathers, there is not one trace to be found
in our dialect or in our traditions; but there is on our
lips to-day a speech made up of words older than the
time when Irish Saints went out all mission quest-the
speech, in fact, which was spoken in ancient Scandinavia,
and is preserved partially in Iceland, the home of heroic
song. That speech dates back beyond the time of
Christian Fathers. If the Papae really became so " fixed"
in our isles as to have the localities where they resided
named in perpetuity after them, it says little for the
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influence of them, or their religion, that they made no
other impression on our dialect.
No one has as yet traced the names of our three" North
Isles," Unst, Yell and Fetlar to their roots. There are
no place-names like them anywhere else. They probably belong to the days of peerie Hill-men and the
" Gykerls" (giants). Some of our words are familiar
to the western Irish, one such word is "keschie" (a peat
basket made of straw). . Yule is a word we seem to have
always known. It goes back far beyond the Viking Age,
back to the time of the mighty Brach builders, who
traced on the turf with huge pebbles the "form of a
wheel (or geal) to represent the Sun whom they adored.
All over our isles we find those traces of Sun-worship.
The Standing-stones of Lund and Clivocast are placed
in a remarkable position. If one stands by the Lund
monolith and looks toward that of Clivocast, ope will
see that the" haunted knowes " are directly between them;
and, at the summer solstice, the sun is shining straight
on the Clivocast Standing-stone.
At the foot of "Hangcliffe," on the "Mukle Heogue,"
there is a rough pathway leading To a huge stone which
not long since stood erect, but was cast down by some
Goths from London in search of-what? Close by there
is a cairn containing some Viking kists, On the summit
of the Heogue there was a building, probably a temple,
and there were found urns and burned remains. From
this site, following the line of the rough "road," and
taking the monolith for a "pointer," you find that the
setting sun is in a direct line from it at the summer solstice. They were not ignorant savages who dwelt in Unst
in those days. Surely the ancient records of Norway
should contain some ray of light to cast upon this interesting point.
'
There is one remarkable thing about our dialect. It
does not contain, as far as I can ascertain, one word
to which is attached two meanings. When I speak of our
dialect, I mean only such words as we possess directly
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from old times, and not the Scottish dialect which has
largely of late been introduced. The Scot got a valuable part of his speech from the Norseman, as we did,
but that never was his mother-tongue, as it was ours.
We have no words like bow, row, reed, peer, and the
like. Each word of ours means just one thing, and
nothing else.
A friend of "mine who was for some years connected"
with Helsingfors University told me that he found many
words among the Finns closely resembling our old Shetlandic, and quite distinct from the Swedish. I think
much information might be gleaned regarding the first
inhabitants of our isles from the annals of the fast dying
. aborigines of some northern lands.

WESTERN NORWAY.
Mr. Haakon Schetelig, District Secretary (Bergen),
writes as follows:THE STONE AGE IN NORWAY.
DURING recent years a very interesting discussion has
arisen about the Stone-age of Norway, chiefly in books
by Dr. Andr. M. Hansen, Mr. A. W. Br0l.:ger, M.A., and
Professor Dr. W. C. Brezger. Dr. Hansen first pointed
out in his book, "Landnam i Norge," the close connections existing between the Danish shell-mounds (" kitchenmiddens," "refuse-heaps") and the early dwelling-places
discovered at many spots on both sides of the Kristianiafjord, though as a non-professional archeeologist he did
not get a full conception of the chronological relations
which the different stages of development bear to each
other. Mr. A. W. Brogger has next made out very
cleverly the chronology of the oldest axes in Norwegian finds. i
After the researches of Mr. Brogger
1 ..

0'xer af Nf/lstvettypen," Norges geo!ogiske undersegelse, No. 42.
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it may now be counted as an established fact that the
oldest dwelling-places along the Kristiania-fjord are
contemporary with the shell-mounds of Denmark, and
that they were inhabited by a population living chiefly
under the same conditions as the Danish hunters and
fishers of that time. The apparently great differences
with regard to the antiquities are exclusively due to the
"total want of a natural supply of flint in Norway; the
Stone-age men were, in the latter country, forced to use
as a substitute some hard stones of volcanic origin, which
could be chipped in a way somewhat similar to the flint.
Of course these stones did not produce an edge which
could equal the sharpness of the flint, and, consequently,
the inhabitants of Norway, and partly also those of
Sweden, were induced to polish the edge of the axes at
an earlier time than this innovation was introduced into
Denmark. Looked at from this point of view, the early
Stone-age of the Northern parts of Scandinavia takes a
somewhat independent character, at least more independent than those regions were towards the end of the Stoneage and during the following periods.
The same early Stone-age civilisation spread also to
the Western coast districts of Norway, and I am inclined
to think that it lasted longer here, and was subject to a
more diverging development than was the case in the
Eastern parts of the country.
CHANGES IN THE SEA LEVEL DURING THE STONE-AGE.

At the same time the eminent professor of geology,
Dr. W. C. Brogger, made a special research to trace out
the changes in the level of the sea around the Kristianiafjord which have taken place during the Stone and Bronze
Ages. ' The districts around Kristiania are most favourable for such observations, as in no other place within
Scandinavia have the post-glacial changes been so considerable as here. The results are also very interesting; it
1 " Strandliniens beliggenhed under slenalderen i del sydlige Norge,"
Norges geologiske uadersegetse, No. 41.
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is evidently proved that the early Stone-age of Norway is
contemporary with what is called in geology the maximum
of the litorina-tapes-depression, a period of relatively
warm climate, characterized by a fauna corresponding to
the present one of Middle Europe and the Mediterranean coasts. The level of the sea was then about 70 m.
higher than now. During the later Stone-age and the
earlier part of the Bronze-age the configuration of the
country, as well as the climate, etc., was reduced to the present state of things, which has thus been almost unaltered
during the last 3,000 years. For archzeological and geological reasons, Dr. Bragger rates the time passed since
the end of the earliest part of the Stone-age in Norway
as some 7,000 years.
For Western Norway such special researches have not
yet been made, but certainly the country here has changed
far less in post-glacial time, as dwelling places dating
from the early Stone-age are here situated only a few
meters above the present level of the sea.
FINDS FROM THE BRONZE-AGE IN NORWAY.

This year has been remarkable in Western Norway for
a series of good Bronze-age finds, which are on the whole
so very rare in our parts of the Scandinavian peninsula.
It is not often that we have in one summer to count the
discovery of five graves of this remote period, besides
some single objects found by accidental diggings, all
within the west-coast districts, whose central museum is
in Bergen. And these finds are the more instructive as
they represent very different stages of the long development comprised by the Scandinavian Bronze-age. A
heavy axe, discovered by some children at Kvangarsnes,
in S0ndm.0T, belongs to the first part of it, being of a form
dated by Dr. Montelius earlier than the fifteenth century
B.C., and a small grave at Skaalevik, in Sondhordland ,
which Mr. E. de Lange examined this summer, must be
referred to a late part of the whole period, probably the
seventh century B.C. . The other finds belong to different
stages between these extremes.
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A general feature illustrating the character of the
Bronze-age in Norway is the scarce and poor appearance
of finds spread all along the extended coast-line and the
long valleys of this country. The forms of the antiquities,
however, are the same as in Denmark and Sweden, and it
is evident that this metal was introduced into Norway
about the same time as into the other Scandinavian countries, and the funeral rites were the same over the
whole Northern territory. The Bronze-age graves are also
quite numerous in Norway, but the grave-goods are in
our country very scanty, and, consequently, our museums
possess only very small collections of Bronze-age antiquities.
The riddle of the Bronze-age in Norway is then, why
this long period, which lasted more than a thousand years,
did not leave a more considerable number of relics in
the soil. It may be explained in some degree by the suggestion that the metal itself, which was at that time
without exception imported into Scandinavia, was most
rare and expensive in Norway. But from some finds it
is certain that, even here, the metal was not by any
means so scarce as one would think, judging from the
graves alone. In Norway also some of the long bronzetrumpets and of the highly finished cast bronze vessels,
etc., have been discovered, objects which may well be compared with the best Danish antiquities of this kind, and
some moulds for casting Bronze-age axes, found in
different localities in Norway, show that the metal was
worked within the country. Such things indicate that
the apparent difference between the Northern and Southern
parts of Scandinavia during the Bronze-age has in reality
been not quite so great as might seem from the collections
in the museums.
Of course, the quantitative difference between the objects
preserved in Denmark and in Norway is an important
fact, but it should, perhaps, be partly ascribed to reasons
which it is now very difficult to trace exactly, such as to
Thus, for
differences of religion and funeral rites.
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instance, the finds of votive offerings are evidently much
rarer in Norway than they are in Denmark (compare
SAGA BOOK, iv., part I, p. 66 ss.).
DISCOVERY OF A SHIP BURIAL.

Among the Iron-age finds of this year should be especially noted the discovery of a " ship-burial" at N aterstad,
in Sandhordland. The locality is situated at the upper
end of the "Guddal," with a commanding view of the
whole valley. Here a peasant opened last year a mound
containing a richly supplied grave from the Viking-age,
and by continuing his diggings during this summer he
discovered close to the east of the mound numbers of nails
and rivets of iron, situated in rows in the earth, in the
same manner as when fixed in the boards of a boat. The
boat must have been about 8 m. long, and of a corresponding breadth. It contained rich grave-goods, consisting
of arms and implements of iron of the sort usually found
in men's graves, but also weaving-stones, a pair of scissors
and other things which evidently belong to the women's
grave-goods. It is then likely that two persons have been
buried in the boat. The most remarkable feature about
this find is the discovery of a boat-grave under the plain
surface of the soil, and not covered by an artificial mound.
As far as I know this has till now not been observed in
Norway, though it is common with the early boat-graves
in Sweden-with, for instance, the graves at Vendel, in
Upland. Unfortunately, the grave in question was not
examined by an expert, and, consequently it has been
impossible to obtain more precise information respecting
the details of the arrangement.
FIND OF A RUNIC INSCRIPTION IN BERGEN.

Lastly, I may briefly mention the discovery of a runic
inscription in the town of Bergen. It was found by Mr.
Koren-Wiberg, director of the Hanseatic Museum, during
diggings which have. been going on in recent years for
building purposes in the oldest quarter of the town. The
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inscription is scratched slightly upon the under-side of
a mediaeval playing-piece of whale-bone, and consists
only of the six runes 1\ I V I Ii' R. The word is in normal
old Norwegian written Vikingr, which was much used as
a proper name during the middle ages in Norway, and
is still so used in the Western parts of the country. Moreover, in a document from 1379, a house in Bergen is called
"Vikingsgardr," i.e., the house of Vikingr. Certainly the
runes upon the playing-piece mean the possessor of it.
Respecting the date of the inscription, Mr. Magnus
Olsen, of the University of Kristiania, has kindly informed me that the rune V cannot be older than about
1100, and, on the other side, that the missing of a vowel
before r indicates a time before the fourteenth century.
As the inscription is too short to allow of fixing the date
more precisely, we must be content to refer it to the
twelfth or thirteenth centuries.
FIND OF MEDIlEVAL COINS.

I should perhaps add particulars of a find which
does not properly belong to our period, but may be of
interest to members, namely, of coins in the ground
under Sandeid Kirke in Ryfylke. The old church was
a stave-kirke, which is mentioned several times as early
as the beginning of the fourteenth century. It was pulled
down in 1814 to give place to a new church on the same
spot. This church was demolished last year and, while
the ground was being prepared for use as part of the
churchyard, about 100 medireval coins were found in the
rubbish under the church. Most of them were struck by
Eirik II. Magnusson and Haakon V. Magnusson (latter
half of the thirteenth and beginning of the fourteenth
century), though a few are earlier and some later than
those kings. Many more recent coins were also found,
including even some belonging to the nineteenth century,
so none of them should be regarded as hidden treasure.
They have evidently slipped down accidentally from time
to time between the boards of the floor, and are thus of
little historic value, but they have some numismatic interest
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as presenting a series of well-preserved specimens from
the reigns of the two kings mentioned above.
ICELAND.
Dr. Jon Stefansson, District Secretary, sends the
following:
ICELANDIC ARCHlEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

In 1905 the Icelandic Archceological Society (hi'S islenzka Iornleifafelag) had been in existence for 25 years,
being founded in 1880. It was fortunate in enlisting the
services of the indefatigable and enthusiastic Sigurd Vigfiisson, the brother of the lexicographer. He has done
more than any other single man to investigate historical
sites and dig out ruins in Iceland. Since he died the
society has annually sent out Brynj6lf J6nsson for a
similar purpose, but all the most important finds and
excavations had already been made by his predecessor;
a systematic and thorough examination of historical sites
in the country is being gradually made.
PRESERVATION OF ANTIQUITIES.

The Althing of 1905 passed the following resolution:
"Parliament asks the Government to lay before it, next
session, a bill for the preservation of archceological
remains in Iceland, and to prevent effectively, at once,
the selling of old objects from churches or other public
buildings out of the country."
A PRIVATE MUSEUM.

In the Icelandic museum of the British Consul for
Iceland, Mr. Jon Vidalin, there is a large number of
objects, some from old churches in Iceland. They were
exhibited at an exhibition in Copenhagen this summer.
An account of this unique private collection, which the
owner intends to leave to his country, would be of some
interest. There is a number of fine wood carvings, old
altar pieces, and carved figures of Christ and the twelve
apostles from the church of pingeyrar. Of the collection
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of old chalices, the most remarkable is one of A.D. 1487.
Its footpiece is ornamented with gems, and scenes from
the Passion are engraved upon it. It was sent by the
Pope as a gift to the church of Grund in Eyjafjord.
A pulpit of A.D. 1594, carved by the hand of Bishop
Gudbrand Thorlaksson, the translator of the Bible, is the
treasure of the collection. A portrait of Bishop Gudbrand Thorlaksson, carved figures of the Virgin, eighteen
baptismal fonts with bas-reliefs and haut-reliefs, and two
large candlesticks from Skalholt Cathedral are among
the valuable objects of the Museum. This unique collection has now (Jan. 1907) been presented to the Museum
of Antiquities, Reykjavik.
SKARPHEDIN'S AXE.

Too many of Iceland's precious relics of the past have
::v

SKARPHEDIN'S AXE.

From a copy by (Mrs.) H_ W. Bannon of the drawing of the original by J. Clevely,
jun., now in the British Museum,

been dispersed and traces of them lost. But of one,
which needs must interest all lovers of the Sagas, drawings have fortunately reached us, England being the
lucky possessor of one of them. This drawing is to be
found among the sketches illustrating Sir Joseph Banks'
account of his visit to Iceland in 1772, which passed to
the British Museum after his death. He had three artists
with him, J. Clevely, J. F. Miller, and Ch. Ruotte, and
I
arrangements are now being made with the Icelandic
Literary Society for the publication in Iceland of the
sixty drawings of customs, dress, houses and landscapes
executed by these artists, as they are of great historical
value. Sir Joseph Banks' MS. was never printed, and
has now unfortunately disappeared. The drawing here

,
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reproduced from a reduced copy from the original, kindly
made by Mrs. H. W. Bannon, is by J. Clevely, junior,
and on the original is written in pencil: "Ancient weapon
preserved in the Cathedral of Scalholt." There is a
further note in Danish about it in the volume, which may
be roughly translated:
Remigia ,is an axe. The derivation is not known, but I have
thought it may be from "Ramur" (robustus) and" Egg" (acres).
It may originally have belonged to a champion named Skarphieden,
who on account of a murder he had committed was burnt with all his
family in the year IOID. See" Niala " which deals with his history
very fully.t

The artist says the axe was 7 feet from the end of the
handle. It was rescued in the fire and earthquake of 1784,
for in " Arb6k hins islenzka fornleifafelags," I 893, there
appears" A drawing of Rimrnugygr." This drawing was
found in a collection of drawings by Sigurf Gu'Smundsson, given by his heirs to the Forngripasafn, Reykjavik.
It is a full size drawing, by Bishop Steingrim j onsson.f
and on it is written: "Oxen Remigia i naturlig Storrelse,
bortgiven til ] ustitsraad Thorkelin den 3 I Dec. 1804."
(The axe Remigia in full size, presented to Justitsraad
Thorkelin Dec. 31, 1804.) The edge was 18 inches long.
Eggert Olafsson, in "Reise igjennem Island," p. 1034,
says it was then very rusty, the handle of red pine, 3~
ells long, and iron-bound.' It was probably destroyed
with Thorkelin's collection in September, 1807, during the
bombardment of Copenhagen by the English. Eggert
l " Remigia er en axe.
Derivationen veed mand ikke, men jeg har tsenkt
det skal veere af Ramur (robustus) og Egg (acies). Den skal i Forstningen
have tilhort en Kiempe ved Navn Skarphieden som formedelst et Mord
han havde begaaet blev opbrzendt med sin hele Farnilie Anno roro. Vide
I Niala ' som udfOrligere staar i hans Historie."
2 Bishop r824-r845. Arnarnagnsean Stipendiary in r804'
8 From the drawing and description of the axe it is clear that it must
have been a tremendous weapon, well worthy of the fame it has in the
pages of ,. Niala" and of its name" Rirnmugygr." or battle ogress.
englished by Sir George Dasent in his" Burnt Njal" as" Ogress of
War."
Surely the later name ,. Remigia" is only a corruption of
" Rimmugygr.v-i-Eo.
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Olafsson travelled in Iceland in 1752-57. The axe can
thus be traced for about 50 years, 1757-18°7. Thorkelin
was an Icelandic scholar, Keeper of the Royal Archives
at Copenhagen; he spent some years in England copying
and collecting MSS., and was the first editor of
" Beowulf."
EARLY CELTIC SETTLERS IN ICELAND.

Brynjolf J6nsson and Einar Benediktsson have now
investigated a number of caves in the south-west of Iceland. Many of these show distinct marks of having been
cut by human hands, especially marks of axe cuttings. In
one of the caves Brynj6lf J6nsson found what he supposes is the likeness of a saint with- a halo, carved on the
wall of the rock. Mr. Benediktsson claims to have found
a number of Ogham inscriptions in these caves, and he
thinks they were carved by the Celtic Culdees, who were
the first inhabitants of Iceland. His results will be published in a book. He thinks there was a Celtic settlement
of Iceland centuries before the Norwegian colonisation,
and that, contrary to Landnama's account, some of them
remained in Iceland after the landtake of the Vikings.
The Pre-Norwegian settlement of Iceland is a fascinating
subject, but one bristling with difficulties. I may add
that in Rangarval lasysla, in south-west Iceland, there are
names of fields and eminences with Ira-, gen. plur. of
Irar, the Irish, as a prefix. This points to a tradition
of Irishmen having lived at some time in the neighbourhood of the caves.
LITERARY NOTES.

Dr. Bjorn Olsen and Professor Finnur J6nsson have
written about various debated questions in Old Icelandic
literature, which more than ever is being studied and
tabulated.
Benedikt Grondal, one of the chief living poets of
Iceland, had his eighty years' jubilee on October 6th,
19 06, and another of these, the Rev. Matthias Jochurnsson,
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has published his collected poetical works in five volumes.
More poetry is printed in Iceland in proportion to the
numbers of the population than in any other country.
Dr. J6n I>orkelsson, the Keeper of the Icelandic
Archives, is taking steps to claim about 400 documents
belonging to the episcopal Sees of Skalholt and Holar,
which at present are found in the Arna-Magnrean Collection, Copenhagen.
DENMARK.
Mr. H. A.
follows :~

Kjcer,

District

Secretary,

reports

as

SKELETON OF A URUS KILLED WITH A STONE AGE WEAPON.

AT the close of last year information reached the Museum
in Copenhagen from the owner of a small farm in northwest Zealand, to the effect that he had found the bones
of a great animal of the ox tribe in a peat-bog on his
property. When it was understood from his report that
the discovery referred to a Urus, an investigation was
at once undertaken on the spot, and a report about the
matter was subsequently made to the Society of Northern
Antiquaries by Professor H. Jungersen, Director of the
Zoological Museum.
A complete account has also
aoneared in the Year Books for Northern Antiquities
(from the pens of N. Hartz, Sophus Muller, and
Herluf Winge).
As regards the Urus, it was known, even before this
new find, that it lived in Denmark at an early date, before
the land was inhabited, in that period of the Diluvial
Age which, from its most important tree, is distinguished
as the period of the Fir. Perhaps it was still present
when the period of the Oak began, but before its close
it seems to have become extinct. Single individuals only
were still living at certain places in Mid-Europe in the
sixteenth century. The new skeleton, which was found at
Vig, in the Holbeek district (Zealand), also belongs to the
period of the Fir. In the immediate neighbourhood of
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the place where the bones of the Urus lay a section of
turf was taken up which fully proved this connection.
Together with the bones the finder took up three
small, very poor and irregular, flint flakes, a few centimeters long. At first there was necessarily great doubt
whether these could have formed part of a flint weapon.
It was seen, however, on a close examination of the bones
of the Urus that traces of two wounds inflicted by flint
weapons were to be found on the ribs, the one old and
healed up, the other fresh. Both are on the right side.
In the ninth rib there was visible, towards the spine, a
little round, raised scar, with a knotty and spongy texture of the bone. In this stood three small fragments
of flint, fast imbedded, and overgrown with new bone.
The wound had not penetrated nor done any harm to
the vital parts.
The other, fresher wound, is in the seventh rib, about
15 centimeters from its lower end. Here can be seen
an oblong, rhomb-shaped scar, in which there still remain
a couple of small splinters of either one or two flint
weapons. It has gone right through the bone. into the
vital parts, straight into the lungs, and it is not unlikely
that it is this wound which gave the Urus his quietus.
It is quite in the way of a wounded beast for the animal
to have sought out the little lake from which the peat
bog was afterwards formed, and to have died there. Possibly it may also have been wounded by the three abovementioned little flint flakes, without this wound having
left any trace in the framework of the bones. The skeleton is practically complete, though some few bones may
have been lost while the carcase was driving about for
some time on the surface of the lake.
Before this find, only a small number of Urus bones
with a fixed chronological date were known, and these
mainly derived from the kitchen-middens of the older
Stone-age, and, as a very rare exception, from the younger
Stone-age. From this we could draw the conclusion that
the then existing inhabitants of Denmark knew how to
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capture this great and important animal, but we knew
nothing of the way in which it was hunted. We may
certainly imagine that they caught it for the most
part in pitfalls. But in the present case we have undoubtedly to do with the chase, with spear or bow and
arrow.
The Urus was covered with a layer of turf, seven to
eight feet thick. A precise examination of its composition has been undertaken, from which it has been proved
that the body of the Urus had already settled down in
the old forest lake, out of which, at a later period, the
peat-bog was formed, in the ancient time that lies before
the period of the Fir, when the quivering aspen was the
principal tree of the preceding vegetation. The oldest
settlement of the land, therefore, must also be referred
back to this early time.
Bones of animals which have been wounded by Stone
Age weapons have twice before been found. From a peatbog at Mors, in the Thisted district, Jutland, comes the
jawbone of a red deer; a flint splinter is still sticking
in the bone, but the wound is nearly healed, while in
north-west Zealand there were found portions of a wild
boar's skeleton, which bears similar scars in many places.
The new Urus skeleton has been set up complete in the
National Museum of Antiquities.
L

A NEW RUNIC STONE.
Somewhat over a year ago a new and interesting Runic
stone was found by chance. This would seem almost impossible, after the careful search, which has now extended
over many years, and in view of an interest universally
spread among the whole population. It was, however,
owing to special circumstances that it came to light, the
occasion being the restoration of Our Lady's Church at
1 Cases of skeletons of the Irish Elk and U rus (the latter found in a
bog in Scania), showing traces of wounds apparently inflicted by the
weapons of prirneeval man, are quoted in Daniel Wilson's "The
Archseology and Prehistoric Annals of Scotland," pp. %2 and 25.- E D.

F
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A arhus (not the Cathedral). D ur ing the work a plinth,
wh ich unti l then had been partly covered by ea rth. wa s
du g out. Immediatel y under this p linth, only a few
inches below the surface o f the ground und er the choir,
was found the corn er o f a sto ne, which was seen at once
t o bea r runes, and wh ich was go t out entire without a ny
delay . It la y fiat, fr ont d ownwards ; one o f the sides
faced out wa rd s, away from the Church , a nd this was
covered pa rt ly with a po rti on o f the R unic inscription ,
an d pa rtly with ornamen t. T he ru nes stand out beaut ifull y cle ar, an d t he whole inscr iption is easily legib le.
Professor Wimm er, the we ll -known D a nish Runol og ist,
ha s comm unicated an inte rp retation o f it t o the Societ y
o f Northern Antiquaries. In modern speec h it runs to
th is effec ti
c-

Tos t e, Ha ve a nd Frebjo r n they ra is ed t his s t one t o
5a:to' s AS5er, their fe llow. that very bra ve co m rade.
By its lan g uage the new stone ran ks itsel f wit h the
D anish -Swed ish group. A lso in t he ex pressions an d
lin guistical sty le o f t he ins cr iption there a re severa l
details to con firm t he ack nowledged un ity o f t he northern
la nguages (Icela nd ic-Norwegia n a nd D anish-Swed ish ) in
an cient tim es.
A R un ic stone fr om Skaa ne, o f abo ut the yea r 10 20,
was raised by Frebjom a nd an other ma n over .. H ove."
We a rc tem pted to bel ieve tha t these two na mes belon g
t o the same me n as on the new Aa rhus stone, an d al so
t o suppose tha t this H a ve was one of t he three who raised
the stone over Asser, Some ye a rs later he, t oo, d ied, an d
then Freb jom raised a. sto ne over hi m too.
CE i\IE N.'RY

or

THE ~ AT I O:XAL M u srmr, C OU .ECTIOS

0 '-

DA~ I S H A~" I Ql' IT I E S .

0:-= the aand o f May, 1907. the Nationa l Museum will
T he d ay wil l be
have existed a hund red years.
celebrated with specia l fes t ivity, an d na turally th e
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occasion will be seized upon to dwell on the memory of
the Museum's very able founder, Professor Rasmus
Nyerup (1759-1829).
In February, 1807, the newspaper, Dagen, one of the
few real newspapers appearing in Copenhagen at the
beginning of the nineteenth century, contained the following communication, which apparently originated with
Nyerup : "The beginning which has been made at the University
Library of a collection towards a future National
Museum has in a way received public sanction. The little
collection existing there has been inaugurated by the
erection by Professors Nyerup and Munter of certain
Runic stones at the entrance to the Library."
By this almost symbolic deed an old wrong was put
right, The Runic stones thus brought to a worthy place
had already been many years in Copenhagen. They were
the last survivors of a small collection which King
Frederick III., in 1652, had, at the instigation of OLE
WORM, the father of Danish Archaeology, caused the
provincial officials to send to the capital. A royal letter
was sent round, ordering that monuments and stones
with runic letters should be sent to the churchyard belonging to the Church of the Trinity, which the King's father,
Christian IV., had begun to build. This church the King
had meant to make a centre of learning. Here was built
the Round Tower, so well known later, whose flat roof
was to serve for astronomical observations, while over
the church itself was built a great hall, in which the University Library was to be housed. It was only natural
that the nucleus of a Runic Museum should also Le
added.
But this intention, which no doubt would have been
effective in advancing scientific knowledge and the preservation of many a runic stone, had it been carried out
with discretion and within suitable limits, was never fulfilled to any important extent. Only a few stones were
sent in and set up in Trinity Church. Shortly afterwards
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Ole Worm died, the plague broke out, and soon began
the most unfortunate of all Danish wars, that against
Sweden, and the King had serious matters to engage his
attention. Thus the Runic stones were almost forgotten.
In 1686 it was intended to insert them in a new wall
which was being built, but that can scarcely have happened, for they 'Yere spoken of in 1701 as lying thrown
about the churchyard.
In 1728 a great fire broke out in Copenhagen, and
Trinity Church was destroyed. In this disaster, besides
many other things, Tycho Brahe's famous star-globe was
lost. The Runic stones remained among the ruins, but
worse was to follow. The clerk of the church set about
rebuilding his burnt property, and he took advantage of
the general preoccupation to carry off most of the Runic
stones, and have them broken up for the foundations of
his houses. Unfortunately, no one knows where these
were situated, and the stones have never been found since.
Only' four stones were left, and these, at the end of the
eighteenth century, stood against the southern side of
the Round Tower. Afterwards they were moved into a
dark corner of the church. It was thence that Nyerup,
a hundred years ago, had them carried up into the Tower
and set up beside the entrance to the Hall over the
church, where were kept the University Library and the
small collection of Antiquities, which Nyerup had
founded shortly before.
The particular date of the founding of this collection
is not known, but it was a fruitful nucleus. A few months
later, May zznd, 1807, Nyerup attained his chief aim.
A Royal Commission for the Preservation of Antiquities was established, whose work was to found a really
national collection, and this collection soon afterwards
received the name of The Old Northern Museum.
This day is therefore rightly treated as the real starting-point of that national investigation of antiquity
which has become so fair a branch of the general renaissance of Danish Science and Literature, and has, so to
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speak, created a new province of knowledge, in which
such Danish students as Chr. Thomsen (+ 1865), J. J. A.
Worsaae (+ 1885,) and Sophus Muller acquired European celebrity.
The Runic stones from the Round Tower, which had
thus become fewer through the centuries, were brought
over in 1867 to the Runehall, the entrance hall of the Old
Northern Museum, where they are still to be found.
The Old Northern Museum, as will be well known to
readers of the Viking Club's SAGA-BoOK, was named in
1892 the Danish Collection, and is yet the most important
part of the National Museum, which also includes a
collection of antiques, an important ethnographic collection, and a collection for the comparative study of
antiquities from other lands in Europe, and thus centralises the care of the archa-ological monuments of Denmark.

GUDMUND ARASON.
By W. P. KER.

T

H IS lecture was to have been given in February;
when the Committee altered the date to the 16th
of March, I wonder whether they meant to give
Bishop Gudmund the honour due to his day. For this
roth of March is his anniversary; this is "Gvendar
dagr" (Gvend's or Gudmund's day), as it is familiarly
called, with the homely, shortened form of the name
,. Gu'<5mundr." If they did not intend this, it is something like a miracle; which reminds me of a story belonging to the times and the records of Gudmund himself, a very characteristic piece of Icelandic scepticism,
rationalism and clearness of speech. A conversation is
reported between two great chiefs in the year 1220, after
a fight against the Bishop and his men:
Arnor said to Sighvat, "It has been a hard bout,
kinsman! "
" Aye, hard indeed! " says he.
Arnor said: "I have been poorly all the summer;
but when word came to me from Reekdale that they
wanted help, all my aches left me, so that now I am
as fresh as ever I was in my life."
" That is what you might call a miracle," said Sighvat.
Arnor answers: "It is what I would call an occurrence and not a miracle." 1
And then they went on to business, penning up the
bishop's men in the churchyard at Helgastadir.
Perhaps the action of the Committee is only an occurrence and not a miracle; but at any rate it has .happened
so, and the choice of the day is no bad omen.
~

"Slikt kalla ek atbura, en eigi jarteigu."

St. 1. p.

24 2•

Gudmund Arason,
The life of Gudmund Arason has some historical
importance, if Iceland and Norway are matters of historical concern at all, which we will not doubt in this
society. He lived in a time when Iceland was rapidly
going to ruin, through the loss of the old healthy balance
in society between the well-to-do and the poorer families.
The danger had been noted long before this. The older
sagas, which are mainly heroic, admit some element of
satire into them, and allow one to understand how the
great men might sometimes appear to the lower orders:
as in that wonderful scene of the death of Kiartan (in
"Laxdeela Saga "), where one gets the view of the
churlish common man as spectator: "Let them fight it
out; much harm it will do if they kill one another."
St6rbokkar, "big bucks," was an affectionate term
applied to the great men; and the purport of "Bandamanna Saga" is to show how vain and pusillanimous
some of those big bucks were: how eight of them combined to keep down a rising, self-made man; and how
their victim's elderly but ingenious father split up their
league and exposed them to general derision. This Saga,
have thought, is not unlike the comedy of "Le Mariage
de Figaro," just before the Revolution, spreading amazement by its satire on the nobles; or like the voice in
Andersen's story, "Hear what the innocent child says:
the Emperor has nothing on!"
Now, a hundred years or so after the time of "Bandamanna Saga," the rich men were growing richer, more
ambitious, more covetous; the poor were more dependent. The smaller gentry were dying out; large estates
falling into few hands. "A condition of Iceland question," to adapt Carlyle's phrase, was vividly present to
many minds in those days, and illustrated in a flamboyant manner by innumerable slaughters and butcheries.
The great men, in some ways better educated than their
heathen ancestors, had inherited their lively ways, and
used the old methods freely in their game of "beggar
my neighbour."

r
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It is this business that is the theme of the" Sturlunga
Saga," written by a member of one of the ambitious
families. For it is remarkable how literature flourished
through all the ruin. They were reading men, not a
few of the self-willed and luxurious persons who carried
on the civil wars. The greatest Icelandic man of letters,
Snorri Sturluson, was one of them; one of his nephews,
Sturla Thord's son, is the author of the "Sturlunga
Saga," and the" Life of King Hacon of Norway," which
ought to be reckoned among the first historical books of
the Middle Ages. Another nephew, also a Sturla (son
of the Sighvat who has already been mentioned), though
not himself of the same original talent as his uncle or
his cousin, was fond of books and of history. They
were like people of the Italian renaissance, making the
best of the contemplative not less than the practical
life; artists as well as swordsmen.
The history of Norway, as told in Sturla's life of
King Hacon (t 1263), is a counterpart to that of Iceland,
as told in "Sturlunga Saga." The two countries were
going through the same process, the same trial, with
different conditions and very different chances of success. A comparison of the two gives some measure of
the value of a king in the twelfth and the thirteenth
century. The life of King Hacon, like that of Sverre
before him, is a contest with anarchy, a course of drilling,
by means of which the country was saved from disruption. The danger in Norway always was that it would
bring back the days of the old nes eonun gar, before
Harald Fairhair, when every headland had a king of
its own. Sverre and Hacon proved that the Norman
genius for political discipline had not wholly withdrawn
from its ancestral land: they had the same sort of talent
for ruling that the great Normans had, and they used
it successfully to bring the dangerous great men under
control and establish the Norwegian monarchy.
In Iceland, which had been first founded as a refuge
for the old Norwegian freedom by the chiefs of the
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opposition' to Harald Fairhair, it seemed in the thirteenth
century as if the principle of monarchy were avenging
itself; for Iceland, after a century or two of republican
prosperity, was now, more or less, at the mercy of the
immoderate great houses, and there was no king to make
peace with a strong hand; it was anarchy without a
One single author, Sturla, closely
police-constable.
acquainted with both countries, has given the history of
both in his two masterpieces.
It was at the beginning of this age of anarchy that
there appeared some signs of a new movement in the
Church. Both in Norway and Iceland the claims of
Churchmen were added to the native elements of confusion. The Church in Iceland was very different from
the Church of most other countries in the twelfth century.
It was not in any close relation to Rome; it was comfortably dependent on the State. The Bishops were
elected by the people; the churches and their glebes
belonged to the landlords, who put their sons into good
livings, and generally did not encourage the sin "of
being righteous overmuch." The Bishops and clergy very
commonly lived like their lay kinsfolk; they had the
same worldly interests; they were usually married men
with families. It was all rather like England in the
eighteenth century. Iceland had found a good working
compromise between religion and the world, and did not
wish to change.
Trouble came from Norway, where much the same
habits and conditions were to be found. Archbishop
Eystein of Nidaros had been in Rome in his youth, and
had strong Roman ideas; he tried to enforce them in
Norway, one result of which was that he had to leave
the country. He was at Bury St. Edmund's in 1I81,
and stayed there for some time, as is written in the
chronicle of Jocelyn of Brakelonde.
Lay patronage was one of the things he set himself
to put down, and one of the things upheld with vigour
by the adversary, King Sverre, in his controversy with
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the Bishops and the great Pope, Innocent IlL, some:
years after Eystein's death.
It was through Archbishop Eystein that St. Thorlac
in Iceland, as Bishop of Scalholt, tried to get the
churches out of the hands of the lay patrons. How he
fared is told in his life, and may be read in the" Origines
Islandicae" in English; the tale of the men of Oddi
(Oddaverja f>tittr) is the name of this chapter, recounting
the dispute between St. Thorlac and the great Jon Loptsson, whose son Paul was afterwards Bishop of Scalholt
himself. Bishop Thorlac was not successful, and in
Norway, about the same time, King Sverre was putting
into forcible Norwegian, stiffened with quotations from
the fathers, his theory of monarchy, of the independence
and Divine Right of kings, including by the way the
rights of lay patrons, whose fathers had built the
churches, who themselves kept up the churches, and who
were not going to give them up to a Bishop against the
old laws of Norway.
Gudmund became Bishop of Holar, the northern diocese, in 1202, the year that King Sverre died.' He was
forty years old; he had lived a good life, and made
himself a reputation as a priest. Those who knew him
loved him, and he had already, thus early, much of the
popular fame which has survived to the present day.
The great man of the North, Kolbein Tumason of Skagafirth, thought he would make a good Bishop. Kolbein
had the election in his hands; there is a very good
account of the proceedings, thoroughly irregular according to the Canon Law, but quite in harmony with the
usage and constitution of Iceland. So Kolbein, with the
ordinary legitimate influence of a country gentleman,
made Gudmund Arason Bishop of Holar.
What followed was something like the history of
Thomas a Becket, acted on the small domestic theatre
which was all that Iceland could afford. The scale is
very different from the great drama of King Henry and
his Chancellor, but it is with good reason that the editor
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of the Icelandic life of St. Thomas (Mr. Eirikr Magnusson) has called attention to Bishop Gudmund in his
Preface, and explained the influence of St. Thomas on
the Northern Church. I do not indeed think that Bishop
Gudmund's policy can be ascribed to the bad example
of St. Thomas, though I have no doubt that St. Thomas
helped. The Church policy had been shaping this way
for more than forty years; and we cannot leave Archbishop Eystein or St. Thorlac out of account, while the
excommunications used by Bishop Gudmund have their
precedent in those directed against Sverre, described
by him with his usual command of language as "cursing
and swearing." He was a most amusing King, though
a great sorrow to all Bishops-what would be called
in some places a "black Protestant": I use the term
without passion or prejudice. The life of King Sverre
(so admirably translated by Mr. Sephton) is not to be
neglected in dealing with the Iceland of those days.
Gudmund showed almost at once that he was not going
to be the ordinary tame Bishop. He asserted the rights
of the clergy in a vehement way, going even beyond
St. Thorlac in his claims. It was not the rights of
patrons, it was the authority of the courts that he challenged: he tried to withdraw the clergy from lay jurisdiction, both civil and criminal, and his adversary was
he who had made him what he was, Kolbein Tumason.
The author of the life brings out very clearly and
significantly, though naturally, in the quiet way of the
Icelandic school of history, without any gesticulation or
emphasis, that there began to be disagreement from the
first between Kolbein and Gudmund, owing to Kolbein's
rather bluff and arbitrary assumption of control over
the Bishop's income and expenditure. Kolbein took, as
if it were a matter of course, the whole management of
the estate: it is true that this was before Gudmund's
consecration: still it is evident that Kolbein showed a
want of the finer shades in his conduct. One is allowed
to suppose that Gudmund felt the slight. He belonged
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to a proud race. There are few more honourable men
in Icelandic history than those of Gudmund's family:
his grandfather, Thorgeir, his uncles Thorvard and Ingimund (of whom more is to be told later); his father,
Ari, who was killed in Norway, defending the King at
the cost of his life. In his youth Gudmund had been
noted, like Wordsworth, for his stiff, moody and violent
temper. After his shipwreck, in his nineteenth year, it
was thought that a great change had come over him,
and in the score of years that had gassed since then
he had gained the reputation of a saint (though there
were some who mocked) by his austerities, his alms-giving,
his miraculous powers. But it is plain enough from his
story that the old pride was all alive in him, and the
historians do not conceal it.
The ecclesiastical policy went along with the common
motives of feud. Gudmund, in the first part of his life,
had been engaged in the usual sort of feuds and lawsuits,
and had seen his enemies discomfited. Now, for five and
thirty years, he was to be plunged in strife, a partner
and an active cause of endless wild and murderous feats,
such as the older sagas knew, but multiplied now, and
with the horrors intensified. The cruelty of the Sturlung
Age was perhaps greater than that of the old heathendom: it was certainly far beyond the measure allowed
by public opinion in the days of Njal.
Gudmund is greatly blamed by some historians; perhaps not without some jealousy against his High Church
principles. He certainly tried to get new ideas into
people's heads regarding the nature of the Church, and
he broke the common law of Iceland when he denied
the authority of the courts over priests. He was reckless and imprudent; he dealt his bans of excommunication till people were weary of him and his bans; his
crowd of poor men, his ragged regiment, was a nuisance.
Politically his life was a failure; Rome threw him over
at the end.
But can it be said that he did much, or anything, to
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hasten the fall of the Republic, the dissolution of the
healthy old Icelandic commonwealth? Probably not.
We have a very full account of the particulars of life
in Iceland in those days, and we know that it did not
need the questions of ecclesiastical policy to set people
fighting. The fighting and flocking went on as it had
done ever since Iceland, ever since Norway was a home
of men, and from the same natural motives; from just
such quarrels as make Farmer Goodwin sulky with
Farmer Jones: stupid mistakes about sheep, bad blood,
malicious gossip, original sin and actual transgressionthere needed no Bishop nor Canon Law to make things
worse. And the peculiar exasperation of feuds in the
thirteenth century did not come from the imprudent
Churchmen: it came from the bloated wealth and pride
of a few great men, as aforesaid; whose large estates
and close family connections led them into trouble in
manifold ways, and made the range of operations larger,
the fever of enmity more malignant.
In the old days, when there was a much larger proportion of smaller gentry, a feud could get itself fought
out and settled in a more or less decent manner. When
the enemy had been killed, and an ordinary number of
vengeances taken on the one side or the other, the thing
might die away. The parties were essentially lawabiding persons. It may seem paradoxical to say so,
but it is borne out by the Sagas. The law, sooner or
later, makes itself felt, that law which, as the Bremen
chronicler remarked, is the only King in Iceland. The
enemies of Gunnar, the burners of Njal, had no particular aim beyond their vengeance. They did not wish
to live disorderly lives. They were private persons, not
aiming at a tyranny.
In the Sturlung Age it is different. Now there are
schemes for family aggrandisement, like those of Italy.
The crafty man of old times, Snorri the Priest, has but
a mean business and humble aims compared with his
namesake. Snorri the Historian, or with Earl Gizur.
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It was not mainly for historical or political reasons
that I was led to choose this subject. My motive was
a different one, simpler and less ambitious; it is a motive
that is present with all readers of the Sagas, whether
those of the heroic age or those of the thirteenth century-merely the love of stories. I have to repeat what
is well enough known; but however well known, it is
never stale to anyone who has read the Icelandic books.
There is nothing equal to them anywhere for their power
of recording life. To use the words of Landor about his
own poems, they are not prismatic but diaphanous; those
who look into them can see through. One looks through
into the tenth century, into the thirteenth, one sees
men there, not .. as trees walking"; one hears their conversation, not muffled in a learned language (like so many
good things in Giraldus Cambrensis and Matthew Paris),
not dressed up with rhetoric, not paraphrased or otherwise cooked, but their very words. It is true, and fortunately true, that good memoirs are common in all times
and languages. But nowhere are things seen, and heard,
so clearly as in the Icelandic stories.
In this society I daresay there will be little dispute
about that point, and I do not wish to labour it. There
is, however, one general fact about Iceland which may
be worth bringing forward again, in connection with
their story-telling, as a partial explanation of their success, at any rate as a great advantage. Most of the
scenes were well known to the people who heard the
sagas. This comes partly from the shape of the country,
partly from the conditions of life there.
Though Iceland is a large country, larger than Ireland,
the inhabited, the human part of it, round the coast, is
easily known in its main lines: it can be .. taken in"
more readily than any land of its size. From Reykjavik
you see the dome of SnaefelJ, seventy miles away, and
the line of the Snaefell peninsula, the tops growing
out of the sea. From the hills about the middle of the
north coast between Eyjafirth and Skagafirth-they are
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no great height, an ordinary Cumberland height-you can
See clearly to the Hornstrands in the north-west, on the
other side of the Hiinafloi, beyond the Skaga:fi.rth hills.
In the north and west quarters, where the scenes of most
of the stories are laid, the landscapes are generally
wide, with many famous places in the view, as when
looking back from Vidimyri over the open Skaga:fi.rth
valley-the Strath, as one is tempted to call it-one picks
out Flugumyri under the hill, and Drangey to the left
of it in the fjord. Or looking from Borg inland to the
plains of Whitewater and the ring of mountains at the
back, one makes out on the left the line to Holtbeaconheath and the north, and in the middle one knows
where Reykholt lies, which gives one way, inland and
round about, to the plains of the Althing; and on the
right, across the water, the way to Skorradal, which will
take you to Whale:fi.rth, and so, if you will, to the Althing
again. The main ways are well known, and those who
heard the sagas had travelled most of them, so that the
theatre is well prepared for the action, and well understood. One is not confused, as in more populous countries,
by the sense of large towns and the nameless, unknown
multitudes, The country is intelligible, like that of the
u Pilgrim's Progress."
There is seldom much of a crowd
in Iceland. Men are known as individuals. It is the
world, one might say, of the drama or the novel, rather
than of ordinary history: the houses are separate, distinct, and well known; the men are distinct also, not
swallowed up in the common degrading idea of "population."
Gudmund's story, of course, comes much later than
the heroic sagas of Njal and Egil Skallagrimsson, of
Gisli or Grettir; and that is one reason for speaking
about it here. It is part of the Sturlung history, that is
the history of Iceland at the end of the twelfth and
beginning of the thirteenth century, when the sons and
grandsons of Sturla of Hvamm came to be one of the
most powerful families in Iceland. Sturla Thordarson,
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one of those grandsons, wrote the story; and Gudmund,
Bishop of Holar, is one of the chief characters in his book.
But Sturla, though the greatest, is not the only memoirwriter of those times. There are other books by other
authors dealing with Gudmund and his friends; the
Priest's Saga of Gudmund, that is, his biography down
to his election as Bishop, and the voyage to Norway
for his consecration: the life of Hrafn Sveinbjorn's son,
who went with Gudmund on this same voyage-Hrafn
the wise and generous, one of the best men of his time;
the life of Aron Hjorleifsson, a younger friend of
Gudmund, who began as a lively, adventurous, reckless
person, one of the Bishop's less respectable associates.
He was outlawed, and had a time of wandering, with
many dangers and escapes. But he got clean away at
last to Norway, and prospered there, and came to honour
in the service of King Hacon.
There are other records of Gudmund, but they are
later, and there is no time nor need to speak of them
here, and little time to speak of the chief documents,
Sturlunga and the biographies. What is common to
these, and what chiefly makes their character and their
value, is that they use the form of the old heroic sagas
and apply it to contemporary things. The heroic sagas
are at some distance from the reality. Egil and N jal
came down in tradition before they were written out
fair. But Sturla and the author of the Saga of Priest
Gudmund are dealing with contemporary or nearly contemporary things. They are close to the reality; and
reality appears to them, and is read by them, like a
heroic tale. That is the miracle: or at least "that is
the occurrence." Real life seems to compose itself, to
shape itself, into Epic, into a novel: what Fielding called
an epic history in prose.
This is one reason for studying the biography of
Bishop Gudmund, apart from all grave questions at
issue between the spiritual and the temporal power. It
belongs to a small class of nne literature, which has
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noth ing quite equal to it any whe re el sc : a kind o f history, no t fact itious, which yet be:.:ins in imagi nati on and
dramatic sense, and has been tr ained to usc its imaginetion sincerel y. It is not " med ia-vul " except in some
accidenta l wavs : it is neither" classica l" nor" roman tic,"
th ough it is ~ ften both It is simp ly right. I will read
the st ory of the sh ipwreck on the l lornstr ands r-cL ijt oj Gild",..." c. 6 (S t. I ., p. 95).

;

In the l:d nJ: o f 1180 wh en Gu d mu nd was 19. Pr i~1 Ing imu nd ,
i bis un cle bellinsto t h ink of a voyage to :-I orwa y, an d Gu dm u nd , h is
ward , wil ' him . They too k pa n age at G h ir ~R/ " il h Hatlstein H unch ba ck, and saile<.l o n S un da y the da y before Michaelmas,
T he wind lo ok them E ast ~1_U«...-NQ'olp. 1 9~~-ptmn
ttMel rRkkPislittR}! th e n cam e a headwi nd a nd tlley d rove before it ,
an d tumbled abo ut for a wed., and d rifted to the H orn stra mls .
O ne e veninll: as the y we re a t su ppe r the a wn ing lore open at th e
ed ge. A man called Asmu nd . a ~ JoiulHl int: l :-lorwcgia n" looks o ut
and sudde nly cries,
.. W hi sh ! d ow n with th e a wn ing, u p hoys an d clea r th e decks I
\ Ve are on the b rea ke rs -ne ve r mind your sup pe r "I i...~"- ! "
T be n th ey all jum!ia t o nce and ~ i ll t he a \\ini ng. H a llvard, the
ma te, calls OU I,
I ' Wher e is the sbi p's ch aplain ~ ..
.. }lo t far to loo k for him," says ln gimu nd . .. \Vha t do you wa llt
wit b bim ? "
.. \V" wan l 10 co nfess: ' u id Ih ey.
H e :;l,lls" " n : " I t is DO be uee time fo r con leseice tban it was th is
a utum n "\'e r1 S und a y, wh en I p r~bed to you to co rn" to co nfession
in the ua.me of God : an d you wo uld ne ver hear. Xo,. 1 mu s t -eTe:ll
pr ay . - God 10 bear ~ : for I a m no more at borne on th e sea tb a n
yo u a re : be bold a nd kee p ;/0 good bea n ."
They said : •• T be n you must ma ke a \·o w a long Wil h OS,a pilgri mage
o r some o ther luge vow : not hing less will d o."
. , Xo thing less," Bays Ingimund : " I will ' 'Ow, if I ma y orde r
wb at rbe vow sh;/oll be . Or el se I will J:: i" e my wo rd for " 'ery
Ic elander on boa rd that Dot ;/0 mao o f them will be wit h ycu in the
vow ing : f....r I will not be u nder YOllr rule now a ny more than yo u
~ lL n der min e ill the se last weeks on sho re."
•• Whal then wi' -HtIn vow, P ri..... ? " sa id the me n fro m Norway . .'
" I will vow to Almig hl y God a nd H oly Cross. to our L ady
S t. Mary and All Saints, to give a thh e o f a ll tha t comes s afe on
shore to churches o r poo r men as t he bishop sh all d ispose."
They an swe red : " ~ shall !live the word, Pri est , for we
ca n not do now witho ut-t1l-y care. " New " l ~ IS"fi ;"" *"_~.~
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the ship to keep this vow . And by this tim e they a re we ll in among
th e \.J reak eTS. T hen the re is a great disput e what is best to b e done,
and !!\'er y man wants h is own way . Some a re for h oisting the sa il,
a nd they begin a t th is. The n H a ll va rd t he mate 35lrS lngimund i f
he knows the highest name of Go d J
H e answers : " I k now some names o f God ; an d I believe what
th e Apostle Paul say s, that there is no lIa me h ig her nor belier than
the nam e o f j esua-c - b u t what ...n- call";it the hi !(hest na me I
He answers : " I do not reckon such to be pr ies ts who do not
koow the name of God ."
4 r~
T hen l lllli1'111c1 calls to H al~ ; "D~knowl h e h j g hesl

na me ? "

'I

rr

0

kn o w no\. "

iN/

.J

II"'"'....

,. G od ' s t ruth," say s Ha l1 ~, .. I se a reely thin k I can ge t my
longue to 'I now , and sorry ro~ il. But Tbord Crow ~ will
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harbour, and wished to go North to Tharalatrs Fjord; for there was
a safe harbour there.
Then they looked about to see what damage was done, and
Ingimund comes to Gudmund, his nephew. Now the big sea had
cast him iuto the boat, and his right leg hung over the gunwale of
the boat and was caught in the sail. Ingimund asked why he did
not get up. And he said there was such a weight on him that he
could not stir nor stand. Then the loose sail was rolled off him:
but still he did not rise. Iogimund asked why. He said his foot
was so heavy he could not move it.
.. The leg is broken," says Ingimund .
.. I know not," says Gudmund. .. I have no feeling in it."
Then they looked, and the leg was broken on the gunwale, the
bones in shivers, and the toes pointing where the heels should be,
So they put him to bed in the boat. Then Ingimund missed his
trunk of books; it had gone overboard. And he was hard hit, as he
thought; for there was his pleasure where his books were: and the
man crippled that he loved best. Yet he gave thanks to God; and
thought there had been a quick fulfilment of his dream. For the
night before he had dreamt of Archbishop Eystein, how he came to
the Archbishop and was bidden welcome. He had told the dream
to Gudmund, and Gudmund's reading of it was that there was some
.. arch business" ahead for them. And that same day, before they
had come to rough water, Magnus Amundason had asked whether
anyone knew of any breakers called" The Humps." And he was
told that there were such, namely, off the Horn Strands.
" I dreamt," he says, " that we were near them." And a little
after he had said that, they were aware of the breakers.
Now they are carried north, off Reykjafjord. Then they bring
up, and lower the sail and cast anchor, and lie at anchor there all
night. In the morning they get to land with planks from the ship,
and cut down their mast and let it drive ashore, with a line fast to
the ship. Then they debated what should be done with Gudmund.
Then up speaks a man called Bersi, who went by the name of
Corpselight-one of his cheeks was coal-black-and says;
"Why should we trouble about a sick man, and his leg broken,
when we have enough to do to save ourselves? Send him overboard! "
Thorarin Rosti answered: .. Hold tbe blasted tongue of thee I
Send thee overboard thyself, and little loss! We must think of
another way."
He jumps overboard at once, and Einar Neep along with him.
Tbe moving of the ship had brought her aground, and they Jet down
Gudmund over the side in a web of wadrnal, and Thorarin and Einar
took him one on each side, and he sat on their arms with a hand
about the neck of either man. And some men went behind to make
some shelter from the seas. And so they made their way ashore,
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drawn backward by the downdraught of the sea, and sped onward as
the new wave caught them. And they brought him to land. Then
the ship canted seaward, and all that was in her went into the sea,
and she broke up all to flinders, and little of her freight came to land.
At that place lived a man called Snorri, son of Arngeir; he was
a leech. He takes Gudmund and brings him home with him, and
treats him as well as he can; his house was not a rich one, but his
will was good. Many men came to the place from the neighbouring
homesteads to see what they could do for them or their goods.
Then Ingirnund made a vow and prayer that his book-trunk and his
books might come to land. A few nights later news came that the
box had come ashore at the Drongs, and everything in it that might
be looked for; one hasp was holding and the other two were broken;
and all the other chests that came ashore were broken and empty.
Ingimund went there to dry his books; and was there till Martinmas.
Then he came back to see his ward and learn how his leg was
mending.

Ingimund is a fine character, and his later history
is given: adventures in Norway, and a last voyage to
Greenland, where he and his company were wrecked and
lost. Their bodies were found many years afterwards,
and along with them were tablets where Ingimund had
written down their story.
In the rest of the life of Gudmund there is nothing
quite as full, detailed and lively as the shipwreck story:
that adventure stands out from the others. One may
remark, by the way, that there is something more than
history in it, a cornie or satiric motive, springing from
the old humourous difference between Icelanders and
Norwegians. The Norwegians were sometimes rude to
the Icelanders: they called them "tallow-sausages," with
other similar names. Here the Icelandic author takes
revenge in a genial way, by merely recording the rather
helpless and flurried talk of the Norwegian shipmen.
There are other things nearly as good, though none
so thoroughly imagined and presented as this. It would
take long to repeat them. One ought not to forget the
boy Skuma, and how he helped the Bishop to escape
from his enemies one night of storm and sleet, when
his friend Eyjolf Karsson came and stole him out of
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the bothy on Whitewater-side, and the boy took his place
and lay quiet in bed till the morning. "Beardie (Kampi)
is sleeping long to-day," said the Bishop's enemies, who
had themselves been snoring hard when Eyjolf came.
Among the heroic passages of the Sturlung time one of the
finest is the death of Eyjolf Karsson in Grimsey, when the
Bishop was attacked by Sighvat and his son Sturla. It
is translated in " Epic and Romance" (pp. 433-436) from
"Aron's Saga." The adventures of Aron himself, after
Eyjolf had helped him to escape, are a thirteenth century
counterpart of the wanderings of Gisli and Grettir, told
with the curious Icelandic talent for such things, especially in the way the interest is kept up-situations apparently dangerous turning out all right in the end; persons
likewise. For the Icelandic art is unrivalled in its power
of representing the way in which things happen; the
way in which a first impression is modified or refuted
by later events. Read, for example, in chapter xii. of
"Aron's Saga," of his meeting with two strangers, and
his ideas about them: it is not at all clear what is going
to happen; we are kept all along at the same points of
view as Aron himself, and see life rolling out before us.
The life of Hrafn is one of the most complete, in one
sense, of all the thirteenth century books; a biography,
with deepening interest as it goes on, and at the same
time its field narrowing' to the tragic history of the contentions between Hrafn and his baser enemy, Thorvald
Snorrason of Vatzfirth. None of the more strictly historical books have complied so well with the "unities"
of prose epic. But besides the main theme there are
many incidental beauties, little pictures of fleeting
moments, like that of the poor man Amundi, a retainer
of Hrafn's, who was one day cutting hay on his grasspatch, and his wife, with the baby at her back, raking
after him: when a gang of Thorvald's men came up
to get him to join them against Hrafn, and he would
not, so they killed him. ' It is all in a dozen lines; it
is enough.
1

Hrafns Saga c. 17; Sturlunga Saga ii. p.

302.
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As I have said, it was not from any special interest
in the policy of Gudmund that I chose this subject for
my lecture; nor is he the most attractive character in
his own story. But it is impossible to refuse him the
respect which his countrymen have paid, or the admiration due to his courage and his faith. Speaking on
Gudmund's day, I cannot pass over the story of his
death. He grew old and blind, and his last sickness
came upon him; but he would not die in his bed. There
was got ready a hurdle strewn with earth, and when death
was near they lifted him from his bed and put him
there, on the bare mould: there was perhaps as much
of the ancient N orthman as of the Christian saint in
this desire of his.
The popular regard for Bishop Gudmund was very
great, and shown in many ways; perhaps in none more
significant than the stories of his dealings with the trolls.
Every Northern hero may be called on to take up the
task of Thor and go to " hammer the Trolls"; St. Olaf
is one of the most famous in this way; and in Iceland
Bishop Gudmund had many tasks of this kind. It must
not be thought that the" sooth fastness " of the thirteenth
century, so definite in its account of the shipwreck and
other adventures, is prejudiced against ghost-stories. On
the contrary, some of the finest passages of terror and
wonder are to be found in "Sturlunga Saga," which is
full of portents.
There is the dream of the man in Skagafirth, not long
after the death of Kolbein Tumason, which is like the
vision of the Fatal Sisters:He thought he came to a great house; and in it there were t"wo
women. as if they were rowing, swinging to and fro; all bloodstained, and blood was dripping on them through the skylight; and
one of them chanted:
" Row we, row we. a rain of blood!
War and Battle, for the fall of men!
We must up and away to Raft lithe;
There shall we he cursed and banned." 1
1

I p.

220;
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Among the miracles of Gudmund, in the earliest life
of him, it is noted how he had great power against
trolls. Once, when his body was asleep, he appeared
far away to a poor man who was being persecuted by
a troll-wife. His chief enemy was a horrible vampire
thing called Selkolla, an inhuman body with a seal's
head, and no end of ugly devices for escaping and
returning. Public opinion among the trolls was strongly
against him: it is a tradition in one part of Iceland
that when Bishop Brand died a troll-wife was heard
crying the news to her neighbour: "Now is Holabishop
dead." But the other answered: "There is one corning
next who is no better, and that is Gudmund." 1
Gudmund, however, was not extreme with the trolls,
whatever he might be with his other opponents. He was
once, it is said, going over the little steep holm of
Drangey, blessing it and casting out the trolls, when,
after they had done their worst, there came a petition
from them, in reasonable terms. In his purification of
the island, which was carried out very thoroughly, he
was let down by a rope over the cliffs to bless them.
At one place a shaggy grey arm in a red sleeve came
out of the rock with a knife, and cut two strands of his
rope; the third strand was hallowed and would not give,
and the Bishop hung there.
Then a voice from the rock said: "Do no more
hallowing, Bishop; the Bad Folk must live somewhere."
The Bishop had himself hauled up, and left that
corner as a reservation for trolls, so it is said.
1

"Sa kemur aptr sem ekki er betri, og Jla·(5 er hann Gv6ndur."

GRINGOLET, GAWAIN'S

BORSE.i

By Professor I. GOLLANCZ, Litt.n., Secretary of the British Academy.

R I N GOL E T , as he figures in media-val romance, is
a fascinating subject, though little is said of
him. The bare mention of his name stimulates
curiosity. It suggests that once on a time everybody
knew all about him; and so we, too, want to know what
they knew.
Sir Gawain is a great figure in Arthurian romance.
Tennyson's poem gives but a faint idea of his true character, his magnificence and charm.

G

"Light was Gawain in life, and light in death
Is Gawain, for the ghost is as the man,"

represents a disparaging view in comparison with the
truer estimate given of him elsewhere. The fact is that
Tennyson took his story from Malory, who drew from
sources in which Gawain was belittled, in order to
enhance the character of Percival. But in the West of
England, especially on the marches of Wales and Cumbria, Gawain was always regarded as the Knight par
. excellence of the Arthurian court, and the literature about
him is of great importance. One of the greatest of
media-val English poets, one of Chaucer's contemporaries,
adorns this tradition; the poem of " Sir Gawain and the
Green Knight" is a gem of middle-age romance.
His horse plays no wonderful part, but is always
referred to as "Gawain's Horse, Gringolet." In French
the name is Le Grin golet, with the definite article, as if
everybody knew the story about him; and yet no story
is to be found. Something there is to be discovered,
but not in the romances.
1 A summary of the Paper,
kindly prepared by the President,
Mr. W. G. Collingwocd.
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If we group all the romances mentioning Gringolet,
we find that the name occurs in the English, " Sir Gawain
and the Green Knight," and a corruption of it in "The
Aunters of Arthur at Tamwathelan," as Grizel.
In
German it is Gringuljetan __ in French usually Gringalet,
but occasionally Guingalet __ while in Welsh it only occurs
in late versions as Keinkalad, and that rarely. The
Welsh romance writers seem to avoid the name, giving
rise to a suggestion that they regarded it as not Welsh,
If it was not Welsh, whence does it come?
One of the most interesting of Northern stories is that
of Wade, father of Wayland Smith, and son of Wilkin,
the hero of Vilkinasaga, in which we find many stories
of Wade added in a late recension. Wade fascinates us,
as Gringolet does, by the fact that so little is known of
him, and that little whets our curiosity. His name occurs
in a series of place-names; in the Traveller's Song we are
told that Wade ruled the Helsings. Chaucer refers to
him twice, in one passage saying that the wife of Bath
knew everything about his Boat, and in Troilus mentioning quite unexpectedly "a tale of Wade." What the
tale was we are not informed. Speght, the old commentator, says as regards Wade and his boat and his strange
exploits, "because the matter is long and fabulous,
I pass it over." One suspects that he did not know all.
Tyrwhitt exclaims against the omission: "Tantamne
rein tam negligenter!" and modern commentators can
only attack Speght for his silence. But evidently in
the fourteenth century Chaucer knew-or pretended to
know-the lost story of Wade and his Boat.
There are many references to the name in Middle English. Wade is "The Wader," the one who went through
the water, carrying on his shoulders the infant Wayland,
as St. Christopher carried the infant Christ. But what
was his boat?
Chaucer's passage about the wife of Bath seems to
indicate that the boat had already been reduced to a
slang phrase: and the name of the boat is preserved for
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us by Speght in the passage just quoted, which reads in
full, "concerning Wade and his boat Gringalet."
The identity of the names given to Wade's boat and
Gawain's horse cannot be a chance coincidence; the two
must originally have been one. If so, we have in the
famous Arthurian romance a distinct influence from
Scandinavia.
The Horse of Gawain represents the necessary change
from the sea character of the Vilkinasaga to the chivalrous character of the media-val romance, the ship was
the" horse of ocean" both in Anglo-Saxon and in Old
Norse. This transition is natural and necessary; we can
find further evidence to show that this transition did
actually occur.
In the case of the name Gringolet as applied to the
horse, we have to note that it is sometimes written without
the R, and then usually as Guingalet. Now whenever
in old French you get Gu, that sound comes from
Teutonic or Germanic sources, and represents \V. If
the form in Gr be the original one, it points to a Germanic and not a Romance origin. Moreover, in G words
passing from Teutonic to Romance languages, a parasitic
R frequently arose after the G. To take this story of
Wade; the Graelant of Breton legends and French
romances is, in all probability, nothing but Wayland:Volund-Galant-Gralant, with the same parasitic R.
Now if the true name is Guin g alet, we may assume
without much doubt that it represents a Scandinavian or
Germanic Wingalet.
As to the name of the boat, we find it again given
as occurring in the North of England in the form
Wingalock; so that if the name of the horse was derived
from that of the boat, we have materials for tracing the
origin of the story.
Filkil1asaga is one of the most interesting versions of
the tale of \Vade. In it Wilkin appears as a sort of god
or demigod; perhaps Wilkin was not his original name,
but adapted from the Latin Vulcan, for his son Wayland

Gringolet, Gawain's Horse.
became the great Smith.
In especial Wayland was
famous for making boats, and the stories of father and
son must have become confused, as often happens in
mythology-for example, in the case of Anlaf Cuaran.
Even their personalities became mixed in mediaeval tradition. In the Corpus Po eticum Boreale, Wade is stated
to be the son of 'Wayland, while in T'ilkinasaga Wayland is certainly the son of Wade. So when we know
that Wade carried Wayland over the sea to apprentice
him to the dwarfs to learn the smith's trade, and that
Wayland the smith, being lamed in the sinews of his
foot, forged for himself a winged garment, with which
he flew over the sea; or that he made a wonderful boat,
a winged vessel, a marvellous bird; that he was connected
with winged maidens, swan-maidens; we see how
"Wade's Boat" came by its name of Wing-something;
and how the name originated not in England, but in
Scandinavia.
That this was the case is curiously hinted by one old
romance, which tells us that Gawain captured his horse
from a Saxon king. In that passage the horse is called
"un gringalet," with the indefinite article, as though the
name were common and descriptive. Already among the
old Normans the boat had become a horse, and at this
day among the Normans a fool, a gaunt, silly creature,
is called" tin gringalet." This is evidently the source of
the well-known proper name, Gringalet, as well as the
slang use of the word.
The second part of the original name is less easy to
discover. In Magnusson's index to H eims erin gla are
many names of boats which might suggest the missing
word. Fing is the Danish or Swedish form, from which
our " wing" is derived, a Scandinavian, and not an English word. l-inga-Iett on the analogy of letti-skip, lettfreggr, lett-fetr, might be suggested, and reference to
the termination -Iock, found as a variant (cp. Havelock, in
its relation to Hamlet) might be adduced.
Of \Vade himself we have one curious notice, embedded
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in an old Latin sermon, which quotes six lines from the
lost twelfth or thirteenth century poem, "Ita quod dicere
possumus cum Wade:Summe sende ylves
and summe sende nadderes.
Summe send nikeres
the binnen wacez wunien.
Nister man nenne
bute ildebrand anne";

"we may say with Wade that [all creatures who fell]
became elves or adders or nickors who live in pools;
not one became a man except Hildebrand." This is the
only passage which shows us the story of Hildebrand
in English literature, and bears on the genesis of T hiodrekssaga.
Professor Skeat explains the allusion in the tale of the
Wife of Bath as meaning that widows, with the aid of
Wade's Boat, could flit about from place to place and
carryon their flirtations. But it is more recondite than
that, depending on the transition from mythology to
folklore, and thence to folk-speech and allusive slang.
A further hint may be gathered from Chaucer's Troilus ;
it was Pandarus who told" a tale of Wade," an amorous
story, parallel to the tale of Graelant,-the stern Northern
mythology of the sea adapted to amorous France.
Gaston Paris, the greatest among students of medieeval romance, considered that the name of Gringolet
was of Celtic origin, though unexplained. The fact,
however, remains that Gringolet in its Welsh form is
rare; only occurring in a late twelfth or thirteenth century list of Arthurian horses, a~d in the strange form
Keinkalad. If it were Welsh in origin it would surely
be a more integral part of the legends; while on the
other hand we have seen its close analogy to the name
of Wade's boat, and the reasons for considering that
Gawain's horse was really a form of the boat in Vilkinasaga, and a loan to British folklore from the Vikings.
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After discussion, Mr. Gollancz, replying to Mr. Collingwood, said that the name of the horse in Grettissaga,
" Keingala," was not easy to trace, for the story of Grettir,
as we have it, is of late and mixed origin. The wings
in pre-Norman sculpture in the North of England, and
other hints of the Wayland myth on the monuments,
certainly show the persistence of the legend, which was
the Northern form of the story of Icarus and Dsedalus,
a smith story. Why smiths were always lame, as Miss
Hull asked, he could only explain by saying that it was
their nature! As to the parallel transition from the boat
of Mannanan Mac Lir to the magic steed of Ossian,
which brought the Celtic heroes to Paradise, he thought
that the Arthurian legends were of course greatly influenced by Celtic mythology. Gawain, however, had been
unkindly treated by English romancers of the Southeast; but in Welsh tradition he was "the hawk of the
May morning," "the knight of ladies," "Gawain the
Good," exalted even above Arthur, and all along the
Welsh marches long considered as the noblest figure in
the group. As Mr. Collingwood had pointed out, the
name remained popular in Cumbria, and the legend of
Tarn Wadling (near Carlisle) survived the Middle Ages.
To Dr. Pernet the lecturer answered that though " Gringolet" is now in general use, it is Norman in origin, and
thanked him for the apt analogy of the transition from
old German hro ss to modern French rosse. Replying
to Colonel Hobart, he said that the intrusive R is common
in Icelandic and in some English dialects, it need present
no difficulty. Indeed he sometimes thought that part of
the confusion in the subject came from the blending of
the Scandinavian story with the French and Celtic legends
of "Galwain," just as Wayland and Wade had become
interchanged. In answer to Mr. Norris's suggestion that
the last syllable in vhzga-lett might be lid, as in "Sumarlid," Mr. Gollancz did not think the change phonetically
possible, and preferred to leave that part of the problem
still unsolved.
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SOME ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE
ARCHlEOLOGY OF THE VIKING AGE
IN ENGLAND.
By W. G. COLLINGWOOD, M.A., F.S.A.

T a place called Ormside, the settlement of Orm
the Dane, in Westmorland, on the great highway
between York and Carlisle, there have been found
at various times relics which seem to give an interesting
glimpse into the history of the Viking Age. Among
these is the famous Orrnside Cup now in York Museum,
and the sword now in Carlisle Museum. The cup, if
indeed it is rightly so described, is a silver-gilt bowl,
beautifully ornamented with repousse work and filigree,
and set with jewels. It must have been made at a time
somewhat before the Danish invasion, and formed no
doubt part of the treasure of a N orthumbrian church.
The patterns (Fig. I) are those of the eighth century,
perhaps foreign in workmanship as well as in the ultimate
origin of the style; but they are identical with motives
often seen on sculptured stones of the Korth of England,
and they represent the kind of ornament which, however
derived, became the national art of the Anglian people
as seen in their grave-monuments. Its presence at Ormside suggests that it was part of some Viking's loot,
carried away from the richer district east of Stainmoor
Pass, and kept by him at his new home. The fact that
it has been smashed and rudely mended, suggests that
the robbery, or the journey ensuing, was not without
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adventures. Orm, if the founder of the new settlement
were the actual Viking who came from the east with the
treasure, tinkered up the base of the bowl for his drinkingcup (Fig. 2).
Close to the place where this was found, and long
afterwards, an early grave was discovered in the churchyard; and in it were a Viking sword (Fig. 3), shield-boss
and knife. That they were part of an interment does
not necessarily prove the burial to be heathen, nor does
the site prove that it was Christian. Orm himself, to
carryon our supposition, may have been buried on the
spot afterwards consecrated. But from other cases it
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may be inferred that the settler was not long in England before he was Christianized, and even then was
only half a Christian, such a one as would be buried
at the church he founded, and yet buried with some of
the old rites-at least, with his armour upon him. In
the Christian graves of the Viking Age town of Birka,
near Stockholm, many personal belongings have been
found, together with silver and gold crosses, proving the
religion 0 f the deceased.
In the North of England, however, there are traces
of heathen interments which cannot be other than Viking
Age. At Hesket-in-the-Forest, near Carlisle, a great
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tumulus was opened in 1822, and the grave-goods, now
in Carlisle Museum, comprised a sword, bent and broken,
a shield-boss, axe, spearhead, dart, curved knife, buckle,
spur and snaffle, bone comb, and bits of ornamented bone,
perhaps part of a sheath. The ornament on the swordhilt is interlaced (Fig. 3).
Now the Anglo-Saxons did not invade Cumbria, so
far as we know, until after their conversion; and by the
broken sword this interment seems to tell the story
of a heathen leader of Vikings who died here in the
first invasion. The W orkington sword (described in the
SAGA-BOOK, Vol. III., p. 302), found bent up and broken
in its sheath, tells the same tale, and takes us back to
the early days of the great pirate attacks in the ninth
century. Another broken sword was found at Witherslack, North Lanes. (Fig. 3).
Going down the Eden from Ormside, but still far from
Carlisle, we come to Kirkoswald. Here was found a hoard
of coins dating from 769 to 854, together with the brooch
now in the British Museum (Fig. 4), trefoil-shaped,
of silver, with spiral ornaments and bosses, one of which
still holds its dark red jewel of paste. This trefoil type
of fibula is found also in Norway and in Denmark;
but the exact style of ornament is seen on a silver bead
in the Copenhagen Museum (287, 32), suggesting that
the hoard was deposited by a Danish invader shortly
after the middle of the ninth century. But if, as may
be presumed, the date of the latest coin is near the date
of the deposition, we find that the invaders were already
in Cumberland about twenty years before their host
attacked and burnt Carlisle (876): so slowly and gradually they made their way through the country, spying
out the land before they came in force to possess it.
In these examples we see the Danes coming from the
east: we have also traces of the Norse coming from
the west.
1

1

Dr. Hildebrand, "Scandinavian Arts," South Kensington Handbook,

p. I17·
H
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At Bra yt on, I II West Cu mberl an d , the seat o f S ir
\ Vil fr id Lawson, there was found in a fish pon d the fr agment of a silver penann ula r brooch with a "slh"er hook,"
no doubt its pin, rep resenting a type o f fibul a com mon
in t he earl ier Viking Age ( F ig. 5). This type is th ou~h t
by Dr. Anderson 10 be der ived f rom Scott ish models ; ~I r.

F I G. 4 . -TIl Il: ItIRKQ SW ,\ L I)

~ IB\1 L'\.

Reg inal d A. Sm it h consid ers it to be d erived f rom Irish
work. In ei ther case, but more convincingly in the latt er.
we see invaders no longer from the east, but f rom the
Irish Sea , the Xorse Viki ngs who had been in Ire land
and t he Islands, bring ing wit h them t he a rts t hey had
learned f rom Celtic ind ust ries.
T his is more definitely seen in other examples. T he
brooch now in possession o f the S ociety o f Antiquaries
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of London from Orton Scar, Westmorland (Fig. 6).
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FIG. 5.-THE BRAYTON FIBULA.

was found in 1847 in a crevice of the rock five feet beneath
the surface; the site being also on one of those Roman

FIG. 6.-THE ORTON SCAR FIBULA.

roads which still in the Viking Age formed the chief
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routes of travel. In this brooch the ring is five inches
across; each expanded end has five rivets with large
heads, which hold down ornamented collars and bars connecting them: the rest of the surface is filled with interwoven serpents and Irish trumpet patterns. It was found
with a twisted silver collar of a well-known Viking type,
and must date from the tenth or early eleventh century.
A curious development of this penannular type is that
in which the head of the pin and the ends of the ring
are large bulbs, resembling thistle-heads. Some examples
can be dated from coins found with them, as at Cuerdale, Lancashire, about 910; at Douglas, Isle of Man,
925-975; at Goldsborough, Yorkshire, after 920. The
Cufic coins associated with them, and struck in Turkestan
and Persia 874-999, suggest an Eastern origin; indeed
it is believed that the silver of the latter Viking Age
was brought from Asia. At the British Museum are
now two enormous thistle brooches, both found between
Dacre and Penrith, Cumberland; the pin of one is
21 inches long, and the pin of the other 23 inches.
The Canterbury penannular brooch is thought by Mr.
Reginald Smith to be perhaps a relic of the Viking
attack in 851. Another much like it was found at Bonsall, Derbyshire, where the Danes won a victory in 877.
The Croy brooch, similar but simpler in form, is dated
by coins about 800,' which perhaps dates the Brayton
fibula, and shows the gradual development of these ornaments into the unwieldy Dacre form, which can hardly
have been worn as a part of any person's daily attire.
It may have served for ceremonial occasions, or even for
some great image of a god.
But we do not know that the Vikings brought great
images of gods with them to England. They seem to
have left much of their old religion behind them in
Scandinavia, and even before adopting Christianity to
have partly deserted the ancient deities. The Roos Carr
boat with wooden figures, already described in the SAGAI Dr. J. Anderson. " Scotland in Early Christian Times," II. 23. 24.
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BOOK,! may possibly represent the private "travelling"
idols of some Viking invader; for though the forms of
the figures have been thought to resemble the Bronze
Age rock-carvings, there are analogies in the female
figure found at Ballachulish in 188o, and in a wooden
figure at Copenhagen Museum (297); and the boat is
not like those of the rock-ristings, but of the Viking
type. That some of the settlers held for a time to
paganism is shown by the place-name Hoff Lund,
"temple grove," in Westmorland, and perhaps by a
series of places called Lund throughout Lancashire and
V. orkshire, where, as in Iceland, pagans "worshipped the
grove." 2 But the idea once held, that the great number
of place-names in ark and ergh stand for the old Norse
horgr, a shrine, is hardly tenable, and the fact seems
to be that the Viking settlers were soon Christianized;
that is to say, Christianized up to a certain point. The
archreological evidences of this fact are curious and
fairly abundant; too abundant to examine in detail,
though the main lines of the argument may be sketched.
The Ormside Cup already mentioned represents the
kind of ornament often seen in grave-crosses in the North
of England, with symmetrical interlacing and with leafscrolls containing birds and fanciful beasts. The origin
of these motives was undoubtedly foreign, but the
development of them was carried out in England. From
patterns akin to the birds on the cup (Fig. I) we have
the beautifully carved stone at Croft, near Darlington
(Fig. 7); from the interlaced bosses on the cup (Fig. 2)
we have the equally beautiful Northallerton cross (Fig. 8).
From these two stones we can trace a series, rising on
the one hand to still finer design, skilfully carved in
relief, and certainly executed on the spot, because stones
of such weight could hardly have been imported to
inland places when the means of transport were inadequate. On the other hand the patterns degenerate into
ruder and still ruder copies, until they are transformed
1

Vol. iii. p. 119.

2 I.

Landnamabok," III. 17.
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into rough sketches on stone, misshapen in design and
clumsily chipped out, instead of being carved with care
and delicacy. These ruder monuments, passing through
a transition stage of mere degeneracy, turn into forms
reflecting the patterns we know to have been characteristic of the Viking Age: they show the chain-plait and
ring-interlacing, the loops and coarse key-patterns of the
tenth century; and with these are found figure-subjects
illustrating myths of Scandinavian origin, pictures from
the Edda, connected with Irish types of figure and ornament such as the relations of the Viking settlers with
their Irish dominions explain. In the finely cut and beautifully drawn English work, which I think to be preViking, there are no re-entrant spirals or other ornament
specially characteristic of Celtic work; and though
some antiquaries have classed this series as tenth and
eleventh century, supposing them to have been created
under Carlovingian influence, I think we have reason to
date them seventh and eighth century, partly from the
fact of their continuous development, and partly from
certain historical data.
For example, the Hackness shaft, with its Anglian
inscription, appears to be a relic of a nunnery destroyed
by the Danes. The Bewcastle and Ruthwell shafts (Figs.
9 and 10), with their Anglian inscriptions, are at sites
where we have every reason to infer an Anglian population in the later part of the seventh century, but in the
early eleventh a purely Gallgael population, to whom
this ornament and writing would be foreign. The Northallerton cross is rudely imitated at Carlisle (Figs. I I
and 12), where the Anglian priory was destroyed by the
Danes, and the site occupied for two centuries by the
Gallgael. From the Carlisle crosses we trace a series
further debased, found throughout Cumberland, evidently the work of people unskilled in art, but yet trying
to set up monuments to their dead on the pattern of
those already existing in the country. This development
required time: several generations must have passed

FIG. 9._ BIlWCA ST Lit CROSS,

FI G. , O. _R L' TII WIt I.L

C IC)$~.

FIG. II.

FIG. 12.

CROSS-HEAD AT THE ABBEY, CARI.ISLE.
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between the original fine work and the outcome of it
in its lowest form.
At the downfall of the Dublin-York kingdom, about
the middle of the tenth century, Northumbria came under
the influence of Southern England; and we find new
types introduced from the Midlands, better carving,
though still not equal to the fine work of the eighth
century, and some reflection of the renaissance of art
which began under King Edgar.
This I take to be the main course of art history in the
North of England as we can read it in the grave-monuments. The fine Anglo-Saxon school of symmetrical
interlacing with scroll-work and figures, beautifully
carved, was brought to an end by the Viking invasions.
It degenerated, but turned into new forms under Scandinavian and Irish influence in the tenth century; and
these again were remodelled by fresh impulses from the
south as the tenth century closed. In the southern part
of the Danelaw we find fewer monuments, and yet those
of the Scandinavian type can be distinguished; as, for
instance, the St. Paul's Stone, now at the Guildhall
Museum, with the runes "K( 0 )na let lekia stin thensi,
auk Tub," a monument to one of the Danes of London
about the year 1000, set up by his widow" and Tuki "
(illustrated in SAGA-BoOK, Vol. IV., p. 152).
This Tuki stone has the figure of a stag trampling a
serpent; the animals are far gone in conventionalization,
showing the Irish spirals at the joints of the limbs and
the remoteness of the decorator's attitude, which thinks
more of manner than model. Similar beasts are seen in
the Hart and Wolf Cross at Lancaster (illustrated in
SAGA-BoOK, Vol. IlL, p. 303), and in the Fishing Stone
at Gosforth (F ig. 13); they seem to be work of the later
Viking period, not without Irish influence, though with
some skill in carving.
The stone at St. Vedast's,
Norwich, dated by Bishop Browne about 920, is another
example of the Viking Age treatment of an animal. At
Stanwick, in the North of Yorkshire, is a very interesting

cross, o f which parts are del icate ly ca rved , tho ug h the
desig n is sti ll far remov ed f rom the symmet ry and
na t ura lism of Anglia n work ; th is sho ws the st a ~ and
wolf in bold tr eat ment ( F ig. q ). At Dacre (Cumberland ) the sam e subject is more nat urali st ic tho ug h rudely
cut (ill ust rated 11l Sa ca-Boox . \'01. I., p. ISS) ; an d at

F IG , ' J "- T1U: .. ."Js IU IoI O $"roNK , " OO$H>RTlI, C l" MIl"

Kir k levin gt on (Yorkshire) we get to animals wit hout any
att em pt at ex traneous orna ment ( F ig" IS). On a little
stone at Xlelsonb y ( Xorth Rid ing), beautifully chise lled,
is a not her version o f thc subject. fa nciful, but with in
its limits nat ura l : thi s stone is at a site where fme carving
o f the Ang lian period is fou nd, and seems to carry us
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back to the pre-Viking age. The symbolism appears
to be common throughout the later pre-Norman period,
and to signify Christ or the Christian as the Hart,
triumphing over the Serpent or persecuted by the Wolf;
and the reason of its adoption by the Christianized

PIG. 14.-STANWICK CROSS.

Northmen may be that the Northern mythology too had
its story of a sacred Hart in the tree of Yggdrasil (compare the Heysham subjects below, Figs. 29, 30 ) .
I have given this series as an example of the adoption
and transformation of a motive by the Viking-Age
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artists: in the same way they made use of other models
they found in England, adapting them to their feeling
and requirements.
The Carlisle cross-head, already
altered from earlier types in the North-east of England,
was developed into a rude grotesque at Dearham (Cumb.)
in the so-called Keneth Cross (Fig. 16), which is marked
as Norse by the Swastikas on its shaft (Fig. 17). The
meaning of the figures is puzzling; they have been

FIG. IS.-HART ANU HOUND,
KIRKLEVINGTON, NORTH RIDING.

thought to illustrate the story of St. Keneth, who was
carried away as a baby by birds. There is, however, a
possibility that the subject contains some reference to
legends of Northern mythology. Bishop Browne has
identified the Volund myth upon the Leeds cross (later
Viking Age) and the same myth is obvious from the inscription JEGILI on the Franks casket (eighth century?)
(for illustration see the SAGA-BoOK, Vol. II. p. 280).

--- -._ -- "
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P ossibly some such legend may ex plain the female figures
( F ig. IR) an d the pe rson between it sh ip -fu ll of warriors
an d an army (F ig. 19) upon t he newly found hogback at
L owther (We st mor taod) : but the suggestion is offered
with diffidence. We can, however, see that all th ese crosses

FH ' _ 18.

FIG . 19 .

and tombstones are o f the Viking Ag-e, an d we sha ll find
th at Northern myths are not infrequent ly illustrated II pon
Chr istian mo nument s. T he point raise d was the form
o f the cross -hea d , and the fact tha t for some time a ft er
t he Vikings' conve rsio n old Ang lian form s o f art were
imitated and de based by carvers unskilled in stone-work.
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With the Dublin-York kingdom and the intercourse
of all the Danelaw with Ireland, the introduction of
Irish art must have been inevitable. One distinguishing
feature of the Celtic cross was its wheel-head; a feature
which is conspicuous by absence from the beautifully
designed and sculptured stone-work of Northumbria
before the Danes. At Dearham (Cumb.) there is another
cross (Fig. 20), which not only shows the wheel-head,
but also the chain-plait found in Sweden and in many
Manx and British monuments certainly of the Viking
Age, but never in the illuminated MSS. of the same
period, the art of which reflected a totally different character and continued a totally different stream of tradition. Stone-carving was a popular art, book illustration
was for the few; grave-crosses were cut by masons who
did not illuminate missals, and did not take illuminations
as their models; we see this from the many points of
difference between the two arts, though both employed
interlacing patterns, which were the common property
of all the arts of the age. This wheel-headed Dearham
cross may be taken as a type of the form commonly
used in the earlier part of the tenth century, out of which
two different forms were evolved.
One was the more graceful Gosforth head (Fig. 27),
seen also throughout the North of England; and the
other was a curious shape, in which the quadrants of
the wheel contract into four cylinders in the armpits of
the cross-head, as seen in Fig. 21, from Middleton, near
Pickering (Yorks), with late tenth century plaits. That
these developments were later than the Lancaster type
appears from the improvement in cutting and from
certain Midland motives, the borrowing of which does not
seem possible until after the fall of the York kingdom
and the introduction of South-English influence in the
North; that is to say, in the later part of the tenth century. The chief of these Midland motives was the round
shaft trimmed above into a square section: and this
pattern seems to have travelled north through Yorkshire,
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and over the pass of Stainmoor into Cumberland by way
of Penrith to the coast. The Gosforth Cross is roundand-square shafted, and with its wheel-head, chain-plait,
and Edda figures represents the highest development of
Viking art in England, attained about A.D. 1000.
Having now sketched the process of transformation
by which the old Anglo-Saxon art was adapted to the
needs and standards of the Viking settlers, let us look

FIG. 2L-CROSS AT MIDDLETON, N. RIDING.

at the details of figure-sculpture. These Edda subjects on the monuments were supposed by Prof. George
Stephens to be the common property of all Germanic.
Teutonic, Gothic races; and, overlooking the technical
side of the question, he dated the Gosforth Cross and
other such works about two or three hundred years too
early. The great authority of Prof. Sophus Muller, on
the other hand, deriving the early arts of remote,

FIG. 22.-THE PUNISHMENT OF
GOSFORTH CJ<uS.l..
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" barbarian" England from Carlovingian sources, and
overlooking the facts of local history which are only
gradually coming into view, has given a date for the fine
Anglian school of sculpture which is about two or three
hundred years too late. The result is that in the general
reader's mind the whole course of pre-Norman art is
hopelessly confused. In some museums examples are misdated, and it is left to the public to suppose that the
Gosforth Cross, with all its Scandinavian subject matter,
was wrought by early Anglian or Irish monks, while the
Bewcastle Cross, with its Anglian runes and early types
of ornament, was carved for the Irish-Norse settlers of
the tenth century. But there is ho need for such confusion if the clue here given be accepted. Technical
analysis of the art of these monuments coincides in its
conclusions with historical evidence, and with all we
know about the folklore of the Viking Age.
One of the most striking figures on the Gosforth
Cross is that of Loki bound, with the serpent above
him, and Sigyn, his wife, pouring away the poison
(Fig. 22). This appears also in the Penrith cross-head
(Fig. 23), probably a somewhat earlier work. Of earlier,
but still tenth-century type, is the Bound Devil (Loki)
of Kirkby Stephen (Westmorland), in which we see the
humped shoulders of the Teesdale group of carvings,
showing that this art (like the Ormside cup) was brought
in from North Yorkshire, where other and ruder, no
doubt earlier, bound figures are known, perhaps exemplifying the motive in its first stages. The humped shoulders
reappear in the warrior at the end of one Gosforth hogback, continuing the line of march of the Vikings through
Cumberland to the coast, whence they shipped for
Ireland.
Another figure often seen is that of Christ trampling
on the Serpen-t. In the Bewcastle Cross He stands on
swine's heads; in various Yorkshire carvings, above
bestial forms, indicating His victory over sin, as at Kirklevington (Fig. 24), or His figure in crucifixion is attacked
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by the serpent taking the place of Longinus, as at

FIG. 24.-3EAST-HEADED FIGURES
U1<IJER

TH~:

CRUCIFIX, KIRKI.EVINtiTON.

Sinnington. But in the North-west, and in the more
developed Viking art, this motive is insisted upon. At

FIG. 25.-CROSS-HI£AU, B"IGHAM, CUMBo
TWO SIDES AND ENDS OF ARMS.

Burton-in-Kendal Christ stands in resurrection on the
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Serpent, in the attitude of a mediaeval wooden figure of
St. Michael in the Copenhagen Museum. At Penrith,
in one hogback, a little figure stands on the snake's head,

FIG. 26.-PART OF CROSS-SHAFT,
GREAT CLIFTON, CUMBo

and as we go west the motive is more pronounced still;
at Brigham (Cumb.) He wrestles with the Serpent (Fig.
25); at Great Clifton we find a little figure riding the
Serpent (Fig. 26); on a Gosforth hogback, He figures
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conquering the great dragon; while on the Gosforth Cross
the secret is told-the Christ of other monuments is seen
to be identified with Vidar, who with his booted foot
rends the jaws of a dragon, which here stands as a
variant of the Wolf of darkness (Fig. 27). This, occurring with the Loki (Fig. 22) and a figure carrying a
horn and a spear, warding off the dragon, and obviously
Heimdal (Fig. 28) can surely have no other interpretation than by reference to the songs already at the end
of the tenth century taking shape and gaining currency,
afterwards to be collected as the Edda.
One more example of the series is given at Gosforth
in (Fig. 13) the "Fishing Stone," representing Thor
catching the Midgardsorm with his ox-head bait, and
Hymir cutting the line. That this is no isolated instance,
or chance resemblance to the story, seems to be proved
by the cross-base at Carlisle, on which Loki's punishment
and Thor tearing off the head of the ox appear to be
portrayed. This stone seems to be of the eleventh
century. The Gosforth Fishing Stone is a fragment of
a cross coeval with the great cross.
After seeing these scattered examples of Edda illustration in a district which was certainly in the tenth century the focus of Viking life and the meeting point of
all the various influences which created the final form
of Northern art and folklore, we shall have less difficulty in accepting Dr. Colley March's explanation of
the rudely cut hogback at Heysham, on the shore of
Morecambe Bay. The form of the hogback was brought
from Yorkshire; at Brompton, near N orthallerton, the
idea of the bear hogback seems to have been evolved
early in the Viking period. and to have been imitated
not only in the surrounding district, but in Westmorland (at Lowther). in this North Lancashire site, and
even in distant Cornwall. The sides of the stone seem
to represent Ragnarbk-and after. On one side (Fig 29)
are the four gods holding up the arch of heaven, but
attacked by their conquerors: Thor by the Midgardsorm,

FIG. 27.-THK UOSFORTH CROSS;

Vtdar above the Crucifixion.

FIG

28.-HEIMDAL, ON GOSFORTH CROSS.
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Odin by the Wolf, Tyr by Garm, and Frey by Surtr
flying above with Loki as a wolf: in the midst is the
old symbol of the Hart attacked by the Hounds or
Wolves. On the other side (Fig. 30) is the tree of
Yggdrasil, with the Eagle, Hawk and Squirrel in its
boughs; between the tree and the Horse stands the
Mightier One who was to come, and on the right hand
the Wolf runs away, overpowered. We have seen the
four gods in their purely heathen aspect in the Roos

FIG. 29.

FIG. 30.
TWO SIDES OF THE HOGBACK, HEYSHAM. LANCS.

Carr boat; here we have them as they appeared to the
Christianized Northman; the Voluspa might have been
written to describe the stone, or the hogback carved in
illustration to the song.
So far the mythic poems; but the heroic lays also
find their illustration. In the Halton (N. Lanes.) shaft
we see the Horse again; and to fix its Christian character there is the group of John and Mary beneath the
cross, as at Burton-in-Kendal, Lancaster, and many
another site. But on another side (Fig. 31) the Volsung
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story is told; Regin with the bellows and furnace, hammer and pincers, forging the sword; above, his headless
body; higher still, Sigurd roasting the heart of Fafnir,
and the birds in the tree telling the secret of the plot
against him. In the Isle of Man Mr. Kermode has shown

FIG. 3r.-THE STORY OF SIGURD.
HALTON, LANes.

examples of this subject (SAGA-BoOK 1., pp. 353, 356);
the Ramsund rock (cast in Stockholm Museum) and Norwegian church doors illustrating the story are well known.'
This Halton Cross is certainly, by technical reasons, of the
late tenth or the eleventh century. It may be that the person
1 See Du Chaillu's "Vil<ing Age"
248, 266. 267. 269.

Vol. L, p. 187.

Vol. ii., pp. 244,
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here buried claimed descent from Sigurd; but to the mind
of the age Sigurd was, like Thor, a myth of the dragonslayer, applicable to the great idea of good overcoming
evil, a parable of like force, to half-converted N orthmen,
with the story of Christ bruising the Serpent's head, and
St. Michael fighting the dragon; just as to the tenants
of the Catacombs Orpheus was a fit subject to place
alongside of the Good Shepherd.
Seen in their right place these Viking monuments
shotrld be a great help to the history of the time and
its thought. We have the transition from paganism to
Christianity displayed, and also the process of fusion
by which old folklore was developed into the strange
decadent mythology of the Edda, by a strenuous race,
groping for a faith among many conflicting influences.
Out of this stage came the grotesque beliefs of medizeval
superstition, not to be understood without the aid of
Northern folklore, nor without sympathy for these races
whose epitaphs tell us no names, no boasts of personal
grandeur, no regrets; but only the fact so often repeated
in so many varying symbols, that their dead were buried
in a faith, however confused, of victory over death, and
in a hope, however indistinct, of life beyond the grave.
(NOTE.-To the Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian and Archreological Society, through Mr.
Titus Wilson, Kendal, we are indebted for the loan
of sixteen of the blocks illustrating this article.)

TRADITION AND FOLKLORE OF THE
QUANTOCKS. 1
By

REV.

CHAS. W. WHISTLER, M.A., M.R.C.S.

R E are few districts in England where the
T H Estudent
of folklore might hope for better results
than in that which lies around the Quantocks in
West Somerset. It has been from the earliest times the
meeting and battle-ground of our component races, and
has never seen the destruction or expulsion of the conquered at the end of a campaign. Ina, of Wessex, who
finally included the Quantock country within the boundaries of his realm, left the British inhabitants in possession of their lands, if he gave Saxon overlords rights on the
conquered manors, and his laws provide for the treatment
alike of Welshman and Englishman. Alfred, in his will,
still speaks of the district as "among the Welsh kin."
One would therefore hope to find legends of both races
still in existence, side by side, here.
Of the next struggle, that between Saxon and invading
Dane, one would expect to find no trace in the way of
such Northern folklore as may be met with everywhere
in Danish Lincolnshire or Holderness. The Dane of
Alfred's time and of the later hosts most emphatically
never gained a footing in Somerset, and all reference
to that warfare must needs come from Saxon sources.
Like the Roman, the Norman left no mark of note on
our folk-tales. The presence of those two hard-handed
conquerors was by way of garrison rather than of folk
settlement. One expects nothing from them.
1

See also District Report, page 47.
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But the conquest which has influenced all traditions
and folk-tales in the most marked way is that of the
heathen by the Christian faith. The Briton, when Ina
came to the Quantocks, had for ages forgotten that ever
he had been a heathen. Ina and his men were themselves
Christians. We should look for pagan survivals from
neither Saxon nor British sources. Consequently, if we
do find pagan traces, it will be necessary to seek elsewhere for their origin, and in this respect the Quantock
folklore has a somewhat mysterious interest of its own.
There is a strange and definite sequence of Odinic legend
which cannot have been handed down from any but
frankly heathen folk, to whom the personalities and attributes of the Asir were familiar, and these are perhaps
the most important remains which I have to bring before
the meeting.
To take the traditions of the races in some sort of order,
one would begin naturally with those of the West Welsh
whose language and physique have left their mark among
us. Of these, Arthurian legends, of course, still exist
in the county round Cadbury and Glastonbury. The
Quantock legends tell of the landing of Joseph of Arimathea at Combwich, and of the finding of the round table
at Carhampton, where good St. Crantock exchanged it
for a dragon which Arthur, whom he met, was seeking.
There are other stories of the early Saints who laboured
to convert the West Welsh, connected with St. Decumans,
etc., but they are hardly folk-tales.
Dragon legends occur pretty frequently along the line of
the hills, but they are rather of the Celtic than Northern
type. We have no apparent remembrance of the Sigurd
legend, or even of treasure-guarding dragons. One was
slain at Dodington by the stroke of a woodman's axe,
the man having mistaken it for a log as it lay in the
fern asleep, and rested on it until it heaved under him,
when he smote and fled. Others may refer to the warfare
between the dragons of Wales and of Wessex, foreshadowed in the prophecies of Merlin, and preserved by
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allusion in the songs of the gleemen. But these are
indefinite.
One may perhaps consider the belief in the Pixies as
belonging to the two races of the land, and we still firmly
believe in them. They still defend their blackberry bushes
with" Pixy traps," as we know the bent brambles, rooted
at both ends and the cause of many a fall, to be. And
to be "Pixy led" "in the dimpsies," or in a sea fog,
is much feared. It is only within the last few years that
a village woman, unable in a sudden mist to find the stile
which would lead her from a field within sight of her
home, and, not finding any response to her calls, was
found at last actually demented by the fear of the" leading," and had to be removed to the asylum. Certain spots,
too, are well known as haunts of the little folk, but there
will be more to record in this connection later.
Battle traditions come to us probably from Saxon
sources. They range from those of the Alfredian campaign, with the remembrance of the "Bloody acres" at
Edington, to the massacre of Hubba's men at Cannington
fort, where only one boy was spared, and of a most
terrible fight under the hills at Plainsfield, which was
probably a historic victory of Kentwine's, in A.D. 682, as
it is never said to have been against the Danes. The
traditional details of this battle are perhaps worth recording. It is said that "it was the worst battle ever fought
in these parts. The dead men were heaped all so high
as the top of the gates, and the blood ran so deep as the
second thill." There is evidently preserved here the fact
of an attack on a stockaded position, though the field
pointed out as that of the battle, and where within
memory mounds remained and weapons are said to have
been found, shows now no trace of earthworks. Above
the field is a small circular camp, which was probably
held by the Welsh, as it covers the pass across the Quantocks at "Will's neck"; and it is possible that the tradition may refer to the final assault on this camp after
the flight of the Welsh -from the field. Otherwise one
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must suppose that the Saxons found it advisable to
entrench as best they could, owing to some rear gathering
of the enemy, and so defended themselves successfully.
One of our .e ghosts" may also be a relic from Saxon
days. He appears in a deep hillside lane with his head
under his arm, and is well known and feared, though he
is not held to portend anything in particular. Remembering that in the older days it was not unusual to decapitate
the body of one who was restless in his grave, and re-inter
with the head laid aside, it is probable that somewhere
on the hill lies a Saxon so treated. In the case of a
similar ghost in Gloucestershire, such an interment, with
the head laid beside the thigh, was actually found in
the field where the ghost walked.
Another headless ghost rides down a slight hill half
a mile further on, his steed being a hurdle, and his head
is held before him. Probably this is of later origin, and
may refer to some local follower of Lord Audley of
Stowey and Perkin Warbeck, who had been drawn to
the scaffold on a hurdle, and there beheaded, after the
manner of those days. It is possible that there is a good
deal more to be done in the way of collection of historic
memories from the tales of the ghosts of the countryside.
It is in connection with the supernatural that we meet
with the great and most interesting puzzle of the Quantock district. Along the line of the ancient trackway
which leads from the little and perhaps equally ancient
river haven of Combwich (the "Comit" of Domesday,
and the" Comwith " of later and still existing documents)
to the great hill fort of Dowsborough on the Quantocks,
there exists a group of traditional and fully-believed
tales which can only be of heathen origin, and must be
referred, therefore, to days before Ina and his Christian
Saxons, and are equally unconnected with the West Welsh
people of the Cannington hill fort, the hill itself bei~g
assigned to diabolic agency. The appearances are 111
three well marked forms. First, as a headless horseman
on a black horse, riding alone. N ext, as the terrible
K
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follower of the wild hunt, on a horse which is headless,
at the tail of great black dogs with fiery eyes. And,
lastly, as the mid-air rider of a great pig, also following
the wild hounds from the river to the Quantocks. 1 The
wild hunt we share with most hill countries, notably with
Norse Cumberland and Westmorland; but here, in
Christian Wessex, we have definite appearances of the
hooded Odin, of Thor on the horse beheaded for his
sacrifice, and of Frey on his boar, "Gullinbursti." They
are the great triad of the Northern mythology, and it is
hard to say that our Saxon forefathers had ever so definite
a Pantheon as we find in the Scandinavian lands at the
time when the great expeditions were commencing.
Further along the trackway we meet with the legend
of a smith who shod the horse of the wild hunter at midnight, a memory of Wieland, or Wayland, whose name
is still remembered in "Wayland's pond," under Dowsborough. It is said that once there lived at Keenthorne,
the point of junction of the ancient trackway and the
present main road, probably always a crossing, and from
time immemorial the site of a smithy, a smith who was
a good craftsman, but given to boasting to such an
extent that at last he declared that "if the devil himself
carne to his forge he would shoe his horse for him; aye,
and shoe him to rights too!" As might have been expected, the smith was called up at midnight by a traveller
whose horse had cast a shoe, and hurried down to open
the doors of the smithy, only to realize that the rider
of the great black horse which was led in had himself
a hoof instead of a boot. The man was terrified, but
had presence of mind enough not to show it. He said
that he had left his shoeing hammer in the village, and
must run and fetch it, and the terrible rider made no
objection. The smith went to the parson at once, and
roused him, and implored his assistance, only to find
that he was bidden to keep his promise, else, of course,
Satan would have him. But he was in no case to take
1 SAGA-BOOK,

vol. ii., part i., pp, 46, 48,
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pay for the work, or else he would equaIly of course have
sold himself to the evil one. Then the wretched man
begged that at least the parson would go back with him.
"No, for if I am seen, the devil wiIl go away, and
you wiIl not be able to do what you promised. I can
only come as far as the corner, and there hide."
So the two went back together, and the parson hid
behind the hedge. After which the smith shod the horse,
"and shod him to rights too, all so as he boasted he
would," even the devil himself praising the work, and
being anxious to reward the smith handsomely. But the
man, having been warned, protested that he took no pay
for night work. The devil insisted, but to no effect, and
at last became suspicious that the smith had some auxiliary. Looking round, he was aware of the parson, in
hiding.
"Ah," he cried, "if it wasn't for that old blackbird
behind the hedge, I'd have made thee take the money! "
and with that he and his horse c'vanished in a flash of
fire."
Here one would suppose that the details are media-val.
the ancient remembrance of the smith of the Asir having
been worked up into a moral lesson on the value of trothkeeping. StilI, that corner has an evil reputation among
the farm waggoners, and even with the coachmen of the
residents. It is not at all unusual to hear that there is
more trouble with horses at that corner than anywhere
else. Within memory, too, a witch is said to have lived
close by, who had the uncanny power of sending her
clients home, "how they could not tell, unless it was
over the tree tops."
Dowsborough camp, too, has its own traditions. There
is said to have been a great slaughter of "the Danes"
there, and that even now at midnight one who dares wait
and listen will hear the dead heroes singing in some
hidden halls where they feast within the hill. There
may, of course, have been some unrecorded massacre of
a Danish raiding party who were driven up the hill from
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inl a nd 0 11 their wa y to the shore; but one ca nnot d edu ce
much f rom the use o f t he name " D a ne " in Some rset.
F or our folk. sin ce the d a ys o f A lfred and lat er. t he
.. Dane " sta nds for a ny foe fr om over seas. T hose
referr ed to are as likel y to have been X crsemen f rom
Irel a nd . or Sou th Wales, a nd we ha ve defi nite traditions
of an act ual settlement o f such " D a nes " in th e Quantock
d ist rict. who mu st ha ve been pre-Alfrcd ian .
T he sett lers had ma rri ed wives from the in ha bi tan ts.
One may suppo se tha t the ma rriages were o f the Sab ine
order. fo r one n ight the wives rose in del iberate concerted act ion a nd slew their hu sbands. It wa s a local
forerunn er o f the H ockt idc slayi ngs o f Etbelred the
U nredy's reign, f or that was Mercia n, and could ha rd ly
have been hea rd o f here . Hut t he sett leme nt was to so me
exte nt peace fu l en d recogn ized. The old tra iner an d
leader o f the hand a t Combwich twe nt y yea rs ago was
ab le to play a n)' o f the ins tru ments which were in use.
" He came fr om so me o f the old Da nes. Some o f them
sta r ed here when they were a bout , and t hey were wo nderf ully musical people. H e inherited it fr om them."
T he cha racte rist ics o f t he sho re popula t ion f rom the
mouth o f thc Parrett westwa rd hea rs this out. The men
a re o f t he Norse type d ist in ct ly. a nd they would pass
unnoticed a mong t he fishermen o f t he Ber ge n coasts.
T hey sti ll hold themselves so mewha t aloof f rom the inla nd peop le. a nd seem to he a ll rela ted fr om long inter marriagc. The names of the ir vill age s, too, have a strong
Norse likenessc-Stolford , Ca t ford, a nd Whitewick , for
instance, sta nd ing together at the mouth o f wh at is sti ll
.. \ Vick moo r," which must ha ve been a dee p a nd well
sheltered sea inlet within hi stor ic t imes, say. in 11 00
certain I}'. when the tide ran up to the wa lls o f Dunster
Castle, a nd proba bly fa r later, as fourteenth cent ury d ocu men ts speak o f the haven for boat s a t St olford, a t it s
mouth
Here. too. but across the a ncient inl et. on the spit o f
la nd between it an d th e sea, IS the g rea t mou nd k nown
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as "Pixies' mound," with Pixy legends, one at least distinctly Scandinavian in type, which are recorded in my
District report in the present number (page 48).
Some twenty years ago a small portion of the mound
was removed from the upper side, and what would be a
secondary interment was found. The few bones, which
still exist, were those of a very short, old, individual,
who had suffered severely from arthritis. They seem
to have been charred. Local opinion is that .. a Dane
was buried there"; but it is hoped that further scientific
exploration will be possible. The situation of the mound
is considered by Mr. S1. George Gray as unusual, and it
is such a place as might well have been chosen for the
laying in mound of a Viking chief, close to his ships
beached in the inlet.
With these many, otherwise unaccountable, Scandinavian
remains in the Quantock district it would seem certain
that we have data for adding to the history of Somerset
the existence of a Norse or Danish coast settlement, dating
from before the Saxon occupation and probably coteval
with the well-known settlements in South Wales. It would
in any case seem hardly likely that the newcomers would
confine their attention to the much less attractive northern
shore of the Severn sea, when seeking settlement sites.
Instances of witchcraft, black and white, and the still
prevalent belief in "overlooking" and the like are on
no unusual lines in the district. But twenty years ago
a "hammer and nail" charm against the latter was used
by an old woman. The nail was hammered into the footprint of the person whom she believed wished to overlook
her, or h~d overlooked her, and the action was supposed
to prevent the passing of the witchcraft from one to the
other-as it were to fasten the overlooking to the overlooker. Unfortunately, if any words were used, they
have been lost. The same is the case with the making
of a broth from slow worms for the cure of warts. Here
there certainly was a formula used, and the invocation of
the Trinity as the broth was applied to the affected hand,
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but the words were muttered and unintelligible, to the
hearer at least, if not to the user, unless, as is likely, they
consisted of a perverted text of Scripture.
The old beliefs die hard, but there is still much to be
done in the way of collection if they are not to be lost.
It becomes rapidly harder to induce those who still
remember the old traditions to tell them, and a new set
of "false traditions," drawn from present day theories.
is rapidly growing up to confuse the collector.

.

In a brief discussion which followed, Mr. R. S. Gregory
said that he had lived beneath the shadow of Cadbury
Hill, the real, true Camelot, for seven years. The classic
hill was redolent with traditions of King Arthur and
his knights, and the popular belief of the locality was
that the king and his retinue came out every New Year's
Eve, and rode all round the hill. The discovery of a
silver horse-shoe on the hill many years ago was a proof
in the eyes of the neighbourhood that the hill was really
King Arthur's Camelot.
Legends about pixies also
abounded. Years ago the speaker was associated with
Mr. James Bennett, a former secretary of the Somerset
Archseological Society, in digging on Cadbury Hill, and
that gentleman turned up a quem, on seeing which an
old rustic observed, "They be what the pixies do use."
Mr. Bennett enquired of the old man if any pixies still
remained. "Oh, no," said the man, "they all left when
the bells was put up in the church tower." Mr. Gregory
remembered a strange revelation of superstition during
a 'bus drive from Evercreech. A young woman was
passed who wore a face bandage. Asked about her,
the driver said it was the local witch, and told a story
of her having" bewitched" a stye of pigs because their
owner refused her the gift of the "offal." Mr.]. Harris
Stone, Mr. Albany F. Major, and Mr. F. W. Hembry
also spoke.

NORTHERN

FOLKSONGS:

DANISH,

ICELANDIC,

NORWEGIAN, AND
SWEDISH.

(With Musical Illustrationsy)
By SVEINBJORN SVEINBJORNSSON,
Knight of th» Dannebrog.

B

E F O R E I introduce to you the subject matter of
my paper, viz., Folksong of the three Northern
Kingdoms: Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, including Iceland, I think it will be necessary as a
means of comparison to say a few words about folksong generally, and also by what means these ancient
songs have been handed down to us.
The name "folksong" applies to those melodies
which, untrammelled by scholastic rules and precepts,
have sprung up amongst the people. That many of
them possess a peculiar charm of their own, and that
they have a real musical value, is amply proved by the
fact that not a few of the most gifted composers have
not only valued them highly for their freshness, simplicity, and strength, feeling for them a deep veneration
as the outpouring of the sentiments and feelings of an
entire nation, but have actually made them the basis
upon which they have built some of their finest masterpieces. They are like uncut gems, which only require
the master's hand to bring out their inherent lustre.
It may, generally speaking, be asserted that folksong,
like tradition, has this characteristic, that its origin is
1 With the exception of the Icelandic love-song, now first printed, the
melodies illustrating this paper are to be found in A. P. Berggreen's
selection of .. Folkesange og Melodier," Copenhagen (published
about 1842).
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unknown, or at least uncertain. There are a few of the
older songs which are classed under the name of folksong, although their origin may be traced to someone
gifted with the inventive power for melody. Some composers have been very successful in their imitation of
the real folksong so as to make the distinction difficult;
still, they do not constitute the folksong proper, but
should rather be termed national songs.
The earliest interpreters and disseminators of folksong are known under different names in those countries
where they existed. Thus in Italy they were called ceretani; in France, jongleurs and menestriers, and in Great
Britain, minstrels. In Germany I am not aware that they
had any distinguishing name, for they were certainly not
the same class of musicians as the minnesingers. who
flourished considerably later, the minnesong's birth dating
from the twelfth century. Besides, these musicians held
a higher social position, and were the acknowledged interpreters, not only of older folksongs, but also of their
own creations, and must therefore be classed with the
troubadours and trouveres of France, for, although the
minstrels did undoubtedly at times improvise the melodies which they sang, their principal function, like that
of the gleemen of the Saxons, was to disseminate amongst
the people the ancient ballads, of which there existed an
enormous number.
The minstrels of Great Britain, Germany, France and
Italy were in the early Middle Ages humble folk, combining with their singing of folksongs such vocations
as dancing, juggling, exhibition of monkeys, etc.; in
fact they were at that early period neither more nor less
than tramps and outcasts, to whom the Church even
denied the right to partake of the sacrament.
This, however, did not prevent them from congregating in large numbers at festivals. On these occasions
they were often handsomely rewarded for their performances, consisting of the singing' and playing' of heroic
songs, amorous songs, laments, jocular ditties, and
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satirical songs, by which they meted out punishment to
those who had either offended or ill-treated them.
A great change set in about the eleventh century in
regard to the attitude that the Church took up towards
these minstrels.
For many centuries Christianity and
Paganism had existed side by side without causing much
dissension. From the time that Charlemagne, in the
eighth century, collected the heroic songs and sagas of
the heathen Germans, up to the eleventh century, the
Church had so far not interfered with the poetical remains
of heathendom; but about that period, with the evergrowing power of the Church and its priesthood, it took
up a more hostile attitude towards the old sagas and
legends, though not towards their disseminators, who now
were taken into its service as interpreters of those new
legends which sprang" up through the rupture between
Christianity and Paganism.
In the former half of the twelfth century the sacred
plays, known in Germany as Easter and Passion plays,
and in France as mysteries, arose; but when in the latter
part of that century the native vernacular was adopted
for the Passion plays, the services of these humble singers,
who had formerly been ignored and despised by the
Church, were eagerly sought after.
We now come to another class of musicians, viz., the
troubadours and trouveres of France, the minnesingers
of Germany, and, finally, to our own skalds, who, as to
their social position and rank, must be classed with the
former, and not with the minstrels.
The troubadours and the minnesingers, who were
mostly knights and nobles, were, as a rule, not instrumentalists. They composed what in France were called
canzonets, and in Germany lieder, to their own lyrical
poems, principally on the subjects of love, patriotism,
and chivalry. They probably thought it beneath their
dignity to acquire any skill in the art of accompanying
their own songs and canzonets; they therefore found it
necessary to seek the aid of their humble brethren in the
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art, and were not disappointed, for the minstrels, whose
skill in playing the rota, the rebeck, the lute, and the
fife was often very remarkable, became the principal
means of disseminating the knowledge of their songs
and canzonets. Although it may, strictly speaking, be
outside my subject to give you a specimen of the musical
productions of troubadours and minnesingers, I think
it might interest you, as a means of comparison with our
Northern songs, to hear 3. lied by one of the minnesingers,
Prince W itlaw. You will notice in this lied the peculiarity that the final note in the cadence at the end is the
fifth of the tonic, and not the tonic itself; this seems
to be very common with the old songs, and you will
notice later on that the same is the case with our Northern
songs, some of which finish also upon the chord of the
dominant. The melody has been harmonised for four
voices by Wilhelm Stade, a German musician and collector of folksongs.
The earliest records that we have of music in the three
Northern Kingdoms are the performances of the troubadours of the North, who were called skalds. The word
skald, pronounced in modern Icelandic " Skald," 1 has in
that language altered its meaning, being now synonymous
with the English word poet. When, however, a N orwegian, a Dane, or a Swede speaks of a skald, he invariably refers to the ancient skalds, the modern word
for a poet being "digter." Unlike the class of poets
and musicians of other countries, already mentioned, the
skalds were not only poets in the ordinary sense of the
word, but also tonepoets, singers or declamators, and
instrumentalists, which can hardly be said of any of the
other representatives of the art of folksong. As far as
the subject matter of their performances is concerned,
they ranked with the trcuveres of France and the
" bards" of Celtic Scotland, whose poems were mostly
epics, and not lyrics, of which the troubadours were the
chief representatives in France.
!

a in modern Icelandic has the sound of ow
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The instrument, to the accompaniment of which the
skalds either sang or declaimed their epics, was the harp.
These epics were often of great length, recording the
deeds of knights and warriors of the Middle Ages. None
of these lays are complete, but we possess fragments of
many of them in the younger Edda, which also contains
a long list of skalds of the thirteenth century, amongst
whom there are persons of the highest rank, and even
kings. The songs of the older Edda are more ancient,
and belong to a period before the skalds existed. The
harp of the skalds has vanished, but there still exists
an ancient national instrument in Norway and Iceland
called langeleik, or langspil, which may possibly be
a development of the harp of the skalds. It has somewhat the shape of the harp, but with this difference, that
it is played with a bow; a similar instrument is also
found in Sweden, under the name of " nyckelharpe."
Of the musical performances of the skalds we know
next to nothing. Their singing was of the declamatory
style, which also prevails in many of the so-called
" Krempeviser," songs of knights and warriors of a later
date, of which there are to be found a considerable number in the collections of Northern folksongs.
It is only at a comparatively recent date that the folksongs of the three Northern Kingdoms have been collected and arranged in a systematic form. As early as
the end of the sixteenth century, when the court music
of Denmark was chiefly in the hands of Flemish
musicians, Peter Syv is recorded as the collector of
Northern melodies; but it is due to the untiring effort of
A. P. Berggreen, Lindemann, Otto Lindblad and other
collectors, all of the nineteenth century, that we now
possess a complete and well-assorted collection of these
highly characteristic folksongs.
The "Folkesange," corresponding to the German
"Volkslieder," were handed down from generation to
generation at a time, when the art of notation was
mostly unknown in the North; they simply lived in the
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hearts of the people who sang them, and, like any other
tradition, they underwent many modifications in the
different parts of the country where they had sprung up.
The so-called "Kcempeviser" (i.e., songs of knights
and warriors) had most likely their origin in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, shortly after the skalds
had disappeared. They were sung a great deal during
that period in the three countries, but it is impossible
to decide with any certainty in which country each folksong had its origin. They were, at a time when Danish,
Norse and Swedish were only to be considered as dialects
of the same language, transplanted from the one country
to the other, and as the language of each country became
gradually more and more distinctive, so did also the
text of the melodies.
On account of the greater facility of handing the text
over from the one country to the other by writing it down,
than of making a melody known in another country. when
the art of notation was unknown, it follows, that the melodies of these old songs have a more distinctive national
character in each of the three countries than the texts;
thus it is not uncommon that the same texts are sung to
different melodies, not only in the three Northern Kingdoms, but also in different districts of the same country.
I have several times been asked the question-What
are the special characteristics of the folksongs of our
three Northern Kingdoms, so as to distinguish them from
those of other nations? It is a question to which it is
not easy to give a totally satisfying answer. In connection with this I will mention that in a well-known
text-book on Musical Form, where a brief mention is
made of National Songs, without, however, distinguishing
between National and Folksongs, this sentence occurs:
" Again the songs of the Northern Nations, such as Russians, Swedes, Norwegians and Danes (and the author
pays us the compliment of adding Esquimaux) are mostly
of a melancholy character." Without making any further
comments as to the correctness of this statement, I shall
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leave it to you to judge whether it is so, though I deny
that this is the case with the typical national songs of
the three kingdoms, which I shall sing to you later on.
As to the older Northern folksongs, it is possible that
a greater number are in a minor than in a major mode,
but as I do not consider that the major and minor modes
are by any means the only criterion by which to judge
of a song's character, whether it be bright or melancholy,
I have not considered it necessary to investigate the matter
in regard to Northern folksong, for it is not any more
true that the minor mode is always expressive of melancholy and sadness, than to say that a major mode is
always expressive of brightness and joy. What can be
more sad than the lovely Scotch song, "The Flowers
of the Forest," though it is in a major mode; or take
another well-known melody, " Scots wha hae wi' Wallace
bled," which, when sung with a strong emphasis, is
decidedly full of warlike ardour and strength, and when
sung in a somewhat slower tempo, and with a different
accentuation, admirably expresses the poetry of the
" Land of the Leal." There are, however, some characteristic features about our Northern songs which I might
point out. One of them is this, that not a few of them
begin in a major mode, and end in the minor mode, or
vice uersd. This is the case with the second of the little
" Krempeviser " that I shall sing to you, viz., "The
Tournament." Another common feature is, that some of
them close on the third. or even fifth of the tonic, like
the troubadour song that I played to you. That the
minor may sometimes admirably express briskness, and
a certain sprightliness, is, I think, well illustrated by the
little Norwegian song, "The Youth and the Maiden,"
which is-with a passing modulation to the relative major
-throughout in a minor key. We may take it for
granted that the mode is only one of the factors that
determine a song's character, the other, and quite as important factors being rhythm and tempo, and, of course,
melodic progressions. I am inclined to think that the
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rhythm of our Northern melodies has more to do with
their special characteristics than the mode. Many of them
are really dance measures, wedded to words, which at
times were sung by the dancers, and at other times as
independent songs; this is specially the case with some
of the Norse melodies, and with most of the melodies
of the Faroe islanders, who even at the present day dance
while singing their old "Ka:mpeviser."
TURNERINGEN (DANISH).
(THE TOURNAMENT).
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Besides the melodies in the ordinary major and minor
modes, there exists a considerable number which are in
the Greek modes, such as the "hyperdorian," where the
seventh degree is not sharpened, having no proper leading note. Whether this is due to mere accident, or whether
some of the Church modes have found their way into
the folksongs is impossible to decide in each case. There
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is another characteristic regarding melodic progression
which occurs pretty frequently in these songs, not so
often met with in folksongs of other countries, viz., an
emphatic repetition of the closing note in the final
cadence. As to the "rhythm," I may state that the
rhythmical measure in some of them is frequently interspersed with the triplet. It must be clearly understood
that these are only a few personal observations. Even
the most gifted composer who was not imbued with our
Northern melodies could no more succeed in writing a
good imitation by taking note of such characteristics,
than if he were required to compose a characteristically
Scotch air, knowing nothing further of Scottish song
than about the so-called Scotch "snap," and the fact
that some of the melodies are founded on the scale or
mode represented by the black keys of the piano, and
having no leading note.
One of the characteristics of these Northern songs is
the refrain, of which some have even two, a middle and a
closing refrain. These mostly express some ruling thought
or feeling that predominates in the song, which helps
to give harmony and unity to the whole. Others seem
to have no connection whatever with the rest of the text.
The most likely explanation of this is, that these refrains
originally belonged to older texts, and were, as it were,
grafted on to the newer text. As to the origin of the
refrains, it is most likely that the improvisator of these
melodies felt the necessity of a mental resting-point for
thinking of what should follow, for undoubtedly these
melodies were originally improvised by someone who had
the gift of melody, and were learnt by others, who modified or improved upon them as the case may be. Whatever view we take of this, whether we consider the refrains
to be an expression of the subjective feeling of the improvisator, or as partaking more of the character of a chorus,
there can be no doubt that they formed a bond of sympathy between the listener and the singer, and became
the expression of approval and enjoyment.
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I shall now give you specimens of a Danish, a Norwegian, an Icelandic, and a Swedish love song. The
Danish one, called "Sommerdag," tells of a youth, who
goes out for a walk on a fine summer day; a little bird
tells him that his love is returned, and that the beloved
one is waiting for him.
SOMMERDAGEN

(DANISH).

(THE SUMMER'S DAY).
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The Norwegian and Swedish songs are quite dissimilar in character, and I have chosen them chiefly
as a contrast to the two others. They are neither
of them love songs in the ordinary sense, although
the subject of both is love-making and marriage. The
first one of the two is in the Norwegian peasant dialect,
and tells of a youth who is anxious to marry; he calls
on his beloved one, and tells her that his farm is well
stocked with cows, pigs, and fowls, that she can hardly
expect to get a finer fellow than he is; but she refuses
him rather unceremoniously. The refrain contains these
words: "Give me a dram," he said, "for it is not often
you see such a fine fellow as I am."
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FRIERAS A ONGKAR'N TE JENTlE (NORWEGIAN).
(THE YOUTH AND THE MAIDEN).
Allegretto.
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TUNI (ICELANDIC).

(WE Two STOOD IN THE MEADOWS).
Allegretto _
dolce.
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This melody has not beeti published before.
L
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The Icelandic song treats of the parting of two lovers;
and the Swedish song tells of a youth who falls in love
with a princess, and, judging from the refrain, is confident that she will accept him.
There are probably no other countries in Europe where
the belief in fairies has been so widespread, and has
lingered so long as in the three Northern Kingdoms,
especially in the mountainous parts, and this is not to be
wondered at. The long winter evenings, the isolation, and
the gloomy character of nature in some parts of these
countries naturally furthered superstition, especially at
a time when knowledge of the laws of nature was in
its infancy, and any unforeseen or unexplained event
would naturally be attributed to supernatural influence.
The surrounding nature would thus leave its impress
upon the beliefs. In the more desolate and gloomy parts
01 Norway and Iceland the fairies are supposed to be
of a malignant disposition towards mankind; in other
parts of Denmark, Norway and Sweden they are sometimes friendly to people, to whom they appear, give them
gifts, and heal them when they are ill. If you have the
patience to listen to a short anecdote illustrating superstition in Norway in the seventeenth century, I should be
glad to relate one. It is supposed to be told by one
Henrik Mayer, musician in Christiania:
In the year 1695. when I had been about three years pupil with
Paul Kr oplin , in Bergen, we were one Christmas Day having a
rehearsal of the music that had to be performed in the church during
the Christmas vacation. A certain peasant used every day to bring
to my master milk and butter. On this occasion we noticed that he
had arrived, and was listening most attentively to our performance.
My master said to him in fun:
"To-rtay I am not going to pay you, for I should say that our
performance will be sufficient payment for your goods."
" Well, I am not so sure of that," said the peasant, " for every
Christmas-Eve I hear from the hill near to my farm far better music
than this."
Kr oplin, the organist, and the Cantor laughed, and chaffed him on
his superstition.
" If you gentlemen will come with me to-night, you will be able to
judge for yourselves," said the peasant.
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We agreed to visit the place that evening, and waited till midnight
close to the hill that the peasant had told us about. Shortly we
heard a sound as if a note were struck, then a prelude on an organ,
and after that the dancing began to the accompaniment of violins,
flutes, bassoons, and many other instruments. All at once the
peasant cried out:
• •• If you are good fairies, then let us see you; if you belong to the
devil, tben stop your performance. "
That instant there was a perfect silence, but this had such an effect
on the poor organist that he fainted, and had to be carried into the
farmhouse, but he was fortunately well enough in the morning to RO
back with us to Bergen.

I shall now play to you one of the pieces that were
heard from the hill, and sing you in succession a Nor-

NORSK TROLDMUSIK.
(NORWEGIAN FAIRY MUSIC).
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wegian, a Swedish and an Icelandic fairy-song; but first
I should like to point out how practically the same tale
is repeated in different garbs amongst the Teutonic
nations, and probably over a much wider field. We all
have either listened to, or heard of, Richard Wagner's
opera, "<Tannhauser." This grand work is founded upon
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a very simple tale. As early as the tenth century, Venus
had, in the popular superstition, fanned by an ignorant
and fanatical priesthood, been transformed into an ogress,
who lured pious Christian souls to their perdition. Tannhauser, a Christian knight who had for a long time
yielded to her allurements by entering Venusberg,' could
not obtain salvation, though he made a pilgrimage to
6LAFUR OG ALFAMJER (ICELANDIC).
(OLAF AND THE FAIRY).
A llegro moderato.
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Rome. In the Icelandic tale practically the same idea
prevails: an evil fairy wants to entice an Icelandic youth
of the name of Olaf into her mountain. Olaf kisses the
fairy, but in such a half-hearted way that the fairy stabs
him. The Norse song tells of an ogre who lived in
Dovrefjeld, and every year carried away with him young
girls to his mountain, where he killed them. The whole
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song contains only eight bars, of which the third and
the fourth, the seventh and the eighth are refrains, containing thus a middle and a closing refrain'. The Swedish
song is of a far more modern origin than the two other
songs; it tells of a pretty little fairy called Nackan,
who sits on the crest of a wave and sings to the accompaniment of a harp, surrounded by the other fairies of
the sea. He happens to look up to the stars, and is
pleased to see Freyja, the goddess of love, smiling
towards him.
N ow we come to a class of songs of which the three
Northern Kingdoms possess a great wealth-I refer to
the so-called" Feedrelandssange " (patriotic songs). These
songs either express the love and admiration for one's
country and birthplace, or in the time of war and struggle
with other nations, express the determination to sacrifice
one's life for the beloved country. Of the last-named
class (the war-song) Denmark possesses the greatest number, but for wealth of patriotic songs, without reference
to war, it is difficult to decide whether Denmark or
Sweden bears the palm. The patriotic songs are mostly
of. a more recent date than those you have heard. The
most eminent composers of Denmark, Norway and Sweden
have contributed to swell their number. Of the best
known Danish composers of this class of songs I will
mention Weyse, Johan and Emil Hartmann, Rung, Berggreen, Gade, and Heise. Of Norwegian composers we
have Reissiger, Kjerulf, Selmer, Svendsen, and Grieg.
Of this class of song. far the most prominent Swedish
composer was Otto Lindblad, who, judging from the
number of his male-quartettes, made this form of composition his speciality; besides him there is Sodermann,
the composer of the well-known Swedish wedding-march,
Runeberg, and Crusell, the composer of the music to
Tegner's poem, "Frithiof's Saga," and many others. In
speaking of Swedish composers I must not omit two
names, viz., those of Bellmann and Venderberg. Bellmann died at the end of the eighteenth century. His
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principal work is contained in a cycle of songs, called
collectively "Fredman's Epistler." They are all of a
convivial character, and have deservedly won immense
pcoularity in the three countries. Venderberg is the
composer of a series of duets for a bass and a baritone
called" Gluntarne" (The Boys). Although the songs of
these two composers cannot be counted amongst the
national songs of Sweden, still their character is so thoroughly Swedish and they were, and probably are still,
so popular in the three countries, that they were to be
found in nearly every house where singing was cultivated.
They are eminently students' songs of the convivial character, and give a faithful picture of Bohemianism among
Swedish students, who occasionally, like other young
men, indulge too much in their national beverage.
Venderberg eventually became a Minister of State in
Sweden, and, repenting of the sins of his youth, is said
to have spent a large sum of money to try to reclaim
his work by buying up copies of "Gluntarne" and burning them; but some ill-natured people said that his
Student-duets were the best work he ever did.
All these songs, both ancient and modern, that have
been found to be well suited for male choirs, have been
harrnonised for male voices, two tenors and two basses,
in which form most of the editions appear.
There is no class of people that have done more towards
disseminating the knowledge of these songs amongst the
people, than the students of the four Universities of
Copenhagen, Christiania, Upsala and Lund; so far, I
think, the students may justly be termed the minstrels
of the North, for after the skalds had disappeared there
was no such class of native singers and itinerant
musicians as the minstrels. At each of the three centres
of education there has always been a choral society,
where native songs, both ancient and modern, are taught
to the students, the conductor being mostly one of their
own number.
All these songs may be termed national songs, so far
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as they are nearly all written by native composers, are
distinctly Northern in their character, and, if not exactly
an imitation of the old folksongs, are at least cast in
the same mould as to form and expression.
It is greatly to the credit of the three Northern nations
that there is hardly a village where national songs are
not sung by trained male choirs, where not only native
songs, but also songs of the two sister countries, are
performed. I am inclined to think that preference is
often given to Swedish songs. I was told several years
ago by a Norwegian friend that Swedish songs were
more frequently sung at social gatherings in Norway
than the native songs. It is generally acknowledged that
the Swedes possess a much richer and finer quality of
voice than either the Danes or Norwegians. The Swedish
language is eminently the language of song. The vowels
are pure and open, and the consonants entirely free from
guttural sounds. This may to a certain extent account
for the pleasing effect of their singing; but apart from
that, the compass of some of their part-songs, which
exceeds that of any other nation's part-songs which I
have come across, points to an unusually great range
in the voices for which they are written. The compass
of two octaves and a perfect fifth is not uncommon, and
I have come across a song or two which exceeds even
that. I may mention that the male alto is unknown in
Sweden.
About the time of the invasion of Denmark by the
combined armies of Prussia and Austria, in 1864, a
movement was originated by Danish patriots, headed by
the poet Carl Plough, whose object was to bring about
a union or federation between the three kingdoms; the
sentiment which inspired the movement was called
"Scandinavianism," and although from political reasons
it did not meet with the sympathy in the two other kingdoms that these enthusiasts had hoped for, still it was
an expression of a sentiment which was shared by many
of the younger community, and received an encourage-
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ment in the writings of two of the most prominent poets
of Norway, Henrik Ibsen and Bjornstjerne Bjornsson.
I mention this, because several songs appeared about that
time expressing the sentiment of Scandinavianism, the
words of which were mostly written by Carl Plough.
The songs that I propose singing are the typical national
songs of Denmark, Norway and Sweden. I may, however, state that there are divided opinions which songs
may be said to be the typical national songs of the two
latter countries.
"Kong Christian" is generally acknowledged as the
representative song of Denmark; the words are by the
Danish poet Evald (1778), and the music by Johann
Hartmann, an eminent composer of the last century. The
most popular national song of Norway is probably" Ja,
vi elske dette Landet" (" Yes, we love this country").
which by many would probably be considered the national
song of Norway. The melody is by Nordrook, who was
a great friend of Grieg, but I have chosen in preference
another song called" Sonner af Norge" (" Sons of Norway"), as it is more in keeping with the other songs
that I sing, and I also think the melody finer, It seems
from the title that the composer, Carl BJorn, won the
prize as the composer of the best national song. It is
of a more recent date than the former one. It is difficult to decide which is the typical national song of
Sweden; the choice lies between two songs, the one entitled" Kung Carl den tolvta " (King Charles the XIIth.),
the other" Kung Karl den unga hjelta " (King Charles
the young warrior). I have chosen the first as an
ill ustration.
Before I finish I should like to say a few words about
the Northern dances, of which Norway and Sweden posses,s farthe greatest number.
The principal national dances of Norway are called
"Halling," after a district in Norway of that name, and
the "Hallingpolska," or "Springdanse," the latter meaning a jumping dance.
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On one of my visits to Norway I witnessed the dancing
of some of these dances, and it appeared to me that they
were more expressive of strength, and showed more agility,
than any gracefulness of movement. The dancers of the
" Halling" commence their performance in a crouching
position, but as the dance proceeds they gradually rise
to their full height, and the dance becomes extremely
animated and even wild; but suddenly near the end
the dancers again assume their crouching position.
The instrument generally used for performing the
music to all these dances is the H ardangerfele, or fiddle;
it is much smaller than the ordinary violin, but possesses,
besides the four ordinary violin strings, four other
strings made of steel, placed under the former, which,
combined with the peculiar shape of the instrument, gives
its tones rather a sombre and mournful character. It
is tuned higher than the ordinary violin, and the strings
are consequently thinner. The lowest of the upper strings
is tuned A (instead of G, as on an ordinary violin)
thus forming a fourth with the next string above-the
other strings are tuned at the interval of a perfect fifth.
The steel strings, instead of being placed immediately
under the upper strings, are placed closer together under
the two middle strings, and are tuned D, E, and A. As
to the appearance of the instrument, the head is generally carved in the shape of a lion's head, or the head
of some other animal, according to the fancy of the
maker. The fingerboard and the belly are generally
painted in some bright colour, and often inlaid with
ivory and mother-of-pearl.
There lived some forty years ago in Telemarken, a
district in the interior of Norway, an old man, who in
his youth had acquired a most surprising execution on
the Hardanger fiddle; being a son of a miller, he always
went in Norway under the name of "Mollergutten" (the
miller's boy), even after he had become an old man. Ole
Bull and he were great friends, and used to correspond
frequently.
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The other national dance in Norway, the so-called
"Hallingpolska," is also danced in different districts of
Sweden, especially Dalcarlia, Jemteland, and Wermland.
The well-known authoress, Frederikka Bremer, gives in
her description of Norwegian national life, called" Strid
og Fred" (War and Peace), or "Scenes of Norway," an
account of this dance. "On one occasion," she tells,
" I witnessed a dancing competition between some young
Norwegian peasants. An iron hook had been knocked
into one of the beams of the ceiling, and the dancer who,
while dancing, could give the hook such a kick as to
bend it, won the prize as the best dancer."
The first-named dance is in double time, the Hallingpolska in triple time.
The Swedish national dance, the so-called Polska, is,
like the Hallingpolska, in triple time. I have not seen
it danced, nor come across any description of it. That
it can hardly be such a lively dance as the Hallingpolska
described by Frederikka Bremer seems evident, judging
from a certain old custom that is prevalent at weddings
in the rural districts of Sweden. After the marriage
ceremony has been performed, the bride and bridegroom,
and all those invited to the wedding, the minister included, issue forth to the bride's home, where the festivities commence with the dancing of the polska. The
bride walks up to the minister, makes him a curtsey,
and asks him to dance with her the first dance, the next
polska she dances with the bridegroom, and the third
polska is danced by the bride and the minister's wife.
The three first dances are solo dances, all the wedding
guests sitting still on their benches as spectators; but
after that the dancing couples gradually increase, and
usually to such an extent that the fiddler has to sit on
the table, which is invariably placed in the middle of
the room.
I am not aware that there are records of any Danish
national dances, excepting of one that used to be danced
by the peasants of a little island called Amager, upon
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which part of Copenhagen is built; as, however, the
Amager people are descendants of the Dutch, their
dances can hardly be called Danish.
If any such dances existed in Denmark before the end
of the seventeenth century, such practices as dancing
would soon have been forbidden by the Danish kings
of that period, who were most ardent supporters of the
pietistic movement which originated in Germany about
that time. There existed an Icelandic, or Faroisland
dance, called "Vikivaki," which I shall play to you; it
was the only dance that Iceland ever possessed, but it was
strictly forbidden by one of these pious kings as being
most dangerous to the morals of the people. It consisted
in the dancers forming a circle, holding each other by the
hand, and walking round to the music of their own
voices, singing their ancient "Keernpeviser," as the
Faroislanders do even at the present day. I shall now
close my lecture by playing this Icelandic dance, "Vikivaki," and a Swedish polska.
VIKIVAKI

(ICELANDIC).
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SHIP.BURIAL AT KILORAN BAY,
COLON SAY, SCOTLAND.
By HAAKON SCHETELIG,
Conservator of the Bergen Museum, Hon. District Secretary,
Norway (Bergen).

As

an addition to my paper upon ship-burials in the
last SAGA-BoOK, the Hon. Editor has kindly
allowed me to insert in this number some notes
respecting a very interesting find from Scotland, the
grave at Kiloran Bay, examined in June, 1882, by Mr.
Mac Neill. The antiquities, together with a plan, were
afterwards presented to the Edinburgh Museum of Art
and Sciences, where I saw them in October last year.
On the surface the grave was marked by a rectangular
enclosure of slabs set up edgeways, I yft. long and roft,
broad. All over the area within this space there were
found a great quantity of nails and rivets, mostly with
parts of the wood still adhering to them, a certain indication of a ship-burial.
The remains of a human skeleton were found in the
. south-western corner of the enclosure; the body had been
placed resting upon its left side, with the head pointing
towards the east, and with the knees bent so that they
touched the breast. Several objects of iron were discovered in the sand close to the skeleton, a two-edged
iron sword, an axe, the boss of a shield, a cauldron of
iron, etc. Between the chin and the knees there was
found a pair of scales, made 0.£ bronze, and close to
them the balance and seven leaden weights. Some bronze
mountings for a horse's harness were also scattered
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within the enclosure, and in the same way two stycas
struck by Vigmund, Archbishop of York, 83 1 - 854.
On a later occasion a horse's skeleton, an iron buckle,
probably from the harness, some nails and other fragments of iron were discovered outside the inclosure
but certainly belonging to the same grave. One of the
horse's hind legs had been cut off by a very hard stroke
before the interment.
In most respects this find has the characteristics of
a regular Norwegian grave from the Viking Age. The
ship, the horse, the weapons, and other objects correspond exactly to the requirements for a man's grave in
Norway at the same period, and do not need any further
explanation. But there are some points where we meet
with differences, and in this respect I would mention
especially the fact that the grave before us was laid out
under the plain surface of the soil, and provided with
an enclosure of slabs set edgewise, while in Norway
the graves from the Viking Age are almost without
exception covered by a tumulus of rather considerable
dimensions. Moreover, two of the slabs forming the
enclosure were marked with a cross, which though executed in a very primitive manner, must be supposed to
have some religious significance in connection with the
grave. It seems to me most likely that upon these points
we may trace an influence from the contemporary
customs in Christian Scotland. On the other hand, the
antiquities found in the grave are all of forms which
also appear in Norway, and they thus indicate, as clearly
as possible, the nationality of the man buried here. It
is true all the objects are not properly Norwegian-e.g.,
the scales and the balance were probably not made in
Norway, nor the weights, whose upper surface is covered
with bits cut off' some richly decorated and enamelled
ornaments of Irish origin. But similar bits are frequently met with in Norway also, and they do not indicate
that the Norwegian colonists in Scotland were less N orwegian than their compatriots at home; they prove that
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the whole Norwegian population was subject to the
same influence from the art and industry of Ireland.
A most precious document for determining the date
of the grave is afforded by the two coins found. As
regards the Viking Age in Norway instances of such
finds are not frequent, and consequently all additions
to the material are of great importance. At the moment
of writing I have not the means for discussing the question of the grave before us ready to hand, but with all
reserve I venture to pronounce, as my personal opinion,
that the grave is most likely to date from the beginning
of the tenth century.
In the National Museum of Antiquities of Scotland I have noted
three finds of Norwegian graves in Orkney containing iron rivets and
pieces of wood which seem to indicate ship-burials. The localities are:
Links of Pierowal1, Westray (Edinb. Mus. T.L. 182-189), Sands of Gill,
West ray (Edinb. Mus. T.L. 193-194), Sandhill at Pierowall, Westray
(Edinb. Mus. T.L. 202-208.J-H. S.
These are no doubt from the graves mentioned in the SAGA-BOOK,
Vol. IV., pp, 360, 361, foot-note.i--Bn.
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BY THE HON. EDITOR.
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T Oxford, on November 24th, 1906, Professor W. P. Ker, Honorary
Life Member of the Viking Club, gave the Romanes Lecture for
1906 on "Sturla, the Historian."

THE Rev. C. W. Whistler, M.R.C.S., has again come to our help and
has prepared the Index for Vol. IV., issued with this nurr-ber, for which
we offer him the hearty thanks of the Club.
IN October last some of the London papers contained a report copied
from the Danish press of the discovery of a Viking ship during digging
operations on a fjord in Jutland. We regret to say that we learn from
Mr. Hans Kjser that this was a newspaper hoax.
THE catalogue of old deeds, containing the names of various documents
written in "Norn," referred to in the SAGA-BoOK, Vol. IV., p. 408, was
found by Mr. Roland 51. Clair not in Orkney as stated, but at Wemyss
Castle, Fifeshire. We understand that tbe documents themselves are in
existence, and will be printed in " Old-lore" in due course.
ON the 5th January, 1907, shortly before leaving to take up the post
of Ambassador to the United States, the Right Hon. James Bryce
lectured in Dublin on "The Norsemen of Iceland and Norway."
Mr. Bryce's sympathies should make him popular among the very large
population in the States that has come from Iceland and the three
Northern kingdoms.
IN a Viking note in the last SAGA-BoOK, Vol. IV., p. 408, Dr. G. A.
Auden, owing to a reporter's error, is made to speak in line 5 of the note
of" the Danish monuments in Yorkshire." This should read" Pre-Norma"
monuments," as Dr, Auden informs us that he considers that the crosses
at I1kley, Collingham, Dewsbury, etc., are essentially Anglian and in no
sense Scandinavian, while those at York itself show a strongly-marked
Danish influence.
MR. HARRY LOWERISON, Hon District Secretary, Norfolk, informs us
that during the past year he visited three so-called" Danish" camps.
A few notes on one of these will be found under the" Proceedings" for
November 23rd. He also reports the find of a Saxon cemetery in
Hunstanton Park. Mr. Lowerison promises to send us a paper, or report,
giving fuller details of the latter find and of his observations at the tbree
camps for future use.
NORWAY will this year be included in the series of "International
Visits" referred to in previous SAGA-BoOKS. The programme extends
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from the 19th to the 30th August, and includes lectures to be given in
English at the University of Christiania, by Professor A. Bugge, on
t s What the Eddas tell us of the Life of our Viking Forefathers at Home
and Abroad," Professor A. Taranger, and others. Further particulars
may be had from the Norwegian Legation, 36, Victoria Street, S.W., or
the Hon. Secretary, Miss F. M. Butlin, Old Headington, Oxford.
THE "Origin of the Anglo-Saxon Race: A Study of the Settlement
of England and the Tribal Origin of the Old English People," by the
late Thomas William Shore, edited by his sons (Elliot Stock), is a book that
will be of considerable interest and value. It requires, however, to be
treated with very great caution, as the author is inclined to push his
theories to extremes, and philologists will question many of his derivations of place-names. But, when all allowances are made, it remains a
suggestive contribution to its subject.
THE discovery of about 40 ancient skeletons in the Forbury gardens,
Reading, at a site which may have been that of the camp which the
Danes threw up there in the reign of King Alfred, gave rise to lively
discussion at the January meeting of the Berkshire Arcbzeological
Society. Unfortunately the circumstances of interment were not
observed with sufficient exactness to warrant any definite conclusions
from the find. The Society, however, proposed to make special explorations, if possible, and a hope was expressed by some members that the
grave of the Danish leader Sidroc might be discovered in the Forbury
Mound.
WITH reference to the use of a boom in ships of the Viking age, as to
which we asked for information in a review of " The Saga Library," in
the SAGA-BoOK, Vol. IV., page 270, Mr. Eirikr Magnusson writes:The beiti-dss was a boom, to each end of which were made fast the clews
of the square sail, which in early days of navigation was the only sail known.
By means of this boom the lower part of the square sail was stretched a
good deal beyond the width of the ship, as far nearly 'as the beiti-dJS itself
projected beyond the gunwale. The boom, however, did not rest on the
gunwale., but moved freely about a little above it so as to catch side winds at
best advantage. This explains how it could naturally happen that the
"sail-yard," or rather" boom" [beiti-ass}, could knock overboard a man
sitting by the tiller on another ship, when the ship with its sail-yard out
sailed too close.
THE SAGA-BOOK, Vol. III., page II9, contained a brief note on the
remarkable rudely-carved representation of a boat and crew of warriors
found at Roos Carrs, near Withernsea, in 1836, and now preserved in the
Hull Museum, In 1903 the figure of another warrior, similar to those
already known, and found at the same time, came into the possession of
the Museum, This is described by the Curator, Mr. Thomas Sheppard,
F.G.S., in a pamphlet "Additional Notes on the Roos Carr Images," to
be obtained from the Museum for rd, The new figure is interesting, as
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it possesses some parts which are missing in the other figures, and enables
one of them to be restored almost completely. It also gives evidence that
originally at least two boats with their crews must have been in existence
at the place where the find was made. Experts have now decided that
the figures were hewn in branch wood of the Scotch fir.
MR. EDWARD LOVETT, F.R.H.S., asks whether" the little figures on
white horses, sold in Germany (and perhaps elsewhere) at Christmas.
time, have any connection with Odin and Sleipnir?" As far as we
remember it is nowhere expressly stated in the Norse mythology that
Sleipnir was white (or gray), though references in the Sagas and folk-lore
leave little doubt that this was his colour in the popular imagination.
We shall be glad of any information throwing light on the custom
mentioned by Mr. Lovett and on its diffusion. It is no doubt connected
generally with the regard paid to the horse as a sacred animal, which
was widespread in ancient times. See note on " Hodening," page 182.
C£. also the man on horseback, used as a fairing in the Isle of Man, as
stated by Mr. Kermode in "Traces of the Norse Mythology in the Isle of
Man." See the review in the SAGA-BOOK, Vol. IV., page 257.
DR. KARL BLIND'S article on " Yule-tide in England" in the Wieller
Dsutsshes Tagblatt of January, Ig07, points out that the so-called" Devil's
Punch Bowl," near Hindhead, was in Anglo-Saxon times evidently a
place of heathen Teutonic worship, as well as a sacred place for the
promulgation of laws passed by the" Witena-gemot." Like many other
places of similar name, which our forefathers held sacred, it was devoted
to the Devil when the Church laid the older gods under a ban,
" devilling" many places where formerly they were worshipped. Near
the Devil's Punch Bowl a stone still bears the name of Thor's Stone,
as mentioned in Baring-Gould's novel about the "Broom Squire."
Curiously enough, in the Edda, the God of Thunder is connected with
a story about a "bowl·like mountain-cleft," and about an enormous vat,
or bowl, which, in his contest with the [otun, or giant, Hymir, he lifts
and places on his head. Out of such a tale a special worship of Thor,
or Thunaer, might have arisen at the Hindhead ravine, deep dale, or
Bowl. The word "Punch" (Indian) would point to an addition made
in later times. (See the" Tale of Hymir" in the Eddas.)
A MIDNIGHT meeting was held on January r st, Ig07, in Clontarf Town
Hall, at which the national societies of Dublin were represented, in order
to protest against the destruction by the City Council of the historic
mound at Clontarf, near Dublin, the legendary site of the great battle
between King Brian Boru and the Danes goo years ago. The speakers,
who addressed the meeting in Gaelic, complained that the Dublin
Corporation Distress Committee had put a large number of unemployed
to the work of levelling the famous mound known as Conquer Hill, and
filling up the adjoining fosse in order to make an asphalte road over the
spot. The hill was the burying place of the chieftains who fought under
M
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King Brian, and should, therefore, as one speaker said, be regarded as
sacred. A resolution was passed protesting against tbe unspeakable act
of vandalism which was being perpetrated, and a telegram was despatched
to the Lord Mayor demanding the immediate withdrawal oi the workmen.
We are glad to report that the action taken resulted in saving the mound
from destruction, as the Lord Mayor proceeded at once to the scene of
the operations, and stopped any further interference. He also ga\'e
instructions to those employed at Conquer Hill to restore all the clay
and mould which had been removed.
BESIDES his District Report from York, Dr'. G. A. Auden bas sent us
the following note : An interesting survival of pagan thought is still to be found at Whitby.
Many of the fishermen and jet-workers still carry upon their person as a

talisman or charm a II lucky bone 1I or "hammer bone." This is the
os hyoides of the sheep, which makes an exceedingly good representation of

a hammer, and, as such, undoubtedly represents Miolnir, the hammer of
Thor, models of which, generally in silver, and some of extraordinarily
beautiful workmanship, are frequent in graves of the Viking Period.! Prof.
A. C. Haddon says that the same bone is similarly used by the fishermen in
the Isle of Man, as also by the butchers in Berlin. Two' in my possession
were given to me by a Whitby jet-worker, who told me that he had carried
one for many years.
One of these bones, lent by Dr. Auden, was exhibited at our meeting on
February zand, 1907, and also at a meeting of the Folk-Lore Society the
same week, when Mr, A, R. Wright, a member of the Council of the
latter Society, said that he knew of tbe bone as in similar use among the
gas-workers in London.
The A thenaum of February 17th contained a brief report of a meeting of
the Society of Antiquaries, at which, among other finds of various
dates which were shown, Mr. Robert Cochrane exhibited a pair of
"tortoise" brooches of bronze-gilt and fragments of a bronze bowl found
in a Viking burial at Ballyholme, between Bangor and Groomsport, co.
Down, He described their discovery, and stated tbat the bowl was
complete, with chains for suspension, wben found, but was destroyed by
the workmen. In the year 818 a raid was made by a band of Northern
Vikings on Bangor Abbey, half a mile distant, and the burial might date
from that event. Mr. Reginald Smith added some remarks on the find,
and exhibited a restoration of the bowl based on examples found in
England and Norway. He quoted Scandinavian authorities in confirmation of the date suggested, the style of the brooches being well known in
the British Islands and in Scandinavia. Bowls of the kind exhibited were
specially common in Norway, where they were referred to the Viking
period; while English examples with circular enamelled escutcheons
1 Cp, Sephus Muller. I I Nordische Alterthumskunde." Pt. ii., p. 282; Montelius,
Civilisation of Sweden in Heathen Times,'! P. 202; also Worsaae, ,. Industrial Arts of
Denmark;"
II
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might be somewhat earlier. Brooches of this type were worn by both
sexes, but there was little to show the sex of the persons interred at
Ballyholme.
FROM The Standard of Deceml:er 13th, 1906, we have an interesting
account of an Anglo-Saxon Cemetery recently discovered at Ipswich.
The find was described to a meeting of the Suffolk Institute of Archseology,
on December rath, by Miss Layard, who exhibited the objects found, and
read a paper upon them. Last year the Corporation found work for the
unemployed in levelling an area of town land which covers a rising slope
on one side of Hadleigh Road, and a deep depression on the other. Soon
after the operations began the men unearthed three or four skeletons.
Miss Layard's attention was drawn to the locality, and she found that
the slope had formed the site of an Anglo-Saxon cemetery. She employed
men to work in advance of the town labourers, and up to the date of the
paper had opened up 139 graves of men, women, and children, which
contained skeletons or the remains of skeletons, and many curious relics.
Among the latter are numerous spear-beads and knives, tbe bosses of
shields, necklaces of beads, clasps and buckles, double twisted combs,
glass drinking cups, tweezers, and some valuable brooches. The whole
form a collection of unique antiquarian interest, and it is believed that
the cemetery extended over much more of the ground than that excavated.
AN interesting lecture on the early inhabitants of Kent was given
before the East Kent Scientific and Natural History Society on December
rztb , 1906, by the Mayor of Canterbury, Alderman F. Bennett-Goldney,
F.S.A. Starting from Cresar's description of the Belgre as of Germanic
origin, the lecturer showed how long before the date of the Anglo-Saxon
invasion the south-eastern corner of Britain at any rate had been settled
by a non-Keltic folk, akin to the later invaders. This was borne out by
the fact that the place-names of Kent, with the exception of one or two
names of doubtful origin, were typically English. Hardly a trace can be
found of city, town, village or district with a Keltic name, mentioned by
the chroniclers of the Anglo-Saxon invasion. This fact cannot, in
the lecturer's opinion, be disposed of by a theory that the Saxon exterminated the Kelt by some mysterious process unprecedented in human
annals. The fact was that already in Csesar's time the Belgse were
settled on both shores of the Channel, and the process of Belgic emigration from Gaul to Britain was in full swing. Kent, which lay at the
natural crossing-point of the narrow seas, was necessarily most affected,
and, according to the view of the lecturer, became the cradle of the
Anglo-Saxon race in these islands at least seven centuries earlier than the
period generally assigned to the Saxon invasion of Britain.
WE have received from Mr. W. R. Prior the following notes on some
recent archseological discoveries in Denmark, a brief reference to which
appeared in the SAGA-BoOK last year, Vol. IV., p. 4II ; At a meeting of the Royal Danish Society of Antiquaries, held on the
r sth of February, 1907, some particulars were given of the settlement and
burial-place on Kraghede (moor), Vendsyssel, North of Jutland, excavated
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in 1905 and 1906. The oldest graves found, as well as the greater part of
the settlement, belong to the so-called pre-Roman Iron Age or the centuries
just before Christ, when the incinerated bones were placed in s~all hollows
with numerous utensils, remains of food and of sacrificed animals, VIZ.,
sheep and pigs, etc.
In the first grave-hollow excavated an especially valuable find was madea small jar decorated with a figurative representation of a hunting scene.
The picture was sketched on the clay by pricking out the outlines of the
figures in chalk. A man with a sword in his right hand, the bridle in the
left, is seen riding a horse with a long tail. In front of the hunter a dog is
represented running after a deer, which turns its bead round towards tbe
pursuer. It is plainly a stag, and the animal in front of it is evidently a urus.
The same animal figures a.re repeated elsewhere on the jar. The hollow also
contained a mass of melted bronze, weight about Sibs. Some of tbe pieces,
however, have retained their shape, so that .one can see what they bave been.
They are said to be like the embossed pieces of bronze on chariot wheels, as
on the celebrated chariot from Dejbjerg bog. A cart must therefore have been
offered up, which is further proved by the presence of burnt bones of two
horse", and no human remains.

Swords, spears and knives, like the finds at the Swiss lake village La Tene,
were also found. Among the utensils was a pi irnitive pair of scissors. One
of the graves was quadrangular, and had contained an unburned body, of
which only the teeth, preserved by their enamel, remained. In this grave
the head was placed towards the west, and five earthen vessels in an easterly
direction. The foundations of a house of the so-called Roman Iron Age,
were also found, which had been dug through when tbe grave was made.
This house, of which the size and shape are plainly visible, seems to have
been destroyed by a fire originating while the wind was north-westerly.
THE Scotsman of May zSth , 1906, reported that early in the month Mr.
Hourston, tenant of the farm of Yinstay, on the Tankerness estate,
Orkney, was digging on his farm, when his spade fell from his hands and
disappeared underground. Curious to unravel the mystery, he excavated a few feet off, 'and breaking through rough masonry, effected an
entrance to an underground chamber of very peculiar structure, into
which the spade had fallen.
Mr. Cursiter, F.S.A.Scot., KirkwalJ, who
visited the place, has supplied the following information regarding it.
On approaching the spot, one cannot fail to observe that the place has
been an ancient inhabited site, from the black earth mingled with burnt
stones, numerous broken shells and bones, as well as fragments of ancient
pottery, which strew the surface of the adjoining field. It is the highest
ground in the neighbourhood, and surmounted by a lime-built cairn
about 10 feet high, said to have been originally erected by Captain
Thomas during his nautical survey of the Orkneys, 1840-r850, from stones
dug up at the spot, among which blocks of bright red sandstone, foreign
to the district, figure prominently. Most probably it has been the site of
a broch. Tradition tells of a standiog stone here, said to have been destroyed by a bauldie, who took it for the devil.
The opening to the
chamber, which is only 3 or 4 feet below the surface, and only a few feet
from the cairn, is very difficult to negotiate, and can only be accomplished
feet foremost, working oneself down sideways, and on the back; indeed,
the whole internal space and condition do not allow of enough comfort to
obt.aiD an accurate survey.
With the aid of two candles, however, and
assisted by Mr. Hourston, it was in a way explored. It is of an irregular
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oval shape, about 19 feet long from east to west, and about 10 feet in
greatest breadth. The roof, which is flat, is formed of flagstones, and
supported upon nine apparently water-worn stones set upon end, forming
pillars. The height of the roof is about 2 feet 6 inches, and the pillars
number eleven, arranged at the west end in two rows of four pillars each,
opposite each other, and three pillars in the form of a triangle at the east
end. They are separated from each other at distances varying from
8~inches to 3 feet, and themselves vary much in size and sectional shape.
The floor and walls were so muddy from infiltration that it could not be
made out whether it was paved or not, and part of the wall seemed to be
solid rock. The real entrance has not yet been discovered. In the
chamber were picked up fragments of deer's horn, bones, and teeth of
horned sheep, oyster and whelk-shells, burnt wood, and a few fragments
of rather fine pottery.
IN his District Report from York Dr. Auden gives some particulars
of St. Olave's Church, York, and of a window supposed to represent the
saint in the church of Holy Trinity in the same town. He also records
a fresco representing St. Olaf, in the Church of St. Michael, at Barton
Turf, Norfolk, while from Somerset the Rev. C. W. Whistler reports the
former existence of a chapel dedicated to the saint in SI. Dubricius'
Church, Porlock. Of the churches in this country dedicated to St. Olaf,
London contains several. In the City are St. Olave's, Old Jewry, St.
Olave's, Hart Street. and St. Olave's, Silver Street, while St. Nicholas
Olave, which formerly stood in Queenhithe, appears to have been a case
of a double dedication. In Southwark, St. Olave's, Tooley Street, has
given its name to the street in which it stands. Besides these ancient
foundations there are two modern ones in Stoke Newington and Mile
End, the latter a daughter church of SI. Olave's, Hart Street. In other
parts of the country there are churches dedicated to the saint at Chester,
Chichester, Exeter, Fritwell, Oxfordshire, Gatcombe, Isle of Wight,
Ruckland, Lincolnshire, and Poughill, Cornwall (near Bude). Besides
these and the church at York there used also to be one at Creeting, in
Suffolk (near Ipswich), from which the parish of Creeting St. Olave's, now
united to Creeting All Saints' with Creeting St. Mary's, takes its name.
There was also a Priory of St. Olave's near Herringfleet, in Norfolk, now
in ruins. It gives its name to St. Olave's Bridge, over the Waveney, replacing a very ancient ferry, and also to a modern railway-junction. In
Orkney there was a church of SI. Olaf before St. Magnns Cathedral was
built. Mr. A. w. Johnston also tells us that there was St. Olla's chaplainry within the Cathedral, but he is not sure whether this was separate
from the incumbency of SI. Olla's Church. It is also called St. Olla's
altarage. At Widewall, South Ronaldshay, there was a 51. Olaf's Chapel,
of which only the name remains. In his" Antiquities of Shetland ., Mr.
Gilbert Goudie gives, among Pre-Reformation churches and chapels to
which dedications have been assigned, two SI. Ollas at Gunilsta. Br essay :
and Olnafirth, Delling, and five St. Olas, in Whiteness; Hilswick,
Northmaven; Yell; Wick, Unst : and Nesting. The name .. Olaf" also
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appears in various place-names. Mr. G. M. Atkinson informs us that in
Ireland there is a church near Dublin, now known as St. Donlach's,
which was formerly St. Olave's, or Anlaf's, There are no dedications to
the saint as far as we can trace in Wales, the Isle of Man, or the Channel
Isles. We should be glad to know if any are to be found in Scotland.
These Notes may be worth recording in connection with the District
Reports quoted, We hope to return to the subject, which cannot be
adequately dealt with in these columns. We may add that a figure of
51. Olaf is, very appropriately, to be one of the first with which it is
proposed to fill the niches in the fine screen 'of 51. Saviour's, Southwark,
IN an article on Ramsgate in Health Resort for January, 1907, Mr. J.
Harris Stone called attention to a curious Christmas custom formerly
associated with tbe town, described in The European Magazine for May,
1807, as foHows:A party of young people procure the head of a dead horse, which is affixed
to a pole about four feet in length; a string is affixed to the lower jaw; a
horse cloth is also attached to the whole, under which one of the party gets,
and by frequently pulling tbe string keeps up a loud snapping noise, and is
accompanied by tbe rest of the party, grotesquely habited, with handbells,
They thus proceed from house to house, ringing their bells, and singing carols
and songs. 'I hey are commonly gratified with heer and cake. or perhaps
with money. This is called, provincially, a Hodening, and the figure ahove
described a Hoden, or Woden Horse.
Mr. Stone asked if the above was a relic of a festival to commemorate
our Saxon ancestors landing in Thanet, as the term Woden seems to
imply, and said the custom was general in Thanet on Christmas Eve, but,
as far as he could learn, nowhere else, The February number of Health
Resort contained the following reply from the Rev. C. W. Whistler:The Ramsgate " Hodening" is not new to me, and is noticed by the Rev.
P. H. Ditchfield, in an article in the Treasury for this January, where he says
that the custom still exists in some parts of Kent, and suggests that the
horse's head may be a survival of the old" hobby horse," which figured in
the medrreval Morris dances. The name of the custom and its association
with Christmas would date its origin to still earlier times, however; and there
can be little doubt that it is a survival of some Odinic Yuletide solemnity
connected with the sacrifice of the horse to the Asir, The victim was usually
beheaded, and its flesh was afterwards feasted on, whence probably our
objection to the eating of horseflesh, as forbidden to the first Christians from
among our Saxon ancestors. .. Hodening" or
Hoodening" is an intermediate variant of the name of Woden or Odin, which is probably Jutish,
though there is a Saxon (not Anglian) tendency to pronounce an initial W as
an aspirate , e.g.,
William as
Hoolliam." That this strange custom
should. so far as I know, occur only in Jutish Kent (the scene of the earliest
landings of our forefathers) is significant, and may indicate that it is "tradition of some very marked sacrifice to the Asir by tbe first actual intending
settlers on their arrival. Dr. DitchfieJd adds, that tbe man who carries the
horse's head is called the" Hoodman," and I feel sure that this name may
be referred also to Odin, who rides hooded.
II

II
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Mr. Alfred Toft, of the" Crown Inn," Sarre, Thanet, also wrote to say
that the Christmas custom of Hodening was still carried out in its entirety
at the old-world village of Sarre, where the" Hodeners" appeared as late
as last Christmas, the general get-up of the troup being much as described.
An anonymous writer also pointed out that
In Notes and Queries, vol. L, p. 173, it is said that this curious custom is
prevalent in Wales, namely, of carrying about at Christmas time a horse's
skull, dressed up with ribbons, and supported on a pole by a man concealed
under a large clotb, wbo works the jaws. The same custom was also common
in one or two places of Lancashire, and in the West Riding of Yorkshire.
Notes and Queries gives no information as to the part of Wales where the
custom prevailed, but Mr. G. M. Atkinson informs us that he witnessed
it in Carmarthen in 1861, and that it was then common in Wales. Mr.
A. G. Moffat tells us that the custom, which the Welsh call Mary Llwyd,
was common in the Swansea district till of late years, and that the Rev.
]. D. Davies in his book on West Gower, Vol. II., p. 84, describes the
practice as still kept up in West Gower, and that the quaint old carol
called" the twelve joys of Mary," is sung in connection with it. Mr.
Davies'description of the custom is almost identical with that quoted
from The European Magazine. Mr. Moffat does not know if the custom
holds good away from the sea coast, excepting for some miles up the
Swansea valley, and points out that Carmarthen is a tidal harbour. From
the localities given it is possible that the custom in Wales may be due to
Scandinavian influence. In- any case it cannot be regarded as purely
Jutish, and must have a wider significance than Mr. Whistler suggests.
The horse's head fixed on a pole recalls the" curse-pole," a horse's head
fixed on a pole, set up by Egil Skallagrimsson against King Eric and Queen
Gunnhilda. The turning of the horse's head land wards turned the curse
on the guardian-spirits of the land to force them to drive out the king and
queen. The animal's heads (often horse's heads) carved on houses,
looking outwards from the house, may similarly have been meant to repel
evil spirits. Grimm gives several instances of the use of a horse's head
in various like ways, and considered that the custom belonged equally to
Celts, Teutons, and Slavs,' but he does not mention the English
" Hodeniug."

DEATH-ROLL.
W E regret to have to record the death of the following members:COL. SIR A. MONCRII!FF, KC,B., F.R.S.
Col. Sir A. Moncrieff, one of the original han. members of the Club
at its foundation in 1892, died at his residence at Bandirran , Perth, on
Friday, August jrd, 1906. He was born on April 17th, 1829. served in
the Crimea with the Royal Artillery, and was the inventor of the wellknown Moncrieff mounting for heavy ordnance. Besides writing
1 Teutonic Mythology. Translated by J. S. Stallybrass, Vol. II., pp, 659-61.
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several papers on the principles of fortification, he also read papers on
various subjects at the Athenaeum. He married in 1875, and leaves five
sons and two daughters.
BENJAMIN WINSTONE, M.D.
Dr. Winstone, who died on the rst February, 1907, at the advanced
aged of 87, had been a member of the Viking Club since 1894. Though
not a very active member of our Society he took a keen interest in its
proceedings, as he did in everything that concerned the early history
and antiquities of these Islands. He became a member of the British
Archseological Association in 1884, and frequently exhibited at its
meetings, besides contributing more than one paper to its Journal.
Mention may be made of one, entitled "On some Primitive Ornamentation found on Prehistoric Pottery," published in 1897. He was
also a member of the Society of Arts, of the Geological Society, of the
Harleian Society, and of the Kent and Essex Archseological Societies.
He contributed various papers on antiquarian subjects to the transactions
of the latter Society, and published several monographs on subjects connected with Epping and Ongar, His pen and his purse were ever at the
disposal of antiquarian objects that appealed to him, and he will not only
be mourned by his family and friends, but missed by a large circle of
scientific acquaintances.

MR. WALTER FRANCIS DOWNII'G.
Mr. W. F. Downing, of Olton, Birmingham, who died on April r jth,
1906, was the second son of Mr. W. H. Downing, of the Chaucer's
Head, Temple Row, Birmingham. He was a young man of marked
literary ability, a member of the literary staff of the Birmingham Gazette
and Express and Evening Despatch. and was regarded as one of the most
promising of the younger generation of Birmingham journalists. He
became a member of the Viking Club in 1902.

CAPTAIN HANS HENRIK CASPERSEN.

Captain Caspersen, who died on August 13th, 1906, was born in
Denmark in 1845, and went to sea at the early age of 13. He rapidly
rose to be Master and in 1869 came to live at Grimsby and sailed under
the British flag, and for 16 years was Captain of a Fish Cutler, carrying
fish to London from the FIshing Fleet in the North Sea. He was in the
service of the Viking Steam Fishing Company of Grimsby for three years
as" ship's husband," and very ably pertormed his duties. When the S.S.
" Huxley" was being fitted out as one of the International Investigation
Ships and a Master with foreign-going certificate as well as fishing certificate was required, Captain Caspersen was the only man in Grimsby who
fulfilled the requirements. His rluties on board the vessel called for great
and varied abilities, which he fulfilled creditably to the last. Captain
Caspersen became a member of the Viking Club in 1904.

REVIEWS.l
MONUMENTA ORCADICA.
The Norsemen in the Orkneys and the
Monuments they have left. With a survey of the Celtic (preNorwegian) and Scottish (post-Norwegian) monuments in the
Islands. By L. DIETRICHSON. With original drawings and some
chapters on the St. Magnus' Cathedral, Kirkwall. By JOHN MEllER.
architect.
With 152 Illustrations. Kristiania : Cammermeyers,
1906; London: Williams and Norgate. Price £3 net:

T

H E most valuable part of this work is its description of St. Magnus'
Cathedral, together with other architectural remains, especially of
the Norwegian period. The whole history of the Islands is
passed in review and criticised under the following divisions. Introduction :-1. The Orkneys and their relation to Norway. II. The
Orkneys in Literature. Book I. I. Prehistoric remains (before 600 A.D.)
II. Monuments of the Christian Celts (about 600-872 A.D.) Book II.
Norwegian monuments (872'1468). I. Norwegian monuments under
Celtic influence (872 about 1200).
II. Norwegian monuments under
Anglo-Norman and Gothic influence (II37·1468). Book III. Monuments
from the Scottish period (after 1468).
As regards the name Pomona for the Mainland, the author inclines with
Barry to derive it from" pou" and" rnon," two British words meaning
parua patria, rather than from Solin us' phrase "pomona copiosa" used
regarding Thule. If Fordun's Pomona, and Torfseus' Diutina ; are not a
misinterpretation of Solin us' "sed Thyle larga et diutina pomona
copiosa est," then where can they have found these names, which are
alike unknown to Orkney literature and folklore? Maeshow is classified
with sepulchral chambers, notwithstauding it is held bymany to form an
important part of the Sun Temple at Stenness.
Referring to Margaret's Hope, where the Maid of Norway died. it is
asserted that" the present population, who are unacquainted with the
meaning of the Norwegian word' hop,' the head of a fjord, explain the
Norwegian word as the English • hope,' as though the landing in this
bay had been the dying Princess's last hope." It is questionable
whether there are many in Orkney who do not know the meaning of
"hope," .. hop," or "hap," which are local terms for" bay" in everyday
use. Some humorous local folk-etymologist must he held accountable for
this slur on the intelligence of the population of St. Margaret's Hope.
Mr. Meyer is to be congratulated on his discovery of the remains in
Eynhallow of the only monastery in Orkney. The detailed description
of St. Magnus' Cathedral and its architectural history, is an excellent
piece of work. The various stages of its building and their probable
builders are reasoned out, attention is also called to some intended
features which have not been carried out, such as two western towers.
No model for the design can be found in Norway, and it seems probable
that Earl Rognvald got his architect and workmen from Durham or
1 Members may obtain the books noticed from the Hon. Librarian, A. "V. j ohnstnn,
59, Oakley Street, Chelsea S.W., who will quote prices.
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Dunfermline. It is maintained that the Cathedral" was the result of
the flow of new Norwegian culture that ~ith Earl Rognvald's arrival in
the Islands succeeded to the older Celtic, and instilled fresh Norwegian
blood into the veins of the half Celticised inhabitants."
Attention is called to the resemblance of the Orkney open fire cottages
to the old Norwegian drinking halls. The description of the louvre or
smoke bole as not being exactly over the fire is correct, but it is not so
shown in the illustration, where it is placed directly over the fire. In
the latter case, what would be the result to the good wife's frying pan
during an Orkney shower, bringing with it soot and rubbish from the
rafters. The author is of opinion that when the last of these louvrecottages disappear" there will disappear with them, after an existence
of almost exactly a thousand years, the last remains of still living
Norwegian building styles and Norwegian mediaeval culture in tbe
Orkneys." It will be interesting to remark bere that tbe present local
(Eddie) name for tbe parlour in a louvre-cottage is Salr .
It goes without saying that every Orkney and Shetland collector must
obtain a copy of this work, but to the student of Orkney history it will
be a sins qua 11011. Although the work only dips into tbe history, from ..
Norwegian point of view, still it is suggestive on all hands for further
research. and much new ground has been indicated. This work should
put our local antiquaries to shame, and it almost seems as though a
Norse literary invasion of tbe Islands had set in.
A. W. JOHNSTON.
VESTERLANDENRS INDFLYDELSE PAA NORDBoERNES OG SiERLIG NORDMiENDENES YDRE ,KULTVR, LEVES}ET OG SAMFUNDSFORHOLD I
VIKINGETIDEN. By ALEXANDER BUGGE. Christiania, 1905.
A REV1EW of this work is somewhat belated, but it bas only just come
into our bands and cannot be passed by without a brief notice and a
word of praise for the immense industry of Professor Alexander Bugge,
who, within the space of some three years, has given the world this important work, in addition to the two volumes of sketches of life in the Viking
Age, "Vikingerne," and other books noticed in recent numbers of the
SAGA-BOOK. The work before us is an answer to a question propounded
by tbe "Nansen Fund": "How widely did influences from the Western
Lands affect the outward culture, ways of life and social relations of the
dwellers in tbe North, especially the Northmen, in the Viking Age?"
The author points out that tbe work does not give a complete picture of
life in the Viking Age, as, by the terms of the question, all consideration
of the religious, spiritual and intellectual side of life, and of the way they
were set out in poetry and saga-telling, are necessarily excluded. Even
so, the book is a ponderous tome of upwards of 400 small quarto pages
dealing exhaustively with its subject, and we are not surprised to learn
that it was awarded the" Fridrjof Nansen Prize." A detailed review is
impossible in these columns, and it will perhaps be most useful to
members if we give a bare table of the contents chapter by chapter.
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I.
II.

Introductory sketch.
The Government of the Land. The royal power; the htrd (bodyguard, court) ; outward marks of royal dignity; Harald Haarfager's empire; his adjustment of the revenues of the kingdom;
his administration-the royal power and administration of the
state in Sweden and Denmark.
III. Wearing apparel; personal ornaments; furniture and fitting up
of the house.
IV. Trade; sea-voyaging and art of shipbuilding; the foundation and
planning of towns.
V. Military affairs, weapons and equipment-the equipment of the
army; tactics; sieges and construction of fortresses.
VI. Agriculture and cattle grazing.
VII. Coinage; weights and measures.
VIII. Art of of sculpture; the sculptured stones of Gotland; sculptured
stones in Sweden, Denmark and Norway.
IX. The Norse colonies in the Farees and Iceland, especially in their
relation to Celtic culture.
X. Postscript, &c.
In dealing with the subject the British Isles naturally play an important part. and the work will be almost as valuable for the st udy of the
influence of the Vikings upon our own early life as for the counterinfluence which the early civilization of these islands had on the invaders
from the North. Like his father. Professor Sophus Bugge, there seems
little or nothing bearing on any subject he deals with that our author has
not read and studied. and it is with some diffidence that we venture to
criticise his statement on page 329. that the population of Cumberland
was Celtic long after the Viking Age. We must, however, point out that
Mr. Robert Ferguson, in "The Northmen in Cumberland and Westmorland." many years ago showed evidence for the existence in the Lake
District of a considerable Scandinavian element. while in the SAGA BOOK.
Vol. I., page r82. Mr. W. G. Collingwood reviewed the subject very fully
in his paper on .. The Vikings in Lakeland: their Place-names, Remains
and History," confirming the earlier view and giving reason for his
own opinion that the settlers were of Norse rather than Danish origin.
The evidence in favour of P. Scandinavian settlement in this district, at
any rate between the sea and the mountains, seems so strong that we are
tempted to think Professor A. Bugge has overlooked it rather than that he
rejects it. We think also most students of the subject in this country
will be surprised to learn that the author does not consider that the
Gosforth Fishing-stone represents Thor and Hymir fishing. He thinks
it more likely to be a Christian representation, perhaps of St. Peter's
draught of fishes. In this it is difficult to follow him, but it is important
to know that a scholar of such eminence holds this view. Needless to
say that while calling attention to these minor points where Professor
Bugge's views seem to us open to criticism, we have nothing but praise for
his comprehensive and scholarly work, and only regret that we cannot
notice it at the length it deserves.
ALBANY F. MAJOR.
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CRUCIFORM

BROOCHES

OF

NORWAY.

By

HAAKON

SCHETELIG.

(With 194 illustrations in the text). Bergens Museums Aarbog, 1906,
No.8.
THIS is a delightful monograph on a special subject, which will be
welcomed by all students of the arts of the Scandinavian peoples. The
cruciform brooches of Norway are, says the author,
a branch of that large class of brooches commonly caned the cross-bow
brooches, a class which has best preserved many of the features of the early
brooches with returned foot. and consequently they belong to that family of
brooches which, during the last two centuries of the Roman empire, were
used an over Western Europe, both in the Roman provinces and in the
Teutonic districts.
The term .. cruciform brooch" is, however, specially applied by the
Scandinavian archaeologists to .. that Teutonic form, the upper part of
which consists of a square flat plate attached to the bow on one side, and
bearing on each of the other three sides a monlded knob," the pin being
attached by a spring coil instead of, as in the Roman type, by a hinge.
The form thus described, while preserving its type throughout the
centuries of its prevalence, is susceptible of infinite variety of actual
shape and ornamentation, and it is by the patient study of all the known
examples, most of which are figured in the illustrations which form an
attractive and indispensable adjunct of the text, that the author has been
enabled to determine not only the localities to which the several varieties
belong, but also the" relative" and" absolute" chronology (to use the
terms first made available by Professor Montelius) of the type. The
first part of the book consists of the typological description of the various
forms, in which the author, after discussing the origin of the type, and
describing the earliest brooches, goes on to show the development taken
(I) in the Eastern parts of the Scandinavian Peninsula, and (2) in Western Norway, after which he devotes a subsidiary study to the cruciform
brooches of England. With regard to the latter, the author states that
.. the earliest stages of the development of the cruciform brooches in
England were chiefly independent of, though in some points allied to, the
contemporary Danish brooches, while nothing is found indicating
influences from Norway, or even contact with the forms common there,"
although an example from Dorchester points to .. a Teutonic population
in the middle of England already in the 4th century." On the other
band, the type followed a special line of its own in England, as may be
seen by a comparison of the well-known Anglo-Saxon forms with contemporary Norwegian examples, and when the cruciform brooches disappeared in Scandinavia their history was not yet finished in England.
In the second part of the book the author discusses the chronology of
the type, which extends from the middle of the 4th century A.D.
(Montelius' first part of the Migration Period) down to the end of the
8th century (the Viking Period), although the development of the
Norwegian forms came to an end in the middle of the 6th century.
The author's conclusions may be thus briefly summarized: From the
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recorded finds some main periods of the typological development may be
roughly expressed by absolute dates in centuries, though the date of any
particular type must always be taken with a possible error of ± 25 years.
In such an obscure subject, and seeing that the graves as a rule contain
objects of varying dates, this is a remarkable achievement, and one upon
which the author must be most heartily congratulated. In Norway four
main periods may be distinguished: 1. 350-400 A.D., the early cruciform
brooches; II. 400-500A.u., the early Norwegian forms; III. 450-500 A.D.,
the middle Norwegian forms; and IV. 500-550 A.D., the late Norwegian
forms; after which only a few a-id degenerated specimens are met with.
The author's style is clear, lucid and eminently readable, although one
cannot help noticing phrases here and there which show that he has been
thinking in Norwegian and translating his thoughts as he goes along;
and a good many printer's errors may be discovered by a careful scrutiny,
but this is hardly to be wondered at when we remember that the book
comes to us from Bergen. The author, while acknowledging his
indebtedness to Professor Montelius and Dr. Bernhard Salin, has given
us here the results of first-hand study, and we cordially recommend his
book to all members of the Viking Club.
H. J. DUKINFIELD ASTLEY.

NORGES OLDTID, MINDESMJERKER OG OLDSAGER. With 605 Illustrations,
I Plate and 4 Maps.
By GABRIEL GUSTAFSON. Kristiania : Alb.
Cammermeyer, 1906.

THIS valuable work is one of a series depicting the progress of
Norwegian civilization through the ages, promoted by the "Norsk
Folkernuseurn " in Christiania. The subject is clearly and comprehensively set forth by an acknowledged master in a comparatively brief
space, and the book, richly illustrated and beautifully printed, is a model
of what such a work should be. Its production does honour to Norway
and sets this country an example, which we fear is little likely to be
followed. It commences with a chapter on: How can one learn something about old times? which deals with the science of archaeology and
with collections of antiquities. To this follow chapters on ;The Older Stone Age. The first settlement of Norway. The earliest,
rudely-formed implements.
The Younger Stone Age. Overlap types. The working of stone.
Polished flint. The great stone graves.
The Bronze Age. Copper and bronze. The influence of new streams
of culture. Cremation. Rock carvings.
The Older Iron Age. The beginning of the Iron Age. The Roman
period. The Folk-wandering period. Wealth of gold. Animalornamentation. The oldest writing.
The Viking Age. The first historic period. Wealth of weapons and
reasures of silver. The so-called" dragon-style." Ship graves. End
of heathendom and tbe old time.
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Permanent Relics of Antiquity. Howes and cairns.
Standing stones. Runic stones, Fortifications.
The Preservation of Antiquities. Protection by law.

Stone settings.

Professor Gustafson's working out of this scheme gives a comprehensive
survey of the prehistoric and early stages of culture in the North.
Various sources are drawn upon for the wealth of illustrations that forms
a leading feature of the book. Several of the objects found with the Oseberg
ship are included among them. and the frontispiece is " large coloured
plate, produced by a singularly effective process, of one of the stems
showing the carving on the stem-post and gunwale. The carving here
shown seems to be in even better preservation than on the stem shown in
the SAGA-BoOK, Vol. IV. p. 65, which it otherwise resembles. There is
also a coloured vignette of a carved animal's head from one of the
vehicles found with the ship. These are sufficient to whet, but not to
satisfy, our anxiety for Professor Gustafson's full description of this
wonderful find. In the meantime we congratulate ourselves that, while
busily occupied with the new discovery, he has found time to give the
beautiful and valuable work before us to the world.
ALBANY F. MAJOR.
A TEXT BOOK OF IRISH LITERATURE. By MISS ELEANOR HULL.
Dublin : M. H. Gill &- 5011. L01Idon: David Nutt, Price 3', net,
To enter at all fully into the spirit of the wonderful old literature of
Ireland, some knowledge of the history, traditional and actual, of the
country is essential, and Miss Hull's modestly named book is accordingly
not only all that it claims to be, but is also a concise and clearly-written
introduction to the study of Irish history, as set forth in its records.
The opening chapters on the relations between the traditions of the two
great branches of the Celtic immigration to our islands, and the corresponding continental Celtic remains are most suggestive. The later
history is involved in the account of the great writers of prose and
poetry, owing to their official positions at the various courts.
The older, semi-mythical, tales, whose central figure is the hero
Cuchulain, are fully described, the extracts from them being short, but
enough to give their main characteristics, and to rouse full interest in
them. We have nothing like them in the Northern literature, unless we
except the account of the battle of Duuheidi in the Hervarar Saga,
where there is the same massing of confused hosts, which serve only as
a background for the figures of the terrific champions of the field, as in
the battles of the" Tain bo Cualnge "between Cuchulain and Meave,
the queen of Connaught. A comparison between the warfare of these
early epics and those of the siege of Troy is inevitable, but one can only
feel that the Irish heroes are more human than the classic in some way,
and the heroines seem to hold a higher position.
Passing on to the chapters dealing with the later imaginative poetry
and with the poetry of the early Christian days, one learns that, as in
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ancient Greece, the Irish had brought the art of poetry into definite
shape and rule, with some wonderfully beautiful results. There was to
a certain extent, as a result of' growing artificiality, some loss of
clearness, as in the North, with too great a use of "kennings" for the
sake of effect, but the specimens given of ancient metres are most
effective.
The last three chapters of the book are concerned with the metres,
and with the Bardic Colleges in which they were elaborated. Except
perhaps in the training of a Sanscri t scholar in some Brahmin college,
it would be hard to match the long years of study demanded of a
postulate for Bardic honours in the best period of Irish literary activity;
but the training ensured him position and riches, and gave him a semisacred character which was only slowly lost. It was fully recognised by
the Norsemen, who were able to appreciate the productions of the
Bards of their time. It is significant that no Irish Bard met his death
at the hands of the Vikings.
Miss Hull points out beyond the possibility of controversy that this
best period of Irish literature coincided with the Norse invasions,
which were not only not destructive, but acted as a stimulus by the
widening of the outlook and rush of new ideas which were brought by
the invaders. It is another proof that the Norseman, once he had
shewn his determination to settle in and his power to hold the land
which he had chosen, was willing to remain in peaceful contact and
intercourse with his displaced neighbours, if allowed to do so. There
were of course periods of devastating warfare, in which the churches
suffered; but the monasteries, with their treasure of writings and their
activities, remained unaffected as a whole. Indeed, there is proof that
the Vikings were no mean patrons of tbe Bards themselves, rather than
a hindrance to them. One of the best poems of the early eighth
century, "The Song of the Sea," was written for the Dublin Vikings by
the best Bard of the period, and is still preserved. A stanza or two is
given in translation, and concerning its production a delightful little
story, which bears on the face of it the stamp of genuineness, is told.
The Bard had written another poem for the Vikings (who, by the way,
must have learned the new language pretty thoroughly), and could not
collect the fee he asked. Whereon he threatened to "carry off the
honour of the men who refused to give," by writing a four-line stanza on
them. The Vikings, with their well-known terror of a deserved" Flokk,"
promptly said that he might ask what he liked. "A penny from every
bad Viking and twopence from every good Viking," he said. The result
was that he was enriched for life, and endowed a church and a school.
There were no bad Vikings. And in recompense for this generous result
he wrote the" Song of the Sea" in addition.
The influence of the Irish imaginative poetry of this Viking period on
the North is not far to seek. One need only instance the songs of Cormac
the Scald, whose poetry seems to be SO far in advance of that of his
contemporaries.
A footnote on page 224 gives the value and pronunciation of the Irish
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letters. Something of the kind might well have been inserted earlier in
the book, for the sake of the English student, to whom the unfamiliar
spelling is an initial difficulty, and for whom the simple rule "make the
name as short as possible" is not always satisfactory. But Miss Hull
has, perhaps wisely, not given us a hint that in this matter even the
authorities are not quite unanimous.
C. \V. WHISTLER.

THE RIl:L1GION OF ANCIIl:NT SCANDINAVIA. By W. A. CRAIGIE, M.A.
CELTIC RELIGION IN PRE-CHRISTIAN TIMES. By EDWARD ANWYL,
M.A. THE MYTHOLOGY OF ANCIKNT BRITAIN AND IREl.AND. By
CHARLES SQUIRE. London: Archibald Constable &- Co., Ltd. l/-llel
each.

THESE three volumes form part of a series of handbooks now appearing
under the general title of " Religions; Ancient and Modern," giving an
outline in some 60 or 70 pages each of the various faiths of the world: The
volumes differ somewhat in scope. In the first of tbe three before us,
Mr. Craigie makes an "attempt," in his own words," to exhibit what is
real1y known of the religious beliefs and practices of the people as distinct
from the mythological fancies of the poets. " Professor Anwyl endeavours
to trace the possible development of tbe religion of the Celts, dealing
mainly with the Celts of the continent and relying largely on archreological
evidence, literary sources of knowledge being indeed almost non-existent
for this side of the subject. Incidentally he gives a luminous sketcb of
the chief phases of the rise of Celtic civilization. Mr. Squire, on the
other hand, "aims at calling the attention of the general reader to the
,. mythology of our own country, that as yet little known store of Celtic
tradition which reflects the religious conceptions of our earliest articulate
ancestors." The scope of the series leaves no space for studies in
comparative mythology, and the three volumes before us throw no light
on the question of possible relations between the religious beliefs of the
Celtic and the Teuto-Gothic races, though Mr. Squire cal1s attention to
the parallel drawn by Professor Rhys in the "Hibbert Lectures" for
1886 between the Irish Gwydion and Woden, or Odin. "We may say
incidentally that we dissent from Mr. Squire's view that" the traces of
the English gods are comparatively few in Britain," though we admit that
they have received far less attention than in our opinion they deserve.
Mr. Craigie, for instance, remarks on the scanty evidence for the worship
of Odin among the Scandinavians, but has overlooked or has not come
across the remarkable instance of the survival of an invocation to "God"
(probably Thor), "Wod" and "Lok" recorded by the Rev. R. M.
Heanley, who feund it in existence in the Lincolnshire Marshland in 1 858
or 1859.' Mr. Craigie's remarks on the difficulties presented by the
difference between the positions assigned to the various gods in the
mythology, &c., and those they seem to have actually occupied as objects
1" The Vikings: Traces of their Folklore in Marshland."

SAGA-BOOK, Vol. III., page 53.
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of popular worship are helpful towards a solution of the problem, though
much remains to be done before we '!:an regard it as settled. He thinks
the cult of Odin "was at first foreign to the Scandinavian peoples and
was received by them from the South Germanic races." We may, nevertheless, point out that Odin appears among the gods of the week among
the Scandinavian and Anglo-Saxon folk, but not among the South
Germanic. Mr. Craigie of course adopts the general theory that the
names of the days among the Teuto-Gothic races were mere adaptations
of the names in vogue among the Romans of the later Empire, a view
which in our opinion overlooks many features essential to a right
conception on this point, but we have not space to pursue this point
further at present. He, rightly we think, admits the weight of the
evidence in favour of the use of temples and carved images by the
Scandinavian peoples, which many writers have been disposed to reject
as insufficient or inaccurate, especially as regards images. Subject to the
reminder that it is not a handbook to the mythology, but only to the
religious practices for which there is evidence, his book may be
commended to all who want information on the subject, or a succinct
survey of that evidence. The same applies to the other two works under
review, and we should add that Mr. Squire's book briefly surveys the
early Irish and Welsh literature, including the Ossianic and Arthurian
cycles, in their mythological aspect.
ALBANY F. MAJOR.
BRUNANBURH, A.D. 937. Identification of this Battle Site in North
Lincolnshire.
By the REV. ALFRED HUNT, M.A.
Privately
printed; N.D.

A FULL outline of this paper, which was read before the British Association in 1904, appeared in a District Report from Lincolnshire in the
SAGA-BOOK, Vol. IV., pages 18-20, in which members will find set forth
the main points which have led the author to the conclusion that
Brunanburh is to be found at the hamlet of Burnham, a few miles from
Barrow Haven on the Lincolnshire shores of the Humber. The site
agrees with the many accounts which state that the invading host landed
on the shores of the Humber, and '-VIr. Hunt shows that Brune was the
old name of the hamlet, while in Welsh annals the site of the battle is
given as "Brune." He considers the name given it by the English
chroniclers to be a compound one derived from the earthworks thrown up
on the site and meaning" the burh of Brune," quoting in support Peter
Langtoft, a monk of Bourne, in Lincolnshire, who said the battle took
place ., at Brunesburgh on Humber." Earthworks at Burnham and
Barrow, battle remains and local traditions are adduced in support,
while the author shows that the site fulfils strategical requirements and
answers generally to the description in Egil's Saga of the battle of
Vinheath. There are minor discrepancies between it and the latter
which Mr. Hunt does not try to explain; for instance, the Saga implies
that a river lay close to Vinheath on one side, but Burnham must lie
N
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some six miles or more from the nearest river, so far as we can judge
from the plans in the pamphlet which show no scale of miles. So though
Mr. Hunt makes out a very strong case, we must reserve our judgment,
especially as we understand that one of our members, Mr. Francis W. T.
Tudsbery, who has been studying the same problem, has come to very
different conclusions on evidence which appears to him decisive. He
expects shortly to be ready to give his opinion to the world, when it will
ALBANY F. MAJOR.
be possible to weigh the rival theories.
NORDISKA INFLYTELSER pi{ ENGELSKA SPR:lKET.

By ERIK BJORKMAN.

THIS pamphlet is a ten-page extract from the Swedish Review
Nordisk Tidshrift, and consists of a resume of Dr. Bjorkman's researches
on Scandinavian influences upon the English language and its dialects.
As these works have already been reviewed in the SAGA-BoOK there is
little to be said here on the subject, but it is noteworthy to find
Dr. Bjorkman again insisting on the fact that in hundreds of cases it is
still impossible to tell whether an English word can be considered to be
of native or Scandinavian origin. In some cases, he affirms, it is very
probable that English words which were dying out came to life again
through Northern influence, for example, bairn and dale. Comparing
the influence of the Normans with that of the earlier Northmen,
Dr. Bjorkman says;Many of the French words in English belong to the more cultivated speech.
But the Scandinavian are found in every mouth. Such words as cast, give,
take, get, die, drown, thrive, call, want, fellow, anger, egg, sister, husband,
leg, wrong, ill, odd, ugly, are of a different speech than the French loanwords. They are democratic words, words of the home and of familiar
intercourse.

E. E. SPEIGHT.

STURLA THE HISTORIAN. By W. P. KER, M.A. (The Romanes Lecture,
1906.) Oxford: Clarendon Press. London: Henry Frotude. IS. net.
PROFESSOR KER'S lecture occupies only 24 printed pages, yet besides
its immediate subject it contains a brilliant flash-light picture of the rise
and fall of the Icelandic Commonwealth and of its intellectual life as
evidenced by the sagas native to the island. Of Sturla's own work
Professor Ker says that it is "the completion of Icelandic prose. It is
hardly a metaphor to say that it is the mind of Iceland, expressing itself
in the best way at the close of the old Icelandic life." This estimate is
fully justified in the course of the lecture, while Sturla's method and
manner in the "Sturlunga Saga," dealing with events in which he had
been one of the leading actors, is ably contrasted with the less vivid style
of the life of King Hakon. In the latter he had to work more on the lines
of the ordinary historian, dependent on documents or on evidence taken
at second-hand, though even here, as the lecturer points out, he had the
advantage of personal communication with actors in the events he was
narrating. No one interested in the subject should miss this admirable
study of a great saga-writer and his work.
ALBANY F. MAJOR.

Reviews.
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A HAMDBOOK TO YORK AND DISTRICT. Prepared for the 75th meeting
of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, 1906.
Edited by GEORGE A. AUDI!N, M.A., M.D. (Canrab.). York: John
Sampson. London: Simpkill, Marsbal! & Co., Ltd.
THIS book is fully worthy of the occasion which produced it, dealing
with its subject on a scientific plan that leaves little to be desired. The
prehistoric archaeology of the district is handled by the editor in a
brilliant and comprehensive sketch, where all the results of scientific
research are combined to illuminate the dark pages before the dawn of
history. Mr. H. M. Platnauer treats of the two next sections. The
period of the Roman occupation is dealt with fairly comprehensively, due
attention being paid to the aid to be got from archseology. When he
comes to the Anglo-Danish period, however, his interest seems to die
away and he gives little but a historical sketch derived from purely
literary sources, neglecting the wealth of archseological material which
might have been used to illustrate and reinforce the teachings of history.
An interesting footnote, however, which we can hardly be wrong in
attributing to the editor, points out that the line of march of the
Norwegian army prior to the battle of Stamford Bridge, which has
always puzzled us, was determined by the geological conditions of the
country. Subsequent sections deal with the later history of York, its
buildings, fortifications, and other features of the life of the city, in an
exhaustive series of chapters by various authorities. Except for the
want of an index and its unfortunate weakness in dealing with the period
that mainly interests us, we have nothing but praise for this volume.
ALBANY F. MAJOR.
SCOTTISH KINGS, A REVISED CHRONOLOGY OF SCOTTISH HISTORY,
1005-1625. With notices of the principal events, Tables of
Regnal years, Pedigrees, Tables, Calendars, etc. With 4 Maps.
By SIR ARCHIBALD A. DUNBAR, Bt, Second Edition. Edinburgh,
1906: David Douglas. Price 12S. 6d. net.
THIS handsome volume is an indispensable book of reference to
students of British History. It fully realises its endeavour" to settle,
as far as possible. the exact date of the noteworthy events in Scottish
history during those centuries," 1005-1625. The 5,000 references to the
sources of information not only place its facts beyond question, but also
provide a valuable clue for students who wish to follow up any particular
event or period. Events are arranged under the reigns of sovereigns, on
a workmanlike plan, which makes reference a pleasure. The arrangement
of explanatory matter is admirable, and besides the pedigrees, explanation
of double dates (so confusing in State documents), etc., there are the
following maps-Alban circa, 1005; Scotia circa, 1018; State of the
Church, 1124-1153; and the ancient divisions of the land. To crown all,
a good index of 37 pp. goes to complete this excellent work. It will be
particularly helpful to Viking students, as Scottish history is so bound
up with that of Norway and its old Colonies of Orkney, Shetland, the
Hebrides and Man.
A. W. JOHNSTON.
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ARGYLLI'III.. GALU YJI. Some Typical Elamples from Tomb Slabs and
Crosses. Dy Lo.D A. CIII.... L D C U IPIl& LL. L I>fli._ : C. J. ClI,, " .
hie, JJ. 6d.
TH ~ ai m o f the wrue e o f thi s monogra ph is h e ra ld ic ra ther than
a rch <co togica l, to sho w th e va riation in the GaU"ys bo rne a s blazons by
d ifferent c h ie fs and da ns, no t to illust ra te th e ori gin or developmen t o f
the Galley itself. None of th e G alle ys h ere fill-ured, some 21 in a ll . s how
Ihe s ide. rudder . or slee ring·o ar , whi le mOl"(! than half di s tinct ly s bo w the
rudder b unl!: at the stern, ",hich came int o use in th e lauer h alf of the I2 lh
c l!'n lury. \Ve may therdor e co nd ude, wilh so me degree o f ce rtaint y , th a t
mos t o f t he carvings bere repr ese nted dale from a peri od later Iban Ih is.
One, DO..·e ' ·e r, wilh out a rudd er. fro m a cross fragmen l in lo na , in Plate
VII .. is arc h aic in s tyle, so me wha t re5'l'mbl ing sh i p« in th e roc k ca rvings o f
Sweden and ~ or ....ay, and may be very much ea rlier . In s pite, ho "' e,·e r.
o f Ihei r co mpara li\'e ly late da le , al mosl all ihe Gall e ys rep rese n ted show
a di s tinct affinit y 10 the ::\orse type in th e h igh s te m and etern-posr e,
wb ich in ma ny insta nces also terminate in ani ma l ca rvi ngs. O ne l!'iped a lly
resemb les some wh a t DI>3.r1y th" Orkney Gall ey fill;ur"d all th e cover of
vOi.u-r.c s s."
These characte rtstlcs a re most marke<l in the c ase of
Glllley ll liRured on mon uments a t l a na , wh ich mig-ht he expected to
a pp ros imal e 10 th e Vikinjl Iype more dosely than those on tb e mainland .
A LIIANY
THa S TO . Y 0 1' S HE TL AND.

LDNilbN : Oli,," "'" B ",J..

By '\, . F O. DYCE C L An:.

t·.

M AJOR.

E du,h rg'

u lll

2J. 64. Nrt.

T HI" accoun t of the Dorthernmos t pa rt o f the U nit ed Kingdom gives
... ele ar and co mp rehen sive ",view o f the hist ory and put an d pr~n l
cc ndiricn o f S be dand and ib people It will not perh aps ad d to Ihe
knowle djt" o f those wh o ha ve stud ied the literature o f Ihe isla nds, bUI
many mem be n of th e C lub outside O rkney an d Shet la nd the mse lves will
read it with lld va ntajte, e spec ially for informlll ion a bou t events follow ing
t l", d o_e of th " x oese dominion. Th e sketc h of th" h i. to ry , divided in to
.. the Pr eh istoric P e riod , " .. the H e roi c "' jte, " a n<l .. th" Da rk ARe a nd
Afte r, " i. adequate for illl purpose , tbough o nly a n o utli ne of even ts ill
po , sible in tbe space a vail a hle. T hi s is foll owed by a ccovnts of tbe
P olitic al Emancipat ion o f the jsb n<l" their fish eri "" th" Churc h in
Shetla nd , t:dncation , h)"go n" ind us tri es , "Ie. Th" Jabg un. o f the edilo n
of " O LD-Loa. " will give fu tnr e h i ~torianl of th" isla nd.. ma r" ma ter, ...l On
..b ich 10 wo rk th e ir..kill th a n " 'ere a t tbe di sposal of Mr , F or d) (;e Cla rk ,
b ut in bri e r compass he ba s made """ce llen l use of wbat ..as a va ila b le.
A. F. } I .
SIt. rc II Es AX D Vl.a sE.
Dy T . P . OL L ASON .
(T irv a l.) LJ' N'irk : T . "'"J. ;\!aNW M, Clet" . <IS. a. St i/l bo.ud s,ls. 6d .
T Ill S little volume of s ketche" o f Shetland Jife will be ...... lcom e to all
na tives of the islan<ls , wh ethe r at ho me or ab road . T he ve rse" lire mos tly
in dial ect, excep t the grace /nl introdu ct or y lin es to " T h uJe, " wh ich
te . t ify to the love h er e bild re n reel for th e lan d o f vwlnding vnes " and
" cold, gre y h eadlan ds,"
A. F. xr.
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PART II.

ADDITIONAL GIFTS TO

LIBRARY.

TH& following gifts have been made to the Library:GIVEN BY
HAAKON SCHETELIG.

,. Norske Oldsager." Arranged and explained by O. Rygh. With
Wood Engravings by C. F. Lindberg. In Three Parts.
Christiania, 1880-1885 .
.. Austreimstenen. En Billedsten Ira Nordfjord." With 3 Illustrations. By Haakon Schetelig. Bergens Museums Aarbcg,
1907. No. II.
THE AUTHOR .

•, Oldsagn om Godtjod, Bidrag til Et nisk Kildeforsknings Metode
med szerligt henblik pa Folke-stamsagn." By Gudmund
Schutte. Copenhagen, Iy07.
THE AUTHOR.

"Manx Crosses."
By P. M. C. Kermode, F.S.A.,Scot. London,
19 0 7.
PROFESSOR W. G. COLLINGWOOD.
"Anglian and Anglo-Danish Sculpture in the North Riding of
Yorkshire." By W. G. Collingwood, M.A., F.S.A. Reprinted
from The Yorkshire Archeotogicai journal, Vol. XIX. 1907.
,. The Bondwoman: A Story of the Northmen in Lakeland." By
W. G. Collingwood, M.A. London, 1896.
"Coniston Tales." By W. G. Collingwood, M.A.
"The Fesole Club Papers."
By W. G. Collingwood, M.A.
Reprints from the Transactions oj the Cumberland and Westmorland
A ntiquarian and A ich eological Society.
"An Icelandic Prose Reader."
With Notes, Grammar, and
Glossary. By Dr. Gudbrand Vigfusson and F. York Powell,
M.A.
THE AUTHOR.

"Diplomatarium Freroense : Foroysk t
seguligurn ranns6knum."
Part 1.
Torshavn and Copenhagen, 1907.

Fodnbrsevasavn, vi5
By Jakob Jakobsen.

THE TRANSLATOR.

"Kalevala: the Land of Heroes."
Translated from the original
Finnish by W. F. Kirby, F.L.S., F.E.S., London, n.d.
THE AUTHOR.

"Bury 51. Edmunds: Notes and Impressions."
By Rev. H. J.
Dukinfield Astley, M.A., Litt.D. London, 1907.
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P. EMSLIE.
"Edda, ou Monuments de la Myrbologie et de la Poesie des
Anciens Peuples du Nord." By P. H. Mallet.
ROLAND SINCLAIR.
"Documents concerning the Convention in Moss, 181",." Edited
by Dr. Y. Nielsen •
.. Documents concerning the Invasion of the Great Powers at
Copenhagen and Christiania in 1814." 2 Parts. Edited by
Dr. Y. Nielsen.
THE AUTHOR.
"Frithiof the Bold.
A Drama based upon the Ancient
Scandinavian Legend." By F. 1. Winbolt. 1902.
THE AUTHOR.
" L'ancienne Coutume de Normande." By W. L. de Gruche.
REV. THOS. MATHEWSON.
Two Copies of the "Up-Hdli-aa" Song. By J. J. Haldane
Burgess. M.A. 1897.
"Macbeth, Earl Siward and Dundee." By Geo. Stephens.
"The Old Red Sandstone of Shetland." By G. A. Gibson,
B. E. BENDIXEN.
"Havedyrlming i Bergen i lEldre Tid." By O. Olafsen;
and the following Pamphlets by B. E. Bendixen;"Fornlevninger i SS?lnd Hordland." 1897-1898.
" Fornlevninger i Hardanger." 1892.
"Runebjergel ved Veblungsnses." 1872.
" U dgravninger og Undersegelser." 1. 1889.
"Lrerebog i de Nordiske Landes Hannelsgeografi." 1900.
"Aus der Mittelalterlichen Sammlung des Museum in Bergen."
V.-X. 1893-190r.
"Gimme3tad Kirke, Nordfjord." 1905 .
.. Kalkmaleri i Dale Kirke, Lyster."
" am nogle nedrevne kirker i Sogn." 1902 .
.. Undredals Kirke i Sogn." 1902.
"Kirkerne i SS?lndre Bergenhus Amt Bygninger og Inventarium."
1904-7. 3 Parts.
"Til1<eg og Rettelser til Hildebrand Meyers Bergens Beskrivelse."
1905 6. 2 Parts.
"Samlinger til den BerS?lmmelige og Navnkundige Norske
Handel Stads Beskrivelse" ved Borgernester Meyer. 1904-S.
3 parts.
"Bergens Historiske Forening." Nos. 1-12. 1895-1906.
F. A. BATHER.
"The Linnean Bicentenary."
Reprinted from The Museum
[ournal . 1907.
"Linnean Celebrations in Sweden."
Reprinted from The
Antiquary, November, 1907.
HARPER GAYTHORPE, F.S A.,Scot.
"Annual Reports and Proceedings of the Barrow Naturalists'
Field Club and Literary and Scientific Association."
Vol. XVIII. Barrow-in.Furness, 19 07.
THE ORDNANCE SURVEY OFFICE, SOUTHAMPTON.
A 6-inch Map of Shetland. 201.

Gifts to Library.
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OTHER ADDITIONS .
.. Odin's Horse, Yggdrasill." By Eirikr Magnusson, M.A. London, 1895•
.. Nationalmuseet Hundrede Aar efrer Grundlseggelsen." By Sophus
Muller. Copenhagenv rcoz. (G. E. C. Gad).
"The Young Norseman." By W. a. Rands. Illustrated by M. M.
Williams. London, 1907. (David Nutt) .
.. Popular Tales from the Norse." By Sir G. W. Dasent. London,
n.d. The London Library. (G. Routledge & Sons, Ltd.)
" Stories from the Saga of • Burnt Njal.' Part 1. The Story of Gunnar."
By Beatrice E. Clay, B.A. London, n.d. (Horace Marshall & Son) .
•• Danske Studier." 1904, and Part 4. 1907.
Proceedings of the Cornell University Library. 1907.
East Riding Antiquarian Society. 1907.
"
Royal Norwegian Society of Sciences.
" Zetland Family Histories: being a new, revised and enlarged edition of
• Zetland County Families,''' By Francis J. Grant, W.S. Lerwick,
1907. (T. & J. Manson).
"On British Stone Circles." By E. M. Nelson. London, 1907. (R.
Atkinson).
"Forty Years in a Moorland Parish." By the Rev. J. C. Atkinson,
D.C.L. New Edition. London, 1907. (Macmillan).
" Beowulf, an old Enalish Epic (the earliest epic of the Germanic Race}."
Translated into modern English prose by Went .... orth Huyshe, with
notes and illustrations. London, 1907. (Routledge).
"The Church in Orkney."
By John Smith. Kirkwa.ll, 1907. (W. R.
Mackintosh).
"The Scots' Peerage, founded on Wood's Edition of Sir Robert
Douglas's Peerage of Scotland, containing an Historical and
Genealogical account of the nobility of that Kingdom." Edited by
Sir James B. Paul, Lord Lyon King of Arms. Vol. 1. Edinburgh,
1904. (David Douglas).
"Ancient Britain and the Invasions of Julius Cassar." By T. Rice
Holmes, Hon. Lit t.D, (Dublin). Oxford, 1907. (Clarendon Press).
"European Animals: their Geological History and Geographical
Distribution," By R. F. Scharff, Ph.D., B.Sc., Swiney Lecturer in
Geology. London, 1907. (Archibald Constable & Co., Lt d.)
The Oxford Year Book and Directory, 1906.
OTHER GIFTS.
J. W. CURsITER, F.S.A.,Scot.
Cast of the newly-found Inscription in Branch-Runes from the
Brodgar Circle, Stennes s, Orkney.
THE Wrcx BARROW EXCAVATION FUND.
Sixteen Photographs of the Excavations and finds at Wick Mound
taken by Mr. H. St. George Gray, and Two Photographs of
one of the Skulls found taken by Rev. C. W. Whistler.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY.

[The Hall. Editor will be glad tj members generally will help to m~ke the
Bibliography as complete as possible by sending word of allY books, or articles In
local neuispapers, mogizines, (i;.c., suitable for notice, or by forwardillg cuttings of
the same. Oommuuications should be addressed to Atbally F. Major, v Bifrest,"
30, the Wald"olls, Groydoll.]

Besides the books, &c., of the year included under GIFTS and
ADDITIONS to the LIBRARY, we note the following:PUBLICATIONS BY MEMBERS.
By Professor T. N. TOLLER, M.A .
.. An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary based on the Manuscript Collections
of the late Joseph Bosworth." Supplement by T. Northcote
Toller. Part I., A-Eorp. Oxford, 1908
By REV. H. J. DUKINFIELD ASTLEY, D.Litt., F.R.Hist.S., F.R.S.L.
Chapters on "Historic Norfolk" .. Castleacre," "Norman Fonts
in Norfolk," &c., in "Memorials of Old Norfolk." London,
1908.
By the late J. ROM ILLY ALLEN, F.S.A.
U Pre-Norman Cross-Shaft recently found at
Newent, Gloucestershire," in The Reliquary and illustrated Arch aologist, July, 1907.
By P. M. C. KKRMODE, F.S.A.,Scot.
"Inscription in Anglian Runes, from Kirk Maughold, Isle of
Man," in The Reliquary, October, 1907.
By G. A. AUDEN. M.A., M.D.Cantab.
"Pre-Conquest Cross at Rolleston, Staffs., in The Reliquary,
January, 1908.
By REV. C. W. WHISTLER, M A., M.R.C.S.
" Local Traditions of the Quantocks" in Folk-Lore, March, 1908.
FORTHCOMING.
By Professor W. G. COLLINGWOOD, M A., FS.A .
.. Scandinavian Britain." In the Press. (S P.C.K.)
By REV. W. C. GREEN, M.A.
"Translations from the Icelandic, Prose and Verse." In the
Press. (Chatto and Windus).
By ROLAND ST. CLAIR.
"Orkney." Vol. I. of the Lineage Library. British Series.
OTHER PUBLICATIONS.
"Nordi.sk Aandsliv i Vikingetid og Tidlig Middelalder." By Axel
Oink. Copenhagen and Christiania, 1907.
"Corolla Sancti Edmundi." Edited with a Preface by Lord Francis
Hervey. London, 1907.
,. National Life and Character in Early English Literature." By Edmund
Dale, M.A., n.t.iu. Cambridge, 1907.
"The Roman, ~ngle and Dane in East Yorkshire." By Thomas
Sheppard, F.G.S. Transactions of the" Hull Scientific and Field
Natura'tsts' Club."

Vol. IV.

Part I.

Gifts to Funds.
GIFTS

TO

THE

FUNDS,

2°3
1907.

E. Magnusson
A. F. Major
A. H. Patterson
Rev. J. C. Russell
G. A. Auden ..
Miss Horsford
E. E. lvanovich

£

s. d.

100
I

I

0

o

II
0
080

o

7 6

2

0 10
05 0

GIFTS TO OLD-LORE SERIES.
Professor W. P. Ker ..
Sir J. D. Marwick

2

o

2
10

0

6

WICK BARROW EXCAVATIONS.
Collected by the Viking Club from Members and others.
W. T. Crampton
0 10
J. Harris Stone
I
0
A. G. Chater
3 3
Anon
I
I
Professor T. N. Toller
0 10
F. G. Smart, F.S.A. ..
I
I
R. H. Hodgkin
2
2
Mrs. Pocklington-Coltman
I
0
Ltv-Colonel W. E. L. Morgan
2
2
Professor W. G. Collingwood, F.S.A.
I
I
Miss S. C, Rucker
I
I
A. F. Major ..
2
2
Rev. J. luge..
2
0
C. Candler
I
0
A. G. Moffat..
0 IO
Rev. H. J. Dukinfield Astley, Litt.D.
0
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

The Council of the Viking Club do not hold themselves responsiblefor statements
or opinions appearing in papers in, or communications tv, the SAGA-BoOK,
the authors alone being ansuerable for the same.

REPORTS OF THE PROCEEDINGS AT THE
MEETINGS OF THE CLUB.
FIFTEENTH SESSION, 1907.
MEETING, JANUARY 25TH.
Professor W. G. COLLINGWOOD, M.A., F.S.A. (President), in the
Chair.

The Chairman delivered his Presidential Address, "A
Shetland Legend from Fljotsdzela Saga," which is
printed on pp. 272-87.
In the discussion which followed, "Mr. Major and Mr.
Johnston took part.
MEETING, FEBRUARY 22ND.
Professor 1. GOLLANCZ, LitLD, in the Chair.

Mr. A. F. Major exhibited a "Lucky bone," kindly
lent by Dr. Auden.'
Miss Eleanor Hull, Han Sec., Irish Texts Society,
read a paper on "The Gael and the Gall: some Notes
on Ireland under the Norseman," printed on pp. 363-92
In the discussion which followed, Mrs. Green, Mr.
Alfred Nutt, Mr. Seton, and Mr. Major took part.
MEETING, MARCH 22ND.
Professor W. G. COLLINGWOOD, M.A., F.S.A. (President), in the
Chair.

The following papers were read:" The Earliest Vikings in the West," printed on pp.
288-9 6, and" The Authorship of the Orkneyinga Saga,"
1

See Part 1., p. 178.
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which has appeared in "Old-Lore," by J6n Stefansson,
Ph.D., Vice-President;
"Orkney and Shetland Old-lore," by A. W. Johnston,
F.S.A.Scot., Chairman of the Council;
"Notes on Church Dedications to St. Olaf in the
British Isles," by Albany F. Major, Hon. Editor.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, APRIL 26TH.
Professor W. G.

M.A., F.S.A. (President), in the
Chair.

COLLINGWOOD,

The Annual General Meeting was held at the King's
Weigh House, on Friday, April 26th, at 8 p.m. The
Annual Report of the Council and Statement of Accounts
and Balance Sheet for the year were laid before the
meeting. They were unanimously adopted, and will be
found on pp. 2II-17. The Officers of the Club were also
elected for the ensuing year.
Mr. Eirikr Magnusson, M.A., Hon. Life Member and
Han. Vice-President, then read the first part of a paper
on " The Last of the Icelandic Commonwealth," which is
printed on pag-es 308-40.
Professor W. P. Ker, President-elect, in proposing a
vote of thanks to Mr. Magnusson for his paper, said
he felt bound to speak in defence of Bishop Gudmund
Arason against the view of his character and conduct
put forward by the lecturer, who had not, in the speaker's
opinion, done the bishop justice. His own views on this
point had very recently been brought before the Club
in the paper on the bishop which he had read at the
meeting in March.' Mr. A. F. Major seconded the vote
of thanks, which was adopted by acclamation.
ANNUAL DINNER, JUNE 5TH.
The Annual Dinner was held at the Trocadero Restaurant on Wednesday, June 5th, at 7-45 p.m., Professor
1 See paper on " Gudmund Arason " in Part 1. pp. 86-103.
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W. P. Ker, M.A., President, in the Chair. The ViceChairmen were: Mr. H. L. Brrekstad (Vice-Consul for
Norway), and Mr. W. F. Kirby, Vice-Presidents. Sir
Frederick Pollock, D.CL., was the guest of the evening,
and among the large gathering present were Lady Pollock, Mr. Irgens (Secretary of the Norwegian Legation),
Professor Gollancz, Professor G. Saintsbury and Mrs.
Saintsbury, Fraken Rodolfa Lhombino, Mr. Sveinbjom
Sveinbjornsson, all the principal officers of the Club, and
many other members and friends, the company numbering about 55 in all. Sir Frederick Pollock and Professor Saintsbury having responded to the toast of "The
Guests," the President. in responding to that of "The
Club," proposed by Professor Gollancz, touched with
deep feeling on the great loss sustained by the Club in
the death of Dr. Karl Blind, a former Past-President
and valued 'member of their Society, whose eminent services in promoting its aims and objects could never be
forgotten. Dealing with the aims and objects of the
Club, he said that the great justi.fication for their studies
was that they were part of the humanities, and in this
connection they were especially grateful to Mr. Collingwood, their late President. for his valuable work in connection with Northern and antiquarian studies and research.
In the course of the evening some charming Norwegian
songs were contributed by Fraken Rodolfa Lhombino
and Mr. Sveinbjorn Sveinbjornsson, the words of the
latter's dramatic composition, "Valagisla," having (it
was stated) been written by Hannes Hafstein, Minister
of State for Iceland.
MEETING,

JULY 5TH.

Professor W. P. KER, l\f.A. (President), in the Chair.

The following resolutions proposed by the Council
were adopted:I. PUBLICATIONS GUARANTEE FUNDS.-The Council shall
have power to draw upon the Endowment Fund of the Club
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and the Life Subscription Fund of the Old-Lore Series, to the
extent of one-third of each Fund, on account of the Club and
Old-Lore Series respectively, to pay for researches, etc.,
required to be made in the preparation of works in advance
of their publication, and for such works as are not fully subscribed for at the time of their publication, subject to the
previous approval of an Ordinary General Meeting of the Club
in the case of each work. All such advances shall be refunded
out of additional subscriptions and donations received towards
such works and from the first proceeds of the sale of surplus
stock of same.
II. The Council shall have power to draw upon the
Publications Guarantee Fund of the Club, on account of
Volume II. of the Translation Series, II Seemundar Edda,"
Part I.
III. The Council shall have power to draw upon the
Publications Guarantee Fund of the Old-Lore Series on
account ofthe Surveys of Place-names in Orkney and Shetland.

The following paper was then read :-" Sea Traffic in
the Viking Age," by Professor Alexander Bugge, Hon.
Life Member, which will be printed in a future number
of the SAGA-BoOK. Professor W. G. Collingwood, Mr.
Major, and Mr. Marchant took part in the discussion
which followed, in which great regret was expressed at
the absence of the author of the paper, who had been
recalled to Norway in consequence of the dangerous illness of his father, Professor Sophus Bugge.
MEETING, NOVEMBER

22ND.

Professor W. P. KER, M.A. (President), in the Chair.

The President gave his Inaugural Address on " Iceland
and the Humanities," which is printed on pp. 341-53.
MEETING, DECEMBER

20TH.

Professor W. P. KER, M.A. (President), in the Chair.

It was reported that the following address had been
sent to the King of Sweden on his accession to the throne
of that country:-
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To HIS MAJESTY KING GUSTAVUS V. OF SWEDEN.
May it please Your Majesty:
We, the members of the Viking Club, desire to express to
Your Majesty the sympathy which we feel with you and your
Royal House and the people of Sweden in the grievous loss of
your father, Hill Late Majesty King Oscar II., a Monarch loved
by His people, admired as an author and venerated by all the
nations of the civilized world.
Our thoughts are with you on this sad occasion, as it is the
object of the Club to study and preserve the memories of
olden times in the North: and in commemorating these and
the friendship and kinship which link together the Swedish
and British peoples, we trust under Your Majesty's rule the
kingdom of Sweden may prosper and increase, and through
the close bonds of marriage which now unite Sweden with the
Royal House of Great Britain may attain great felicity.
That Your Majesty and Her Majesty the Queen may enjoy
a long life of peace with serene happiness is the prayer of
Your Majesty's obedient servants,
(Signed) W. P. KER, President.
(Signed) AMY JOHNSTON, Hon, Secretary.
Dec. r rth, 1907.

The following papers were read:" Notes on a Decorated Bucket from the Oseberg Find,"
by Professor G. Gustafson, Hon. Life Member, which is
printed on pp. 297-307 ;
"The Viking Raft or Pontoon Bridge, made to rise
and fall with the tide: discovered in I 886, near Glamford-Brigg, N. Lincolnshire," by the Rev, Alfred Hunt,
M.A., which is printed on pp. 355-62.
In the discussion which followed the reading of the
papers Miss Rucker, Mr. Lowerison, Mr. Major, and Mr.
Kirby took part.
ORKNEY AND SHETLAND OLD-LORE SERIES.
The proceedings of the year were signalized by the
inauguration of the Orkney and Shetland Old-Lore Series
and the issue of the first four numbers of "Old-Lore."
Some notice of the contents will be found in our review
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columns (page 419), but we cannot refrain from recording
the success which has attended the new venture and
greeted the strenuous labours of the Editors of " Orkney
and Shetland Old-Lore," Mr. A. W. Johnston, Chairman
of the Council, and our Hon. Secretary, Mrs. Johnston,
together with their coadjutor, Dr. Jon Stefansson, In
their hands the new enterprise of the Club has won golden
opinions both at home and abroad, including direct
recognition by the Norwegian Government, has appealed
to Orkneymen and Shetlanders in all parts of the
world, and has brought not a few recruits to the
Viking Club, the parent of the endeavour.
WICK BARROW EXCAVATIONS.
In the course of the year the Viking Club also joined
with the Somersetshire Archreological and Natural History Society in a thorough investigation of Wick Barrow,
which stands near the shore of the Bristol Channel and
mouth of the river Parrett, in the parish of Stogursey
in Somerset. The circular sent to members inviting
their co-operation, as well as the District Report for
Somerset in last year's SAGA-BoOK (pp, 48, 49 of this
volume) show the grounds there were for thinking the
mound might hold an important Scandinavian burial,
and the Council considered that the desirability of
settling the point fully justified the Club in lending its
assistance to the local Society in order that the matter
might be decided once and for all.
The work was
carried out in April and September under the able
superintendence of Mr. H. S1. George Gray, Assistant
Secretary of the Somerset Society and Curator of their
Museum in Taunton Castle. The Rev. C. \V. Whistler,
our Hon , District Secretary for the County, and Mr.
Albany F. Major, Hon. Editor, were present throughout
the excavations on behalf of the Viking Club, and many
members of both Societies visited the work during its
progress.
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The hopes of a find of peculiar interest to our club
were not destined to be realized, as the barrow proved to
belong to the Early Bronze Age. Although it was finally
discovered that the mound had been broken in Roman
days and the central interment removed, several
important burials with relics and remains of great
interest were found.
Moreover, the mound was
structurally of a very remarkable and unusual character,
and the nearest analogues to it are apparently to be
found in certain barrows of the Early Bronze Age in
Denmark and Norway. The work was carried out by
Mr. Gray in a most thorough and scientific manner.
His Report of it, which promises to be a model of what
such a Report should be, will be issued to subscribers
and printed in the Proceedings of the Somersetshire
Archreological and Natural History Society.' Owing to
its fulness of detail and consequent great length, and to
the fact that the results of the work have been shown to
be hardly within the scope of the Club, it will
unfortunately not be possible to print it in full in the
SAGA-BOOK, but as it was read at the meeting of March
zoth, 1908, an abstract v. ill appear in the Report of the
Proceedings in the next SAGA-BOOK.
As will appear from the District Report for Somerset,
on pp. 237-41, the supplementary work to be carried out by
the Wick Excavation Fund has already borne direct
fruit for the researches of the Club by fixing the date
of the supposed" Danish' battle-burials at Cannington
Park as in the Anglo-Saxon period.
1 Members wishing for copies (post free 4/6; two copies 8/6) should
apply to H. St. George Gray, Taunton Castle, Somerset.

FIFTEENTH ANNUAL REPOIU OF COUNCIL.
METHODS OF

WORK.

During the year 1906 the work of the Club included :-The
holding of seven meetings for the reading and discussion of Papers
on Northern subjects; visits to Bridgwater; the Exhibition of
Water Colour Drawings by the late Sir Henry Dryden, Bt.; the
social function of the Annual dinner; adding to the Library and
Museum; the survey of Orkney Place-Names; and the foundation
of the Orkney and Shetland Old-lore Series.
The Council recommend that the work of the Club should
be continued on similar lines during the forthcoming year.

MEETINGS.
January 19th.-Presidential Address, "The Archaeology of
the Vikings in England," with lantern illustrations.
W. G. Collingwood, M.A., F.S.A., President.
February 16th.-" Gringolet, Gawain's Horse." Professor
1. Gollancz, Litt.D., Secretary to the British Academy.
March 16th.-" The Life of Bishop Gudmund Arason."
Professor W. P. Ker, M.A.
April 27th.-Annual General Meeting, followed by an
Exhibition of Orkney Drawings by the late Sir Henry
Dryden, Bt., with descriptions by A. W. Johnston,
F.S.A.Scot., Chairman of Council.
October 26Ih.-Joint Meeting with the "Somerset Men in
London," at the Holborn Restaurant. "Legends and
Traditions of the Quantock Districts, with special
reference to possibly Scandinavian Odinic Survivals."
Rev. C. W. Whistler, M.R.C.S., Hon. Dist. Secretary.
November 23rd.-" Notes on the Danish Moat at Fulham,"
and" Runes amongst Ogham Illustrations in Old Irish
MSS." G. M. Atkinson, Vice-President.
Some Flint Implements found by Mr. Harry Lowerison,
Hon. District Secretary for Norfolk, on the site of a
so-called" Danish" Camp in Norfolk were shown.
December 14th.-" Scandinavian Folk Songs," with vocal
illustrations. Sveinbjorn Sveinbjornsson.

ROYAL ADDRESSES.
An Address of condolence on the death of his father, King
Christian IX., was presented to H.M. the King of Denmark on his
accession to the throne.
H.M. the King of Norway, during his visit to England in
autumn, graciously received a deputation of the Club at
Buckingham Palace, and accepted an illuminated address.
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EXCURSiON.
June znd b~ 4th.-Bridgwater and the country of King
Alfred's Campaign from Athelney in 878, was visited by ~embers
of the Club and friends, conducted by the Rev. C. W. Whistler.

ANNUAL DINNER.
The Annual Dinner, attended by 66 members and guests,
was held on June rsth, at the Hotel Dieudonne. The chair was
occupied by Mr. W. G. Collingwood, the President, and His
Excellency, Dr. F. Nansen, the Norwegian Minister, was entertained as the Guest of the Club.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Saga-Book for 1905 has been issued to all Members for
1905. and to Members elected in 1906.
The Saga-Book for J906 is now in the printer's hands, and will
be issued in April to Members who have paid their subscription.
The following Publications will be issued to subscribers :(1) Translation Series, Vol. II. Sremundar Edda Part I., the
Mythological Poems. Translated and edited by Olive
Bray, illustrated by W. G. Collingwood.
(a) A short guide to Old Norse (Icelandic) Literature. By J6n
Stefansson, Ph.D.
Presentation Volume-e-" Thingsteads of England and Scotland," by F. T. Norris, will shortly be issued. This volume is
presented to the Members of the Club by Miss C. Horsford,
Vice-President.

ORKNEY AND SHETLAND OLD-LORE SERIES.
Five hundred and seventy-two copies of the first year's
issues of the Old-Lore Series have been subscribed for. Each
quarterly will include (1) Miscellany, and (z) Records or other
special work. The Norwegian Government has placed at the
disposal of the Editors the results of the researches of Professor
A. Taranger in Scotland during 1906, in advance of their being
printed in a forthcoming volume of the Diplomatarium
Norvegicum, These documents include Norse, Scotch, and
~atin deeds relating to Orkney and Shetland, and will appear
In the July Number of Old-Lore.
The April and October
numbers will. commence a series of volumes of Orkney and
Shetland Sasines. Next year it is hoped to issue Mr. G. F.
Black's translation of Professor Hregstad's work on the Foula
ballad.

COMMITTEES,

etc.

T~e following Me~bers have been appointed a Publications

Committee: G. M. Atkinson, W. G. Collingwood, A. F. Major.
Mr. A. Shaw Mellor has been elected Hon, Treasurer in
place of Mr. A. W. Johnston, resigned.

A nnual Report oj Council.
LlB~A~Y

AND
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MUSEUM.

The collection of books and antiquities is in the charge
of Mr. A. W. Johnston, Han. Liurarian. A catalogue has been
printed and may be had for 6d. The Hon. Librarian will be
glad to receive gifts of books and antiquities to the Library and
Museum, and cases for books and exhibits. Members may
obtain books on loan on payment of carriage.
MEMBE~SHlP.

During the year 1906 the Club lost two Subscribing and one
Honorary member by death and seven by withdrawal, while 21
Subscribing Members and one Honorary Life Member have been
added to the roll, and the exchange of Proceedings arranged
with one Society.
Of 46 Honorary Members, 32 were re-elected, and four
enrolled as Subscribing Members.
At the close of the year the Membership consisted of 10
Honorary Life, 31 Honorary, and 216 Subscribing Members, of
which 22 have compounded and are compounding by instalments
for their subscriptions, while Proceedings are exchanged with 14
Societies.

srATEMENTS OF ACCOUNTS.
The Honorary Treasurer's B lance Sheet and Accounts for
the year endi"g December 31st, 1906, are appended.
Adopted by the Council,

A. W. JOHNSTON, Chairman.
Feb. 9th, 1907.
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VIKING CLUB.
GENERAL BALANCE SHEET, 31st December, 1906.
L1ABI LlTI ES.

1.

Hcrsford Fund for ., Thing-Steads," by F. T.
Norris '..
...
'"
...
...

Major Fund foro Saga Studies," by A. F. Major
Endowment Fund
,..
...
...
...
...
...
General Fut~d
Orkney and Shetland Old. lore Series
II.

£ s.

d.

BALANCES OF THE FOLLOWING FUNDS:-

47 6
5 0
I49 16
38 II

c

s. d.

0

0
0

10
221 14 I

SUNDRY LIABILITIES:-

General FundCommissions to trade
Printing: and Stationery
Rent of Rooms
Postages
"
Books for Member
Library Catalogue

Guide to Northern Literature

III. SUBSCRIPTIONS (1907) paid in advance ...

a IS

£ s, d.

...
Members owing for Dinter Tickets
...
Folksong Lecture Tickets ...
Reprints of Saga-Book, Vol. IV.,
Part II. ...
...
Back Works
"
II
InvestmelJtsConsols
'"
...
South Australian Stock

Cash in Bank ...
...
...
hands of Hon. Treasurer

0

639
1 16

ASSETS.
Subu:riptiofl3 in Arrear

140
6 16 0
44

0

8

rb5 17 6

229 18

2

237 14

0

... 220 6 9
17 7 3

0

286
05

{, s. d.
14 18 0
o II 0
o 12 0

0

9 19 6

21 7 9
4 15

0

3

6

2

£49 1 13 2

...............

NOTE.-The above mentioned Assets do not include
the value of back numbers of the Sa'1"aBooks, nor the value of the Club Library,
pictures and antiquities.
{49r r3 2

We have compared the above Balance Sheet with the Books and Vouchers produced to us, and
:find the same to be in accordance therewitb.
CHARLES CANDLER,
} Hon Auditors.
A. W. JOHNSTON, Hon. Treasurer.
W. V, M. POPHAM.
London, March 28th, r907.

VIKING CLUB.
GENERAL FUND for the Year ending 31st December. 1906.
To Balance from last year .,.
...
1906 Annual SUbscriptions paid in 1905
..
1906
in Arrear

£

s.

d.

57
81 13

0
0

I I

0

£
3

18

Dividends received
Gifts
...
...
.
Reprints of Sa~a-BDDk, Vol: IV., p'~;t n.
Sale of Back Works
'"
...
.,.
Old-lore Series for Miscellaneous Expenses .
Library, Postage of Books
...
.
, Orkney Place-Names Survey, Cost of Printing Forms
refunded by Old-lore Series
Profit on Book Agency Account
Balance of Publication Fund
...
Sale of Tickets-Bridgwater Excursion
Annual Dinner ...
Folk-Song Lecture

s.

ci.

0

8

98 18

3

3

32 10

0
o
6

I 18

0

21

9

3

5

0

0

005
II

I

0

3 19

0

16 6
38 4 I I
32 10 6
670
2

£

s. d.

By Working Expenses :-:Bank Charges
Cheque Book
Commissions to Trade
Printing and Stationery
Fire Insurance Premium
~ent of Rooms
Hile of Lantern at Meetings
Refreshments at Meetings
Assistant Secretary's Honorarium
...
Advertisements, Reference & Account Books
Postages, including those of Prospectuses
Annual Dinner Expenses ...
Bridgwater Excursion Expenses
Folk-Song Lecture Expenses
Saga-Book, Vol. IV., Part II.
, Copy of " Thingsteads uf Iceland," bound in
vellum, with printed list of subscribers.
presented with the Wedding Present to
T. R. H. Prince and Princess Gustavus
Adolphus of Sweden ..
Purchase of Book for Member
..
Purchase of Stock of Books of the Book
Agency, transferred to Club Stock
Printing 200 copies Library Catalogue
.. Arrears of Subscriptions cancelled and
irrecovera ble ...
Balance to General Balance Sheet ...

0
0
I

8
5
4

8 18
I

9
6
0

2

0

2

s. d.

43

2

0
0

I 16

2

£

7

I IS
7
3 18 6
I
4 7
19 8 0

3' 13
35 13

6
3
2

4 4 0
89 17 1[

3
5

6
0

I 18
9 19

6

2

0

I

3 10

0

II

10

£260 18

9

38

-----

BOOK AGENCY ACCOUNT for the Year ended 31st December, 1906.

£
To Cash for Books Sold in '90S
Books Sold in '906

7
31

s. d.
II 10
IS II

By Stock in hand, December 31St, 1905
Cash for Books Purchased in 1905
.. Books Purchased in 1906, etc.
It

£39

7

/,

s. d.

I

9
9 5

29

/, s. d.
4

0

8

30

12

2

2

Postage
Balance to General Fund ...
< ••

3

£39

9

IS II
19 0

7

9

PUBLICATION FUND for the Year ended 31st December, 1906.
To Balance from 1905

£ 16
s.
.,. £2

d.
6

I

/,

By Balance to General Fund

...

Z

s. d .
16 6

£

s. d.

ENDOWMENT FUND for the Year ended 31st December, 1906.
To Balance from last year
1906 Life SUbscriptions
I
Entrance Fees
.. Gifts
.. 1907 Life Subscription

£
II3
28

s. d.
7

0
0

10
4 19 0
100
200

By Balance to Balance Sheet

149 16

0

ORKNEY

AND

SHETLAND

BALANCE SHEET.
LIABILITIES.
To Balance of Life Subscription Fund
General Fund

11

Miscellaneous Printing
Old-Lore, No. I. ..
Commissions to Trade
..
Subscriptions paid in advance for 1908

OLD~LOKE

:SEKlt:..:s.

December 31st. 1906.
ASSETS.

.£ s. d •

97
93

0

.£ s, d.

0

2

7 2
7 9 3
41 13 9
I
6 6

'90

6

19 09

5

19 10
19I1

5
5

0

.£ s, d.

By Subscriptions in Arrear ..

..
I ..
" SUbscription to Foundation Fund in Arrear
" Founder's Fee in Arrear ..
..
It
Balance to General Balance Sheet

.£ s. d.
30 18 0
500

5

0

221 14

0
I

5
0
0
0

21

15

£262 12

5
I

~

GENERAL
To 1906 Annual Subscriptions paid in 1906
,
II
in Arrear

FUND for the Year ended December 31st. 1906.
.£ s. d.
179 0 0
30 18

.£ s. d.

0
209 18

Foundation Fund paid in 1906
in Arrear

0

54 7

0
500

59

.£269

7

5

0

.£ s d.

By Stationery, Printing and Postage, including
Prospectuses
..
I I Commissions to the Trade
0' Honorariums
..
..
.. MS. Copy of Sbetland Rental
..
..
..
" Orkney Place-N ames Survey, for printing forms,
refunded to Viking Club General Fund
..
.. Old-lore No. I., Printing. Illustrations and Postage
.. Balance to Balance Sbeet..
•.
..
..

.£ s, d.
4010

3

10

II

I

0

41

13

9

93

7

.£26g 5

0

0

41 7 0
37 16 0
0

2
0

~

LIFE SUBSCRIPTION
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NOTES ON "DANES' SKINS."
By

H. ST. GEOHGE GRAY,

Hon. Corresponding Member.

T is perhaps a little surprising that in the twelve
parts of the SAGA-BoOK already published there is
only one reference to a "Dane's skin." 1 This fact
induces me to bring together several instances which
have come to my notice from time to time, the majority
having been previously recorded, scattered, however, in
various periodicals and transactions of societies.
It cannot be expected that such an account as the
following is by any means exhaustive, but it will doubtless be the means of bringing to light other examples
unknown to the writer of these notes.
The average mind generally regards flaying alive as
extremely gruesome. "There is an ancient legend of
Apollo having flayed Marysas alive for his presumption
in challenging the god to a musical contest." An engraving is known of Marysas tied to a tree, head downwards, whilst Apollo was stripping off his skin!
Some accounts state that the Emperor Valerian was
flayed alive, others that he was skinned after death.
As the captive of Sapor, King of the Persians, in the
middle of the third century, Valerian, arrayed in his
imperial robes, is stated to have been dragged about from
town to town at the wheels of a chariot, and when Sapor

I

IV., II7.
2Notes and Queries, roth ser., I, 352. In the Bible there is a hint of
similar proceedings (and dismemberment) in Micah iii. 3.
1 SAGA-BOOK,
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desired to mount his horse, Valerian was made to lie
down as a footstool. When at length he died, not even
then could the Persians loose their hold upon him.
"They had his body skinned, painted the hide red, and
hung it up in their chief temple."
According to the generally received tradition, the
apostle St. Bartholomew was flayed alive and crucified
with his head downwards, at Albanopolis in Armenia,
or, according to Nicephorus, at Urbanopolis in Cilicia.
A figure, on the tower of West Cranmore Church,
Somerset, having indications on the legs of the skin
being stript off, is almost certainly that of the patron
saint, St. Bartholomew. '
From Geoffrey of Monmouth we learn that in the
days of King Morvid a certain king of the Moranians
landed with a great force on the shore of Northumberland. Morvid won the victory, and after having glutted
his blood-thirst by putting his foes to death, he, becoming weary, ordered others "to be skinned alive and
burned after they were skinned." 2
With what mixed feelings of horror and interest we,
as children, learnt in our earliest text-books of history
of the skilful bowman, who shot Richard, Cceur de Lion,
when laying siege to the Castle of Chaluz, being flayed
alive by one Merchadeus, in spite of the "Lionhearted's ,. dying orders that his life should be spared.
Hugo de Cressyngham, Chief Justice Itinerant in the
North of England in the reign of Edward 1., was flayed
by the exasperated Scots at Strivelyn, A.D. 1296.
Sir Walter Raleigh feared being flayed alive by the
Spaniards, and they perhaps learnt the atrocity from the
Moors. 3
There is evidence of flaying having been practised at
quite a late date. Throsby, in his" History of Leicestershire," published in 1790, related the circumstances of
1

Pcoc. Sam. Arch. Soc.,

LlII.,

"Notes and Queries, roth ser., I,

pt. ,., p. 40.
I).

30p. cir., 9th ser., XII., 489. For Oriental instances of flaying see
Grote's" History of Greece," IV., notes.
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a shepherd boy, of Sharnford, circa. 1700, folding sheep
in a field near High Cross, who was threatened by some
villains that they would skin him alive. This was actually carried into effect in a hollow in the field near High
Cross, his skin being hung on a thorn. The boy, of
course, died in great agony.
It is affirmed that flaying was practised at Lyons
during the French Revolution, and that the skins of
the" aristocrats" were tanned and made into boots. "At
Meudon," says Montgalliard, with considerable calmness, "there was a tannery of human skins; such of the
guillotined as seemed worth flaying: of which perfectly
good wash-leather was made." Thomas Carlyle states
that the skin was used for breeches and other purposes;
that the skin of the men was superior in toughness (consistance) and quality to shamoy; and that of the women
was good for almost nothing, being so soft in texture.
The operation of flaying alive is shown in a remarkable picture in the Bruges Gallery, the victim being a
judge who had collected large sums of money for the
poor, but had appropri.ited them.
In Taunton Castle Museum a large piece of skin is
shown which was removed from the body of a man
hanged at Ilchester Gaol; and in the Library of Trinity
College, Cambridge, is a piece of the skin of a man
hanged for killing his wife.'
These are but a few of many instances of flaying that
are on record.
Flaying, although apparently not of rare occurrence,
was probably not a punishment for any particular kind
of offence, but an arbitrary mode of inflicting the penalty
of death on pillaging Danes and others, where the excitement of the moment could not be appeased by any
ordinary modes of punishment: or when summary vengeance was stimulated at a time of great popular indignation, especially in distant places where the administration
of the law might be imperfectly maintained.
1

Noles and Queries, roth ser., I, 35 2 •
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We cannot trace any English enactment which inflicts
the penalty of flaying on any offender; and it is not
likely that it was inflicted with the sanction of the
ecclesiastical authorities. ' The penalty for sacrilegious
theft, always considered to be a most heinous crime, was
in any case of unusual severity. By the laws of Alfred
it was punishable not only by fine, but the guilty hand,
unless redeemed, was also to be struck off. This would
tend to show what was the extreme penalty according
to law: but the invading Dane would hardly be considered otherwise than an "outlaw," in the sense that
the regular course of justice did not apply to him when
caught in flagrante delicto. It remains as a fact that
whether inflicted at the bidding of some powerful thane,
or ecclesiastic, or by popular fury, we have tangible
evidence that the dread punishment of flaying was actually inflicted in certain cases on foreign pillagers of
churches.
Popular tradition exists in several parts of England,
and especially in the eastern counties, of Danes, who,
having been caught in the act of pillaging churches, were
As a warning to all who might approach
flayed.
churches with unhallowed and evil intentions, as a terrible memento of the villains who dared to raise their
sacrilegious hands against the house of God, and as a
ghastly memorial of ecclesiastical vengeance, these socalled "Danes' skins" were nailed to church doors!
The late Mr. Albert Way, F.S.A., investigated these
matters to a considerable extent," and obtained for
microscopical examination, between the years 1840 and
1850, pieces of these leather-like and shrivelled skins
from three localities where the traditions were extant,
1 Mr. W. Winters has concluded (Notes and Queries, 4th ser., V, 3II)
that" punishments of this kind appear to have had the sanction of the
the law in the Anglo-Saxon period, when money was often paid by the
offender to save his skin, called hyd-gyld (hide-gelt), a ransom for one's
hide"; hut it is more likely that this is a phrase for escape from
corporal punishment, or lesser mutilation.
v Archeol . JOIlr1l •• V. 185-192.
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viz., Worcester Cathedral, and the Churches of Hadstock and Copford in Essex. These were all pronounced
by the late Mr. John T. Quekett, who was Professor of
Histology at the Royal College of Surgeons, to be undoubtedly human skin, and he said that the examination of a hair alone, without the skin, would have enabled
him to form a conclusion, and that the hair presented
the characters of those light-haired people.'
The Taunton Museum specimen here figured was bequeathed to the Somersetshire Archseclogical Society,
together with a miscellaneous collection of antiquities,
some thirty years ago, by the late Professor Quekett,
and is, moreover, probably one of the specimens sent
to him for examination from Cop ford, Essex", Fragments had been taken from underneath the iron-work
of the south door by a carpenter in the parish, about
the year 1843, when the church was under repair. He
gave at least one piece to a miller, named Eley, at Copford, from whom a fragment was procured by the then
incumbent, the Rev. K. C. Bayley, who had in his possession a short manuscript account of the parish, written
during the incumbency of John Dane, 1689-1714, in
which the following is found:The doors of this Church are much adorned with flourished ironwork, underneath which is a sort of skin. taken notice of in the year
16:10, when an old man of Colchester, hearing Copford mentioned,
said that in his young time he heard his master say that he had read
in an old history that the Church was robbed by Danes, and their
skins nailed to the doors; under which, some gentlemen, being
curious, went thither and found a sort of tanned skin, tbicker than
parchment, which is supposed to be human skin, nailed to the door
of the said Church, underneath the said iron-work, some of which
skin is still to be seen.

A piece of "Dane's skin' from Cop ford, measuring
about 1 tin. by liin., is shown in Colchester Museum.
1 Professor Quekett read a paper on the subject before the Microscopical Society in 1848.
2 Noles and Queries, 4th ser., V. 310; roth ser., I, 155.
D. W. Coller's
"People's Histury of Essex," 1861, p. 555. "The Family Topographer,"
by S. Tymms, I. 22.
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In the manuscript catalogue of the Museum, made by
the late Mr. J. E. Price, it is stated that up to 1878 there
existed an
ancient door in the porch of Copford Church which several years
previously to that date had pieces of skin attached to it. These
fragments had gradually disappeared when the Rev. P. A. L. Wood
first became rector of the parish. Theobald, the clerk, presented
him with a fragment, which he said had been taken from beneath the
iron-work of the door.

This is the piece which is now in Colchester Museum.
A succeeding rector, the Rev. B. Ruck Keene, had also
obtained another piece.' The present rector, the Rev.
E. R. Ruck Keene, informs me that the last piece of
"Dane's skin" removed from the door was found under
the lock in 1 88 1, and is preserved in a glass frame in
the vestry.
Sir Harry Englefield laid before the Society of Antiquaries, in 1789, a plate of iron taken from the door of
Hadstock Church, Essex, with a portion of human skin
found beneath the iron.
When the north door of Hadstock Church" was removed, in 1846, a part of it came into the possession
of the Han. Richard Neville, bearing ancient iron-work
and massive nails which served to secure some "Dane's
skin," which was considered to have been tanned previously to its being laid on the wood. At that time the
strange tradition still existed among the peasantry in
the locality, dating, as it is recorded, probably from
times anterior to the invasion of the Normans. On an
example from this place Professor Quekett found three
hairs, and he was able to state that the skin was in all
probability removed from the back of the Dane, who was
a fair-haired person.
In March, 1904, Alderman Deck exhibited to the Cambridge Antiquarian Society a piece of human skin, being
that of a Dane who had committed sacrilege at the
Church of Hadstock.
I

Trans. Essex Arch aol, Soc., n.s., Vol. IlL, 94.
Notes and Queries, 4th ser., V, 3IO; loth ser.,

SAGA-BoOK, IV., II7.
I, 155.
2
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About seventy years ago the door needed repair, and under an iron
bar nailed across the outside were found pieces of skin. The door
is rounded at the top, fitting the early Norman arch, and the black
oak boards are evidently cut with a hatchet instead of smoothed
with a plane.!

This piece of skin was given by the then rector (the
Rev. C. Townley) to Mr. Deck's father. In the middle
of the skin is seen a hole, which was made by the nail
in fastening it to the door. Other pieces of the skin
can be seen at Audley End, and also in Saffron Walden
Museum; which also has part of the door-hinge under
which the skin was found.
On January roth, 19°5, at Stevens's auction rooms,
London, a square inch of "Dane's skin" from Hadstock
Church fetched the sum of three guineas!
Traditions of the cruel vengeance supposed to have
been inflicted on sacrilegious Danes are said to have
existed in the little neighbouring town of Linton, Cambs.,
but the vicar has recently told me that any such traditions
must have originated at Hadstock, which is only It miles
distant. Linton and Hadstock may, however, have both
been overhauled for plunder at the same time.
Quite recently an article" written by Mr. Robert Pierpoint, of Warrington, has come to my notice, giving
another Essex parish for these skins, viz., East Thurrock.
This interesting account is here given in exienso i-sThere is an interesting story about the skin of a robber in "My
Sayings and Duings, with Reminiscences of my Life; an autobiography of the Rev. Wtlliam Quekett, Rector of Warrington." Mr.
Quekett was one day (presumably before 1854 when he was appointed
Rector of Warrington) with his brother, Prof. Quekett, at the
College of Surgeons. Whilst they were together the latter received
a letter which contained an enclosure "which looked like part of
the bottom of an old shoe, of the thickness of half-a-crown, of a
dark colour, elastic, and with the markings of wood upon it." The
letter was from a churchwarden of the parish of East Thurrock, in
Essex, who wanted the professor to tell him, if possible, what the
substance was without baving any particulars of its history. Having
washed it, and cut a thin slice, he discovered under the microscope
1 Proc, Camb, A "fig. Soc., Vol. XI., 179.

'Notes alld Queries, roth ser., Vol. 1., 73-4.
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that it had all the structure of human skin, and on more minute
examination that it was the" skin of a light haired man, having the
hair of a sandy colour."
He wrote to the churchwarden telling him
of the result of his examination. The latter replied that he (the
professor) had c, proved the truth of a great tradition which had
existed for years in East Tnurrock."
The churchwarden went on to say that" on the west door of the
church there had been for ages an iron plate of a foot square, under
which they said was the skin of a man who had come up the river
and rohbed the church. The people had flayed him alive, and
bolted his skin under an iron plate on the church door as a terror to
At the restoration of the church, which was
all other marauders.
then going on, this door had been removed, and hence he had been
able to send the specimen."
It appears to have been assumed that the marauder who had been
skinned was a Dane. Mr. W. Quekett had a bit of the skin fixed as a
specimen for the microscope, and wrote on the slide, "This is the
skin of a Dane, who, with many others, came up the river Thames
and pillaged churches. Caught in the act at East Thurrock, Essex,
and flayed alive."
The fate of the specimen on the slide is interesting. Mr. Quekett
lost it, and knew nothing for many years of what had become of it.
In or about 1884, apparently, he was reading aloud to some gentlemen
in the hall of the" Palace Hotel," Buxton, an account of a meeting
of the British Association at Penzance. In this account he came
across the fact that at the meeting a microscopic object, among others
of special interest, had been exhibited by a gentleman in the neighbourhood, viz ., a "Dane's skin" and that the specimen at Penzance
had on it, word for word, what he had written on his lost treasure.
He exclaimed" Why this is my Dane's skin! I lost it twenty
years ago." After telling those present how he had obtained the
specimen, he said aloud, "I wonder who that man is." Immediately
afterwards the porter, who had heard the conversation, said, "Please,
Mr. Quekett, I can tell you who that gentleman is; I was his footman and valet for four years; it is Mr. - - - , who lives at - - Castle, near Penz ance." Mr. Quekett wrote at once to the gentleman, whose name he does not give, claiming the specimen, and
asking him how he had come in possession of it. The gentleman
replied that the description of the specimen and the account of the
inscription were perfectly correct; that it had been given to him by
a lady in London; that he greatly valued it; and that should Mr.
Quekett ever be in his part of the country, and should wish to see it,
he would have great pleasure in showing it to him. Beati possidentes,
Mr. Quekett died at the Rectory, Warrington, on Good Friday,
1888.

Yet another instance. Dried skin was, at one time,
to be seen on the great northern doorway of Worcester
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Cathedral, which the late Dr. Prattinton, of Bewdley,
carefully noted in his extensive collections for a history
of W orcestershire.' These are his words:A portion of skin, supposed to be human, according to the
tradition that a man, who had stolen the sanctus-bell from the highaltar in Worcester Cathedral, had been flayed, and his skin affixed
to the north doors, as a punishment for such sacrilege. The doors
having been removed, are now to be seen in the crypt of the cathedral.
and small fragments of skin may still be seen beneath the iron-work
with which they are strengthened.

These doors were considered by Mr. Harvey Eginton,
F.S.A., to be fourteenth century, and probably coeval
with the work completed during the time of Bishop
Wakefield, circa. 1386; and if of that date the human
skin was probably not affixed to the doors until the
reign of Richard IL, when civilization was rapidly
advancing. But, of course, the skin might be a vestige
of a punishment inflicted long previously, and may have
been transferred from an old door to a newer one. Mr.
Quekett examined a piece of the skin from Worcester,
and was perfectly satisfied that it was human skin taken
from some part of the body of a light-haired person,
where little hair grows.
A specimen of the Worcester skin may be seen in the
"Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons; this museum
also contains examples from Hadstock and Cop ford, but
has not had any further specimens added to the collection since Professor Quekett's death. The piece of
skin from \Vorcester Cathedral, formerly in the collection of the late Dr. Prattinton, is now preserved by the
Society of Antiquaries of London at Burlington House.
Another example is recorded by the minutely-accurate
Pepys, in his Diary, April roth, 1661, relating how he
visited Rochester Cathedral, and "then away thence,
observing the great doors of the Church, as they say,
covered with the skins of the Danes."> This is only
1 For further information see Allies's" Antiquities of Worcestershire '
'
znd edit., pp. 40-51.
"Diary, edited by Lord Braybrooke, 1851, vol. 1., 208.
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what would be expected, seeing that the Thames had
been frequently the resort of the Danes, and the men of
Kent were continually harassed by their rapacious cruelty.
In the year 999 they went up the Medway to Rochester,
according to the Saxon Chronicle, and made a most fatal
foray, overrunning nearly all West Kent, and committing fearful ravages.
Traces of like barbarous punishment inflicted upon
Danes have been recorded as formerly existing at.Westminster Abbey. Dart, in 1723, said:.
This Revestry (which is called the Chapel of Henry VIII., for
what reason I know not, unless for that he stripped it of its
furniture) is inclosed with three doors, the inner cancellated; the
middle, which is very thick, lined with skins like parchment and
driven full of nails.
These skins, they by tradition tell us, were
some skins of the Danes, tann' d, and gi ven here as a memorial of our
delivery from them. The doors are very strong, but here were
notwithstanding broken open lately and the place robbed. '

The door in question led from the vestibule of the
Chapter House to the space under the dormitory stairs.
Professor Quekett is stated to have also examined a
piece of skin from Westminster Abbey, fmding several
hairs which he pronounced to be human, and asserting
that the skin belonged to a fair-haired person."
Stillingfleet Church, Yorks, has a south door of the
eleventh century" covered with ornamental ironwork
which includes a ship, and is said to have had a "Dane's
skin" on it!
Other examples were probably to be found on
church doors in the eastern counties, long infested by
the cruel plunderers from the North. It would be interesting to hear of any other existing examples of "Danes'
skins."
1 Dart's History of Westminster Abbey," Vol. I., Book I., p. 64.
the Arcnaot.Toum.. Vol. X., 167.
II

2 Notes and Queries, 6th ser., I., 261.
by Frank Buckland, r st ser., p. 84·
3

4

Albert Way, in

"Curiosities of Natural History,"

See pp. 247-25°, and Yorks. Arch. JOUYII., xii. 440, footnote ii,
The Treasury Mugasin«, vol. x ., p. 4 17. Jan, 1908 .
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In a note-book, two or three years ago, I made the following entry: .:» Dane's skin was attached with large
flat-headed nails to church door at Basham, Sussex."
Not having kept a record of the source of my information, I communicated with the vicar (the Rev. K. H.
Macdermott), who writes: "I have made enquiries of
the oldest inhabitants, and also of several old parishioners
who have all been regular church-goers, about the' Dane's.
skin,' but regret to say that none of them can remember
any such thing." As all Sussex archseologists know,
Bosham had an interesting early history; Canute had
a home there, and his little daughter, aged about eight
years, appears to have been buried in Basham Church.
No more likely place could there be for the finding
of a "Dane's skin," and it is surprising that no tradition concerning the Danes is known there among the
older inhabitants.
In some parts of Sussex the term "Dane's skin"
appears to have been synonymous with .. freckles." The
Rev. W. D. Parish, of Selmeston, made the following
statement in Notes and Queries ~ : A few days ago I was speaking to a man here about his little boy,
who looked pale and delicate. He said, " Ah , you'll see a difference
in him in a few weeks' time, when the warm weather comes, and
brings the Danish blood out of him. When he puts on his Daile's
skill he'll look very different. You'll always netice these Danes
look rather peekish in winter timp." On enquiry, I found that by
" Daile's skill" he meant freckled skin. His grandmother had told
him that freckles were a sign of Danish blood. A woman informed
me that she' had always understood that red-haired people were
Danes. Our Sussex ancestors disliked the Danes, and considered a
.. Dane's skin" an appropriate ornament for a church door; and I
was interested to find that Danish blood and Danish skins still haunt
the Sussex dialect.

In 'West Cornwall there appears to have been great
aversion to red hair, where the expression "Red-headed
Dane" was considered a fearful term of reproach. Mr.
Vo.l. N oye records in Noles and Queries" that
1 7th ser., III, 45r.
27 th ser., VI, 253-4.
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In r867 a case of assault was heard at the Penzance Town Hall,
when it came out in evidence that the defendant had called the
complainant a "Red-head·ed Dane:" In Sennen Cove, about nine
or ten miles west of Penzance, there was for a long time a colony of
red-haired people, with whom the other inhabitants of the district
refused to marry. In fact, in many of the parishes west of Penzance
there has existed time out of mind a great antipathy to families with
red hair, which manifested itself in the expression, ,. Oh, he (or she)
is a red-haired Dane."

In Kingston Deverill, Wilts, there was an old man
who called red-haired people "Danes" or "Daners," as
"Thee bist a Dane." About Calne and Chippenham it
was frequently said of a red-haired man that he was
.. crossed wi' the Danes." In Somerset red-haired men
were often said to be "a bit touched with the Danes."
Somewhat analogous to the nailing of human skin
to the doors of churches is the occurrence of human
skulls sometimes found built into church walls. Worsaae, the Danish antiquary, in "The Danes and Norwegians in England," mentions one or two cases both
in Morayshire and in his native land.

NOTE.-At the last moment it has been reported to me that the ancient
iron-clad oak door, formerly belonging to the Church of Stoke Courcy,
Somerset, now preserved at "The Priory," Chilton-super-Polden, near
Bridgwater, had a Dane's skin nailed to it; but I have been unable to
verify this statement at present. If this report can be corroborated, "
note to that effect will appear in the next number of the SAGA-BOOK.

c
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ENGLAND.

LAKE DISTRIOT.
Professor W. G. Collingwood, F.S.A., District Sec
retary, writes:SILVER FIBULA FOUND IN WESTMORLAND.

THE two great Thistle fibulas from the neighbourhood
of Penrith, Cumberland, now in the British Museum,
have a remarkable parallel in the great penannular silver
fibula exhibited September r zth, 1907, to the Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian Society. It was
found about thirty years ago near Kirkby Lonsdale,
Westmorland, and after remaining until recently in
private hands, apparently undescribed, came into the
possession of the Bishop of Barrow-in-Furness. In size
and shape it resembles the other two examples in the
British Museum, but its bulbs have no ornamental
roughness, so that it cannot be described as a "thistle"
fibula. The type has been thought to be Oriental, and
derived by overland trade through Russia.
No other
fibulse so large seem to be on record, except a single
bulb of unknown origin; but these great brooches must
be of the series of penannular fibulse found in Scandinavia and Britain, and probably date from the tenth
century. The size, with a pin 20 to 22 inches long, precludes the idea of common use as an article of attire;
but they may have been made for some ceremonial purpose, or possibly to decorate a statue. It is not a little
remarkable that all three examples have been found
within a small area, in which also the Orton Scar penannular brooch and other Viking remains of unusual
richness have been discovered. The fact that the Maiden
\Vay, the main road north and south, runs through this
district, may be noted; also that" Hoff Lund," possibly
the site of a "temple grove," is not far from this road,
a little north of Orton Scar.

Reports of District Secretaries.
NORFOLK.
Mr. Harry Lowerison, District Secretary, "Hites:-

By the kindness of Mr. W. G. Clarke I am permitted
to give the following account of some recent finds in
Norfolk from a report he has issued.
I quote verbatim Mr. Clarke's description of the first
object.
A

TEUTONIC BRONZE MOUNT, FOUND AT CROXTON,

the most important to members of the Viking Club.
The bronze mount of which an illustration appears herewitht was
found on a patch of heathland in the parish of Croxton, near
Thetford, in September, 1904. The heath is immediately south of
the" Drove" road, south-west of Fowlmere and the Devil's Punch
Bowl mere," and north-east of a fine round barrow, close to which,
on the surface, this rare example of Teutonic workmanship was
picked up. Descriptions of several similar ones have been published,
and as they occur in " Gallo-Roman cemetery at Vermand (Dept.
Aisne) in France, they have been referred to the 4th century A.D.
Mr. C. H. Read, of the British Museum, tells me that he knows of
only four other British specimens. One found at Farthing Down,
Coulsdon, Surrey, is now in Croydon Town Hall.s and has been
described in "Surrey Archseological Collections," Vol. VI,
pp. I09-II7, and the" Victoria History of Surrey," Vol. 1., p. 260,
with plate facing p. 257. The others were found close by the Dyke
Hills, Dorchester, and are now in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.
These mounts are classed with the earliest Teutonic antiquities
found in England. This particular specimen was probably one of
three fixed to a bronze bowl or a wooden bucket, to which were
attached chains for suspension. The bottom portion consists of a
ring-plate, from the top of which a thick tongue is bent over threefourths of its length. This would be on the inside of the bowl or
bucket, and a hole in it corresponds with a similar hole in the centre
of the ring-plate, through which there was a rivet, fastening it to the
bowl. On the top of the front of the bent-over tongue there are two
short lines following the curve of the metal, beneath them two
horizontal lines, five circles formed by a gouge, and two transverse
depressions with a ridge between divided up by numbers of small
1 The block from which the illustration is taken, from Part II. (New Series) of
the II Norfolk Antiquarian Miscellany," bas been kindly lent by Mr. Walter Rye.
2 This is close to Ringmere Heath, which is probably the Bring-mara of the
Saxon Chronicle, and the Hringmara-heitsr of the Heimskringla.-H L.
8 It lies in a case among other fragments of bronze and nothing can be made
of it.-Ed.

Bw,, ' u. Mou'q FOU ND A T C ROXTON . :-OOIlFOLIl:.
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vertical lines. Enclosed in the space made by the bent-over tongue
is a bronze ring, three-quarters of an inch in diameter, plain at the
back (as are also the ring-plate and tongue), but with three concentric
rings in front, as though separate rings had been partially welded
together. The ring-plate itself is an inch in diameter. and immediately round the central hole, through which the rivet passed, are
five concentric rings, the distance between the second and third
being greater than that between the others. The diameter of the
outermost circle is slightly over half an inch. Coming from the
circumference, more than half the distance between the edge and this
circle, are 22 rays, apparently stamped by a sharp blow from a
chisel, and narrowing and decreasing in depth inwards. Close to
the edge, and between these rays, are ar rough dashes, touching on
the inner side a minute simple circle, of which, however, there are
only 20, as the impress of this ornament was omitted in one instance.
Nearer still to the concentric circles, and forming a line of ornament
between them and the rays are 21 small circles (slightly larger than
those previously mentioned), with dots in the centre. The rays
immediately on each side 'of the tongue are longer than any of the
others, and almost touch the concentric circles. Between them and
the base of the curving tongue are three of the circles with dots in
the centre. and three of the plain smaller circles. It seems probable,
therefore, that the tools used in the ornamentation were five of
varying sizes for the concentric circle, and one each for the rays,
dashes, simple circles, and those with a dot in the centre, a total of
nine for the ring-plate and one extra for the tongue.
Concerning the specimens in the Ashmolean Museum, Mr. C.
Leonard Woolley, the Curator, informs me that they were found
in one of the sand mounds which run at right angles to the Dyke
Hills, near Dorchester, Oxfordshire. Two of them are of the same
size and identical in ornament so far as the ring-p'ate is concerned,
but one, the otherwise better-preserved specimen, has lost the upper
and decorated part of the loop attachment, which is also absent from
the Norfolk specimen. In those first referred to, the topmost ring
is of the same outer circumference as the Norfolk example, but
much thicker, and on the inner edge has a rope-pattern ornament.
Across the tongue there are also two transverse rope-pa ttern lines,
and between them, on each edge, a tiny flame-shaped ornament,
the narrow part inwards. In the centre of the ring-plate is the
rivet connecting it with the tongue, and still in position. Outside
this are a number of concentric rings, first one of rope pattern, then
one plain, then a wider space than in other cases, another ropepattern ring, and two plain outer ones. On the edge of the ringplates are a number of semi-circular ornaments, with flame-shaped
ones between, and inside these a number of circles (or part circles)
dimly discernible. The ring-plate is I -.'0- ins. in length, and ring
and ring-plate 2i ins., compared with r~ ins. of the Norfolk specimen.
The second example has the top decorated part of the loop attach-
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merit, but the lower end of it is broken off.

This loop is 11 ins. long,
and elaborately decorated, as is also that on the third specimen,
which (comparing it as a whole) is slightly smaller, the ornament
similar but simpler, the number of concentric circles on the ringplate being reduced to an outer one of rope-pattern (without the
two plain rings enclosing it), and a single rope-pattern ring (without
the outer frame) surrounding the raised hole-edge. The ornament of
the loop-attachment is also different. With these mounts were
found the plates and end tang of a belt, two bronze buckles, fibula,
bone spindlewhorl with concentric circles incised, and small bronze
fragments.

ROMAN INTERMENTS AT BRETTENHAM.

In January, 1907, some labourers planting trees found
in Brettenham parish, but close to the boundary of
Bridgham, two human skulls, one of them accompanied
by the long bones, a spearhead and other fragments
of armour. They were about 18 inches below the surface in the sandy soil of an arable field. The spearhead is of iron, 16 inches in length, socketed, with an
iron rivet If inches from the base. The blade is long
and tapering, the widest part, Ii inches across, being
5 inches from the point. With it was what appeared to
be the skull part of a helmet, 6 inches in diameter, and
having round it a rim !in. wide, with four copper rivets,
to which a visor or other portion of the helmet may have
been fastened. On the top is an iron knob like that
on the lid of a kettle. It is without ornamentation, but
some pieces of brass were found with it which may
have belonged to it. With these were also a piece of
iron 5 inches long and tin. wide, probably part of a
sword or dagger, and a metal disc about the size of a
five-shilling piece, which may have been a shield-boss.
It was much corroded, and had on its back, not quite
in the centre, a square projection, like the head of a nail,
about a quarter of an inch long.
The spot may have been the site of a temporary or
permanent camp, as during the planting operations ashes,
bones, and pieces of pottery were discovered for some
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distance round. A piece of the pottery sent to Mr. Clarke
proved to be a typical sample of Samian ware with
animal ornamentation. Roman antiquities have been
found in abundance in the adjacent field, including
bronze fibula-, rings, keys, a thimble, a bead of blue
glass pottery, and coins of a dozen or more of the later
emperors from Vespasian on. A human skeleton was
also found in this field in 1905, standing upright in a
pocket of sand in the chalk.
PEDDAR'S WAY.

The discovery of this Roman interment throws valuable light on the problem of Peddar's Way. For this
spot is exactly on the line of Peddar's Way, though
here covered with trees, and occupies the verge of the
high land bordering the alluvium north of the river Thet,
from which it is distant about 300 yards. It is also
50 yards north of the highway between Brettenham and
Bridgham, and three-quarters of a mile from the junction of the roads at the former place. While it has
always been suspected that the Romans utilised in
Peddar's Way a previously-existing track way, evidences
of their occupation are very rare along its course. The
various finds at this spot seem to indicate that, for a
time at least, there was a small Roman camp-though
no earthworks remain-guarding the ford of the river
Thet. For a mile northwards the old line of Peddar's
Way is the boundary of the parishes of Bridgham and
Brettenham, as it is south of the Thet and down to the
Little Ouse between the parishes of West Harling and
Rushford.
SKELETON IN ARMOUR FOUND NEAR THETFORD.

Another find of a human skeleton deserves to be
placed on record, though the circumstances are tantalizing. This was discovered in 1904 at Santon Farm,
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three miles west of Thetford, in light sandy soil, sloping
down to the Little Ouse. It was described as a skeleton
clad in armour. The armour was said to have been sold
to an agent of the Cambridge Museum of Archaeology,
but efforts to ascertain its present ownership have been
unsuccessful. Half a pail-full of fragments of the
armour not worth removal remain at the farm. They
are described as apparently of bronze, and covered with
verdigris, and, so far as can be judged, probably late
Keltic or Scandinavian.
NEOLITHIC FINDS.

Some nne hoards of Neolithic axes have also been
discovered, one of four axes in June, Igor, at Wellsnext-the-Sea. These axes are of chipped flint, ranging
in length from 6t to gt inches, and are now in the possession of Viscount Coke. A similar find of five chipped
axes was made at Whittingham in January, Ig07. These
show not the slightest sign of use, and are apparently
all made by the same hand. They vary in length from
6t to 9 inches long, and appear to have been deposited
where they were found immediately after manufacture,
and for some reason never removed. They are now in
the possession of Mr. Russell J. Colman. Only two
previous similar finds are known for Norfolk, one of
four polished axes found at Egmere in 1866, and another
of three axes, two of polished white flint, and one of
chipped black flint, found at Plegg Burgh about five
years ago. Both these latter finds are now in Norwich
Museum.
In February, Ig06, a Neolithic" pick" was discovered
in excavating for the foundations of the new Council
Schools at Heacham. It is IO! inches in length, triangular in section, and tapering from I t inches in width
at the base to slightly less than tin. at the point. At
the base end there is a piece of the original crust, 4! inches
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in length, suggesting that this so-called "pick" may
have been used as a dagger, and the rough surface left
to give a better hand-grip, especially as many undoubted
" picks" have been discovered made of the antlers of
deer. The Heacham "pick" is now in Norwich Museum.
The last implement to be recorded is a remarkable
one, found at Santon in Norfolk, now in the Cambridge
Museum of Archreology and Ethnology. It is a large
nodule of flint, weighing I9t lbs., carefully chipped into
an upstanding wedge-the shape of an ordinary core9.2 inches in height, and 5.8 inches across at the base. The
rounded point and the sides have been chamfered into
a sharp edge, and the shield-shaped base carefully
squared. The Annual Report suggests that this may
have been used for softening hides, as a similarly-shaped
instrument of iron is said to be still used for the purpDse in some parts of England.
SOMERSET.

The Rev. C. W. Whistler, M.R.C.S., District Secretary,
writes : THE BATTLE BURIALS AT CANNINGTON PARK. '

ON the completion of the first fortnight's work at the
Wick Barrow, in April, 1907, Mr. A. F. Major and myself, with the assistance of the Rev. M. K. Warren and
Mr. C. Bazell, opened up a section of the burial trench
which apparently was the outermost of the series crossing
the headland above the quarry, whose workings are
rapidly destroying all evidence of the great slaughter
which took place under the walls of the camp. We
were fortunate in securing the presence of T. Paul,
the foreman excavator from the Glastonbury village,
who had been with us at Wick, and Mr. St. George Gray
was present for part of the time.
1 SMa-BoOK, vol. 11., pt. ii., pp. 165-6, 174-5; vol. IV., pt. i, p. 22 ;
vol. V., pt. i., p. 47.
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This outermost trench was remarkable, as it yielded
evidence of a very suggestive type which is fully consonant with the result of a Danish landing and raid.
There had evidently been a massacre of a ruthless description, whether of villagers or of the followers of
the invaders, and its victims had been interred hastily
with the fallen of the battle-field.
The trench, like those parallel with it, was about five
feet in width on the surface, and narrowed to three feet
at its extreme depth, which was on an average three feet
six inches below the present surface of the ground. It,
like the others visible ten years ago, was continuous in
a north and south direction from the face of the quarry,
where the southern end had been destroyed, to an old
excavation twenty yards to the north, which had removed
its northern end. Ten years ago, when I first investigated
these trenches, there were eight or ten of them evident
at the heading of the quarry. The surface of the grass
field shows a slight depression and darkening of the
herbage along the length of the trenches. There is about
ten inches to a foot of turf above them, and their depth
has been determined by the proximity of the limestone
rock to the surface. They have been filled with broken
surface stone for the most part, some of the blocks being
of considerable size, and the V-shaped outline of the
trenches is very evident on the face of the quarry where
the headings have been removed.
At one place the quarry-men opened out a pit, apparently due to the character of the ground and rock, in
which the skeletons had been huddled. During this
excavation we uncovered six skeletons in all. Two of
these were of men, and lay across the trench, one on
the other. Three feet from them to the south was the
skeleton of a very aged individual, and of a child of
not more than seven. The next skeleton to the south
was fragmentary. The next again was of a man, in
fair preservation, but the cranium was too soft for
restoration. With this last, however, we found the only
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pottery which, so far as I can learn, has ever been discovered here. In consisted of a sherd of food vessel,
which was pronounced by Mr. St. George Gray to be
much later than Roman date, and probably Saxon. A
further search by Mr. C. Bazell resulted in the discovery
of more sherds of the same vessel, of which about twothirds remain. It is of a make which is not incompatible
with the traditional date of the interments, about the
end of the ninth century.'
The skeletons lie across the trench with the heads to
the west, in what would be an extended position but
for the narrowness of the excavation, which has caused
them to be slightly higher at head and foot than at the
pelvis, though by no means in a seated position. The
superposition of bodies has occurred frequently in the
same way, as already recorded.
These skeletons were in a far worse state of preservation than most of the previously disturbed remains, some
of which have been remarkable for their strength and
thickness. The indications seem to point to the fact that
this outside trench was used after the interment of the
warriors for the disposal of less conspicuous victims of
the strife.
The only weapon known to have been found with
these interments was part of what was supposed to be
an iron spear-head. Efforts to trace this have, unfortunately, been unsuccessful. It was given to Mr. W. ].
Ruscombe Poole some five and twenty years ago by a
1 Mr. H. St. George Gray writes :-" The fragments of pottery in
Taunton Museum found with the battle-burials at Cannington Park
Quarry are of the following description. They are of dark blackishbrown colour, sometimes with a terra-cotta outer face; the thickness of
the ware averages l .. in. ; hand made, with a rather uneven surface. The
clay, as is the case with most early pottery, contains a large proportion
of quartz sand, with much larger grains of quartz less frequently. On
the largest piece on the outer surface there are many almost horizontal
striations, which, however, do not run quite parallel to one another.
Such striations are often seen on post-Roman pottery, and frequently on
Norman and pre-Norman ware of rough manufacture."
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quarryman, but he cannot now say to whom he passed
it on.'
THE ATHELNEY CAMPAIGN.
A tradition recovered during the past year by the Rev.
W. Gresswell should be put on record, as it may have
a definite significance. During an investigation of the
remains of the ancient earthworks at Downend, on the
banks of the river Parrett, where a loop of the tidal
water once ran immediately under the terminal rise of
the Polden Hills, he was interrogating an old labourer
as to the ancient course of the river, and incidentally
asked him if he had ever heard what the" camp" was
made for. The old man answered that he had always
heard that .. they came to fight here from Athelney."
The man was quite illiterate, and the tradition is certainly not based on any theory as to the use of the earthworks, as no suggestion that they may have been connected with Alfred's campaign has ever been publicly
mooted in the district. Unfortunately, the railway, a
canal, and the quarries on the hillside have destroyed
the greater part of what has been a strong camp, but it
may be hoped that some exploration will be undertaken,
under proper supervision.
THE .. WILD HUNT" AT CANNINGTON, SOMERSET.
In the SAGA-BoOK, vol. V, part I., p. 145, the persistent Odinic traditions attaching to the hill fort between
Cannington and Combwich have been recorded. A later
addition to the collection refers to the hill which lies
between the camp and the village of Cannington itself.
The road crossing this hill is known as "Rodway," and
the usual off-hand explanation of the name is that it
simply means roadway. That possibly a "Rood" stood
1 Mr. Poole informed me, when I met him at Wick Mound last summer,
that this weapon was found sticking out of the side of an excavation. He
described it as exactly resembling the flat spike at the end of a fishingrod, and thought it might have been the broken-off point of a spear-

head.i--En.
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there for the benefit of seafarers entering or leaving the
little port of Combwich has been suggested as a derivation also. The Vicar of Cannington, however (a newcomer), has been told by the villagers that there was
once a cross set at the top of the hill « to prevent the
Devil's Hunt crossing it to the village."I have no
doubt that this is a genuine tradition, and that such a
" Rood 11 did exist. Its erection would once have been
the, so to speak, obvious precaution to take against what
is even now a terror. Indeed, I suggested the possibility
of a cross having been set up here for such a purpose
in a District Report given in the SAGA-BoOK, Vol, I1.,
part 1., p. So, though at that time I had not heard of the
tradition now recorded.
SOMERSET VARIANT OF A PLAYING SONG, WITH POSSIBLE
HISTORICAL ORIGIN.
I am indebted to Mr. Cecil J. Sharp for a very remarkable version of a children's playing song, collected by
him from school children at Maesbury, and by Miss K.
Sorby from others at F iddington and North Petherton,
all in Somerset, but widely separated, the first village
being on the Mendips, and the last being in the Quantock district. The game is played by two opposing
groups of children, who advance and retreat alternately,
either side singing a verse as it advances, as question
and answer:A.

"Have you any bread and wine
For we are the English?
Have you any bread and wine
For we are the English soldiers? "

B.

"Yes
For
Yes
For

A.

"Then we will have one cup full
For we are the English.. "&c.
., No you shan't have one cup full
For we are the Romans. . . " &c.

II.

we
we
we
we

have some bread and wine
are the Romans.
have some bread and wine
are the Roman soldiers."
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So through two and three cups, which are refused by
the Romans. Then the English party sing as before:A.
B.

"Then we will tell the Prince of Wales," &c.
"We don't care for the Prince of Wales," &c.

A.
B.

"Then we will tell the highest priest," &c.
"We don't care for the highest priest,': &c.

A.

"Are you ready for a ring? " &c.
"Yes we're ready for a ring," &c.

B.
A.

" Are you ready for a fight,

B.

,. Yes we're ready for a fight," &c.

s,

&c.

Then there is a general scuffle and the game ends.
This is the Mendip version. The Quantock version
varies by the substitution of the Sergeant and the
Magistrate for those to whom appeal is to be made.
But it also varies the first request, a fter the query concerning bread and wine, toA.

. B.

"Will you give us some of yours," &c.
"No we won't give you any of ours," &c.

A Bridgwater variant, communicated by Miss Sorby,
gives an appeal to the "Pope of Rome" instead of to
the "Highest Priest." The latter is presumably the
earlier form, and the former would be a natural deduction from it, though the use of this variant would seem
to give at least a pre-Reformation date for the song as
at present sung. A further version from Stockland, collected by Mr. Sharp and myself, carries the appeal to the
ecclesiastical authorities still further, giving the impression that there has at one time been a sequence from the
"Highest Priest" downward. After the appeal to the
magistrate comes "Then we will tell the Church," followed by "Then we will tell the priest." To which the
answer is, "We don't care for your dirty old priest."
Occasionally the demand for" bread and wine" is made
by the" Romans," depending apparently on which group
commences the game.
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The tune in both cases is practically the same, and
is apparently a very slightly modified bugle-call, which
may, of course, be of extreme antiquity.
ROMAN

AND

ENGLiSH

SOLDIERS.

Under the title of "We are the Rovers," the game is
noted by Mrs. Gomme in several variants, but this version is entirely new, and as yet has received no comment.
The opposition of Roman and English soldiers is entirely unexpected, and the reference to "the Highest
Priest" is one which could not be other than traditional.
But there was an historic contest between Roman and
English for "bread and wine" (i.e., the Sacramental
elements), of which one is irresistibly reminded by the
song of the old game. This occurred in the year 616
A.D., on the death of Ethelbert of Kent, and his ally,
Sabert of Essex, when the two heathen sons of the latter
demanded from Mellitus, then bishop of London, .. that
white bread which you used to give to our father."
Mellitus of course refused unless they would receive
baptism, and in the end he was obliged to fly from England. The story may be read in Bede, "Ecclesiastical
History," Book 11., ch. 5, in full, and is practically the
history of the first actual clash between English
heathenry and Roman Christianity-a matter which must
have been reported far and wide.
At this time Laurentius, who had been a friend to both
Ethelbert and the father of the princes, was Archbishop
(highest Priest), and a reference to him by the aggrieved
D
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English warriors, who felt it as an indignity that the
common folk were given that which was denied to them,
would be quite possible. The reference of the dispute
to "the Prince of Wales" also seems to find its counterpart in the fact that Ethelbert had claimed the title of
"Bretwalda," and that Redwald of East AngIia, the
overlord of Essex, had succeeded to it. The coincidence
is remarkable, if nothing more, and I note it with Mr.
Sharp's full concurrence, after drawing his attention
to it.
In the variants given by Mrs. Gomme the "Rovers"
are substituted for the" Romans," and there is no mention
of any ecclesiastical authority.
This is so far only recorded from Somerset, and is of the highest significance
in its conjunction with bread and wine. The incident
recorded by Bede would be well known, and of the greatest
popular interest in the south, but as the song passed
northward to districts where the origin of the strife was
unknown, and therefore meaningless, a raiding motive,
and a request for ordinary hospitality, or possibly a suggestion of requisition by outlaws or Border raiders, would
easily be substituted. The question of the age of these
traditional games is still open, and of the greatest
interest; and I may be forgiven for recording this possible derivation of one without further comment.
1

I The" Romans" occur in several of Mrs. Gomme's variants and the
following analysis of them may be of interest :-Romans, bread and wine,
(cake in Berks.) and a refusal of it. occur in Hampshire, Berkshire, and
Sussex; Romans and bread and wine in Staffordshire and Northamptonshire; Romans only in Kent and Lancashire; bread and wine only in
Gloucestershire, Norfolk, Perthshire and Forfarshire. In variants from
Shropshire, Northumberland and Kirkcudbright wine only occurs. while
in Yorkshire (Earl's Heaton) beer or gin take the place of wine. Most
of the variants contain an appeal to magistrate, policeman, etc, but as
Mr. Whistler says, none refer to any ecclesiastical authority. Mrs.
Gomme thinks the game arose out of border warfare and that the refrain
which occurs instead of "Roman" and c, English" soldiers in four or
five versions m.ay be a ~urvival of some of the slogans or family cries.
Mrs. Gomme gives the air, but not the text, of one Somerset variant (from
Bath). The air differs from the one recorded by Mr. Whistler.-ED.
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YORK.
Dr, G, A Auden, D Istrict Secreta ry. York. sends the
following account o f
A \'IKI :-':G SHIl' 0 :-.: ,\ CHCRrH

Dooa.'

The vessel in quest ion is rep resented in ironwork upon

" .\11; P<~ ' " WIT'I "'SC I""'T IR O"'W O. .';. AT ~ T1L U "''' .L U; T

C IIV IlC H. YOIlJo:SOIlRII.

I'roa ' • " bocootrapb by Or . G . .... louden.

the oak door o f the Church o f Srillingflec r. York shi re.
a small village sit na te II po n the F leet, seven mi les south
1 T he illustrati ons fro m p hotog ra p hs by Dr. Aud en are rep rod uced by
th" kin d permissi on o f th e E d it or a nd Pu blisber s (Messrs . Bemrose and
So ns) o f " The Reliq ua ry," in whic h Ihey a ppe ued in April, 1907.

2-18
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o f Yor k This stream Rows into the OIiSC a short d is
ranee ahmc Rio-al l. the scene of the land ing- o f l larald
ll aurd rand c in ll )( )h, but is prohahly much s ilted up
sincl' the pre-Xortua n per-iod. The porch is s;tid hy :\Ir.
I1 0 d g-SOI I Fowler, 11I1dN whose c:tre the Ch urch h;ls been
restored, 10 dale fr om eire 1 q j , a nd there is 110 doubt
tha t the woodwork and ironwork are contempora ry. T he

l ' I ' j'KM I' ,IM 'I ' .... T il t :

l>,.,N

"",1''';

""T il TII K
l.>lI "OMl'll K TItKIol"

~ ll ' l'.

tiW.b Tl K .\

INn

. II.~.

ironwork ha s su ffered cons ide ra bly in the C( lI lfSC o f time ,
a nd there is evidence thai so me ha s enti rel y d isappea red .
Thus below the up per horizontal hinge pl ate within the
Cchingc there are sfil l frag-ments o f what a ppears to have
been originall y a \'cr y open interlacing pattern of iron
ribbons. T races o f thi s r-a n sti ll be seen in the shape of
raised contour lines 1I1 the woodwork where the 0;11.; ha s
been protected fro m weathering influences hy the over-
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lying iron. A similarly raised contour of crossing bands
can be distinctly made out below the medial interlacing
band, and it seems probable that the whole of the door
below the upper hinge was thus covered with iron bands,
which served the double purpose of adding ornament
and strength to the woodwork. This ironwork is strongly
Scandinavian in feeling, and is doubtless the work of
some local smith.' It may thus be regarded as representing a last dying protest of the native traditional
art against that of the alien conqueror whose stonemasons
carved the" Norman" porch with its bird-beak and dogtooth ornament and arch of five orders.
The following account, by the late ]. Romilly Allen,
F.S.A., Hon. Vice-President, is taken from the "Reliquary," Vol. XII., pp. 127-8;Midway between the upper and lower hinge-strap is a horizontal
baud of four-cord plait-work, executed in thick iron-wire; welded un
to the hinge-straps at the end next the hinges are crescent or
C-shaped bars to give the straps a firmer hold on the door and help
to keep the boards together. At the other end of the hinge-straps,
furthest away from the hinge, the bars are split up into three smaller
bars, only one of which uow remains and terminates in a beast's
head. The C-shaped bars of the hinge-straps also terminate in
beasts' heads. The portion of the door between the semi-circular
arch of the doorway and the upper hinge-strap has upon it (r) a
device composed of four fi eurs-de-Iys placed swastika fashion; (2) a
long boat or Viking ship; (3) two figures of men; (4) a device with a
trident at one end and a forked termination at the other; and (5)
the curved ends of some design which caonot now be made out.
The whole design of the ironwork on the Stillingfleet door is
intensely Scandinavian in character, more especially as regards the
swastika design and the zoomorphic terminations of the hinge-straps
and the stern of the long boat. Swastika designs of a very similar
character may be seen on the door of the church at Ver-as. Vestergotland," and the zoomorphic terminations may be compared with
those on the Runic monuments illustrated in J. Gioransoo 's "Bautil
det ar Svea ok Gotha Rikens Runstenar" (Stockholm, r750). It will
be noticed that the long boat is not steered with a rudder placed
1 The place name in Domesday is spelt II Steftingefled." Is it possible that this may
owe its origin to the Norse Ste(5L-flo'cr, "the stitby (or anvil) at the stream"?
At the time of the Conquest the two chief landowners were Grim and Ranchil; both
names betray their Scandinavian origin.
2 Oscar Montelius' II Sveriges Historia," Vol. 1.1 p. 481,
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at the stern of the vessel, but by a paddle at one side, as in the
sculpture on the walls of the Factor's Cave at East Wemyss,
Fifeshire.!

That the long-boat was originally represented as
manned by a crew can be made out by a fragment representing the head of one of them in the fore part of the
vessel, and by the rivet-hole of another still nearer the
prow.
The steerboard, or side rudder, which is so characteristic of the ships of this period (e.g., the Gokstad 2 and
Slagen 3 ships and those upon the Bayeux tapestries)
has of course given rise to the term" starboard" applied
to the right-hand side of a ship. Mr. Romilly Allen
added that the only other representation of a ship in
ironwork upon a Church door with which he was
acquainted is that at Stapleford, Kent.'
At Skipwith, five miles to the east, where there is an
extremely interesting stone of pre-Norman date, built
into the base of the Church tower, is another Church door
ornamented with early ironwork. This was thought by
Mr. Hodgson Fowler to be contemporary, and even by
the same smith as the Stillingfleet ironwork. There is,
however, nothing here suggestive of Scandinavian influence, and the whole tone of the ornamentation appears
to be later than that at Stillingfleet.
See The Reliquary for 1906, p. 46
See Nicolaysen " Langskibet fra Gokstad."
3 See SAGA-BOOK, Vol. IV., figure 4. p. 63.
'Arch<eologia Cantiana, Vol. IX.• p. 191.

1
2

Christiania, 1882.
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SOUTH RONALD SHAY.
The Rev. Alexander Goodfellow, District Secretary,
writes : STONE CIST FOUND.

IN the end of August, as Mr. James Mackenzie was
digging for stones at the quarry of Howe, Herston, he
came upon a stone coffin with human remains, almost
a complete skeleton, with skull and teeth. The cist consisted of two large flag stones at each side, two on the
top, and one at each end, while the bottom was rock.
The length of this stone box was 6 feet, the width and
height were the same,
feet, while it was found about
4 feet below the surface. The body seems to have been
placed not longways, but crossways, in the coffin, as if half
doubled up. No backbone was discovered in this skeleton, as if it had mouldered before the rest, and the skull
was rather peculiar in shape. The set of teeth was
good, but the exposure to the air seemed to affect them
and the rest of the bones. No one ever expected to find
a grave here, as there is no tradition of any burial, but
the configuration of the ground is somewhat peculiar.
There are numerous knowes or barrows round about. A
great deal of quarrying has been carried on at this spot
in the past, as there are numerous holes, some of them
filled up, where the earth has been left undisturbed for
centuries. Mr. Cogle, Newbigging, pointed out this fact,
that none of the stones of this quarry have been used
to build houses in the district. Where have they been
taken to? This peculiar dark blue stone is found in
St. Magnus Cathedral. Kirkwall. Most likely, then, this
quarry of Howe, which is near Widewall Bay, was the
place where workmen, some 700 or 800 years ago, were
busy digging up this stone and shipping it on to Scapa,
for the building of the Cathedral. It is possible that
the person who was buried in the cist was one of the

2t
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workmen, perhaps an overseer, overtaken by d isease or
accident, and with reverent hands lai d to rest a fter the
above fashion. Such ca re ha d been taken of the bo dy
that it makes one thi nk that the erst contained no ord inary persoll.
STENNES S.
Xlr. ~ Ial{nus Spence, District Secreta ry, Deerness, sends
us a further report of the work being done on
THE: SU:\()]0;G ST00;ES,

VERY little was done during the summer of H; Oi by

"rill-:

K IJ "t;-I,~ ' CKI ~ " 1l

S TU " ': I" -THE

F r o'" a Ph o' ograph

h )'

~K "U G.\K

C IKI; U: , S TR" S R,'-' ,

Th oma' Spence .

way o f restoring- and preserving the Ci rcles an d Macs how at Stcuncss. T ha t little was really the outcome
o f discoveries o f the previous year, when so milch was
done to unearth hidden blo cks and leave t hem less assail ab le by water and fr ost On the :-J.\ \'. qu adrant o f
the ltrodga r CIrcle one uprig-ht had long- ag-o been
bro ken abo ut 3 or 4 feet fr om the g-rollnd. T he up per
port ion, probably 3 by 4 feet , had la in so lon g on the
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soft heath as to get quite buried beneath it. After it
was exposed in 1906, and wind and rain had washed
its surface, Mr. Omond, Savedale, Stenness, an observant farmer, noticed marks on it which he rightly conjectured were runes. Mr. Cursiter was communicated
with, and took a cast in July, 19°7, the result of which
is herewith reproduced. The part of the stone containing
the runes has been carefully set up with its back to
the part of its former self still standing, securely
cemented to it, and is now less liable to unnecessary
interference. It is of gray sandstone found in the district. All the standing stones in both circles, as well
as the building stones of Maeshowe, are of local sandstone.
The ill-shaped stone I mentioned in last report as
having been found .in the smaller Circle with one end
pointing to a socket, where no doubt an upright had at
one time been, has been erected in the place indicated. Its
end, we understand, suited the socket. \Ve have doubts as
to whether it is the genuine monolith. It looks such a
dwarf amid these huge monoliths. Sir V·/. Scott, who
visited this Circle, or semi-circle, before it was vandalized, makes the statement that none of the stones were
less than 12 feet above the ground. This one is about
feet. Mr. Cursiter considers it is the broken part
of the original stone, which is a likely explanation.

6t

Herr Magnus Olsen, Hon. Corresponding Member,
has kindly sent us a report on the newly discovered Runic
inscription, which is subjoined. The copy of the inscription
is from a tracing taken by Mr. J. W. Cursiter, F.S.A.,Scot.,
from a cast of the original, and Mr. Thomas Spence,
bookseller, of Kirkwall, has kindly taken photographs
of the stone in the position it now occupies, and of the
inscription itself, for comparison with the tracing, which
are here reproduced.

R UX IC INSC RI PT IO X FIWM TH E BRO DG AR C I RC LE, ST EXXESS.

From a trac ing b y

J. W . C ursiter , F .S.A., Scot ., and a Photogr a ph by T hom as S pen ce, Kirk wall.

A NEWLY DISCOVERED INSCRIPTION
IN CRYPT-H.UNES FROM THE BRODGAR
CIRCLE, STENNESS, ORKNEY.
By MAGNUS OLSEN, Han. Corresponding Member.

M

R . MAGNUS SPENCE in his District Report in
the present SAGA-BoOK has given us the first
information about a newly discovered Runic
inscription on one of the stones in the Brodgar Circle at
Stenness.! My present investigation of this inscription
is based upon a cast which I have had the opporl unity
of examining, as the Viking Club has kindly presented a
copy to the Museum of Antiquities in the University of
Christiania.
Seeing that in the following paper I attempt a reading
and interpretation of this Runic inscription, which in a
couple of places is not altogether plain, I do it with all
the reservations which must needs be made by one who
has not himself seen the inscription in the original.
The Brodgar inscription consists of five runes, of which
one is an ordinary rune, the other four on the contrary
being crypt-runes of the kind which, by reason of their
likeness to the branches of a tree, we are accustomed
to call" branch-runes."
" Branch-runes" are formed of an upright stem, to
1 L. Dietrichs-in in" Monumenta Orcadica," page 37 (Christiallia, 1906)
mentions some" unreadable marks" .. very similar to Runes;" which
he noticed on one of the Brodgar stones during his Slay in the Orkneys
some years ago. If this is not the same inscription as that mentioned by
Mr. Spence. we may perhaps hope to find yet more Runic inscriptions in
the Brodgar Circle.
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which are joined on both sides straight strokes, or
branches, which slant upwards. As the groundwork for
the reading of these runes there lies a division of the
Runic alphabet, the futhorc, into three groups or families
of respectively 6, 5, and 5 runes. The original rule is
that one reckons
as the rst group
f U P0 r k
h n i a s
as the 2nd"
as the 3rd"
t b m I y
But the reckoning likewise often runs
as the rst group
t b m I y
as the 2nd"
h n i a s
f u p0 r k
as the 3rd"
We find this last arrangement in the case of the two
other Runic inscriptions from Orkney (Maeshowe No.8
and No 18),1 where crypt-runes (branch-runes) occur.
Now in reading "branch-runes," the number of
branches on the one side of the stem (as a rule the side
which turns towards the commencement of the inscription)
denotes to which group the rune belongs, and the number
of branches on the other side of the stem (the side which
turns away from the commencement of the inscription)
shows srhat number the rune has in the group.
As already stated, the Runic alphabet contains three
groups and the greatest number of runes allowed in a
g-roup is six. Now since one of the branch-runes on the
Brodgar-stone (rune 3 from the right) has three branches
to the right and four to the left, it follows from this that
the branches to the left, which upon this rune number
more than three, must denote the number of the rune in
the group, whilst the branches to the right must be the
sign of the number of the group. Since the sign of the
group, according to a rule discovered by the Swedish
1 The Runic inscriptions in Maeshowe have been published by James
Farrer in his" Notice of Runic Inscriptions discovered during recent
excavations in the Orkneys," 1862.
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runologist, Professor Fr. Laffier;' must precede the sign
of the rune's place in the group, it follows from this that
the runes are to be read from right to left. So, just as in
the two inscriptions in Maeshowe already referred to,
t b m I y must in all probability be reckoned as the first
and f u»o r k as the third group.
We will now try to establish the reading of the sing-le
runes, beginning' with the comparatively low rune
furthest to the right, which I call rune I.
Rune I has undoubtedly low down on the stem a
branch to each side, also higher up a branch seems to go
out to each side: but these branches appear very faint
on the cast, and it seems to me not impossible on linguistic
grounds that the little branch up to the right, which
cannot be traced as going quite down to the stem, might
be interpreted as an accidental scratch without any
linguistic meaning.
Rune I becomes then
the znd rune of the znd group = N
(or the end rune of the r st group = B?)
Rune 2. To the right of the stem is an inequality in
the stone, which the rune-cutter (rune-rister) apparently
wished to avoid by writing the two branches of the rune
to the right comparatively high up. To the left the
rune has apparently three branches, the uppermost of
which is considerably shorter than the two lower.
It therefore becomes
the 3rd rune of the znd group
Rune 3 is certain:
the 4th rune of the 3rd group
0
Rune 4. From the form it might be natural to read
this rune as the ordinary rune
= U or, if a dot,
which appears between the main stem and the side-stem,
is not accidental, (as I however, am most disposed to
believe), we might read it as f.\, a sign for Y. But since
the side-stem is somewhat bent in the lower part, it is

n

1 "Nordiska st udier tillegnade A. Noreen," p. 199, Uppsala, 1904.
(Northern Studies dedicated to A. Noreen.j
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also possible that the rune may be R = R.1 Linguistic
grounds may perhaps decide which reading is right.
Rune 5 seems clearly to be
the and rune of the and group = N.
According to this, if the inscription is read from right
to left, and if as in the other inscriptions in crypt-runes
from Orkney, t b m I y is reckoned as the rst group
there comes out, as the nearest reading we can get,
N IOU N or N lOR N. But so far as I can see neither
of these gives any linguistic meaning.P If however, we
read Rune I as the end rune of the r st group = B,
the inscription becomes B lOR N, i.e., the Old Norse
personal name Bjorn, the same word as the name of the
animal, bjiirn, a bear. This gives an excellent meaning,
but, as already said, this reading is not free from doubt,
and I only venture to' propose it therefore with strict
reservations.
Below the name, which the inscription contains
If Rune 4 is R, it can be compared to the form which the rune R has
the word B R fliT in Maeshowe-inscription No. 13. to wit, this rune
also has a side-stem which is only very slightly bent inwards.
2 We get no useful meaning either if we reckon t b m I y or (with the
younger succession of m and 1) t b I my as the jrd group: N I M U N or
NIL U N (or N1M R N or NIL R N). A well-known Old Norse word
would, however, appear, if we read the inscription from left to right so
that the sign of the group came after the sign of the rune's number in
the group. According to this reading we should get N U MIN, the past
participle in the nominative, masc, or fem., singular or neuter plnral of
the verb, nema, to take (into possession). But such a word, which
according to its grammatical form must here be understood to signify
" the possession of" hringr, the (Brodgar) circle, steiun, the stone, jor'i5,
earth, real estate, or IOlld, land (it could scarcely be meant in the sense
of "lame," "impotent," used as a man's nickname) does not seem to
give any suitable meaning, and further, the reading N U MIN is at
variance with the rule found by Laffler for the interpretation of cryptrunes already referred to.
Nor have I succeeded in finding a Keltic personal name in N I M UN or
1

In

NU MIN (NULIN).
I must not omit to point out that N lOR N could be read as follows:
N, = a shortened way of writing a personal name beginning with N;
10= the Old Norse hjv, "hewed"; R N = the Old Norse run, "the
runes. ,. This explanation however, seems to me in the highest degree
unlikely.
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acco rdi ng to my th eo ry , a cross is in scribed , o f which t he
right arm ends aga in in a cros s. I n like ma nne r th e
"I aeshowe-inscr iption No. I I is s urro unded by 6 crosses,
and righ t in the middle o f t hat in scriptio n between th e
t wo lines there is a lso placed a cross.
Accord ing to th e view of th e old Nor t hla nde rs r unes
of th emselves possessed a st ro ng, supern a t ural, magical
power. Th ey though t t hat th at power co uld be inc rease d
by writing cryp t-runes ins tead of ordinary r unes, a nd it
was yet furt he r st rengt hened by th e addition of th e holy
sig-n of th e cross. W hen th erefor e we find , accordi ng to
my inter pre ta tion , th e na me B lOll N written on t he
Hrodgar s tone i n cryp t-runes over a cross, t he intent ion
clearly was to inv oke st ron g and holy influences on beh alf
of t his B i 0 r n . It is not necessary to imagine t hat a
man of t he name o f B i 0 r n l ies b ur ied in t he ne igh bourhood of t he stone o n whi ch t his na me is in scribed, any
more th an th e ~ I a e s h o w e- i n script i on No. 11 is 10 be
underst ood as a memorial -insc ription to a dead man .
B i 0 r n him self may have inscribed his name 0 11 th e
B rodg ar-s ton e on hi s own behalf.
There must be a defi nit e reason why o nly R une 4, R:,
is writ ten as an ordi na ry rune. \Ve should expect to find
here also a bra nch -ru ne- wit h 3 bra nches to t he right
a nd 5 bran ch es to t he left, since R: is th e 5t h rune of t he
j rd group. But it woul d have been ra t h er t rou blesome
to cut suc h a br a nch-rune with S bra nc hes in all, a nd t he
rune-cut ter to s pare himself pai ns may well have written
an ord inary ru ne here, in s tead of a bra nc h -rune. T he
ground-wor k of thi s explanation does not hold good if
R une -I sho uld be read as U ; because t he latter, which
is t he and ru ne of th e group, wou ld only hav e had 5
branche s in a ll, if it had been written as a branch -ru ne.
I find in th is fact anot he r argume nt in favo ur of my
read ing of R une -I as R: (not U).I
1 W ith the Iact tbat Run .. 4 tllrn~ to the ril(ht, whi l.t the inscripttou in
il! ent irety mu ,t be read from ri gh t to left. "e ca rl compare th e airntla r
re lati o nshi p of maDy ru nes ill lI-Iae showe·inscr ip tio ll, ); 0. 14 .
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The newly discovered inscription from the Brodgar
Circle, Stenness, is specially of importance because it
gives us another example from Orkney of the use of
crypt-runes (branch-runes). The other examples besides
this are found, as already stated, in the two inscriptions
in Maeshowe, No.8 and No. 18. The first of these was
inscribed by a man of the name of JErlingr, the other
was probably written, as I have tried to show, in "Three
Runic I nscriptions from Orkney," 1 by the same man
(Tryggr) as the Maeshowe-inscriptions No. 16 and No.
18. Trygg's three inscriptions show very special points
of agreement with the most remarkable Runic inscription
in the North, the inscription at R6k in East Gothland,
Sweden, which dates from the middle of the ninth
cent ury and in many portions of which crypt-runes are
also used. For the crypt-runes of the Rok-inscription,
just as in the Maeshowe-inscriptions No.8 and No. 18,
and in the Brodgar-inscription, f u po r k must be read
as the 3rd (not as the rst) group.
The two crypt-rune inscriptions in Maeshowe referred
to must be read from left to right, whilst the crypt-runes
in the Brodgar-inscription go in the opposite direction.
In this the latter inscription agrees with the crypt-runes
on the Rok-stone,
The man who inscribed the runes on the Brodgar
stone in all probability had his home in Orkney. The
Maeshowe-inscriptions too, taken in bulk and as a whole,
seem to have been inscribed by Orkneymen. This is
certainly the case with the three inscriptions which were
written by Tryggr, (Nos. 18, 16 and 22) because he calls
himself" the greatest master of runes west o'er the sea."
The date of the Brodgar inscription cannot be determined definitely. It belongs most probably to the r ath
century, to which period the Runic inscriptions in
Maeshowe are generally referred.
1 Christiania Videnskabs-Selskabs Forhandlinger for 1903, No. ro.
(Transactions of the Scientific Society of Christiania.)
E
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ICELAND.
Dr. Jon Ste fan sson. Distr ict Secret ary, writes fr om
Copenh agen :I H AVE l itt le material for a District R eport this year.
Finnur J on sson an d Daniel Bruun have been d igging on
the s ite of the old tr ading-place and commercia l port,
Gasar, in E yjafjord, North Iceland. They found t races
of booths and of walls; hut no objects o f iron, gold or
silver were found , and th e res ults were co nsidered so mewha t disap point ing. Li tt le excava tion work has ever been
d one at Dingvel lir. Sy stemati c work would no d oubt
be some what costly, but ma ny objects must be hidden in
t he ear th covering' th e lava, wh ich is nowhe re deep down.
T he centre of li fe in Icelan d from A.D. 930 to 1800 is a
likely s pot for a rc heologic al find s.
I have nothing f urther to report as to the traces of
early Celt ic settlers in Icelan d men tioned in my last
re po rt (pag e 78), bu t I hope th a t later on E ina r
Benedik tsson, who, with B rynj6lf J onsson was engaged
in t he invest igation, will be ab le to furn ish furt he r details
for th e S AGA - BOOK .
A life-sized statue of Ing olf Arna rson, the first sett ler
in Icel and, hy the yo ung sculptor Einar Jons son , is now
being exhibited in Copenhagen. He is shown resting one
arm on his hig-h -seat pillar, which d rifted ashore at Reyk .
javlk . The sta tue ha s been set up in bronze at Reyk j avik.

)'I r. Svein bjern S veinbje msson , wh o was pr esen t in
Iceland last summer when the King visit ed the country,
a lso send s us the following account of
TH E R OYAL VI SiT TO I CELA~ Il"

visit t hat F rederik the Eig-hth, King- o f Denm ark,
pai d to Iceland in the summer of the year 1907 will long

T HE
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remain one of the most memorable events in the annals
of the country.
Great preparations had been made both in Reykjavik
and elsewhere to welcome His Majesty, his son Prince
Harald, the ministers of State, and the members of the
Danish Parliament.
The town had been gaily decorated, houses had been
built for refreshment and rest at the principal places
of interest, which had been selected as halting places
on the route by which the King was expected to travel,
while three banqueting halls had been erected, viz., at
Reykjavik, Thingvellir, and Geysir.
The King and his suite landed on the 30th of July.
The bright sunny weather made the capital of Iceland
look its very best, and a vast number of people had
gathered at the landing place to welcome His Majesty,
who was hailed with hearty cheers, while little girls
dressed in white waved the Danish flag to the strains
of the National Anthem.
After the usual presentations had taken place, the
King was conducted to the College, which had been.
fitted up as the royal residence during his stay in the
town.
In the afternoon the formal reception took place in
the Parliament House, a substantial and handsome stone
building near the centre of the town. After the first
part of a cantata, specially composed for the occasion,'
had been sung, the Icelandic minister of State, Hannes
Hafstein, bade the King welcome in an eloquent speech,
to which His Majesty replied in most appropriate terms,
expressing the great pleasure it gave him to be welcomed
by his faithful Icelandic subjects.
On the following day the King entertained a large
number of guests at "Dejeuner," and later on signed
three important bills, dealing with Exports, Customs
duties, and Fisheries.
At a banquet in the evening he intimated that he had
1

By Mr. Sveinbjdrn Sveinbjernsson himself.c--En.
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appointed a Commission to consider the best means by
which Icelandic interests could be furthered, conformably with the unity and the integrity of the kingdom.
On the znd of August, being the day appointed for
visiting the principal places of interest in the south of
the Island, the King rode, accompanied by a large cavalcade, to Thingvellir (Parliament Plain), a district re-·
nowned as the ancient seat of the legislative assembly,
and also for its wonderful natural phenomena, in the
form of rifts or fissures in the lava rock, called in Icelandic "gja."
. The largest of these is Almannagja, on the main road
to Thingvellir; it is specially striking when approached
from Reykjavik, as the existence of the fissure is not
even suspected by the traveller until he actually reaches
the edge, where by stair-like ledges the road leads down
to the bottom of the chasm. Here a large number of
people had assembled to welcome the King to a spot,
sacred to them by historical associations.
On the following day, after some of the marvellous
fissures in the neighbourhood had been inspected, the
King went to "L0gberg" (the Law Hill), where, in an
impressive speech, he expressed his conviction that the
feeling of brotherhood between the Danes and the Icelanders would grow year by year in strength, and lead
to the happiest issues for the nation. The speech was
received with the greatest enthusiasm, and was followed
by others expressive of similar sentiments.
A wrestling match, which took place later, to show the
Danish guests one of the surviving national sports,
evoked the keenest interest, and in a dance, held subsequently in the open air, His Majesty graciously took
part with apparent enjoyment. His frank kindliness on
this and similar occasions did much to remove any feeling of restraint or shyness in the presence of royalty,
and has gained him great popularity among the Icelandic people.
On the 4th of August the King rode to Geysir, de-
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scribed in every book on Iceland as one of the marvel's
of the world. There are said to be twenty-four hot
springs in the district, of which the Great Geysir is the
largest; some of these are mere funnels, emitting vapour
from the boiling water, as it rises and falls, producing
the most weird gurgling sounds; others are beautiful
natural fountains, throwing up columns of water and
steam to a great height, preceded by subterranean rumblings, which sound like distant thunder. We were indeed most fortunate in seeing the Great Geysir perform;
whether he wanted to show his appreciation of the royal
visit, or did not want to retain the soap, with which
he had been previously fed, is open to question.
Gullfoss (the golden waterfall), one of the loveliest
falls in existence, was our next halting place; viewed
from different positions it revealed ever varying beauties,
while a brilliant rainbow lent an additional charm to
the scene.
Next day the King inspected two bridges; both
appeared substantial structures; and to those whose
memory of Iceland can carry them back thirty years,
they testify to the immense progress made by the country from that time, when few roads and no bridges
worthy of the name existed.
After the King's return to Reykjavik two balls were
given, the first by the town, and the second by His
Majesty.
On the 9th of August the King left the capital to
visit the other chief towns along the coast.
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WESTERN NORWAY.
Dr. Haakon Schetelig, District Secretary, sends the
following: DISCOVERY OF A "KITCHEN-MIDDEN."

A discovery concerning the Stone Age, and perhaps
the most remarkable which has ever occurred in Norway,
has been made this year at Viste, in the district of
Ryfylke (environs of Stavanger). The site was examined by Mr. A. W. Bragger of Kristiania, who is now
describing the finds for publication. The spot had been
a dwelling-place, and was marked by a shell-mound,
of exactly the same character as the renowned Danish
finds of this sort. It was situated close to a steep and
overhanging rock, which formed a shelter for the place,
but was not a cave properly so-called. The heap of shells,
bones, etc., was considerable, and contained several antiquities of stone and bone, the forms of which perfectly
correspond to the types of the " Kjekkenrnaddings " of
Denmark. Mr. Brogger has kindly informed me that the
find, undoubtedly, is to be referred to the same period
as the said Danish finds. It is the first proof that this
primitive civilization, the dawn of the neolithic period
of Scandinavia-and, indeed, of al1 Western Europespread as far north as to the inhospitable coasts of Norway. Thus the late discovery at Viste opens before us
a hitherto unknown chapter of the history of this country. As I have remarked in a previous report, Mr. A. W.
Bmgger has previously suggested some years ago that
this civilization was to be traced in some rather poor
dwelling-places along the coasts of Norway. But the
proofs were then not certain, and the inventory of the
places then known differed considerably from their presumed prototype in Denmark. The late find has left
no doubt, and may be recorded as an event in N orwegi~n archa-ology, Next year, when Mr. Brogger has
pubhshe~ hl~ account, I hope to have the opportunity
of ~nsert111~ 111 the SAGA-BOOK a more complete survey
of It than IS now possible.
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S TONE AGE OF WE STERX XORWAY.

A rema rkable review o f the Ston e Age of W este rn
Norwa y was pub lished by Mr. A W. B rugge r at th e
beginning o f thi s year.' T hough I canno t at all poi nts
agree with the aut ho r, I fmd th e paper o f great merit.
By its excell en t arrangemen t o f the materia l it has
cleared t he way fo r fu ture investigato rs; it may be
recommended to all st udents o f No rwegian arche-ology
who can read our language.
D ISCOVF.RY OF A DWELLI NG OF 'THE MlDllLE IRO!\! AGE.

An importa nt find, belonging to the ~l i f.:ra t ion Period
(mid d le par t o f the Iron Age), was made in j tidercn during
my exca vati ons there, und ertak en for the Bergen Museum.
The di st rict j aderen is rich in rema ins o f the prehistoric
period, and has yielded many o f the most import ant
documents for t he stud y o f ancien t Norway. \\'1" have
known for many years th at t r aces of old houses and
farms existed in j adercn in localities which arc now not
cultivated . :\l r. Hil liesen. o f the St av ung ce vl useurn . has
publis hed d iag rams o f some o f these forgott en fa rms,
dating back, most probabl y, to the Vik ing Age. Th is
summer I came across th ree ho use-grounds on the moors
at Avestad . above Vig restad railway sta tion, in the
southern pa rt o f j aderen. They had it much more
ancient a ppearance th an t he said houses o f the Viking
Age, and from the exca vation they proved to he some
three cent uries older, d ating f rom the earlie r ha lf o f the
Xligrut ion Period . E ach house consis ted of one oblong
room; the wall s seem to have bee n mere heaps of
stones and eart h, with no t races o f a regular st ruct ure ;
they th us required an inte rio r struct ure o f wooden bea ms.
or plan ks. o f which no t races were now to be found.
The roo f had rested lipa n beam s set u pr i ~h t , which had
left d ist inct holes in th e day flool' ; the}' were ar ranged
in ro ws regul arly along each wall at a distance of
I " Norges Ves lla nds Stenalde r. "
M useum s Aarbog. 1<,107.

By A. W . Brltgger, in Ber gens
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m. f rom the wall. Of the roof itself nothing
was left but a great qua ntity o f bi rch -bark, found in
the interior o f one o f the houses. T he firep la ces were
paved depression s in the mid dle o f the 8 00r, but fires
had been made also a t man y d ifferen t places in the
roo m.
The hou ses were. as wou ld be ex pecte d, vcr y poor in
a ntiquities ; so me comp lete and ma ny fr'l g'mcnta ry
earthen wa re conki ng po ts were found , a nd so me g rind ing
stones.
T his is the first d iscover y o f this type o f house in
Xorway: in Sweden they arc well know n in Gotl and.
O land a nd U ppland.
0.&>- 1

STA ~D1 SG S TOSE W ITH FIGL'RE Of

.-\ SHU'.

A curio us d iscove ry was made last ye ar by the Prvpriet or of the farm Au streim, a t G lop pen, in Nord fj ord .
One day he fancied he could see a d ra wing o f a ship
up on the plain surface o f a well -k nown s ta nd ing sto ne
close to his gar den wall . T he ship was vis ib le only in
good sunl ight between 5 and 6 p.m. in s limmer. By
it minute exa m ina tion of the ston e, I found t hat the
ohscrva tion was correct, a nd la ter I pub lished a n account
of the stone in the Berg ens )l useulUs A arbog, 190i.
with illustra tion s.'
Representa tio ns o f shi ps a re p redominant a mong the
sculptured stones o f Got la nd: a drawing o f it ship is
found a lso upon a stone in Uppland, the I Hi.ggebyston e (now in St ockholm). which :\Ir. Arne has dated
t o the sixt h century-e-rnes t probably the Austreim sto ne
IS earli er th an the V iking Age.
A ccording to current
opinion s 31lHlUg Scandinavian a rche ologists . the ship
representa tions upon such monuments have sp rung f rom
those rcliei ou s ideas tha t during the Viking ,\ g-c fo und
a typi cal expression in the shi p -buria ls. It is cha racteristic in th is connection th at the Au streim stone, the first
I By th e kind
pe rm iss ion of Her r J e n$ H olrnboe, Direc tor of
the Der.il"'n MUs<'! um , we a re pe rmi tt ed to re prod uce th ese ilIustra.
t lons.c-- E u,

THE AUSTREIM STONE, GLOPPEN, NORDFJORD, NORWAy.

From Bergens Museums Aarbog, "907.

--

_1lI11!~
THE SHIP FIGURE ON THE AUSTREIM STONE.

From Bergens Museums Aarbog, 1907·
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monume nt o f th is so rt d iscovered in N orway, IS fou nd
in a d istri ct especiall y rich in ship -burial s ; a t ypica l
boa t-g ra ve wa s discovered by Dr. Gust afson in t he very
neighbourhood o f the stone.
CUR IOUS F IZ'OO OF A R U:\IC IXSCRIPT IO:i.

A ru nic inscri pt ion. one of the ol dest k nown . d at ing
from th e f ourth cent ury, has just been d iscove red in a
very curio us ma nner. I t is eng ra ved up on a sma ll hone
implemen t f ound in a cine ra ry urn from Fl ok sa nd , in
the parish o f Al versund in Nordhordla nd. T his urn has
been in the Bergen Muse um for abo ut fi ft y yea rs. but
the co nten ts o f it ha ve only recen t ly been thoro ughly
exami ned . when t he implement wit h t he inscr ipt ion was
di scovered. I ho pe to be a ble to report fully on the
di scovery a nother year.
"N"ORGES O W Tl D." BY G .... BRtt:L G l:STAFSOi'i".

I cannot conr-l udc with out ca ll ing a tt ent ion to the
pub lica t ion o f Pro fessor G ust a f son 's valuable wor k o n
the antiq uities o f Norway. alt ho ug h it has already rc,
ccived som e notic e in the SAGA-B ooK . l In this book the
a ut ho r d oes not. in deed . d iscuss the obsc ure pro blem s
o f pa st t imes ; but he ~ i \·es a wealth o f rel ia ble facts
a nd o f good illu stration s. thc whole arran ged in a vcry
clear and in tell igi ble way. H is wo rk will be tit, ind ispensable ha ndbook for ,.11 students o f thc arche-ology
o f N orway , a com plet e account o f wha t is now kn own
respecti ng these matters. With twenty -five yea rs' cxpc riern-e in d igg ing s a nd in museum -w ork. the a uth o r is
undoub ted ly at prese nt the on ly man able t o write a
book o f this sort , d eal ing- eq ua lly with a ll br an ches of
the g reat materia l. a nd a lways pointing o ut the coherence
o f the d evel opment t hro ugh d i ffe rent ages.
li e has
g i\·en the h istory o f earl y civ ifixat ion in Norway, a nd
filled up a sensible ~a p in th e scient ific litera tu re of
t he co unt ry.
' See pa ri i . pp. 189-190.
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L E G E ND OF S H E T LA N D F rWM
F L J CJTSD iELA SA GA .'
a- l' ~ o f~ sSO Il W . G , CO L L l :i:G WO O D. M .A., F.S.A. ,
President, 1<)05-7.

T

H E Yule -t ide t alc here transl ated has a special
interest beca use t he scene o f the sto ry is la id in
Shct innd. No t only that, bu t it appears to be a
\ llCCC o f Celti c folk -lore tr an splanted into Iceland, and
goTa fled ill a cu rio us way u pon matter otherwise histoncal. T he step between fa ct an d fiction is ofle n vcry
short, but it is not o f ten so bold ly tak en as in this
instan ce, where the Simp le traditions o f a rea l fami ly
hav e been adorned by a late r scr ibe wit h a n ep isode
from fai ry la nd.
T he Gr ea ter F ljotsda-la Saga, or stOTY of the son s of
Drop lnutz. was ed ited by D r. K rist ia n K aalund in 1883.
an d <Ij:::-a ill by Vul d ima r :\slllu ndarson in 18g6. (i udbran d Vig fusso n. in th e Proleg omen a to Sturl ung a Sa ga,
d ismissed it curtly as spur ious work : he said th at the
paper cop)' o f aho ut 1°5 0 (,\.:'L 55 1) in wh ich it exists
was fou nde d on t he text of ;\.:-,1. ' 32 (the sho rt, early
s<l ga ), am i fd led up fro m many SO llf( :CS . Conrad Maurer
also cal led it a Iubri rat ion o f the seventeenth century.
Dr. Ka nlun d thought t hat it was p ut t ogelh '~r in the
earlicr part o f the sixtec ut h, while Vrrldimu r Asmn udar.
son ass igns it to the fifteent h. or hue in the four teenth
centu ry. ,\ t a ny rate it is la te a nd no t a ut he ntic.
The ge nuine saga o f whic h this is a fa nci ful en large.
mcnt is one o f the oldes t. T he l\IS. is of the t hirteenth
1 T h is pa per has a lso bee n prin ted in
ror Ap ril a nd J ul}", 1907.
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rentur y (A. ~t. 132), and f rom the mention of the a uthor ,
a uniqu e instance in sagas, it can be dated ear ly in th e
twelft h centu ry (Vig fusson. op. (i / o lxviii), It tell s th e
story of the sons o f D ropl aug in what Vig flisson
called .. the uncou th . broken style o f earl y Iceland ic
prose." It gi ves a tota lly d ifferent acco unt o f the birth
and wedding o f Dropl aug fr om t hat give» in t he longer
and later saga. She was rea lly no fa iry -tale heroine,
but th e daughter o f Thorgrim of Gi l in j okul sd al :
though in ou r legen d she is ma de the d aughter of an
earl of Shetland . bo rn abou t 93-, ca rried off by a giant.
and rescued by th e Iceland er who ,became her husband .
About such a legend one can not hel p ask ing' how it
could have come into t he story.
Not that t here were no g iants in Iceland. Mr. Craigie.
in h is collection o f Scandinavian F olk -lore (p. 57) tell s
( from J on Amason ) o f a t roll in a cave amon g t be fell s
of Icela nd who was supposed to h ave charmed to him self a woman o f t he neighbo urhood. But as the Ireland ic saying, .. Then lau ghed the merman," can be
traced back to Irel and an d W ale s, so th e rescue o f a
lady fr om a giant's cave is al most comm on form in
Celtic my thology ; for example, the well -kn o w n adventure of K ing Art hur at Mont S t. Michel, an d the rescue,
Jixhts with g iants like Cuchu lla in' s battle with E chaid
Glas. All these go bac k, accord ing to one theory of
folk- lore, to the solar hero and h is visit to the underworld. But here we have the old tale new set; the sur roun d ings are purely Scandinavian ; She tl and and leelan d h ad been Norse for centuries when th is later sag;)
was written ; an d yet the legend bet rays its Vik ing Age
Celt ic origin by one cu rious touch. In describing the
gia nt's .. paws," the word ldmr, representing the Gaelic
word ltllllh. is used ( m sta nd ing for mh shows the early
date of t he loan} : and the on ly other use o f the word
in Iceland ic seem s to be in the E dd a.
The giant's name, however, is Scandin aviau -c-Ccitir.
In Engl and g iants ha d fore ign names, presum ably Celt ic
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in origin-Cormoran and Blunderbore and other strange
compounds, down to Davy Jones, who is obviously Celtic.
But in Norse countries even the .giants were naturalised;
Hallmund and Thorir of Grettis Saga were not known
as half-trolls by their names, and in Shetland Saxa of
Saxafjord, Herman of Hermaness, Siggeir of "Siggerhill benorth Colviedell" (Black and Thomas, "Folk-lore
of Orkney and Shetland," Folk-lore Society, xlix., p.
261) are Norse giants, while Cobbie Row in Orkney was
once plain, historical Kolbein Hruga. It is much as if
we should call the bugbears of our ancestors by such
familiar appellations as John Smith or Mr. Wilkinson;
indeed, even then there might be some hidden allusion
to Volund the smith and the Vilkinasaga; but these
Icelandic and Shetlandic supernaturals had quite forgotten their Celtic or Pictish origins.
Our legend has not survived in Shetland, but there
are, or were, the materials for it surviving. The fact
of a giant-lore has been noticed: another point of contact may be found in the very curious description of the
magic sword carried off by the Icelandic hero. It had
iron hilts, beautifully ornamented, but the blade was
green in colour and brown at the edges, without a fleck
of iron-rust-clearly a bronze sword. Such objects the
Northmen must have found in their howe-breaking exploits, though the saga says that our hero had never
seen such a weapon before, and it does not hint, even
by the description, that it was known to be of bronze.
But in 1876 a bronze .. trow's sword," long used for
magical purposes, and evidently from a grave in
Shetland, was presented to the Scottish National Museum
of Antiquities. It is described in the Proc. Soc. Ant.
Scot. (vol. xi., p. 471) as a small bronze knife or dagger
with tang, 4 inches in length, found at Nordhouse, Sulem,
Northmavine. So here we have the very thing surviving
.. in reduced circumstances," a minor example of the
class of article described in the saga.
Now a story containing this incident cannot be a
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real Icelandic story, for bronze swords are not found in
Iceland. But it might be a real Shetland story, for there
the bronze weapon was actually attributed to a troll.
Treasures in a giant's cave are common in fairy-tales,
but play an important part in this legend. The hero
found all sorts of Icelandic wares and linen, gold and
great riches; and the theory of the legend is that they
were the proceeds of the giant's raids on his neighbours
and from shipwrecks. His cave was a Davy Jones's
locker. In Shetland the howes were supposed to contain
great treasures, especially those of Trolhouland, near
Bigsetter Voe. The New Statistical Account interprets
th.: name as "the high land of the Trows 'i; and Hibbert's description (published 1812) gives the following
paragraph; " Several Shetlanders, among whom are warlocks and witches, have
enjoyed a communion with the guid folk, and by a special indulgence
have been transported in the air, whenever occasion served, from
one island to another. On their visits to Trolhouland or any other
knoll of a similar description they have been allowed to enter the
interior of the hill at one side and come out of it at the other; and
in this subterranean journey have been dazzled by the splendour
exhibited within the recesses through which they have passed.
They report that all the interior walls are adorned with gold and
silver, and that the domestic utensils of the place, peculiar to
Fairyland, resemble the strange implements that are sometimes
found lying abroad on the hills."

That is to say, objects of the prehistoric ages, found in
graves and sometimes loose in the soil, were explained
as dwarf-wrought or fairy implements; as indeed is well
known to all folk-lore students. Fairyland might be
almost described as the antiquarian museum, treated
poetically. Fairy-tales are to archeeology as alchemy and
astrology to chemistry and astronomy. But here again
we have distinct local colour in our legend, attributable
to Shetland, but not att~ibutable to an Icelandic origin.
Another important feature is the giant's bed in his
cave. It is represented as enormous every way, to suit
the size of the giant; but it is not impossible that it may

•
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have been suggested by the famous Dwarfie Stone of
Hoy, described and figured in full by Mr. A. W. Johnston
in the" Reliquary" for 1895. We know from the Latin
account, written by "Jo. Ben.," that so long ago as 1 529
this curious artificial dwelling or sepulchre, carved in
the solid rock was attributed to trows_H gigantes" is
his word, though the real scale of it is diminutive. Such
a story as he tells may have grown in the telling, and
passed from Orkney to Iceland by way of Shetland,
so coming into our legend. But as Mr. Johnston points
out to me, the real cave might be paralleled in Shetland
in the Orkneyrnan's cave (i.e., the Seal-man's, from Icelandic or kn, a seal), in which there are halls and cupboards enough to accommodate a real giant family, if
such tenants could be found. The giant in our story, however, was no seal-man, for he did not like wetting his feet.
The name of the place does not appear to survive.
The cave was Geitishellir, the crag which contained it
bore the name of Geitishamarr, and the mountain above
was Geitissulur, One would like to find a Gaitshellier
or Gateshammar on the map of Shetland, but it is no
great disappointment to fail in the search. In Orkney
there is Gaitnip, which Dr. J. Anderson (" Orkneyinga
Saga," p. 110) identifies with the Geitaberg of the Viking
Age, but this place has no claims to be the scene of our
story.
It will be news to students of history that Shetland
in the middle of the tenth century was ruled by an earl
named Bjorgolf, and he may well be considered as fictitious as Geitir the Giant. At the same time there must
have been local chiefs, concerning whom we know very
little. The curious point is that we have two distinct
stories about an actual Icelandic family, both containing
romances, and both giving the same set of names; but
the earlier saga has the corroboration of Landnamabok,
and its romance is not impossible; the later saga is, on
the face of it, fictitious, but drags in this legend which
evidently comes from Shetland.

A Legend 01 S hetland,
T he meeting -point of the two accounts is III the homestead of Ameida rstn dir. in E ast Icelan d . The place was
so ca lled. accord ing t o the fairy-tal e, fr om Aeneid of
Shetland . the mother o f the rescued Droplaug , whom
she accomp an ied to her new home. But in the earl ier
Dropl a ugarsona S aga {i.) and in L andnama (iv. 2) th e
orig in o f t he name is othe rwise told. Ketil, the son o f
T hid ran d i, trave ll ing east to Ja mtaland in Swede n, found
there a captive gi rl, Ameid. the d augh ter o f E arl Asbjorn
Skerj ablcsi (Skerryblaze), who had ru led the Hebrides
a fte r T r)"gg\'i and befo re Gut horm.' Ketil bo ug ht Aeneid
and married her. W hen they were in Vikin (south o f
Norway) she went as ho re to g ather nu ts, and f ound a
hoar d o f bur ied tr easure. With this they went to Iceland and built Arneid arsta dir. T heir SO il was T hidrandi,
father o f Ketil an d o f Thor vald , the husband o f D rop laug; about whom 0 0 st raog-e adventures are told . T he
real romance occurred in the previous ge neration, and
it may be no ted in pas sing t hat it was not witho ut con,
nection wit h Scotlan d , for Arneid was born in t he
Hebr id es.
The later sa ga makes this T horvald T h id ran d ason,
husband o f Drc pl aug. int o the hero o f the roman tic
episode. lie is described as very hand some, melan choly,
inoffensive. and t rust worthy. H is brother Ketil. bynamed Thrym (as his gr and father Ketil is by-named in
the earli er saga). was d ark and ug ly, but lordl y and
I Tb i~ T rYll"ll" ,·I, a na me wh ic b is merely a fa miliar for m o f SigtrYlIll:, is
made by 1'. ,\. ~f u nc h 10 be t be lint E a rl o f the He b rid es d te T Harald
Fairhair 's Kreat i" ,'asion (5H ., De t :-Ionke F olk! H is torie," I ., 1_, p. ~) ,
but one does no t see wha t h ls relat ions with ti:e lil Fb. tnef . ,"'bo a lso
ruled tbe IItbrid es a l that time, cculd have bee n, a nd Ib.. pa ssa ge! from
.. u ndn ;i.ma.-, a nd -. D roplaugar!Olla Sa ga " see m to bo: the only a u thor-itil .
for tbis 5<" ri~ of H eb ridea n ea rl. . G utho rm is ide nlilie.,t by :o.l unch
(ibi4, p, 507) with the so n o f Ea , l Si gurd o f Or kney, ...ho succeed ed b is
fath er, bu t died c h ildle ss a fte r a ypa r 's re ig n. T he st ory o f Arlleid ' s
yo uth , doubtle ss fo und ed on fac t, mus t d a le a bo ut Ihe e nd o f th e n inl h
cent ur y ; T ryg ( vi can not be the Iarher o f Kin g Ob J. for he was not in
the H eb rides u nli l lilty yu rs la ter ,

"
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imposing, and from an early age taciturn and cold. The
two brothers lived at N j ardvik, in Eastern Iceland.
There was little love between them. Ketil would have
his own way in everything. At last Thorvald asked for
his share of the goods that fell to him, and sold off
what he could get.
Then the saga goes on with the chapters which I have
translated in the following pages, and I may add that
the translation is as literal as I can make it.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

A ship arrived in the district of Flj6tsdal over against
the eastern fells at the place called Una6ss (the mouth
of the Selflj6t, halfway between Seydisfjord and Vopnafjord). Thorvald took his goods and joined that ship
and set forth. When they put out to sea they got unfavourable winds and tossed about all the summer long.
When summer was far spent they met foul weather and
a fierce storm, which drove them out of the high seas,
and brought them by night to Shetland. There was a
strong ebb-tide, and they sailed in among the breakers.
Their ship was broken to flinders, and everything they
had was lost, though the crew got ashore with their lives.
Among the rest Thorvald landed, with nothing but
the Iceland clothes he stood in. Not a scrap of his goods
washed up, except a big spear, which he rescued; and
though he waited for two nights on the beach, hoping
that some of his property would be saved, nothing of
any value was found. It was no good, he thought, to
sit there and starve; and so one. day he left the spot.
Shetland was then under the rule of an earl named
Bjorgolf, by that time an old man; and to his court
Thorvald determined to betake himself. He sat at the
door all night, and in the morning went before the earl.
Now this earl was greatly beloved of his people, and
yet he was sad. When Thorvald offered his greeting
the earl received him kindly, and asked who he was.
I am an Icelander," said Thorvald, a freedman, of
H

H
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no good family, new come from shipwreck, and penniless. Grant me, lord, shelter for the winter, for I would
fain abide with thee."
"It seems to me thou must need it," said the earl:
and when Thorvald asked for his place in hall, the earl
told him, "Sit on the lower bench, between the thralls
and the freemen; see that thou be no meddler, and be
pleasant in thy dealings with all men."
Thorvald went to his seat, and there he sat the winter
through. He did as the earl bade him, and was pleasant
with his bench-mates. In a while they would give him
a friendly answer, and many a question he asked them.
So the winter passed on toward Yule, and then the household folk became very downcast, and the earl was most
melancholy, although he had a young wife and two sons,
lads in years, but with a look of promise. One afternoon
Thorvald asked his neighbours what was the reason of
their heaviness. Nobody would tell him, and yet it was
now drawing on for Yule-tide.
Once, at night, the men who lay next Thorvald heard
him toss and shout in his sleeo : they wanted to
wake him, but the earl bade them let him dream his dream
out. When he awoke they asked what he had been
dreaming, but he would not tell.
Two nights before Yule he went up to the earl with
a fair and courteous greeting, and the earl answered
kindly. Said Thorvald, I have come here to ask what
no one else will tell me. I want to know the reason why
everybody here is dismal; for they enjoy neither sleep
nor food, and it makes me unhappy. You, of all here,
are most likely to tell me, I think, for you are the chief
of them all."
" There is no need for thee to pry," said the earl, " for
it is no matter of thine. Have nothing to do with it,
and no thanks for thy question. It is an idle curiosity
and quite useless. Indeed it would be right if it cost
thee something."
Thorvald said he would not have asked if he had
H
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kn own that it vexed h im. "Let me change the subject," he sai d, .. a nd as k you to red e my dream."
.. I am no man o f dreams," sa id the earl . .. I ca nno t
rede them, beca use r never talk o f such things. And
yet thou ma yst te ll me, if thou wisbest."
.. r thought," sai d T horvald, "that I was walking seawar d in th is sa me dress I wear every d a y. I t houg ht
the way was clear, an d I saw my pa th . I had my spea r
In my ha nd .
I thought t he f oresh ore was no t flooded ,
a nd I went out toward t he sea over great sa nds a t ebbtide. \ Vhen r had crossed the sands there was a g reen
CO\'e in f ront o f me, a nd 'when I went through the cle ft
o f the rocks g reat tan g les o f sea weed had g rown there.
Then shorewards an d upb a nk I saw a great height or
fell. In t he fell yond er were crags looking toward the
sea. a nd a g rea t high rock. And I thoug ht there were
sh all ows beyond, an d deep sea. T hen I ca me to grav elbed s, and walked a long them between the sea a nd the
rock. T hen in fr ont o f me wa s a g reat ca ve, and I went
into it. r sa w there a light burn ing, o f such a ki nd tha t
it t hrew no shad ows. I sa w a n iron pi lla r in t he cave,
sta nd ing up to the roo f, a nd to tha t pi lla r was tied a
gi rl. H er ha nds were fas tened behi nd her bac k. a nd her
hair was wound a bout the p ill a r. A chain o f iron was
round her ; there was a lock a t eac h end. an d she was
locked in with them. I thought I tr ied to set her free.
an d got the chain loose . I saw nothing there alive but
herself. I went ou t an d a way with her . I thought I
went out into t he sha llows and escaped. Then I thou ght
some living th ing was ch asin g me; it fr ightened me
dreadfully. We met , and I cannot remember which o f
us won -that mu st ha ve been when I sho uted in my
sleep. Then I awoke."
T he ea rl grew so red when he hear d the stor y that
he might a lmos t have bee n bled from one finger; he
swelled all over!
"Wonderful impudence," he crie d , " to t ell me you
d reamt what ) ' Oll have picked up by gos sip ing! It
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provokes me enough even if I see no tricks in it, for it
brings before me my daughter who is lost. I forbade all
to speak of it, and the man who told you ought to hear
of it to his cost."
"You shall know all, my lord," said Thorvald. "Not
one of your men has told me this story: it was shown
me in a dream. I will assure you of that as strongly as
you like."
The earl was silent, and after a while he answered,
"One of two things will happen to thee-either thou art
a foresighted man or thou wilt be a dead one ere long."
Thorvald answered, "I wanted you to tell me the
adventures that have befallen here in your homestead:
I think I know that much must have happened."
"Why not? " said the earl. "Beside my two boys
I had a daughter named Droplaug. They called her
well beseen; I loved her dearly. Last Yule she was lost.
A giant called Geitir took her. He has the lair where
you dreamt you went; it is called Geitir's Rock, and the
fell is called Geitir's Pillars. He is the cause of great
mischief; he maims both man and beast, and he is the
evillest wight in all Shetland. I have said I would give
her to the man, if any were so bold, who should rescue her."
Thorvald said he thought it unlikely that she could
be rescued.
" It was not my choice," said the earl, "that she went
into that peril. As you have chosen to meddle in the
matter, I think you ought to take the risk."
"I wish I had never asked about it," answered Thorvald, turning away and going to his seat.
After supper men went to their beds. When Thorvald
found that all were asleep, he rose and took his spear
in his hand. He crossed certain sands and aimed to the
north, much the same way that he had seen in his dream.
He went to the place where the green cove spread out,
and the cleft in the rocks, and the great tangle of seaweed: there before him lay the gravel-beds. He went
on to the place where the shallows were, and waded
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through them. At last he came to the spot he had seen
in his dream, and climbed up to the cave, and entered
it. He saw the light burning; on the further side he
saw a bed-place, much bigger than he had ever seen
such a thing before; and thought that although he lay
down in that bed with another man as big as himself,
and they spurned one another with the soles of their feet,
even then it would be quite long enough: and Thorvald
was a very tall man. This bed was no less in other ways:
it had hangings on one side only, and over it was a
broad velvet counterpane. The bolsters were huge, high
up above the bed.
Over it he saw a great sword hanging. He took it
down, and then followed a mighty fall of stones. The
sword was well fitted with its sheath; its pommel and
guard were of iron, most beautifully ornamented. He
drew the sword, and it was green in colour, but brown
at the edges; there were no flecks of rust on the sword.
He had never seen a weapon like it.
On the other side of the cave he saw a heap of goods,
all sorts of Iceland wares and linen, and many kinds
of gear be saw lying there and noted by their names.
There were all sorts of good things which were better
to have than to lack.
In the middle of the cave he saw an iron pillar, and
there, tied to it, a girl in that same plight he had seen
in his sleep. She sat in a red kirtle; and so fair as she
had seemed to him in his dream, now he thought her
much fairer. He went up to her, and she greeted him.
He answered courteously, and asked who she was. She
told him that her name was Droplaug, and that she was
the daughter of Earl Bjorg6lf; but said he must not
talk much with her.
"Thou art in great danger of thy life," she said, for
thou art in worse case than thou thinkest. The master
of this place is a giant so big that no other like him
can be found. I am fast prisoner here," she said, "but
thou mayest get away from me."
.J
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He said she must go with him. She said she could
(lOt.
"He is a much bigger giant than men-kind can raise
shield against. He will be coming home soon, because
he goes out of nights to plunder, and ties me to the
pillar while he is away; but by day he lies in his bed
and plays with me, throwing me from hand to hand
and catching me. And then when he wants to sleep
he gives me gold and treasures for toys. He gives me
nothing to eat that I do not like, and never a whit does
he think of ill-treating me as he might."
Thorvald answered. "Both of us shall go hence, or
neither! "
He drew the sword and hewed the iron fetters off her,
and it bit so well that forthwith they fell asunder. Then
he led her out of the cave; he took no goods away but
the sword.
So they went out over the gravel-beds and through
the shallows. He found that her strength was failing,
for she was overtired; and he took her up in his arms
and waded into the shoal water, which now seemingly
was deeper than before because the tide was flowing
strongly. He found that a little upwards in the rocks
over against him there was a notch, like as if a quarry
had been cut there; but he did not go to it. He saw
the lights of heaven, and the day began to dawn. He
had almost come to the green cove; they were travelling
very slowly, when he heard a great outcry behind him
at the cave.
This uproar startled the girl terribly, and she bade
him let her down. "I told thee before," she said, "that
thou must not stay chattering with me: thou art trying
more than thou canst do. Now he has come home, and
he will be wanting me. He will not hunt after thee if
he finds me."
"That shall never be," he answered; "one fate shall
overtake us both as long as I can hold thee. fast."
So he took off his shaggy cape and wrapped her up
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in it ; then set her d own in the cleft o f the rock . laid
the spear beside her . a nd t urned ba ck in the pa th , Then
he sa w t hat the g ia nt's head reached heave nwa rd . m uch
higher than the rock. He was ai mi ng a t her so big a
st one t hat she cou ld not have esca ped , T hen he took
the sword a nd went to meet the g ia nt.
T he g iant sho uted loud. bidding h im la y d own his
gi an t -bride. " T hou thinkcst t o ca r ry much in thy gra sp.
thou worthless wretch. when thou wilt take f rom me
her whom I have owned so la ng."
T hen he stepped up t o th e not ch in the rock. where
Thorva ld had set him self. but his other foot was in the
g reen cove. a nd he was not wetsh od . Thor vald sa w that
the no tch had been cut as a ste p. so tha t the g iant might
not have to wad e the wa ter. At t his momen t T hor val d
came at him. a nd ra n in under h im. The gi a nt s pread
ou t his paws a nd tried to catc h him , Then Tb orvald
hacked a t him. reachin g t he middle o f t he g ia nt's thigh;
he took off the le ft leg j ust below the k nee. a nd the
swor d ca me d ow n into the sa nd. T he g iant fell .
H e g roa ned with pain. a nd sai d. " Foully th ou hast
tr icked me ; it was mo re tha n I lo oked for th a t t hou
shouldst ta ke the only weap on t hat could hurt me. I fa red
unf eanng: a fte r t hee. f or 1 never thought small fol k would
he my ban e. Now thou wilt t h ink tho u hast won a g reat
victor y. T hou wilt reckon t o bear t hat wea pon. an d t hy
k insmen a fte r t hee ; but t his curse I lay on it : - it will
help them least when need is greatest."
T horvald look ed to it th at he sho uld speak no more
needless word s. and hewed a t his neck so tha t he took
off the head . This he d id not t ry sooner beca use the
g iant grope d about with h is hands. an d T hor vald could
not get withi n reach o f him until he was q uie t. T hen
he went away to t he p lace where she la y. an d foun d
her strcngthlcss and sen sele ss. H e took her up a nd ra n
oft with her swi ft ly, j ust as in his dream. until he ca rne
back to the hall.
At tha t ti me me n we're a t t heir dri nking after
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breakfast; they had missed Thorvald, but gave little heed
to it. And now he carne into the hall, with Droplaug
on his arm and a sword in the other hand. He went
up to the earl and spoke to him, saying he was bringing
him his daughter. The earl was exceedingly glad of
her, and so were many others. The earl asked with
what danger or adventure he had found her, and he told
the whole story, saying that it had gone much according
to his dream.
"Great is thy good luck and fortune," answered the
earl, "if thou hast conquered one who has been the
greatest enemy in the country; however, we shall soon
see that."
The henchmen said that it could not have been so
big a giant as people had thought; "he has made one
conquest, and that may be one lie."
After that, Thorvald meant to return to his seat; but
the earl called after him and bade him sit on the forebench in front of the high seat. "As to thy lot henceforth," he said, "thou must either be worthier than I
reckoned thee, or else thou wilt not be a long-lived man.
One thing is plain, thou hast brought us a welcome offering; thy journey has ended happily, and we are now
as well off as when no man ventured to take the risk. I,
at least, will never deny that we are glad to get this girl
back, even though we are not sure that the enemy is
overcome."
After that men drank, but made more haste than
was their wont. When the tables were cleared Earl
Bjorgolf bade them take their weapons and go to see
what had happened. They went, and Thorvald with
them. When they came to the place they all saw what
a fight had been gained. Many would not venture nearthey who at first said that it had been no daring deed.
The earl bade them fell wood, and drag it together;
he made them heap a bonfire and then haul the giant
out upon it and burn him to cold ashes; after that they
threw the ashes out into the sea. Then they went to the
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cave in boats, and carried thence much treasure, and all
that was of value, and brought it home. The place is
now called Geitir's cave or Geitir's crag; and they say it
has never since been haunted by giants.
When they came home the goods were divided. Among
them, it is said, were most of the wares from the ship
in which Thorvald had been; he found all his property
there. He and the earl let every man have what he knew
to be his own; even then there was much over, which
no one claimed, because Iceland wares were little worth
beside that which was wop, for it was the treasure of
many men. Thorvald richly rewarded all who had been
put to trouble on this account.
Thenceforward he stayed in Shetland, a famous man.
His adventure was reckoned a deed of the highest courage. The earl gave him the greatest honour, and so did
all the rest. He stayed there throughout the following
year, and in the summer his fame in Shetland reached
Iceland. Many in the east firths were glad when they
learnt what had happened--except his brother Ketil, who
pretended to know nothing about it. People thought
Thorvald in luck after being disinherited by Ketil.
Thorvald stayed in Shetland until Yule. Then he
went to the earl and spoke to him, asking whether he
remembered anything about that Yule before. He said he
certainly remembered it.
"Then I will claim the promise which you yourself
made, when I told my dream. You said you would give
your daughter to the man who rescued her. Now I want
to have my answer. I will not stay here unless something is done for me."
"On that matter my mind is the same now as it was
then," said the earl. "Thou art the right man to have
her, I think, if it is to thy liking. But I think the match
is not so much to thy advantage now, for this girl's
temper would not suit everyone, while thou art able to
pick and choose at thy will. Still I will hold to my word,
and pay my debt, even if there is a crack in the coin.
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It is likely to turn out well, for her heart is set upon
thee; whenever thou art named she says there is none
like thee. Now I will give thee the earldom until my
sons are old enough to take the rule."
"I do not wish for that," said Thorvald, "because
I think it best for you to keep it until they can take it.
Indeed it is not meet for me, because I am not of noble
birth."
On that they sent for Droplaug's mother. Her name
was Arneid. Her brother was Grim, and her father was
Helgi, a Dane; their mother was Hallerna. Arneid and
Grim came, and when they heard of the match, they
agreed that no other man would be more suitable to have
the girl, and they said that their goodwill would be
added to the wedding gifts. Upon that, Droplaug was
betrothed to Thorvald with a great dowry. Then they
set going a handsome feast; it was not short of victuals
nor of company, and all went merrily forward. At that
meeting Thorvald gave good gifts to everyone; he got
so much friendship that nearly everyone wished him
well, and he stayed there that winter until spring came on.
Then he bought a ship that had arrived at Thurso
(Thorsa), and set on board of her his wealth and his
wife. They made good companions, for each wished
the other well, though with other men she was cold and
lofty; other women she was far beyond both in looks
and in learning.
Arneid, her mother, had many children in wedlock;
she was a widow before she had this daughter Droplaug. That spring she sold her homestead to her sons
and married another daughter named Gro ; and then
took ship with Thorvald, desiring to follow her daughter
to Iceland. Her brother Grim also went with them.
So when they were ready they put to sea, and getting
good weather and fair, they reached Iceland early in the
summer,

W ESTE RN INFLU E NCE ON T HE
EA RLIEST VIK ING SETTLE RS.
a- J 6~ ST E FA ~sso~ . Pb.D., Viee..P'rnident .

V IKI K' G of th e nint h centu ry d iffers as m uch from
a Scandinav ian befo re t he Viki ng time as a J a pan ese
of 1907 {rom a J ap anese be fore 1868, wh en th ey
th rew off feudalism. As long as th e Vikings rema ined
in t heir homes, Roman a nd Ce lti c civilisation rema ined
dim and distan t. Th eir knowledge of it was ch iefly
th ro ugh trade. Viking ry , wa rfare , to th em a h igh and
holy calli ng, brou ght th em into cl ose co ntact with a
d ifferen t civil isati on . They lea rnt fro m it with a rapid ity
un surpassed in his tory , even by th e J apanese. At the
siege of Pari s we find they used bat tering: rams, ca ta pults
or man gonels hurli ng s tones a nd lead ball s, oak shed s
running on whee ls or rollers, th e roof covered with h ides,
mines in wh ich th ey set wooden beam s on fire. They
mu st hav e improved on th e appliances wh ich t he F ranks
got from t he Rom an s, for th e monk who rela tes th e s tory
of t he siege says of some of t heir ma chi nes t hat th ey were
unkn own to Paris. Yet in 885 it was not so very many
year s since th ey began th eir raid s int o F rance. They
had surpassed th eir ma st ers.
W e mu st remember th at we rely upon t he writings of
t heir en emies for th e story of th eir co nques ts . It is only
wh en t he monkis h lies ar e too gross a nd pal pa ble, t .g.,
th e Dan es roasting and eating th e bod ies of th eir slain
foes, th e Norwegia ns, in I reland , th at we ca n certainly
label th em as t he falseh ood s t hey are . T he breac hes of
treaties and of peace of wh ich th e Vik ings are accused
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can al ways be explai ned. So met imes th e money due
to th em wa s no t pa id at t he appointed time, or in full.
So metimes new Vi kings a rrived who were not bound by
th e term s ma de by an ea rlier hos t. Moreover, we know
how th e subt le Scand ina vian mind del ig-hted in detect ing
fl aws in t he law, especially if it was for thei r own
advanta ge.
Ma ny little thi ngs sh ow how highly org anized the
Viking ar mies were a nd what a n iro n discipline prevailed
in their ranks. T heir plu nderings an d burni ng-s were
always do ne with a pu rp ose, never wa ntonl y. At
S1. Orn er, in Fra nce, some Vi kings took away silver
from a n alt a r, d eposi ted th ere as an offering to th e local
Sa int, b ut were han ged by th eir lead ers, when found to
be guilty. They plundered ch urches an d monas te ries by
prefere nce on Sa ints' day s, since all t he t rea sures of t he
Ch ris tian s would be exh ibit ed on s uc h occasions. It is
repeat edl y to ld h ow, wh en t hey dra nk th e holy win e, t hey
went mad . May not th is be d ue to an admixt ure by t he
pious monks of so me less in nocent liqu id? Books were
not inva riably burnt by t he Viking s. A beautiful MS.
of t he Gosp els in the Roy al L ibrary of S toc kholm, bea rs
on its titl e page an insc riptio n to t he effec t th a t a n
alderma n bought it of the hea then army, in E ngla nd , in
t he ten th ce nt ury . I n th e L oire pr isoners escaped wit h
Bib les ca rried away by th e hea t hen a rmy.
It wa s in many re spects a n effete civi lisa tion th ey were
de stroying. Ki ng 'Alfred h imself bear s testimony to the
illiteracy of t he En glish clergy . I n France ma ny deserted
t he Ch rist ian religion and joi ned t hem . The Vik ings
selec ted an d borrowed in t hese coun tries all t ha t they
foun d useful, an d th eir t ransformation in a short time
int o cat he dral buil ders a nd cru sad ers is one ' of t he
mar vels of h is tory . P rofessor Alexan der B ugge has
sho wn h ow t he F ran ce of C harlemagne, direct ly o r
t hrough E nglan d , influenced t hei r institutions at home,
th eir socia l life, thei r dress and ha bi ts, in many ways.
I shall choose one well defined department, coinage, to
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show t heir adapt abi lity, and how th ey succ eede d in
making their o wn th at wh ich was foreign , addi ng new
touch es, altering, su bs tit uting .
The ea rliest Viking co in fo und in England is on e
coi ned by H alfdan, in London, in t h e very years when
t he first Norwegian set tler, lo golf, look lan d in Iceland .
Rough as it i.., it is ye t a n improvem ent on t he
mechanical imitations of t he Frisian coi ns of Dur stede,
mad e at H eibaby (S leswick) , unintell igent a nd corr upted
rep rodu cti ons o f th e origin nls. T his Viki ng chieftai n has
his own n ame p ut on h is coin s, wh ile on th e reverse of
so me o f th em sta nds t hat of hi s Frankish min t , master,
Frank ish to ju dge by th e form of the name. The Vikings
were still at school.
T he next Viking co ins a rc th ose o f G ut hr um (Gu tho rm) ,
coined in E ast Anglia 880-890 . The rival of Alfred ca lls
himself iEtheistan o n a ll hi s co ins, t he na me he received
when Alfred stood godfat he r at hi s ba ptism, never by his
heathen name, a nd t he t ype o f h is coins resembles those
of Alfred ' s more th an it d oes F ranki sh types, All hi s
mint masters have Saxon names excep t t wo, G unt ere a nd
Judelberd, F ra nkish names. In his great piety, possibly
to show h is repentan ce for th e sla)"ing of th e martyrking , 51. E dmund , in 873, h is mint p rod uced a number
of coins with the man yr-king's nam e on t hem, Not less
th an 593 o f t hese, wit h t he n.rmes of about 100 mintmast ers, have been pr eserv ed .
Th e mi nt ma sters arc
mostly Frankish , excep t Asten ( Hastein) a nd Sr en , Stien
(Stein), th e t wo ea rliest exa mples of Vikinl:: m int maste rs.
Out of F ran kish , English a nd Sca ndi nav ian elements a
new civilisation was ris ing , and we assist a t its very birt h
throes.
The Vikings ruled Nortbu mbna for abou t t hree qu ar ter s
of a cen tury , S75-95-l. Until the reign of t he \ ·iking
kings copper co ins, st ycas, were th e nati ve co inage of t hat
part of England , but now silver co ins only wer e issued.
H ere th e transiti on stages may be t raced more easi ly
t han in E ast Anglia. At first thro ugh th e overpowe ring
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Frankish influence, the monogram of Carolus, and the
names of the two well-known Frankish mints, Quentovic,
and Cunetti, were put on the coins without any reason, except that the imitation of Frankish coinage was as yet too
slavish. King Alfred, Elfred Rex, also occurs on Northumbrian coins, because the Northumbrian kings had not
yet emancipated themselves from Anglo-Saxon influence.
Not till we come to king Siefred, 894-898 (?), do we find
that they had learnt their lesson. He puts SICURT,
SIEUERT on some of his coins.
Sigurd is the first
Scandinavian to use Latin letters to write a Norse word
with. The commonly accepted theory is that the
introduction of the Latin alphabet in the North took
place in the eleventh century; but this king has mastered
it and wishes to be known to his Norse subjects as Sigurd,
to his Saxon subjects as Siefred. On the coins of king
Sigtrygg, 921-926, the Norse element is full-fledged, no
longer at schoo!' While no Anglo-Saxon mintmaster
had been daring enough to substitute the native cyning
on coins for the Roman rex, he puts Sitric Cununc
(konungr) on some of his coins, Sitric Rex on others.
His mintmasters Eric and Ascolv (Hoskuld) have Norse
names, but they could not have made this change in the
time-honoured tradition of centuries without the express
permission, or command, of the king. Sigtrygg also
introduces the Viking standard, the raven, on his coins,
a bold innovation. The A.S. Chronicle mentions the
raven standard under A.D. 878, and it is used as late as
the battIe of Clontarf. Various other symbols are found
on Sigtrygg's coins.
In variety and in workmanship Northurnbrian coins
now begin to surpass contemporary English coins. A
strange admixture of Christianity and heathendom appears.
The hammer of Thor is found along with the cross, in the
spirit of the Iceland chieftain who believed in Christ
ashore, but called on Thor in seafaring. The Ragnvalds,
the Olafs, the men of Eric Bloodaxe have learnt from their
teachers and strike out new lines. As they had improved
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on the art of entrenchment and made impregnable
camps, e.g., in the Oissel at the mouth of the Seine, thus
they also showed their originality in the arts of peace.
Law and trade were by them put on a new footing. The
Viking whose grave was found in Colonsay had a pair of
scales buried with his weapons; trade was an honourable
calling, oft~n carried on in the intervals of fighting.
The Viking colony of Iceland was founded at the
same time as Normandy. It affords an example of the
building up of a new culture out of the elements of two
different civilisations. Most of the great chieftains who
were the first to settle there had lived for a time in the
West, i,e., in the Celtic West, had seen and heard Irish
Christianity, been attracted by the tenderness and beauty
of the Columban worship and the lives of the hermits who
followed that rule, had listened to Irish songs and sagas,
been steeped in the Irish spirit. Let us see in detail from
which parts of the West came these early settlers, to
whom the differentiation of the Icelandic stock from the
Norwegian is due.
One of the earliest and most important settlers was
the widowed queen of Dublin with her grandson, Olaf
feilan (faelan, Celtic), 20 freemen, and many slaves and
freedmen. She settled in the West of Iceland. It is in
this part of Iceland that the main body, the finest part,
of its literature is produced. The following settlers come
directly from Ireland: Askel hnokkan, As6lf alskik,
Avangr, Bekan, Bresi, Kalman, Kylan, Porgeir meldun,
Vilbald. Strange to say the great chieftains, Helgi bj6la,
Bjorn austrreni, Geirmund heljarskinn, Helgi the Lean,
etc., sailed from the Hebrides. The following is a list
of those early settlers who came from th~ Hebrides,
some of them bred and born there, others living there
just long enough to come under the spell of Columba.
Atli, Alfarinn, Aubun stoti, married to Myruna, daughter
of king Maddari, Orlyg Hrappsson (with 4 freemen),
Kjallak, Alfdis from Barra, Ulf Skjalgi, Steinolf the
Short,Eyvind the Eastman, married to Rafarta, daughter
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o( Kjarval, Sne bjore , Asmu nd and Asgrim, sons of
Ond6tt krak a , llnund \Vood en L eg, Isra nd t he Sail or,
Balki Blreingsson , O rm the W ealt hy, G reig g rettir,
l'Or m6ti ska pti , H all vatf sugandi, Semu nd of the Sodor
Isles, B ad'i of t he Sod e r Isl es, Kampa-Grim , Ketil fifiski,
borunn o f th e Isles, b orstei n L eg. Ad d t o th ese t h e
chieftains n amed abo ve an d it will be seen t hat both in
qual ity and in numbe rs th e Hebrid ean sett lers in Icela nd
surpassed t hose who ca me from other pa rt s of th e W est.
Th ese islan ds were no t on ly a sa fe refuge to iss ue from
(or Vik ings bent on gaining riches and renown in th e
neighbo uring co unt ries , b ut ever y h all of a Viking in
them was a meeti ng-place where hea th endom an d
Christ ia nity , whe re C elt ic and Norse ide as, jostl ed each
ot her, and whe re t heir ad vantages and disadvanta ges
were di scu ssed. O ut of t his cr uc ible came Iceland ic
cult ure. T he po wer of selection whic h had st ood t he m
in good stead in E nglan d a nd France d id no t fail th e
Vikings h ere.
W e only fi ndg sett lers fro m E ng-lau d, Aux un Skckul,
Itorgils Gj alla ndi, Dcrd S kcggi, Vikings who had acq uired
knowled ge o f Anglo- Saxon civilisa tion, sinc e as early as
the t ime o f Kin g Alfrcd we find Viking mon ks wit h
Sca nd inavia n names.
C aith ness sends o ne sett ler,
Svart kel : She t lan d 2 , 6leif hjal t i and l 'urir s nepil ; O rkney
-t, E inar, a gr and son of T orf- E inar, Vestmae r, Vemund r,
l'orbjc m j arlaka ppi. Of th e names o f th e sett lers , -I a re
disti nc tly An glo -Saxon : \"a l ~jOf, Yil bald , Osvald, Mabil.
T hord Skeggi is ma rried to Inrruo, daugh ter of ]<itm und
{E ad m und}, king of t he English . " ' e do not know of
any English king of th at nam e abou t t his rim e except S t.
Ead mu nd of E ast Anglia, t he martyr.
The followi ng gives a lis t of Celt ic place-na mes
foun d in Iceland, t he I ri sh word s from wh ich t hey arc
deri ved being sho wn in ita lics .
Hek anste'Sir, IJ aCC/m; Brj ans lcekr, D r ia ll ; Dimun or
Dim on , (5), D tm un arkl ak kar, Di rnun arvagr, Grea t Di mon,
G
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Li tt le Dimon, Dimollt, ( double peak ; ; Dufansdal r, DIl/all ;
Dufbaksbolt , D llbh fach; Du gfusdalr, Durgusdalr, DIIMg lIs;
i ra. [ rager'S i, lrska len; (t he l rislc chan nel in H vamm sfjo rd) ;
Kalm an stunga , Kalmansa, Co/m all " Katan cs (2) from n
P ict ish word ; Kjallaksst axir, Kjallaksa , CeUoc" . ClaUach;
Kjar ansvlk, Kjar ansey, Cia ra11" Kolk umj-rar, from
porbjom kolka n, i.e, CO/Ctlll, gen . of CO/ell ; Ku'l'i afljot,
Clld (ship) ; Kyla nevam , Kyl ensh ola r, Cae/all ; Melk orku sta'Sir• •\! ael Curcaigh; L un an sh olt , L Ollall; ),1 innjak seyrr,
mill· lach. P a poe, Papey, Papafjcr'Sr, P appyl i, ( Pab-byli},
Papa .. Patreksfjc r'Sr, Patrie,
T he place-names co mpounded wit h papa, th e native
nam e of th e Co lumba n herm its-th e so-ca lled Culdeesare found in th e cast of Iceland . Now t he Viking se tt lers
must have been fam iliar with t hese herm it s in order to call
th ose places by th eir nam es, a nd t he only reason for gi ving
these na mes could have been th at th e Culdees lived in
th ese places, \V hether t he hermits left th e co unt ry
beca use th ey woul d not live wit h heathen men, as Ari
t he Wise says, or whether so me of t hem re ma ined, whic h
one would ex pec t from t hese missionari es, t h is mu ch is
certain , th at in th e period of so mewhat mor e t ha n a cent ury
wh ich ela psed before Ch ristianity was accep ted in Iceland,
man)' Viki ngs beli eved t hat the W hite C hris t wa s
st ronge r t ha n Thor . It was a lea ven that worked , with
th e result whi ch appea red whe n t he Parl iament of Iceland
unan imously ad opted Chri stia nity a s t he religion of th e
country.
H ere in the di stant isle th e Viking had th e time an d
peace, whi ch he had no t in ot he r Viking colonies, to
work up a nd weld together t he impulses an d influen ces
which he had met wit h in his wan deri ngs. H e rnekeeping you th s ha ve ever h omely wit s.
T hose wh o
remai ned at home in Norw ay did not pr oduce a litera tu re,
Nor would t he adve ntu rous spirits who scoured t he seas
have done t his, after settl ing in Icelan d a nd being
co m pelled to work har d for t heir living, bu t (or co ming
int o touch with t he breat h of Celt ic rom ance. The
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heavy T eu ton needed a Celtic infusio n to be ab le to look
through Ch a rm ed mag ic case ments opening on the foa m
or faery laods for lor n.

H ere agai n, in t he spiri tua l as in th e material world ,
t he Viking adapts in his own way, anti that which is
bo rro wed is hard ly recognizab le. T he t urgid ext ravag ance
of t he Ce lt is curbed and bitted, a nd ro mance is hidden
away DS an invisible, vague undercu rre nt, which only
cro ps up now and th en , rarely, in preg na nt phrases,
T he res tra int o f t he art ist is eve ry where a ppa rent . and
wh en he breaks it, be it never so slig htly, it t hri lls one.
The even flow of th e narrativ e is like a m igh ty river
whose waters flow along a rocky and pr ecipit ous bed,
th e for ce a nd volume of its current only mad e visible by
t iny whirl s and ed dies . Q u t of heterogeneous eleme nts
ga t hered on his wa nd er ings the Viking forged an ins t rument
to help h is native a rt o f s to ry-telling to pr odu ce lastingworks. P ent up in h is dee p valleys , c ut off fro m the
civilisat io n of th e \V est - t h e heir of Rome- it is safe
to say. j udging fro m Norway, t hat no o utbu rst of
literature woul d have t ak en place.
On e so urce of mu t ual knowledge wh ich tended to
ma ke th e peoples of the W est and t he Vik ings acq uainted
with eac h 0 1her ha s been ove rlooke d, especially by th ose
who pr etend t hey could not in fluence eac h othe r while
at war. T hc pr ison ers ma de on both sides, es pecially
by th e V ik ill g:~ , would teach language, customs , man ners,
ind us t rial ar ts , recite poet ry and tell s tories to wile
away t he ho ur s of t he ir mast ers, would, in fac t, be t he
literary medium t hro ugh wh ich the races learnt to know
ea ch othe r intimately. The freq uent ma rriages bet ween
Viki ngs and high-born wom en in t he \V est wer e anot her
source of knowledge, for th ese ladi es wo uld know by
heart tb c legends and lore of th eir nati ve count ry, and
their hu sbands and ch ildren wou ld thu s ha ve direct
access to tile lite ra ry t reas ures of th at co u nt ry . Melkorka
teaching her SO il Ol af is a good exa m ple of wh at must
often hav e ha ppened in th ose day!'.
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The toleran ce of the Vikings in religious matter s was
so great that many subjected themselves to th e ceremony
of pri",a signatio, pri me sig ning , in order to be perm itted
to trade with Christians. O thers, weig hin g the tw o
religions against each othe r, came to the result that they
would belie ve in th eir o wn st reng th (trr,a d nuitt Si ll ll ok
m eg;'I ). leaving it in doubt wh ich o f the gods was strongest.
The m ind s of people were unsettled , as in th e t ime of
the Ren aissa nce, a nd d arin g in novat ions foll owed in
both cases. It was thi s sta te of mind that made it
possible for the Ch risti a n Icelander piously to p reser ve
and copy an d write d own the lit era ture of hea thendom.
It mad e the Viking broadminded an d unprej udiced .
deeply religious a s he was at bolt om. It helped in
crea ting' literature.
Every Viking felt himself a Rollo, wit h a Normandy
waiti ng for him to conq uer. Wi th a F ra nkish sword in
his hand, an English cloak on his shoulders , a Ru ssian
hat on his head, yet he d id not lose his strong individu ality.
.. A ma n dies, his catt le and his kinsmen d ie, bu t good
fam e never dies of him who ge ts it." No Viking wo uld
willingly let his exploi ts die when they cou ld be recorded ,
not o nly in faithful memor ies, but in wr iting. And th e
art of story.telli ng a nd of skaldship was so highly
de veloped amo ng the Ce lts that th e Viking s would have
failed to sho w th eir usual powe r of ada pta tio n and
select ion, if they had no t gai ned point s from it. T o
wha t deg ree they d id th is, must to some extent rema in a
matt er o f opinion.
In the foregoing pa ges we have advised ly dea lt o nly
with t he influence of th e \ Vest o n the Northmen as set
forth in Professor Alexa nder Bugge's great book on thaI
subjec t.' The influence of the Northmen in th e West .
South and East of Europe and their part in mouldi ng
th e destinies of nat ions, thoug h cor rela t ive to the ot her,
is a muc h larger subject, an d one which d oes not com e
with in o ur pres ent sco pe.
' S ee th e notice in Pa ri I. pp. 186-I llj .
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NOTES ON A DECORATED BUCKET
FROM THE OSEBERG FIND.
By Prof. GABRIEL GUSTAFSON, Han. Life Member.

T

H E wonderful burial-find, which during the summer
and autumn of 1904 was dug up from a huge
mound at Oseberg, in the parish of Slagen, near
Tensberg in South Norway, has already twice been the
subject of provisional notices in the Proceedings of the
Viking Club.
It is therefore known to the members of the Club that
the find belongs to the Viking Age, that the mound was
raised over a woman, that this woman, certainly a rich
and powerful woman of high birth, was buried in a ship,
and that, although the burial-chamber itself had unfortunately been plundered in ancient times and robbed
of the jewels and valuables which had presumably been
deposited there, the rest" of the grave-goods, with which
the fore and after parts of the ship were packed full,
were of a quite unusually rich order. These finds,
though closely pressed together and injured by the
heavy weight upon them, had not been disturbed by the
robbers.
It is also known that among the finds there are a number of really splendid articles. True, none of the things
found were of gold or silver; but on many of the objects
there is lavished such artistic and careful work that
they can rightly be called treasures of beauty, though
the material is only mere wood. It may indeed be said
that it is just the fortunate circumstance that so many
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wooden things are preserved, that throws a new and
unexpected light upon the culture of the period; and
it is especially the ornamentation in wood-carving,
hitherto an almost unknown branch of art, that opens
out new vistas for the understanding of the early history of Norway and the North.
The whole find was happily brought safely to Christiania just before Christmas, 1904. When all the many
difficulties in connection with its purchase had been overcome,' and t he find had come intact into the possession
of our museum, thanks to self-sacrifice in several directions, I found myself in March, 19°5, in the following
somewhat bewildering position. The whole of the ship
lay stored in many thousand fragments in a magazine at
the fortress of Akershus, together with the planks of the
burial-chamber and a quantity of other rough timber.
In the cellars of the new buildings at the museum were
placed quite a number of tanks, in which 379 packages
of wooden articles were deposited in water, as these
could only be preserved by being kept continually wet:
and in addition there were a quantity of other things,
which did not demand this troublesome method of preservation. All these things had been well and happily
rescued from the earth's custody and brought to a safe
place under lock and key, and, with the purchase, the
free right of disposal was also obtained. They had
now, by careful handling, to be made safe for the future.
For the greater part of the year 1905 nothing further
could be done, owing to the political situation. But
after this we vigorously embarked upon the difficult task
of putting the ship together and preparing the soft
wooden things so that their pieces could, as far as possible, be put together in their original form.
The work of reconstructing the ship succeeded beyond
expectation, and after nearly a year's work the 68 foot
vessel (22 m.) stood ready set up in its original form.
Since June of the present year it has been accessible to
all in a temporary shed.
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We are still busily occupied with the preparation of
the remaining things, and, while several of them are
ready prepared, either wholly or in part, there are still
many to be done, especially of the largest and most
beautiful things. Seeing that, by the method of preparation which is most generally used, it takes about four
months before the treatment of one of these wooden
articles is complete, and owing also to the fact that it
takes a long time to piece together all the broken bits,
a work which will not bear either haste or forcing, it
will be understood that no complete account can as yet
be given. Even though a quantity of things have been
prepared in the course of the last two years, yet it would
not have been possible to allow of the publication of
successive accounts of them. As one by one the objects
are got ready, a light is often thrown on those prepared
before. One helps to explain another. The whole will
constitute a picture of a civilization which cannot properly
be understood and appreciated before everything is
accessible and all the details can be compared.
I must apologize for troubling the members of the
Viking Club with these explanations, which do not concern the contents and significance of the find itself. But
I have felt myself in duty bound to explain why I have
not been able to meet the desire for a more detailed
description of the treasures of the find, which Mr. A. F.
Major expressed to me on behalf of the Club, when I
had the pleasure of showing him and his wife this summer some of the antiquities from the Oseberg find which
were ready. As soon as the work of preservation and
restoration is finished I hope to proceed with the publication of a full description of the ship and the whole
find, with the necessary illustrations. And to this forthcoming publication I must refer the many who have
expressed their interest in the matter and their desire
for fuller information.
However, Mr. Major and I were agreed that it might
interest the members of the Club to have a short account
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of a particular object from the find, which ought also
to be of special moment for the Club, seeing that not
only was it found in Norway, but-at least in my opinion
at present-it came to Norway from the Celtic world
in the west. I have therefore the honour to lay before
you a couple of illustrations of this object, to give a
short description of it, and to set forth briefly my idea
as to its significance.
Among the equipment of household articles which were
discovered in the find, the wooden vessels are specially
prominent. These consist of a whole series of wooden
buckets, from quite small vessels, sometimes provided
with lids, to great barrels or tubs, all made of wooden
staves with hoops round them. Some of them are quite
ordinary coopers' work; others are of finer workmanship. Very beautiful is a charming little pail with handle
and hoops of fine bronze. I have an idea that this is
of foreign, probably of British origin. Another large
wooden vessel, with four carrying-rings on its rim, is
richly covered with openwork bands of bronze. Perhaps
this too is not of native manufacture.
The most beautiful of all these vessels, however. is
the, in many ways, remarkable and interesting article
which is the subject of these notes. This is a bucket
made of thirteen wooden staves, in all probability of
yew (laxus baccata), and 36 centimeters, or 14 inches, in
height. As is usually the case, it widens out downwards,
so that the exterior diameter of the outlet is 26t centimeters (lOt inches), and that of the bottom 31t centimeters (121 inches).
The bottom of the bucket is made of three strips of
wood, fastened together with hidden tenons, and let
into the staves about 3 centimeters above their lowe!
ends. The vessel is held together by three smooth hoops
of bronze, and its upper edge is bound with bronze
Attached to the rim, opposite each other, are two fairly
large mounts, in the form of human beings, to whid
the handle of the bucket is fastened. This also is ol
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bronze, and made up of three parts; the two lower portions end upwards in slightly indicated animal-heads.
The most remarkable features are the mounts, or ears,
in human form which I have mentioned. The face with
large eyes, in which the pupils are not marked, large
curved eyebrows, straight nose, melancholy down-drawn
mouth and prominent chin, gives a stiff and solemn impression. Above the head is flat; a furrow goes right
across, with close, curving streaks on each side, clearly
representing the hair. On the edge above the middle
of the forehead is a most peculiar little indentation.
The shoulders are broad, the upper part of the arms
going down in a straight line without any modelling.
The greater part of the trunk is fashioned as a square
plate, which is filled with decoration in enamel, exceedingly well preserved. The legs protrude from under
this plate, with the shanks bent upwards and set crosswise. The lowest part of the arms are laid across the
thighs, so that each hand grasps a foot.
The plate is fastened with five rivets, the three lower
of which end in cylindrical buttons showing traces of
enamelling. These rivets go right through the wood,
and are fastened on the inside to bronze plates, which
are not decorated. The square plate of enamel displays
a central equal-armed cross, blue, with small white crosses
on it. The four square corner-fields are surrounded by
a narrow red edging: the fields themselves are yellow,
with ornamentation upon them in a form resembling
swastikas, in red. The red and white colours are less
conspicuous, so that the chief impression of the coIourscheme is one of yellow and blue. Everywhere between
the enamelled fields are very fine thin lines of bronze.
These thin plates, or lamellee, are so sharp and rectilinear that it seems marvellous for the work really to
have been executed by chasing (email clwmpleve). One
is reminded of real cloisonne work, but that is assuredly
less likely. I have not risked making any attempt to
examine this point.
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The above is a brief description of this remarkable
vessel. I imagine that the illustrations will give a better
representation of it, though for a clear idea of it one
needs an illustration in colours.
The first impression one gets of the peculiar human
figures leads one's thoughts involuntarily to the East.
My first exclamation, when the vessel was brought to
light during the work of excavation, was: "This is
Buddha, of course!" The disposition of the legs, the
placing of the hands, the stiff expression of the face,
and the strange indentation above the forehead, were
bound to lead the thoughts in that direction. But
although I still by force of habit call it "the Buddha
bucket," and although I have not quite given up the
idea of some connection, yet I now think that its origin
must be sought in a nearer quarter. But my examination is not completed, and I can only declare my provisional opinion, based on the investigations that I have
been able to make so far, with but little time at my
disposal for the purpose and inadequate help.
The vessel cannot have been of Norwegian workmanship. It must have been imported. In itself there can
certainly be no reason why enamelling should not have
been carried on in N orway in ancient times, though it
appears less likely that such fine work as, for example,
millefiori patterns, could have been known. But there
are several other circumstances which settle the point conclusively. Enamel does not occur in connection with the
form of antiquities specially characteristic of the Norwegian Viking Age. It is not found, for example, on
the oval, trefoil, and other kinds of brooches. Among
the many hundreds, perhaps nearer a thousand, which
are now known from Norway, there is not a single one
with any sign of such decoration. The same is the case
in Sweden and Denmark. Furthermore, the forms of
antiquities found there, in which enamel sometimes
appears, are generally differentiated from our own by
the very nature of the metal. It has a different colour,
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and gives the impression of being solider and of finer
quality. Probably it is real bronze, whereas for our
native Norwegian objects of art brass was generally used
at that time.
Nearest to hand we have the theory that these objects
come from the Celtic world in the west, and, if so, then
most probably from Britain. I will briefly try to give
an account of the grounds for this supposition.
The closest parallels to the ears on our bucket are
those which are met with on the well-known bronze
kettle which was found over thirty years ago at Moklebust in Nordfjord in West Norway. Here, too, the ear
is shaped in human form with a head and beneath it
a square enamelled plate. But the figure here has no
arms, and the legs assume an ordinary position, and
are not set crosswise. Similar enamel is met with on
several other ears of bronze kettles, and our bucket is
thus allied to a group of finds which, so far as I know,
has hitherto been represented in Norway by about fifteen
specimens. This is a kind of vessel of thin bronze with
three ears, which are either round, shield-shaped, or birdshaped (in one case animal-shaped), and the metal of
which is often tinned over, or, more rarely, decorated
with enamel. In these finds metal mountings of gilded
bronze, purely Irish, sometimes occur, and this was also
the case in the Oseberg find. The range of these kettles
is of importance for the determination of their place
of origin. Only a very small number have been found
in the east of Norway, from Sweden I know of but one
specimen, from Denmark none, whereas twelve such
finds come from the west of Norway. This dispersion
of the finds points conclusively to a western origin.
It is at the same time peculiar that this kind of bronze
vessel seems to be little represented among English,
Scotch and Irish finds. With the altogether inadequate
acquaintance I possess with English finds from this
period, I have not come across more than a couple of
objects belonging to this class.
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In 1788, at the excavation of a tumulus on Middleton
Moor, Derbyshire, there were found the remains of a
skeleton with three bronzes. One of these (only a fragment) is regarded in the old description (" Archseologia,"
ix., r89) as part of a breast ornament, or a kind of
helmet, and another as "a bulla or other amulet." This
last, round in form and ornamented with enamel, is,
however, without doubt an ear of the same kind as a
couple found in Norway, and the objects first named
are the remains of the bronze vessel to which it has been
fastened.
Some corresponding pieces, all enamelled,
were also found at Chesterton in Warwickshire.
I find considerable likeness to our bucket in a bronze
vessel ' which was found in r832 at Hexham, in the south
part of Northumberland, some miles west of Newcastle,
although the square enamelled plate is wanting, and
there are other great points of difference. The very form
of the vessel reminds me much. of ours, although this
is of wood and that of bronze. The handle is fastened
to ears of human form, which, it is true, are of another
and peculiar shape lower down, but whose heads seem
to me to have much in common with the Oseberg specimen, so far as I can judge from the illustration in
"Archceologia," xxv. This object is of special interest,
because it can be dated fairly accurately. It was found
full of Northumbrian " styeas " of the end of the eighth
and the first half of the ninth century. This agrees not
at all badly with the period to which I conceive the
Oseberg find can be assigned.
One other point of which I should remind you is the
likeness which can be shown, both in form and colour,
between the enamels which have been referred to as
found in Norway and various ornaments in Irish illuminated manuscripts; for instance, in a Gospel of St.
Luke, in the British Museum, in the decoration of the base
of a door-frame (Westwood, PI. 14). An argument in
support of the western origin of the object we are
1

Now in the British Museum.
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considering seems to me to be found also in the fact that
the decorating of the handles of a vessel with human
heads seems to have ancient precedents in the Celtic
world. It is found as early as the pre-Roman time
(late-Celtic).
I expect, too, that many more parallels can be found
than those I have met with more or less by chance. It
would be pleasing if the publication of our find could
give an opportunity for British antiquities of a similar
kind to be brought before the public in a collected form,
if this has not been done already.
As regards the age of the bucket in question, I have
long since expressed the opinion that the Oseberg find
must be put at about the year 800, that is at the beginning of the Viking Age. It is, in the first place, the
ornamentation which must decide this question. In such
a great find it is, however, probable that all the objects
are not of the same age. It is also possible that on closer
study it will appear that some of them may come from
the close of the eighth century, whilst we cannot again
exclude the possibility that some may belong to a later
period in the ninth century. The middle of the lastnamed century will, in my opinion, be in any case the
latest period we can suggest as the time when the find
was deposited.
In conclusion I shall venture to give a short supplement, which does not concern the bucket of which we
have been speaking, but which is of importance for the
find as a whole.
In the grave-chamber two individuals had been lying.
At the plundering of the grave at some distant date,
already referred to, both the corpses were dragged out,
and the remains of them were found scattered among
various fragments of things which had likewise originally
had their place in the grave-chamber itself. \iVhen the
fragments were examined and compared neither of the
skeletons appeared to be complete. A considerable portion of one of them was preserved, and a great deal
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of the skull could be pieced together: of the other person there remained but a little heap of fragments of
bone, and of the skull only an inconsiderable portion.
These bones have now been sorted and studied by Dr.
G. A. Guldberg, Professor of Anatomy at the University of Christiania, the same savant who twenty-five
years ago investigated the animal bones found in the
Gokstad ship. The results he has arrived at will soon
appear in a special publication, and the matter has
already been discussed before the Medical Society in
Christiania and before the Scientific Society.
Anatomy and anthropology have been able to confirm
what we, on archceological grounds, could surmise by
reason of the nature of the find, namely, that the grave
was made for a woman. Both the individuals found
are female, but there are various circumstances from
which it may be considered as certain that one of them
was a serving-maid, who has had to accompany her
mistress to the grave.
The best preserved of these individuals is in all probability the mistress. She must have been a middle-aged
woman, about fifty years old, of slight and medium
stature, graceful and elegantly built. But she has
suffered from stiffness in the back and other rheumatic
diseases, according to the conclusions one may draw
from morbid changes in most of the joints. Curiously
enough, similar arthritic changes in the structure of the
bones could also be observed upon the man found in
the Gokstad ship. There are besides points about the
skull which have led some Norwegian anthropologists
to the view that they point to a foreign nationality,
whilst others suppose that she was a Norwegian woman.
The other individual was a younger woman, at most
thirty years old, of strong, healthy and powerful build.
These bones, however, are, as aforesaid, too badly preserved for a decided anthropological opinion to be
offered upon them.
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In a brief discussion which followed, in which Miss
C. S. Rucker, Mr. W. F. Kirby and Mr. Harry Lowerison
took part, the former observed that the figure on the
bucket had a great resemblance to figures found among
the Mayas in Yucatan. Swastikas of somewhat irregular
form were also found there. The figure on the bucket
had apparently the eyes closed, and, judging from the
illustration, there appeared to be a tear in one of them.
There was a bucket with human heads on it in Devizes
Museum, which was found at Marlborough. Mr. Kirby
and Mr. Lowerison referred to the common occurrence
of the swastika in the North and elsewhere, and the
latter, who thought the figure was undoubtedly Buddha,
said that the mark above the meeting of the eyebrows
in the figure of a Buddha was usually a very distinct
knob.
NOTE BY THE AUTHOR.-Since my paper was written
I observe that the distinguished archceologist, J. Romilly
Allen-all too early lost to the world-has given just
such an account as I have referred to of the metal bowls
found in England in "Archceologia," lvi. It appears to
me, however, that he has dated them very early. I am
inclined to believe that most of them belong to the
seventh and eighth centuries.
The Marlborough bucket, referred to in the discussion, is, as well as the renowned bucket from Aylesford,
far older, dating from the pre-Roman time.
Nothing like a tear is to be seen in the original.
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' lt E b lood -rela ti onsh ip between Iceland ers and
Xorwegian s necessarily engendered f rom the beginning that kind o f confident famil iari t y which
d ist ingui shes the interco urse o f relati ves fr om th at o f
stra ngers, Icelanders in Norway and Norweg ians in
Iceland felt that they were not am ong st rangers. but
am ong kith and k in. They were brothers by descent,
they s poke the same lang uage, sha red f rom th e fir st the
same t raditions. and to a large extent the sa me or s imila r
laws. But t he reciprocit y o f t heir fratern al intercourse
was d ue to vcry d ifferent ca uses. The Norwegian went
to Iceland in pursuit o f commercia ] gain alone ; wh ile
the Icelanders' visits to th e mother-count ry aimed not
at comme rcia l purpose!; on ly. alt ho ug h Norway's sup ply
o f necessaries such as cerea ls. t imbe r. art icles o f man u factur e. was a potent attr acti on , hut fa r rather at social
d ist inct ion, acqu isit ion of courtly manne rs, recognit ion
o f ta lent by k ing s. earl s. and mi g hty mag nat es.
T he reason o f this difference is obvio us. T he mother
count ry was the pattern, the poo r colony t he imi tat or,
T hey were most ty plebeian s who eng aged ill trade with
Icelan d f rom Xorwa y : mos t ly men o f h ig h birt h who
went into foreign trad e fro m Iceland. i\orwt'g ians were
well awa re a ll along how the Icel an d ers looke d tip to
No rway. how wit h e nthusiastic fd ia I pie ty they wor ,
shi pped, ennobled . beaut ified an d pr eser ved t he g rea t
memories en..hrined in the temple o f Norwa y's S aga.

1
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which was reared st ately and ke pt in rep air on ly in
Irela nd" On e all -impo rta nt impulse caused Iceland ers
to flock to Xor way, name ly the desire 10 meet at the
court the d emand for men ca pa ble o f commit ting to
memory by means of a highly techn ical poetic art the
history o f t he sovereig n's reig n. F rom the latte r part
o f the tenth cent ury the su pply o f th is prod uct was, so
to say. exclusively in the hands o f t he Icelande rs.
T he Icelandic sagas bear. over and m-er aga in, testimOllY to the fact t ha t it was reg arded as a mat ter o f
importa nce, if no t indeed of impe rative necessity, that
on attain ing: to manhood the sons o f chie fs, in view o f
their cvcntua fly becomi ng- chiefs t hemselves, sho uld go
abroa d for th e purpose o f getting acquainted wit h the
manne rs and customs o f forei gn lor ds. an d sho uld finish
their milita ry ed ucation by enl isl ing: in this or that captain's army. or in th is or th at viking fleet. F or such.
as for most other purposes. Xorway was the nearest land
to goo to. O nce th ere th e Icelander had all th e ways of the
world, so to say, open to his as piratio n. 1T('IlCC the fact
tha t, as a ru le, Xorwa y was th e Icelander's one go al
when he went abroad . his last h alti n ~ station on his
return to h is native soi l f rom the ad vent ures o f his " wan de-jah re."
I n IhCS(' res pect!'> there was. o f cou rse. no reciprocity
on the part o f Xorway. Al th ough t he lrel nnde rs pes sessed an ind isputa ble superiority over their eastern
kinsmen , as well as over the rest o f the Sca nd ina vian
populations , in th eir mental culture, learning and hig-h
literary attainments. t here is nothing: to show that advantages derivable from such a sta te in Icela nd ever attracte d
a sing le Norwegian thithe r. At the court of Kin]::" or
Ea rl the visit ing Icelan d er, if he behaved p rope rly,
always met wit h kindness and consideration. As a ru le
he W<l S ad mitted to th e body-gua rd. if he ex pressed a
desire fo r such a distinction. Icel anders could rise even
to the high est positions in the realm, such as S igh\'at th e
poet an d W o l f Ospak son. mnr sha lls, or pr ime minist ers,
H
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res pect ively of K ing-s Ol a f the H ol y a nd H ara ld Hu rd rad u. A nobly born Icel a nd er, seeking t o pa y his
respect s to the King, could alway s count on being treated
as a welcom e guest , whom to hono ur with p referments,
g if ts, or other ma rks of kindness was a ma tter o f course.
It was therefore only na t ura l for the Icel anders t o
view the court of Xorway as the cent re towards whi ch
their as pirations aim ed , while on t he part o f No rwa y
it was equa lly nat ural to reg ar d this relat ionship as an
exc use fo r th is vr tha t ru ler's te nta tive in ter vent ion in
Iceland's int ernal a ffairs. \ Vhen the stronger brothe r
real ized th a t suc h intervent ions were not resented by the
weak er, or were but meekly a nd courteous ly rem on strat ed again st, it was it fo regone concl usion that this
pol icy o f intervcnticn, when circums ta nces should happen
to f a vour it, would deve lop m to a determined attemp t
t o br ing a bo ut a po litica l uruon o f the two na tion s.
A nd so it is t hat fro m th e ycr y beg-inning o f the history o f Icel and we ca n poi nt to a policy on the pa rt
of the court o f X or way which steadi ly a ims a t one and
the sa me t hing : closer un ion between the isla nd and the
mo ther-cont inent. In order to understand properly the
histor ica l t rend o f this policy , it is necessary to review
the matter Ir om the beg inn in g of the hist or y o f Icela nd.
A lrea dy in th e col onizing period H ar ald Fa irha ir
showed that, no tw ithst an ding t he mallY and serious
mat ter s tha t cla imed his a tte ntion in Norway, he had
also time to occupy his tho ug ht s with Icel andic couce m s. l ngim un d the old, who had fou g ht on t he sid e
of H a rald in t he batt le of H a frs firth, H arald persu aded
t o go to Icela nd a nd try what lu ck was in store fo r h im
there.' It could not hut be a matter o f interest fo r
H a rald to ha ve a mong the col on ists me n o f importa nce
all whom he coul d count as fr iend s, even i f circumsta nces
shou ld ca ll for no proo fs o f thei r act ive f riendship. In
a s imilar man ner H ar al d in tere sted h imself in the fate
o f H rol la ug . the so n o f his bosom fr iend, E a rl Rog nva ld
1 L anc! na mabOk, ed. 1')00. p . 59, 182.
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of Mere.' But Harald found an opportunity to mix up
in the internal affairs of Iceland in a more direct manner
than by advising special friends to settle there.
Two events, both set forth in the Landnamabok in
some detail, come here into consideration, namely, the
affair of Uni, called the Dane, and the dispute in the
southern countrysides of Iceland between prior settlers
and later arrivals, in both of which Harald had his
hand. I place the affair of U ni first in time, because
by statements in Landnamabok the part of the country
that formed the scenes of his exploits, the east, was the
first, while the south country was the last settled, on
account of the difficulty of finding landing places there.
Uni the Dane was not a Dane, but a Swede possessed
of estates in Denmark; he came to Iceland and landed
in the east of the country, appropriating to himself a
large tract of land in Fljotsdalshera'S. This was at an
early date even in the eastern land-take period, since
no one had as yet touched the land he made his own.
He was the son of Gardar, one of the early discoverers
of Iceland. "He went," says the Landnamabok, "by
the advice of Harald Fairhair to Iceland for the purpose
of subduing the land to himself; should he accomplish
this the King promised him to make him his Earl. But
when the settlers came to know what U ni purposed they
began to treat him resentfully, refusing to sell him livestock or provisions, and thus it was impossible for him
to maintain himself in his settlement. He therefore had
to clear out of his land-take, and went to Swanfirth the
southmost ; but neither there was he allowed to take up
his abode." The long and short of Uni's story was
that he was killed by an angry father in revenge for
the outraged honour of his daughter. Chronologists are
agreed that this must have happened as early as 895·
How Harald took this miscarriage of his plan is not
on record. This is the first open declaration of the
policy which the court of Norway secretly harboured
!

Ib., 97,
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towards Iceland, an d in som e 3()() years a fte r this event
ca rried out successful ly.
T he second intervent ion o f H ar al d in the intern a l
a ffa irs of Iceland is thus rel a ted in the L an d na mabok : - ~
F rom H orn Jirth to neelules$ (i., ., in the Sou th cou n try ) the b ntt
was last s.ellled ; a l there weathe r an d IUrf decided landi ng, there
bein g no ha rbou rs or haven s, Some o f th e earliest se Hlers took
lan d nea re st to the mountains, fo r thithe r they obse rved li ve 5toc k
would rlrill . th e la nd bein g beller, The men who came lalH tho ug h t
the p r ior ~ ..uters ha d tak en up too wide eount rysi d"'l. Dut KinK
H a ra ld SC t the m at one on the ter ms th a t no on" should la ke a
wider lan d th an ", hM he mi~ b t c a rry fire ro und in one day wit h hi s
c re w. Fires should be mme wbe n the sun W&I in the eas t : ot he r
s mo1<... s hould be ma de so tha i on e could be Ken from Ih ll ot her ;
b UI the n res thai ...ere made when the lun wu in tbe east s ho uld go
o n hu rn ing l ilI nlahtfall ; th er eu pon they should ....a lk till the su n
....as in the ...'est an d the re make up e tbe r fires .

The statement is not ,-cry cl early wo rd ed, but the drift
o f it is ohvio us : a fire sho uld he ma de in the morning
o f the day at the eastern e xtremity o f the intend ed land .
lake . T his d one the crew , und er the direct ion o f the
sett ler , d ivided into two gangs, one goi ng roun d th e
sett lement by th e nor th, the ot her by the so uth, bot h
ligh t ing fires a t pr oper d ista nce fro m each ot her as they
went on unt il, when the su n was in the west, they joined
at the western ex tr emity o f t he lan d -t ake and lighted
the last fire o f t he d ay.
T he Landn ama seems dea rly to infer tha t the later
a rr iva ls. who had this gr ieva nce against the previous
land grabbers, were H arald's frie nd s. or at least men who
tru sted h im t o righ t the wron g they com p lai ned o f,
Equall y warrantable seem s the inference that. sin ce the
plai nt iffs had hrought H a rald int o the case, the defen d a nt s, mindful o f the U ni affai r• • hose ra ther to make
the great King their f riend t han their f oe in the di s,
pute : for t hey m ust have reali zed clea rly en ough, that
th ough , for the t ime being, they were r id o f H arald's
t vra unv, it d id not foll ow a t all t ha t he reg a rd ed them
beyo nd the s phere o f his k in ~l y might ; t he a n n of
that might wa s lo ng, as H a rald h ad proved in hi s
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dealings with the western isles. Moreover, the parties to
this dispute were Norwegians; probably no born Icelander in the south-country had as yet reached years
of discretion, or come to occupy any position of prominence. Is it a matter of certainty that these Norwegians
did not regard Harald as in theory their King? I think
not. For what can it mean that Harald appeased these
men, but that he had both parties summoned to his
presence, and as their liege-lord gave his decision? It is
possible that to this enactment of Harald's may be linked
the regulation affecting women settlers, which provided
that a woman might secure as much land as she could
lead a two-year heifer round in a springlong day between
sunrise and sunset.
After the affair of Uni the Dane things went on between Iceland and Norway in the usual way; and some
thirty years after this event Harald and his court must
have learnt, with satisfaction, that Iceland sent to N 01'way a commissioner, in the person of Ulfliot, a Norwegian by birth, and grandson of the mighty Herdakari, for the purpose of framing a code for Iceland out
of the body of laws which obtained throughout the
legislative sphere of the Parliament of Gula (Gulapings
log).
It was an agreeable evidence of the strong
brother, Norway, still standing in the traditional attractive relation to Iceland, and that in a matter of paramount importance.
From about 895, for more than a hundred years no
attempt was made by Norway to press its political attention upon Iceland. The anarchy created in Norway by
Fairhair's division of the realm between fourteen lawless
sons, with the fatal omission of the ablest of them all,
Hakon Athelstan's foster-son, and the no less fatal
elevation to the dignity of overking of Eric Bloodaxe,
provided the rulers with such plenty of home-made
business that they had no time to turn their attention
to other things.
It was first in the days of that ruthless Christian
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missionary, the grandest personality of all Fairhair's
great-grandsons, Olaf Tryggvason, that Iceland came to
know again the mind that harboured in the breast of
the Norwegian court. Olaf came to Norway in 995,
and had in his suite many Icelanders, who had joined
his standard during his foreign war-raids. Soon after
he had established himself as king in Norway he called
to him one of his Icelanders, Stefnir, the fourth in direct
descent from Ketil Flatnose. Stefnir had seen much
of life, both in Byzantine and western warfare and
travels. King Olaf charged him to go to Iceland to
convert his countrymen to Christianity, and explained
his plan and purpose.
"I shall endeavour," he said, "by every means in my
power, to lead to God the people that inhabit Iceland
and the other Northern countries that are subject to
our realm in respect of trade voyages and importation
of such goods as we cannot do without," etc.
The quotation, though short, is long enough to prove
.that Olaf included Iceland in the group of such northern
lands as Orkney and Shetland, which did the bulk of
their trade with Norway, as already subject tributaries.
This apostle of Olaf's brought more of sword and fire
than of gospel to Iceland; and when he had succeeded
in destroying certain temples of gods and goddesses and
in smashing a goodly number of idols, the heathens
there gathered a force against him, and he barely escaped
with life to his relatives, being expelled the country in
the summer following as a guilty outlaw.
But Olaf had another missionary, the German nobleman Thangbrand, ready to take over the thankless task.
In the picture gallery of our sagas he figures as "a man
great of growth and mighty of strength, smart of
speech and a good clerk; a bold man and stout of heart
in all manly exploits in spite of being a clerk; not of
aggressive habits, but ruthless and unsparing both of
word and deed when he got wroth." 1
101af, saga Tryggvasonar, Forn m, sogur II.
sympathetic, Saga Library, III., 3 23.
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Thangbrand's mission resulted in the conversion to
Christianity of many people and of important chiefs
among them; but it also brought with it conversion of
a few from life to death by the fatal eloquence of
Thangbrand's swift sword. The Icelanders resented this
kind of apostolic teaching. Thangbrand withdrew after
three years with such an unfavourable report to King
Olaf that he had a number of Icelanders seized and
condemned to torture and death, which was averted only
by the intercession of Icelandic chiefs whom Thangbrand himself had converted, and who were able to prove
that Thangbrand's unpopularity was due to his unapostolic use of the sword instead of milder methods. These
chiefs, Gizur the White, a relative of Olaf, and Hialti
Skeggison, Gizur's son-in-law, then undertook to convert
their people at the King's behest, but in the meantime
he seized as hostages the sons of four Icelandic chiefs,
each of whom was a representative magnate in each of
the four quarters into which politically Iceland was
divided.'
In these dealings of King Olaf with Iceland we see
clearly that he looks upon the island as already an
integral part of his realm of Norway. Much, of course,
of his unceremonious intervention must be ascribed to
his burning zeal for Christianity, his loathing of paganism, and his imperious disposition of mind. But the
real explanation lies in the deep-rooted feeling of the
court that Iceland must be looked upon as one with
Norway. King Olaf never lived to know the successful
issue of his last mission to Iceland. But had he lived
longer there can be little doubt that further political
developments would have ensued.
Fifteen years of non-interference by Norway in Iceland's internal affairs passed away until Tryggvason's
kinsman, Olaf Haraldson, the Holy, ascended the throne.
1 Saga Lib, IlL, 35+
The hostages were Kiarran Olafsson, W., Halder
::;'udmundson, N., I(olbein Thordson, E., and Sverling Runolfson,
;. Quarter.
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Already in the second year of his reign he began turning
his attention to Iceland.
He soon learnt" from his
favourite poet and future marshall, Sighvat Thordson,
as well as from other Icelanders at his court, that the
compromise between paganism and Christianity of the
year 1000, by which clandestine exposure of children
and eating of horse-flesh were not forbidden, was a blot
on the Christianity of Iceland which must be wiped out.
From these Icelanders he also learnt who were the men
of most influence in Iceland. ' Next year, 1017, he sent
words with tokens to Hialti Skeggison to come to him
to Norway; and to the Speaker-at-law, Skapti Thorodson, and other important men he sent such amendments
of the Christian law, or canon right of Iceland, as
seemed needful to him. These proposals he accompanied
by friendly messag~ to all the people of Iceland. 2 The
King's amendments were adopted by the Althing. And
probably in graceful acknowledgment of the Icelanders'
accommodating attitude, the King sent them timber
enough to build a church at Thingwalls, and therewithal
a great bell, which was there still in Snorri Sturluson's
days. The King would be sending messages to, and
making friends in, Iceland, with the result that many
men of worship betook themselves to King Olaf and
entered into service in his household, whence sprung
up exchanges of friendly gifts between the King and
many of the chiefs of Iceland.
"But," adds the historian, "in this mark of friendship which the King showed towards Iceland there abode
more things (than pure friendship) such as afterwards
came to light." 3
To the period during which these signs of mutual
goodwill were being' exchanged we must assign two very
remarkable documents, the first defining the right of the
King of Norway in Iceland, the second that of the Icelanders in N orway.
1

Saga Lib. IV., 69.

'lb. II!., 73.

B lb.

III.,

241-242.
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I give you a translation in extenso of the first document, but only of the more salient points of the second.
1. THE RIGHT OF THE KING OF NORWAY IN ICELAND.
This is the right of Norway's King in Iceland, that his law suits
can be taken without summons and proceeded with according to the
law of the people of that land. His subjects shall be entitled to the
same recontpence for wrongs personally inflicted on them as the folk
of the land. Inheritance (after a Norwegian) in Iceland shall fall to
his kinsman, or partner. If there be none such, the inheritance shall
await there the coming forth of the heir.

II.

CONCERNING THE RIGHT OF ICl<LANDERS IN NORWAY.

In Norway, Icelanders shall enjoy the same right as a franklin (in
respect of atonement for personal wrongs inflicted on them). Inheritance falling in Norway may be entered upon by second cousins from
Iceland or nearer relatives, men and women alike.
Icelanders
shall pay no duty in Norway save land-dues and fees to warders in
market-towns. Men who are entitled to full personal recompence
for personal wrongs done to them, shall liquidate land-dues by six
rugs and six ells of homespun, or by half d. mark in silver.
Icelanders are in Norway eutitled to water and timber. But all the
timber they want they must cut only in a royal forest. Icelanders
(who happen to be in Norway) are in duty bound to do military
service to the King, when of a certain there is a hostile army in
Norway and a general levy is called out; in such a case every third
man (of them) shall remain behind, but every two go forth. Icelanders (10 Norway) are in duty bound to defend Norway with the
King, but not to ~o on any further warfare. Inheritance that
Icelanders have entered upon in another Kings's realm shall
not be taken from them in Norway. Icelanders are free to leave
for Iceland, except when a hostile army is of a certain in Norway.
But their own land the Icelanders are free to leave for any land they
please. If Icelanders pay land-dues in Orkney or Shetland, they
are not liable to fresh payment thereof in Norway, unless they have
been to Iceland in the meantime. Every male who is hale and
sound, and can pay land-dues, is free to go from Iceland to Norway;
but free to leave Iceland for Norway in order to be domiciled there
are only such as are able to maintain their destitute relatives and
to equip themselves properly for war. Free to go from Iceland to
Norway is further any woman accompanying her husband, or father,
or son, or brother, provided sha is possessed of property of three
marks' value. . . . If a man suffer loss of property to such an extent
that he cannot pay land-dues in full, he is not bound to pay. If
such men as have been to Greenland, or have gone out in search of
new lands, or have been torn by storms from Iceland while taking
their craft from one harbour to another, be cast upon the coast of
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Norway, they are not bound to pay any land-dues. This right and
Jaw King Olaf the Holy gave the Icelanders as it is here set forth.
Bishop Gizur, (108z-1II8), and his son Teit, Marcus, Hreinn, Einar,
Biorn, Gudmund, Dade, Holmstein, swore that Bishop Isleif,
(1056-1080), with other witnesses, took their oath on this right which
here is written: that such an one, or even a better, King Olaf
bestowed upon the Icelanders.!
Norges gamle Love I., 437-8, Gragas V. Finsen, II , 195-7. Dipl.
Island, I., 54, 64-70.

These documents must be the outcome of that entente
cordiale which, as already pointed out, manifested itself
after 1017 and until 1024, when, as we shall see presently,
the eastern horizon of Iceland became politically overcast. We can guess pretty accurately at the time when
the documents were drawn up. In the second the Orkneys
are referred to as a Norwegian province, which they
became when the Earls of the Isles, the brothers Brusi
and Thorfmn 11., made their submission to Olaf in 1022.
N at before, nor later than, 1023 can these documents be
dated. I talk of them as two documents because their
contents make them so; and it is possible that King
Olaf had the document dealing with the Icelanders'
right in Norway drawn up early enough in the year it
dates from to be ready to go to Iceland when the sailing
season opened, and that in response the Althing at its
sitting in June of the same year passed the laconic Act
which goes by the name of the right of the King of
Norway in Iceland. If this were so then the mission
of Thorarinn Nefiol fson in 1024, to which I come
directly, would be easily explained as having for object
an extension of the limited privileges the Althing of
its free will was ready to grant the King. But the possibility is not excluded that we have here to deal with one
document, a tentative treaty drawn up by King Olaf
with the counsel of the Icelanders present at his court,
who, of their own competence, could extend the King's
privileges in Iceland no further than the document shows,
and that Thorarinn Nefiol fson was sent to the Althing
1 Bishop Isleif was born

A.D. 1006;

Bishop Gizur

1042.
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with the extension of them which the King desired. At
any rate the paragraph in what I have called the second
document which reads: "But their own land the Icelanders are free to leave for any land they please," is
obviously an Icelandic amendment, betraying a naive
anxiety and diplomatic simplicity in a matter of course
on which the King had no power to legislate, or to make
a treaty stipulation.
In one respect, not connected with the subject immediately before us, the second document is of especial
interest, being a contemporary evidence of the Icelanders'
explorations to America or Vineland, which otherwise we
know only from sagas some 200 years younger; for the
words: "men .. gone out in search of new lands"
can have reference to nothing whatever else.
These documents teach us how close by this time had
become the political relations between Iceland and N orway; so much so, indeed, that Icelanders on a visit to
Norway are now, in certain contingencies, subjects of
the kings. Accidentally we have a corroboration of this
point, and at the same time an evidence to the authenticity of this document, in a speech delivered to save a
life by priest Jon Ogmundson, afterwards first bishop of
Holar, before King Magnus Bareleg, in Nidaros, about
J097, or seventy-five years after the date of the instrument. There were some 300 Icelanders in N idaros in
whose name the priest spoke, saying, inter alia: "Lord
King, we (the Icelanders) are thy subjects equally with
:he people, here within this land (= with the natives of
this land)." The meaning is obviously that, being in
Norway, Icelanders were practically subjects of the
King, because circumstances might at any time create
such a state.
But Olaf the Holy's plans went still further. The
:hings which Snorri told us were hidden behind King
)laf's manifestations of friendship came out in 1024,
vhen he sent to Iceland a trusted agent, Thorarinn
NefioIfson, an Icelander, with the following message to
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the Althing: "King Olaf Haraldson sends to this land
God's greeting" and his own, to all chiefs and all such
as bear rule in the land, and therewithal to the whole
commonalty of men and women, young and old, rich
and poor, adding thereto that it is his will to be your
lord, if it be your will to be his subjects, each being
friends with the other . and furtherer of all good
things."
The answer from the assembly was friendly: "All
were fain to be friends with the King, if he wished to
be the friend of the people of this land."
Thorarinn spake again: "V.Jith the greeting of the
King goes the request that the men of the North of
Iceland be so friendly as to g·ive him the island or rock
that lies off Eyja-firth, which is called Grimsey; in
return he is willing to give such goods from his own
country as people like to mention. But having heard
that Gudmund of Madderwalls has most to say in those
parts the King sends him word to lend the matter his
support."
"I am willing," Gudmund answered, "to be in friendship with King Olaf, for I deem it would be of advantage to me a great deal more than that outlying rock
for which he bids. Yet the King has not been rightly
informed that I have more to do with it than others;
for of late it has been turned into a common. But now
will we who derive most gain from the island have a
meeting together."
At the parley Gudmund, more famed for wealth than
wisdom, was in favour of granting the King's request,
and many seconded him therein. But there were men
present who asked what the matter was that Gudmund's
brother Einar had nothing to say about this subject.
"For he," they said, "seems to us to see most clearly
through things."
Einar answered: "I am few-spoken about this matter
because no one has called on me to speak. But if
I must speak my mind, then I have to say this, that my
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opinion is that the only way open to the folk of this land
is not to submit to any payment of taxes to King Olaf,
or to all the imposts he levies on the people of Norway.
Such a slavery we should, if we yielded, impose not
upon ourselves alone, but both upon ourselves, our sons,
and all our race inhabiting this land. And that thraldom would never lift from this land. Now though this
King be a good man, which I am quite willing to believe,
yet thenceforth will happen what has happened hitherto,
when there is a change of kings, that they will differ,
some being good, some evil. But .if the people of this
land are bent on retaining the freedom they have enjoyed
since this land was peopled, then the only way open is
not to give the King any hold either of landed property
here, or of any settled dues payable out of this country,
such as may be counted as public charges. On the other
hand I deem it well fit that those who are so disposed
should send the King friendly gifts, hawks or horses,
or tents or sails, or such other things as may be worth
sending to him, for such would be well bestowed, if
friendship came in return. But as to Grimsey this is
to be said, that if from that island nothing in the way
of food-stuffs is exported, it can support an army of
men; and should that army consist of foreigners, and
should they issue forth from the isle in their longships, I am of opinion that many a small householder
would find things in a thronged enough state at his
door."
When Einar had said this, all the people were unanimous to decline the request.
But Thorarinn had not disclosed the whole of his
errand yet. The next day he mounted the Lawrock and
promulgated this publication:
"King Olaf sends word to his friends in this land,
to wit Gudmund Eyo lfson, Snorri Godi, Thorkel Eycl fson, Skapti, the Speaker-at-law, and Thorstein Hallson ;
he sent you words to this end that you should come to
meet him and accept from him an invitation to a friendly
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feast. And on t his he laid stress that you should not
neglect to under take this journey , if you set any sto re
by his friend sh ip."
The chiefs invited sai d they would let T hora r inn kn ow
their decision OI t leisure. D iscussing t he matter among
themse lves, Snor ri and Skapti were aga inst ncccpt ing t he
invitut iou, on the g round that it was d a ngerous in the
f ace o f t he a tt itud e o f Ncr wuy th at al l the most importa nt chiefs in the coun try sho u ld lea ve it a t one and the
sallie time; for they fea red tha t t he Kin g har boured a
plan to submit the Icela nders to ha rd treat ment i f he
saw his wa y to it. The ot hers were in fa vour o f accepting the King's in vita tion : f rom s uch a journe y much
hon ou r wou ld be sure t o accr ue to t hem. H owever , this
summer, lO:q . 110 chie f o f Ireland availed himself o f
the Kin g's in vitation . But Thorarinn went to Norway
in the a ut um n, und in reporting the result o f his mission
told the K lllg that in response to his word the invited
chiefs wou ld collie. or else their sons.
The next yea r, 1025. in s pite o f the suspiciousness
wh ich had now t aken a firm hold u f th e chiefs o f lee .
land. f ou r o f the inv ited sent their SO liS to King Ol af.
T hese were : St ein , so n o f Sku pt i. bearer o f a long
la uda tory poem by his fa t her on King: O laf, whic h H is
Majest y ref used to liste n t o; fur t he r Tborod d , so n of
Snorri Godi; Ge ll ir. son of Thorke1 E yol f scn, and
Egil, son o f Hal ! o f S ide. T hey were well recei ved
by the King" an d entered h is hou sehold
T hey soon
found tha t their treatment \\".I S more in the nature o f
d etention th an o f fr iendly entertainmen t. As t he sa ili llg" season o f IO~ opened , they pet itioned the K ing
for lea ve to return to their relatives in Icel and. The
K ing- at first vouc hsafed no decid ed answer , hut as
summe r wore 011 ra lled them to h is presence to impa rt
to them his deci sion. l ie decla red to them t hat he had
d ecided to send Gell ir, SO li of T horkel , with h is cormnissian to Ireland . " nn d none o f tbc other Icel a nders who
were in Nor wa y wo uld he pe rmi tted to go to Icel a nd
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until he should hear how the commission entrusted to
Gellir, was received by the Icelanders."
"But," adds Snorri, "when the King had made this
enunciation, the Icelanders, who were yearning to go on
the journey, but were forbidden it, thought they were
treated very shabbily, and considered their sojourn an
evil one and a captivity."
The tenor of the message from King Olaf, which
Gellir pronounced to the Althing in 1027, was to this
effect: he requested the Icelanders to accept the laws
which he had framed for Norway, and grant him all
fines for manslaughter (pegngildi) as well as a poll-tax
amounting to a penny, of the value of one-tenth of an
ell of homespun. To this was added that he held out to
the people friendship in return for their acceptance of
these proposals, but in contrary case hard treatment when
he should be able to bring it about. After a long consultation over the matter the Icelanders refused unanimously all tax payments and imposts such as the King
demanded.
Gellir returned to Norway this same year (1027) and
met King Olaf in Sarpsburg returning overland late
in the year from his disastrous encounter with Knut the
Mighty of Denmark at the Holy River in Scaney. How
he received Gellir's disappointing report we are not told.
He had now more pressing matters to occupy his
thoughts than the subjection of Iceland. He was beset
with troubles on every side. His realm was seething
with disaffection, fostered by the inexhaustible supply
of Knut the Mighty's gold. His call to arms of his
people in 1028 took no effect, and early in the following
year he had to flee the country. For about 200 years
after this no repetition of King Olaf's plans on Iceland
is heard of. The old friendly relationship went on as
if nothing had happened. Olaf's half-brother, Harald
Hardrada, was a special friend of the Icelanders, and
did for them what no King of Norway had done before,
sending a substantial relief to the island in a season of
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famine. His great-grandson, Eystein Magnusson, was
also particularly friendly to the Icelanders. But offers
of political friendship of the type of those of Olaf the
Holy they abstained from.
In the years 12°3 and 12°4 two events took place,
both of which were pregnant with troubles for Iceland.
On Easter day, April r jth, in the former year, the priest
Gudmund Arason was consecrated to the see of H6lar
in northern Iceland by Archbishop Eric of Nidaros in
Norway. In the summer of the latter was born to the
throne of Norway Hakon, the reputed son of King Hakon
Sverrison. The history of the lives of these two men
is the history of Iceland's freedom· lost; the story of
Gudmund's life forming the introductory, that of Hakon's
the concluding chapters. When Gudmund was ten years
of age, 1170, a great English prelate, Thomas of Canterbury, came to a tragic end after eight years' incessant struggle with a great English King, Henry II., over
the immunity of the clergy from secular courts. By
the time that Gudmund was forty years of age, or about
1200, I have shown, in the Rolls edition 0 f "Thomas
saga," that the lives of the Canterbury saint were
already in the form of a saga current in Icelandic in the
north of the island. Thomas was an immensely popular
saint in Iceland. The saga of Bishop Gudmund by
Arngrim, abbot of Thingeyrar, from the middle of the
fourteenth century, proves very distinctly that Gudmund
must have been an ardent student of the literature relating to Thomas. To his narrow and fanatic mind it
brought a new revelation. Thomas fought and suffered
a martyr's death for his unswerving insistence on the
immunity of the clergy from secular courts. Gudmund
fought with an absolutely reckless pertinacity for the
same principle in Iceland, but was denied the glory of a
martyr's death, though he was granted plenty of adversity and contempt for his needless trouble. Before his
day nothing had been heard of this Pseudo-Isidorian
contention.
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Gudmund did not take the trouble of gently initiating
his meaning to the chiefs. He flung it in their faces
without warning. They controlled the judicial authority
in the land, as in their power lay the nomination of all
judges. It was a fixed tradition that admitted of no
exception, that every subject of the law was equally
amenable to the law. But Gudmund's insane and violent
pushing-on of his own new law, aided by the chiefs'
reverence for a consecrated person, brought the aristocratic
constitution to such a deadlock as to give the Archbishop of Nidaros in Norway an opportunity of an ultra
vires interference in the internal affairs of Iceland, which
ultimately he passed on into the more powerful hand of
the King. King Hakon, in his turn, keeping a watchful
eye upon the anarchical state of things in Iceland, made
so relentless and tenacious a use of the opportunity
as in the year 1262, the year before his long reign of
46 winters came to an end, to have effected the submission of Iceland to his crown.
Before he was elected bishop, on the t st of September,
1201, an election which, more Islandico, was made by
the leading men of the diocese, as neither of the Icelandic
sees ever had a cathedral chapter of dean and canons,
Gudmund had been in holy orders for 16 years, and
during that time had had charge of no less than seven
livings. At this time he was priest at Vi'6i fIlyrr (Willowmere) in Skagafirth, in the North of Iceland, which place
happened to be the seat of the greatest chief of the firth,
Kolbein, the son of Tumi (Thomas), and of Thurid,
daughter of Gizur, son of Hall, whose wife Gyrid was
first cousin of Gudmund (their fathers being brothers).
It is not unlikely that Gudmund's position now was that
of a chaplain to his kinsman-in-law,
The most remarkable thing about Gudmund during
his priestly career was that he was roaming about the
country, singing chaunts of exorcism, healing man and
beast, and consecrating fords, waters and springs of all
description. People ran after him for his cures, and what
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he called his alms folk, a rabble of beggars and vagabonds, flocked to him and made themselves unceremoniously at horne with the goods of his neighbours when
his own supplies ran dry. He was as renowned for his
living saintship as for his thriftlessness and incapacity
for taking care of his goods and property. And rumour
ran that his election was in the main due to Kolbein's
pleading, because the latter intended for himself the
management of the temporalities of the see of H6lar, in
case the election should turn out in Gudmund's favour.
The event proved that this rumour was well-founded.
No sooner had Gudmund begun his reign at H6lar
than many matters, as the saga has it, turned up between
the bishop and Kolbein on which they held different
views, and great dissensions sprang up between them.
The first dispute arose out of a lawsuit that Kolbein
had with a certain priest with relation to a debt, for
which Kolbein summoned him (1206) in the usual manner
before the court. The priest sought counsel of Gudmund,
who promptly put on full canonical vestments, went to
the court, and declared that Kclbein was incompetent
to prosecute such a case, since he, the bishop, was the
proper authority to adjudicate it. The judges appointed
by Kolbein took no notice of this to them incomprehensibly lawless proceeding, but sentenced the clerical misdemeanant to outlawry according to the provisions
of the common law. The bishop now forbade Kolbein,
the judges and witnesses to go to any divine service,
and took under his protection the condemned priest, who
thereby came to commune with many more persons than
the law permitted to -an outlaw. So Kolbein went to
H6lar and summoned the bishop's house-carles for
breaking the law in communing with the outlawed priest.
And Gudmund promptly excommunicated Kolbein.
Strange to say, this blow seems to have stunned KoIbe in so thoroughly that, yielding to the advice of
friends, he gave the bishop full powers to settle this
matter as might seem good to him, and at the Althing,
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the following year, 12°7, he, by the counsel of Bishop
Paul of Skalholt, inflicted a fine on Kolbein amounting
to the value of 1,200 ells of homespun, or, if an ell was
worth, say, 1/6, no less than £1OJ. One half of this
Kolbein paid down, the other half, which was taken up
by his liegemen, he told the bishop to gather in himself, which the prelate refused to do, and so never
got it.
In the meantime two prominent chiefs of Eyafirth,
Sigurd Ormson of Madderwalls and Hall Kleppiarnson,
had this very year got into trouble with the prelate of
H6lar for high-handed dealings with two persons whom
the bishop deemed it his duty to protect, and he forthwith excommunicated both chiefs. With these excommunicates Kolbein at first shunned communing, but after
a while got tired of that sort of discipline and communicated with them as if nothing had happened. For
this he fell under a new excommunication from the
bishop in December of the same year (1207). Unable
to stand this attention on the part of the bishop any
longer, Kolbein went after Easter, 1208, with a band
of 80 armed men to H6lar and laid siege to the see.
Bishop Gudmund in full canonicals pronounced once
more an excommunication against his kinsman-at-law,
and this time in the Icelandic language, so that Kolbein's
men should understand it. Thanks to Kclbein's selfrestraint, infers the old historian, battle and bloodshed
were averted at this time. But when spring of this same
year wore into May, the' term for the local spring
Assemblies, Kolbein summoned from all his dominion
an armed host, and was joined by his mother's brother,
Thorvald Gizurson, with his men from the south country.
When matters threatened to develope into a hostile
attack on the bishop, friends of both parties intervened,
and realizing how impossible it had proved hitherto to
oring the bishop to recognize the authority of the law
of the land in any case to which directly or indirectly
ae was a partner, suggested that the whole matter in
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d is pute between t he bis hop a nd K ol be .n sho uld be
referred to t he A rchbis hop o f Ni d a ros. T o this both
s ides agreed .
Bu t before the ag-reemen t could take effect a new difficulty a rose. .:\ pr iest named Sku-r ing was repo rted hy
ag-grie,-ed pa rt ies to Kolbein for serious tr es passes agains t
the law, and he, as godi, an d const itut iona l pr ote ct or
o f the rights o f his liegeme n, was ob liged to have the
clerical mi sdemea na nt prosecuted. He fled for sa fe ty t o
the b ishop a nd hand selled hi m all his prope rt y. Ko lhein got t he pr iest con demne d , as t he law requ ired . Bu t
t he bis hop fu lmi nat ed a new excom munication a t h im,
h is j ud ges a nd a ll his sup po rters. By thi s time the
lavish p relate had so t horoug hl y g lutted the ma rke t with
e xco m m unica tions that their pu nit ive va lue h ad sunk
d own to zero. a nd no one heeded th em in the least.
In the summer o f th is yea r t he bishop, accompanied
as usua l by lawless crowds, visited the nort hern d istrict s
o f T hingey a nd Eyafirth, H is followin g, ecalous ty
ind igna nt at No rweg ian t rader s ha ving r ommnn ed with
excom mu nica tes. pun ished t he hapless forei gn er s by plun de ring the m o f their goods, wh ile the bishop seized from
t he chu rch o f Xln d dcrwalls its or na ments and relics, lest
his excomm unic a te, S igurd O nn scn. since I ::!04 the tena nt
o f the holdi ng a nd guard ia n o f the church's pro perty,
sho uld defile them beyond the possibility o f redem ption
to pro per sac redness. P ubl ic resent ment was loud a nd
general. Three chiefs o f E yafirt h, Arno r T um ason.
brot her o f Kolbcin, Sigurd O rmson, a nd H all K lc ppiam so n. as well as K olbein Turnason in Skagafirth, Whi pped
up their men -at -arms. intend ing to set on the bish op in
a ll earnest. Kolbein. the first in the field . besieged 1161ar
an d de ma nd ed tha t a ll the g uilty person s in t he bisho p's
ward sho uld be delivered into h is han d s. T he bisho p
ref used ; an d a t the sug ges tion of his me n, an d unhindered by Kolbcin , he rod e a wa y with a fullo\\'lIlg"
3(1() strong. cons isting of three a bbo ts , two monks, nea rly
for ty pr iest s a nd ma ny cle rks ; lII an y d ou ghty me n were
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there, but the rest were vagabonds, beggars and trampingwomen.
" There, Kolbein,' said a priest, "rides the bishop away
with the honour of both of you."
Kolbein immediateiy commanded his band to intercept
the further progress of the prelate, and a battle took
place on the oth of September, 1208, at the place called
Willowness (Vi'Sines), in which Kolbein lost his life and
his band all heart, and surrendered or fled away. When
at this time the Eyafirth gathering rode up it was seized
with a similar fit of disheartenment, and Arnor and
Sigurd fled away from their men under cover of night,
while Hall came to terms of peace with the bishop, who
thus had won such a victory as he never could have
dreamt of at the outset. Of his own accord he now
proposed to submit all matters in dispute to the Archbishop of Nidaros, but his opponents declined such a
solution, being, no doubt, more impressed than the bishop
by a sense of the impropriety involved in delivering into
the hands of a foreign prelate the competence possessed
by the legal authority of their own land.
No wiser in victory than in defeat, the bishop now persecuted Kolbein's adherents with such vigour that he
drove a number of them into the arms of Kolbein's
brother-in-law, Sighvat Sturluson, a Sturlung as proud
and mighty as he was ruthless when he had to wreak
his wrongs. The wise and peace-loving bishop of Skalholt, Paul Jonson, a grandson of Lopt, son of Szemund
the learned of Oddi and of Thora, daughter of King
Magnus Bareleg, seeing that the whole country was
in a state of ferment, and that a general rising was
preparing by the mightiest chiefs against the intractable
prelate of Hol ar, sent his chaplain with messages to
urge on Gudmund the wisdom of proceeding with
humanity and prudence. But he resented this as an act
of hostility, and went on as before, regardless of all
signs of the time. In the spring of 12°9 eight of the
most powerful and influential chiefs in the land marched
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with a host o f 840 armed men upon the see of 1I6 \a r
and laid siege to the pla ce. In the n ig ht after the arriva l
of the bes ieging fo rce many deserted the bishop. and
hut slig ht defence was o ffered by the few who rema ined.
of whom thc most guilt-bitte n sou g ht asy lu m in th e
cathedral.
T he ch ie fs ha ving the bishop in their power o ffered
him these alternative te rms : ( I) tha t he should rescind
a ll his excom munica tio ns in ret urn fo r their s paring- t he
lives o f some who were in th e c hurch ; ( 2) the b ish op
to lea ve t he place ne ver to ret urn thither ag'a in. or el se
they wou ld slay a ll th e refugees in t he church. lea ve
noth ing' in peace a t the sec, a nd ca rry the bis ho p off
i g nom in ious1y,
Gudmund ha d hi s N on !'OJJlt IlIlf S rea d y ; hc sa id it
was 110 l in his po\\'cr t o un do ex com mun ication s. But
a t the in sist e nt praye rs o f h is prot eges. who knew th at
d eath await ed them if the b ish op wou ld do not hin g- lo
save them , he sa ng' .\/ iseru e o ver t he besiege rs. b ut declared
when he ha d done it tha t t hey were no mo re absolved
than they ha d been before, A nd thus' he left to their
fa te the men wh o in his service had inc ur red t he punishment t hat hung o ver them. the lives o f so me o f who m
he might have saved, and mig:ht have mitigated the punishment o f o thers. T he co nseq uence was tha t the punish ment inflicted on the b ishop's adherents was as ru thless
on the doomed as it was ruinous to those whose lives
were s pa red. Arnor T umison and S igurd O rm so n look
charge o f the tempo ra lit ies o f the sec. d eal in g with them
as the )' tho ught fit an d proper.
Soorri St url uson invited t he expelled prelate to hi s
hou se at Reykholt. a nd his acceptance o f the invitat ion
shows t hat he regarde d Sn or ri more in the I:g ht o f a
f r iend tha n a foe . A fter o ne winte r's res id en ce a t Reykholt . 120<j ,I O , Bishop Gudm nn d set o ut for his sec, but
he illg- watched by the Northland ch iefs was wa rne d 1I0t
t o proceed , a nd so he ret ired to th e \ Vest count ry, where
he signa lly d ist ing uished him self by ove rcom ing a haunti ng
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fiend, Selkolla, and spent in Steingrimsfirth the winter
12 I 0- I I.
An overture to peace between him and Arnor
Tumison in the spring of 121 I broke down on Arnor's
insisting that a return to H6lar could only be contemplated on condition that the bishop should have nothing
to do with the temporalities of the see. Soon afterwards
the prelate turned up all of a sudden in Eyafirth, throwing himself upon the hospitality of Hall Kleppiarnson,
who from a foe had converted himself into a friend of
Gudmund at the debacle of Willowness (1208). Immediately Arnor and other Eyafirth magnates rose to
stop the bishop's progress towards H6lar, and he was
obliged, as his friend Hall was not inclined to draw
the sword for him, to retire from the firth into more
distant countrysides in his diocese, where with his following he sang masses in tents instead of churches, as
the mother church was in a state of defilement.
In the summer, 121 I, letters arrived in Iceland from
Thorir Gudmundson, the Archbishop of Nidaros, summoning to his presence Bishop Gudmund and six chiefs
who were singled out as his special enemies, namely,
Arnor Tumison, Sigurd Ormson, Thorva ld Gizurson, Jon
Sigmundson, Hall Kleppiarnson, and of all people in
the world his late host, Snorri Sturluson.
This letter was not only ultra vires, but the whole
procedure of the archbishop was contrary to custom.
The forum delicti was Iceland. The archbishop had no
jurisdiction whatever over the independent chiefs in the
island. His plain duty, in accordance with custom, was
to send a legate or legates to inquire into the case Oll
the spot, armed with any powers he might have thought
fit. But here we see once more how the stronger brother
ventures to take familiar liberty with the weaker to try
how he should take it. Only two of the summoned chiefs
however obeyed, and it is not certain that they did 110t
obey rather the call of other duties in going.
The bishop himself, according to the best of the COllflicting authorities, did not go to Norway till I 2I 4, the
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year 10 which, on the 8th August, Archbishop Thorir
died; so plaintiff and judge did not meet, as the former
spent the autumn and winter of 1214-15 in the south of
Norway. This time Gudmund stayed four years in
Norway, three of which were spent, apparently, at
Nidaros, where, if we may believe the saga of him by
Arngrim,' he assisted at the consecration of Bishop
Magnus Gizurson to Skalaholt by Archbishop Guthorm
in the spring of 1216. At the court of the new archbishop Gudmund pleaded his case so ably that apparently he returned in triumph to his see in 1218, fortified
by Archiepiscopal missives both to the new bishop
of Skalholt and to the people of the diocese of Holar
generally.
In one way he now made a new departure from former
courses. Be set up a school at Bolar, and appointed
one Thord U fse, a Norwegian, as it seems, headmaster
of it. We shall probably not be very far wrong if we
surmise that in this matter the bishop acted on a suggestion, or perhaps a peremptory order, by the archbishop,
who could not but have found out that Gudmund neglected utterly education within his diocese. But Gudmund's alms-people once more flocked to their protector
in such numbers that to the neighbouring communes it
was a matter plainly to be foreseen that all the substance
of the see 'would be speedily devoured, whereupon the
turn would come to the bishop's neighbours. At the
request of the population Arnor Turnison, the guardian
and protector of their rights, went with an armed following to Bolar and laid hands on the bishop, and literally carted him off to his own house of Ass. The whole
crowd of his alms-people were unceremoniously sent
about their business. In the summer following, 1219,
Kolbein conveyed the prelate with, apparently, little consideration for his comfort, on a rickety kind of waggon,
or barrow, over-land all the way south to \Vhitewater
in Burgftrth, Arnor, who himself was gomg abroad,
1
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having made up his mind to export him to Norway
willy nilly. But Gudmund always had friends, and this
time by a ruse they succeeded in kidnapping him from
Arnor's custody.
And now began for him a new period of wandering
through the land. With his deliverer, Eyolf Karson, he
went first to Narfere in Swanfirth, where they got on
board a craft, and went west to Flatey in Broadfirth.
After a short rest they went north to the Bardstrand
district and lay in hiding among the woods in Carlinefirth, until they learnt that no search for Gudmund would
be set on foot. The good bishop made the best of his stay
in this locality, putting an end to the much haunting
by evil wights which greatly impeded traffic about the
locality before. After this useful stay in Carlinefirth
the Bishop returned to Flatey with a large following,
to provide for which taxed his friend Eyjolf's resources
to the utmost. In the spring of 1220 he quitted Flatey
under an escort of Eyolf with several picked men, and
got all the way north to H6lar; but after a while the
bishop with his guardians left H6lar and crossed the
mountains over to Svarfadardale, a countryside on the
western shore of the mouth of Eyafirth. But the men
of Eyafirth would have nothing to do with him and his
following, so he crossed the mouth of the bay and landed
at a place called Hofdi, in the district of Thingey, and
marched on until he reached the extensive tract of Reekdale, with a gathering of one hundred alms-people.
From one homestead to another throughout this valley
he went, making himself and his followers at home with
the provisions of the husbandmen, until they could
stand the proceedings no longer, and called in the help
of the chiefs Arnor of Skagafirth and Sighvat Sturluson of Eyafirth. With their combined forces they
attacked the bishop just as he had consecrated the church
of Helgistead, on the zoth of August, 1220. Defeated,
with some loss of life, the bishop had now to clear out
of the district.
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East he wandered to the northeasternmost ness of Iceland, called Sheepness, and performed there his wonted
consecrations during the Ember days (Wednesday to
Thursday, Sep, 16-18). Hence he wandered west to
Axefirth, thence again to Reekdale, whence, making sure
the Eyafirth men were going to forbid him passage
through their country, he set out over the central wildernesses of the country, and went all the way to the mighty
Szemund Jonson of Oddi, who took him in for the winter
of 1220-21. From Oddi he went in the summer of 1221
west to Burghfirth, and kept about there till very late
in autumn, when he betook himself to his ever-faithful
friend Thord Sturluson. This summer Arnor Tumison
went abroad to Norway, so now the road to H6lar was
open, and Thord Sturluson seized the opportunity of
escorting the bishop once more to his see.
Bishop Gudmund still exercised his old attraction on
beggars, tramps, and even some doughty men. His substance was speedily wasted. The whole neighbourhood
was in dread lest the hungry army of the episcopal almspeople should once more fall upon them. Their nominal
chief, Thorarin Jonson, from the east country, was young
and untried, but a Sturlung in the person of Tumi Sighvatson the elder was in eager quest of a chieftain's
dominion and came forward, offering the men of Skagafirth to put himself at their head and defend them
against the danger brewing in the numerous household
of H6lar. The householders of Skagafirth sent a peremptory request to the bishop to betake himself speedily
away from his diocese, and with this request he deemed
it wisest to comply.
By the advice of his trusted captains, Eyolf Karson
and Aron, son of I-liorleif, Bishop Gudmund now made
a new departure from his wonted ways of exile and
gathered a fleet of boats throughout the littoral of Skagafirth, on board which, with his following of 70 ablebodied men and thirty beggars and women, he embarked
for the island of Malmey in the mouth of the bay, where
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he set up his hopeless household. In this household
removal the bishop was engaged during Advent, 1221.
As soon as the bishop had evacuated the see Tumi Sighvatson entered it and made himself unceremoniously at
home there, treating the temporalities thereof as if they
were his own property. As famine soon stared the illassorted company of the bishop in the face thirty of
the bravest and boldest among the bishop's entourage
volunteered a foray on H6lar in two boats on the 3rd
of February, 1222. They surprised Tumi in the dead
of the night, set fire to the room where he was sleeping,
seized him, and after mishandling him slew him besides two
others, and cut off the feet of two more. Then they
loaded their craft with provisions and returned to
Malmey.
The bishop had enjoined them not to slay Tumi, but
to secure his person and bring him captive to Malmey :
and knowing well what he had now to expect of Tumi's
father, Sighvat, was highly displeased with the deed
done. Now there was no abiding place any longer in
Malmey, which lay in close proximity to the mainland.
After Easter this year (1222) the bishop removed his
whole household from Malmey to Grimsey, a small
island under the Arctic Circle some S4 miles from
Malmey. Sighvat, with his son Sturla and Thorarinn
Jonson, the young chief of Skagafirth, gathered a fleet
together, and with 360 men attacked the bishop in his
new stronghold, and after an easy victory seized the
person of Gudmund and forced him to leave the country
that summer (1222) for Norway. Before his departure
there arrived from Archbishop Guttorm letters summoning before him Bishop Gudmund and the chiefs of the
Sturlung family, none of whom heeded the summons.'
That among these letters there must have been also a
missive or more to Bishop Magnus of Skalholt is rendered almost certain by the fact that the next year (1223)
he sent two of his clerics, Jon Arnj-orson and Amor
1
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Biornson, with letters to the archbishop, who, however,
died before he could give them official attention (in
February, 1224).
At this juncture Iceland experienced an unprecedented
attitude on the part of the arch-see at N idaros, in that
the canons, independently of the arch-prelate, arrogated
to themselves his authority, and returned a defmite reply
to Bishop Magnus's letters, which they gave in charge
to priest Arnor Biornson, Bishop Magnus's emissary.
Bishop Gudmund landed at Bergen, and from there
made his way north to Nidaros, probably late in 1223,
for in 1224 he was in Nidaros and pleaded his case before
Archbishop Guttorm with such effect that his grace
seemed to be entirely on his side, and Gudmund became
a great favourite of the archiepiscopal entourage. That
year, however, a letter to the archbishop arrived from
the bishop's enemies, the Sturlungs, prominent among
whom must have been Sighvat Sturluson and his son
Sturla, setting forth in no less than thirty articles their
charges against his reverence of Bolar. The letter carried
conviction with it to such an extent that, when the bishop
had been confronted with, and cross-examined on, the
charges contained in it, the archbishop declared he could
not be responsible for upholding Gudmund in his office
without an order from the Pope. Gudmund lost all
favour with the archiepiscopal circle and was sorely distressed, especially for want of money.
Archbishop Guttorm died 6th October, 1224, before
taking any steps to consult the Pontiff in Gudmund's
case, and it seems most likely that Gudmund then resolved to make use of the vacancy while the archbishop
elect, Peter, was fetching his pall, to approach the Pope
directly, thus forestalling the archbishop, who would
have been bound to send an impartial report of the case
of either party to the quarrel. So he sent one of his
clerks, called Ketil, with a letter to the Pope, presumably
late in 1224 or early in the following year, and had the
satisfaction of receiving a reply, apparently, however,
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directed not to him but to the archbishop, which contained the decision: "si cedere vult, cedat" which greatly
delighted Gudmund, who put on it a construction as' if
it read: "si cedere non vult, ne eedat." Archbishop Peter
did not return to Nidaros from Rome until October (or
perhaps later), 1225, and died October 9th, 1226, while
Gudmund departed from Nidaros for Bergen "early
in the spring," 1 and returned to Iceland in the summer
of the latter year, probably after the session of the
Althing, so that only for a space of some seven months
could he have had an opportunity of pleading his case
before the new archbishop. This, however, he did so
ably, fortified no doubt by his interpretation of the pontifical missive, that he was bearer of letters from Archbishop Peter which deposed Bishop Magnus Gizurson of
Skalholt and summoned him and his brother Thorvald
together with the Sturlungs Sighvat and Sturla to his
presence. To these letters, which seem to be "the evil
writs," as the annals say, that were read at the Althing,
1227, no heed whatever was given by any of the parties
cited.
Bishop Gudmund went once more to his see and remained there through the winter of 1226-27. In the
summer of 1227 he rode from the north with 30 men to
the Althing, and there read out the evil writs. But after
the Thing he could not venture on a return to his see,
but wandered into the west country, where he turned up
in all sorts of places attended by more than a hundred
of his well-known alms-people, a veritable plague to the
country. In Advent he fell ill, and his old friend Thord
Sturluson fetched him to his home where he remained till
Lent 1228 with never less than 120 beggars. Thord, having now had enough of the privilege of entertaining the
bishop, got rid of him through the mediation of friends,
who persuaded the bishop's enemies, Sighvat and Sturla,
to give him leave to return to H6lar with his following.
At H6lar he remained this time until the summer, when
1
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the Skagafirth men drove him and all his pack away.
He now wandered to the northmost tracts of his diocese
to a well-to-do goodman in Husavik, where he quartered himself with his unruly rabble. With the bishop
were the two sons of his old bosom friend Raven Sveinbiornson, Grim and Einar, whom the bishop appointed
to do police service among his followers. When the
bishop broke up from Husavik the brothers did their
duty so radically as to search every man, even the bishop
himself, for stolen goods, and found a quantity of such,
all of which were restored to their respective owners.
He now drifted with his following east to Axfirth and
neighbouring countrysides; then, when the goodmen
got tired of him, he turned westward and back ultimately
to Eyjafirth. In this wandering his men were seditious
in temper and even murderous in deeds, one of the
bishop's priests being slain by them.
.
In this wandering was spent the time from Advent
1228 to spring time 1229, when on Maundy Thursday,
April r zth, Kolbein the Young intercepted the progress
of the returning prelate at Vidvik, a short distance down
below H61ar, and sent all his mob about their' business.
The bishop was allowed to go to his see attended by
two clerks only, and was kept in confinement in one
chamber which served him as bed-room, dining-room and
chapel, where he sang all hours with the exception of
the canon or secreta. He was deprived of all power to
dispense with even the smallest item of the temporalities
of the see, and was treated as one who had forfeited
the rights of a free man. In this manner he spent his
life until the summer of 1232.
Meanwhile Bishop Magnus had been summoned by
Archbishop Thorir to Norway in 1228 together with the
Sturlungs, Sighvat and Sturla. He obeyed the summons
and went to Norway the next year (1229), and stayed
the winter in Bergen. In 1230 he went north to Nidaros,
but Archbishop Thorir II. had already died on the 7 th
of April that very year. How far the archbishop was
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concerned in a new move on the part of Norway may
therefore be doubtful. This new move marks in a certain sense the end of Bishop Gudmund's fatal mission
and the beginning of King Hakon's direction of affairs.
We have seen how futile have been hitherto all summons abroad of Icelandic chiefs by the archbishops or
the canons of Nidaros. It must have dawned on them
by this time that it was a proceeding lacking all reasonableness of form, that a foreign prelate should assume
jurisdiction over foreign, independent secular chiefs.
Formally, therefore, it would be a more defensible move,
and more promising of success, if this jurisdiction was
assumed by the King. That pourparlers to this effect
must have taken place between the archbishop and the
King would seem to be certain from the fact that this
year" King Hakon and Earl Skuli summoned the chiefs
of Iceland," involved in the Gudmund affair, while" the
canons of Nidaros summoned Bishop Gudmund" alone.'
This is the first instance of summons issued by a King
of Norway to Godar in Iceland to submit the administration of the law of their own land to his arbitration.
This, then, is Bishop Gudmund's great work: He sets
up in the land a new law, the immunity of clerics from
secular law courts. He follows it up with a one-sided
stringency and hierarchical arrogance that reeks of no
consequences. He exasperates hot-livered, proud guardians of the constitution into acts of violence and illegality, and excommunicates with an unsparing hand
those whom he himself has thus provoked beyond endurance. The temporalities of the see he wastes on a crowd
of what in his irrational bigotry he termed and treated
as " God's alms-people," a host of lawless hungry tramps
who, when they had beggared him, fell upon the defenceless peasantry, who in their turn fled for protection to
their liege-lord. The latter, by duty, was compelled to
rid his dominion of such a pest.
Ever incorrigible and unyielding, the prelate chose to
1
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submit to indignities of the most galling description
rather than to come to peace with honour with the chiefs
of his diocese, such as obtained between the wise
bishops of Skalholt and the chiefs of that diocese.
He set the constitution at utter defiance, and created such a deadlock that at home no solution
could be discovered. So the only road open was that
which led to Nidaros, hated as much by the chiefs, as
it was desired by Gudmurid. From Nidaros it further
led to the royal court, where the fate of Iceland's independence was ultimately sealed.
These remarks are in full consonance with the views
of wise and even moderate men among the bishop's own
con ternporaries.

ICELAND AND THE
INAUGURAL

HUMANITIES.

ADDRESS.

By W. P. KER, President.

H E Humanities in the ordinary professional sense,
the humaner letters of Greece and Rome, have
sometimes been rather intolerant of studies further
afield, in barbarous Northern or Western regions; they
have taken" Gothic" as a general term of disrespect for
things with which they refuse to deal, and so their
serene temples are defended from the tumult and misrule of the Northern forests. But it is pleasant to remember that there are exceptions; even in the heart of
the Renaissance a relenting towards the art and poetry
of the less favoured nations,

T

"All our understandings are not to be built by the square of
Greece and Italy.
. Nor can it but touch of arrogant ignorance
to hold this or that nation barbarous, these or those times gross,
considering how this manifold creature man, wheresoever he stand
in the world, entertains the order of Society, affects that which is
most in use, and is eminent in some one thing or other, that fits his
humour and the times." 1

If this liberal way of thinking were more generally
known and appreciated it might lead to some interesting discoveries, even in places not far from our doors.
The Island of Britain has never yet been thoroughly
explained to its inhabitants. Few people know anything of the poetical traditions of Wales, 0.£ the ancient
and elaborate art of verse as it is still practised there,
where a postman is quoted as an artist in metre," and
Daniel, .. A Defence of Ryme," 1607.
Cf. J. Morris Jones, "Welsh Versification," in
celtische Philologle IV., p. 140 (1903)'
1 S.
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a policeman wr ites the h istor y o f lit er a tu re.' Does not
even a casua l g lim pse into t his un fam ilia r orde r o f
stud ies add someth ing 10 one's kn owledge. add somet hing
to the character o f Brita in ?
Then there are the Hi ghla nds of Scotland. with t heir
old la ngu age. I speak witho ut k nowledge, ex cept o f
the most ao-identa l kin d. but 1 k now t here a re pleasa nt
sur prises wa itln g' for a nyone wh o ta kes up the st ud y
o f Gael ic roman ce an d poetry. There is a vo lume, pub.
lished last yea r, on the " Poetry of Badenoch: " wh ich
has man y unfa m iliar bea ut iful things in it ; songs t hat
.. d a lly with t he innocen ce of 10"e, like the old age " ;
lam ents for t he fa ll o f g reat men-c-one o f those el egies.
q uite in the f ash ion o f the ) l idd le A ges, composed b y
a Jug-g-lcr ( Punch an d Ju d y showma n), 0 11 the " Loss
o f Gaick ." the deat h o f Cap ta in Macpherson in the g rea t
snows to rm o f Christmas, Ji l)9.
We may rem ember D r. D ouglas H yde's editions a nd
tra ns la tio ns o f t he poet ry o f Con nau g ht before we stee r
for Icela nd .
O n th e " oy age we a re remin ded o f the a ma1.i n>: differences o f fortun e in the pro g'ress o f t he modern world ;
to pass from Shetland to th e F a roe Is la nd s is to go
from one ~ro up to a not he r. wh ich in their ea rl y h istor y
were closely rel a ted . whi ch a re st ill alike in ma ny fea tures o f t heir d aily bus iness. a nd yet how d ifferen t in
t heir ed ucat ion. in the contents a nd ha bits o f the ir mind!
Shetl an d, in spite o f its sepa rat ion Irom Scot la nd. is,
I S ll p po~e, inte reste d in the sa me things, a nd has been
so for mall)' yr a rs past - interested ill the D isru pt ion.
in the F ree Chu rch Decl arat or y A ct, in the H ouse of
Lords (various aspects), in Irish H ome R ule. a nd in
T a ri ff Reform . O nt to t he Xort h -west a ll th ose t hi ngs
a re forgotten ; th ough 1 a m told that ),Ir. Cha mbe rl ain
in the Farces has been t urn ed into the wicked person
I Cha.rlell Ashto n, E dito r of the wo rks of 1010 Goch.
~ Collected an d ed it ed by t he R ev . Th om a ~ Si nlon,
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of a poem on the Boer War-figuring, I suppose, as something like Thrond of Gata in the Faroe legend, a crafty
and malignant adversary. It is weIl in every way to
stop at the Faroes on the way to Iceland. The old
manners, Dr. Jakobsen tells us, are slowly changing, 1
but they are still alive, and they will always be wonderful to think of. Much has been written about the dances
and songs of the Faroes, and more is still to b~ told,
in the book that we are expecting from Mr. H j a lmar
Thuren."
For the present it is enough to remember that these
old fashions surviving in the islands are those that once
belonged to the whole of Christendom; they are the
carols and ballads of the Middle Ages, not revived as
a curiosity, but coming down in unbroken tradition,
keeping the forms of eight hundred years ago, and
matters that are older still. There, if you have luck, you
may hear the tune of the Volsung bal lad-s-how Grani,
the horse of Sigurd, bore the Nibelung treasure from
the heath; there you may see faces "kindle like a fire
new-stirred" at the name of Sigmund Brestisson. There
is no end to the wonders of those islands, and it is no
mere fanciful conceit to say that you meet with the
ghosts of old romances there. Not only the themes of
Northern tradition; not only the island story of Thrond
and Sigmund, but the heroes of the South-you have
only to look at the titles in the Faroese Anthology to
find them. One of the first things offered to me by the
bookseller in Thorshavn was the ballad of RoncesvaIles.
One reason for stopping at the Faroes is that the Icelanders rather look down on the Faroese as comparatively illiterate, and have reasons, if not a complete
justification for this loftiness of theirs. The difference
between Iceland and the Faroes is nearly as great as
the difference between the Faroes and Shetland. Ice1 See SAGA-BOOK, Vol IV., Part I, p. 52.
2 Now published (April 1908), Folkesangen. paa Far)llel'1Le.
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land has had an education of its own, and therefore a
consciousness and character of its own. Its temper in
some things is like that of the old Humanists, who were
proud of their knowledge and despised the uninstructed
multitude. There is a story of a famous scholarly Dean
of Christ Church, who, in a sermon explaining the actvanta~es of Greek, gave this among other arguments,
that a knowledge of Greek enabled you to look down
on your fellow-creatures. The Icelanders had this sort
of spirit from the 'first, and mainly through pride in
their own language. The glory of the Icelandic Commonwealth in old days, the present distinction of Iceland
as against the ruder life of the Faroes, is largely due
to grammar. This is what makes Iceland so interesting
to a student of the Humanities. He recognizes there
an instinct for language like that which he finds in
Greece.
There is a self-conscious principle of style and good
grammar in Iceland by which the people are kept together as articulate speaking men, through all the difficulties of their climate and their history-through
famine, plagues, earthquakes, and oppression, still these
people, holding up their heads, are able to look down
on a large number of their fellow-creatures. It is this
self-conscious pride in good language that has kept the
old Norse tongue in Iceland from degenerating into
boorish dialects; their language is indomitable. No
doubt there are signs of age and weathering in the things
that are beyond control, the phonetic changes; but in
the things that are present to the linguistic consciousness, in the grammar and idiom, Iceland has held its own
It is a mistake, as Gudbrand Vigfusson pointed out,
to regard the modern Icelanders, or even those of the
fifteenth century, as living in the old world of the heroic
poetry of the sagas:It has long been taken for granted that Iceland is and has been a
land of antiquaries, a place where the old traditions, nay more, the
old poems and myths of the Teutons have lingered on unbroken;
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and glowing phrases have painted its people as a Don Quixote of
nations, ever dreaming over the glorious reminiscences of the gods
and heroes. It is to the credit of the Icelanders as a living people
that it is not so.

But it is also true that their lives and thought are still
governed by the intellectual virtues of their ancestors,
the poets, scholars and historians of the early days. How
otherwise could they have kept their old language, so
that N [ala is no more difficult to the children there than
the Pilgrim's Progress is to the children here? What
else is it that distinguishes them from the simpler people
of the Faroes, or Norway, or Jutland?
It is plain on the face of European history, though
like many obvious things it is often forgotten, that the
spirit of the Northern nations (commonly called Scandinavian) was needed to quicken all the rest. \Ye know
what was done in England by the Normans, and it is
a commonplace that Russia (Gar"6ariki) was made by
the Varangians. Iceland was a political experiment of
another sort, and the meaning of it was to show what
the Northern genius could do on bare unbroken ground,
picked out and colonised by a few adventurous families
from Norway. Elsewhere Norwegians might become
Norman, might work as leaven in the lump, in France,
Italy and England. Here, in Iceland, they were to show
what they could do when left to themselves.
The Icelandic settlement was (and remains in history)
a protest against all the ordinary successful commonplaces of the world. The settlers cut themselves off from
the progress of Norway, which was on the way to shape
itself into political strength under a new monarchy.
They made a commonwealth of their own, which was in
contradiction to all the prejudices of the Middle Ages
and of all ancient and modern political philosophy;
a commonwealth which was not a state, which had no
government, no sovereignty. And this republic, or association, without political coherence, likely, one might
have thought, to fall into mere disintegration from its
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want of proper equipment in the struggle for existence,
was held together, and survived by force of intellect; and proved itself superior to Norway, took the
lead of Norway, in certain important matters belonging
to Norway itself. You see what I am coming to; the
Icelanders wrote and interpreted the history of the Norwegian kings, of the country from which they had
severed themselves. They also provided that country,
and its kings, with a supply of poets. From the remote
island there came back to N orway its consciousness of
itsel f in historical writings, and its poetical spirit
in the staves 0 f the Icelandic artists. In the whole
record of humanity there are few things stranger, and
since the time of the Giant who had no heart in his body,
few things more confounding to ordinary theories of
physiology. It is somewhat as if the Pilgrim Fathers
had undertaken the literary work of England, as if
Milton, Dryden and Swift had come from Massachusetts,
while the mother-country produced the genius of Cotton
Mather, and Michael Wigglesworth. (This comparison
is a little hard on Norway, and must not be looked at
too closely.)
In Iceland the Humanities flourish most notably In
the historical form. History is one of the arts; we
call Herodotus and the Muses to witness; it might also
be possible to sub pcena a Regius Professor or two, who
write elegantly, as men of letters. to prove that history
is not literature. It is worth while to consider a little
the work of the Icelandic historians.
To begin with, as one might imagine, they were disqualified for dealing with any large matter, like the
history of a kingdom. Their own origin and their way
of life was a protest against kingdoms, even against
all politics as usually understood. There are none of
the large masses, the generalities, the statistics. with
which the politician deals; the remarkable thing in the
sagas, the real secret of the Icelandic mind, is that nothing is really valuable except the individual character.
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It is the dramatic point of view. Shakespeare has been
criticised sometimes on account of the selfishness of his
dramatis personm-so many of them having nothing to
think about except their own private futures. The criticism will apply to the Icelandic sagas. Public motives,
great interests and causes, are not unknown there, but
the motives are chiefly of a personal sort; the men and
women are not representatives of abstract ideas; what
they represent is mainly themselves: Every man in his
Humour. Their stage" management makes little provision for the crowd-much less than Shakespeare's.
Hence the strength of their action and dialogue; hence
the inexhaustible beauty of their story-telling. It is
founded on a sense of reality, an imaginative knowledge of character; on whatever it is that makes a difference between the true dramatist and the preacher.
The point of view in the Icelandic sagas might be
described as being the diametrical opposite of philanthropy.
It is altogether taken up with particulars.
It is desperately limited. There is no use in talking
to the Icelander about the human race at large when
he is thinking of Grettir at Drangey. He will not take
anything in exchange for Grettir, and you will not put
Drangey out his head by talking to him of any larger
islands. The moralist or the economist may be perplexed by this excessive devotion to a particular person
or scene; they are thrown out by the Icelandic historian, as Ajax- was by the infatuation of Achilles when
Briseis was taken away. "I can get you half a dozen
as good," said Ajax-but his values were wrong, or
Achilles thought them so, which carne to the same thing.
This intense limitation of interest, this dramatic view,
makes Iceland in the sagas (down to the end of Sturlunga and even further) utterly. different from all the
rest of the world. It is not that Iceland is the only place
where such things are found-luckily there are sagas of
one sort or another in every language under the sun,
from Genesis to the memoirs of Sir Evelyn Wood. But
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in Iceland the re is next to nothing left when ) '011 have
taken away the personal d rama, and no ot her count ry
can show such a multipl icity o f sto ries where th e characters all stand out clear.
Xow t his k ind o f clearness, it might be thou g ht. would
hard ly d o for one o f th e la rger fields of history, where
life is more complex, and whe re prin ciples and problems
appear which have no pl ace in the unpol iti ca l cond ition
of Icelan d. F or all that the Icelan de rs turned their
h ist orical mind s 10 Xor way. never t urned their minds
away fro m Nor way for any great length o f ti me ; and
the result is the secon d grea t ach ievement o f their narrative art. the " L ives o f the King s," the work o f Ari, Sn orri
and Sturla, to flame only the chief a mong a grea t number o f historians, a compa n ion series to the fam ily histor ies o f Iceland. rendering in the same way t he lif e
o f the k ingdom, which to th ose rebel colonists was still
always the mot her-country .
It is stra nge how the Icelanders never seem tho rough ly
at home in the ir colon ial island ; No rway. and not leelan d , is a lways t he focus. Icelan d is outsi de j to go
to Iceland is to "sail out " j while the y " sa il home "
tfar u il la n) to Norway. They keep the old popula r Norweg ian na mes for th e points o f the compass, pl acing
~ .E. an d S.E. inland (" la nd .north " and" land -sou th "),
an arrangement which work s well eno ug h for th e grea ter
part of Norway, but o f course is a geograp hica l fiction
in Iceland. I
T he :\orwcg ian hist or ies are amon g the great th ings
made by the Icelanders, and on ly short o f the g reatest.
The)" have everyt hin g tha t is to he found in the best of
the sagas, ex cept possibly one th ing . T hat. it is true.
is one of the chief qualitie s in A'jala , Lard .rl«, and the
rest, namel y, the tragic ten sion t hat g ives unit y to the
jnrrmg elements o f fact and po pular trad ition in t hose
noble sto ries. T he Norweg ian chronicles ha ve a lower
vit ality, an d their materi al is mo re cumbersome; the
I cr. SMa -BuOK, Vul . IV . , Par t I. , p - 235 ; P a rt II. , pp..426.1.
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tragedies of Olaf Tryggvason and Olaf the Saint are
not as clear and strong as those of N jal, or of Kjartan
Olafsson. But the mode of imagination is still the
same; and considering the difficulties of the ground, it
is even more wonderful how the historian manages to
keep hold of the frequently intricate plots; how he
weaves in the conversations dramatically, using them not
simply as ornament, but as an essential part of his
fabric. The dialogue in those lives is not mere quotation from memoirs, brought in to keep the reader awake
when he is dropping off under the influence of serious
political argument. It is all part of the life that is
described, and of the historian's mind in writing. I
do not mean, of course, that everything in the Book of
Kings is closely wrought and careful; fortunately there
are many careless episodes that never were anything
more, or wanted to be anything more, than digressions.
But some things are otherwise, and I will single out
especially one part of the story of St. Olaf that stands
by itself-the fortunes of Asbjorn Selsbani. It has all
the best qualities of the Icelandic saga; the sense for
character and for plot, the humorous dialogue, the tragic
situation, in which St. Olaf himself is involved. Abstracts of stories are dull things, but you will let me
pass over the beginning of this one shortly; if it is
painful now, it may perhaps be of some value later,
merely by calling attention to one of the fine passages
of the history, which may be studied comfortably afterwards at leisure.
The story is this: Asbjorn belonged to the great
northern house of Bjarkey; his father lived and kept
great state at Throndeness in the island of Binda, the
aspect of which is well known to many summer travellers on the way to the North Cape. When his father
died, Asbjorn had no means to keep up the establishment in its old splendour and hospitality; but he did
his best. Stores ran short, so he took a ship and went
south for corn and malt, and came after a time to
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Augvaldsness, another place often seen and little noticed
from the deck of the steamer as it passes through the
Karmsund between Bergen and Stavanger. At Augvaldsness lived the king's steward, Sel-Thorir, a churlish
person. From him the young man learned that there
was an embargo on corn; the king had forbidden all
shipments of corn to the Northland. Asbjorn sailed on
further till he came to Erling Skjalgsson, at his house
at Sale in jzederen. Erling, his mother's brother, was one
of the greatest men in Norway, commonly called the
King of Rogaland; and Erling, though with some difficulty, got him the corn and malt that he required.
On the way back he called at Augvaldsness again;
there the king's steward not only had all the freight
cleared out of Asbjorn's ship, but took away Asbjorn's
sails and gave him an old set, "good enough for you,
now you are sailing light."
Early the next year (I023) Asbjorn came south to
Augvaldsness again. He landed on the outside (west)
of the island of Kormt, where there are few houses, and
walked across to Augvaldsness, where at this time King
Olaf himself was visiting his steward. Asbjorn listened
as the king s-at at meat, and heard people questioning
Sel-Thorir as to what had pas-sed between him and
Asbjorn, and how Asbjorn had borne himself. The
steward said that when the ship was being unloaded
Asbjorn kept his- countenance in a sort of way, " but when
we took the sails from him he wept." When Asbjorn
heard this he drew his sword, and ran in and cut off SelThorir's head, so that it fell on the table before the king,
and the body across his feet.
So the story goes on, with the mixture and conflict
of motives, right and wrong, law and freedom, such as
is well understood in many literatures, but nowhere with
more impartiality than in the Icelandic. The fall of St.
Olaf, seven years later, is largely traceable to this adventure of the high-spirited young gentleman from the
Northern island.
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I shall take another example from a later history,
Sturla's life of Hacon, to show how the Icelandic manner
comes out in treating a Norwegian theme. I have a particular reason for choosing this, because I once spoke
rather disparagingly of H akanar Saga, and now I am
sorry. This that follows, the scene between King Hacon
and Queen Margaret, might have saved me from rash
judgment.
It is part of the story of the rivalry between Hacon
and his father-in-law, Skule the Duke. The news came
to Hacon that Skule was up against him; there were
few men with the King when he heard of it, and he was
silent for a while. Then he said:
" God be praised that now I know what to be at from
this time henceforth, for it has been a long time coming
what now is brought to a head." Then he went to the
Queen's room, and she rose from her bed and put on
a red mantle over her gown, and placed a cushion for
the King to sit on; but he would not sit down, though
he answered her greeting cheerfully. She asked if any
news had come for the King.
" Nothing much," he said; "only there are two kings
in Norway now." Then said the Queen: "But one of
them must be the true king, and he is where you are;
so may God grant it to be, and the blessed King Olaf
the Saint." Then Hacon told her that her father, Duke
Skule, had allowed himself to be hailed as King at the
Parliament of Throndheim.
" Nay, but it cannot be," said the Queen, "and 0, for
God's sake, believe it not, so long as you can forbear "and with that the sobbing came and choked her, so that
she could not speak a word more. The King comforted
her, and said that she should never suffer change on his
part by reason of her father's treachery. Then he went
out, and sped the arrow of war north and south from
Bergen.
It is a high order of intelligence that sees life as it
is seen by these historians. The question will not be
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asked here, "What is the use of it all?" It may be difficult to explain in what consists the value of Icelandic
literature to the great world, which gets on so easily
without it. But there is the same sort of difficulty with
regard to Greece, and you cannot argue with Mr. Cobden
or any other successful man when he prefers The Times
to .. all the works of Thucydides." You cannot justify
the study of the Humanities by any argument except
those drawn from the Humanities themselves; the use
of them is that they teach a different sort of judgment,
a different standard of values, from the judgment and
the standard of the ordinary worldly success. It is the
glory of Iceland to the present day that it has kept its
ancient heritage of literature, and it has its reward, in
being itself. There are about 100,000 Icelanders in the
world; counting the 20,000 in Winnipeg and other parts
of Canada, who have made Icelandic one of the languages of the British empire. There are many towns
about the world that could easily take in the whole population of Iceland; there can be few that produce so many
men of ability, and so high an average of intellectual
power. It is a subject that m.ight be recommended to
students of heredity and professors of Eugenics. One
thing at least is certain, it is the Icelandic fashion of
thought, a thousand years old at the present day, which
makes the difference between the people of Iceland and
the inarticulate multitudes of Nineveh, that cannot discern between their right hand and their left.
Our last meeting was saddened by anxiety for the life
of the great Norwegian scholar, Sophus Bugge, whose
son was to have addressed us that evening. Our hopes,
sincerely and warmly expressed at the time, were not
fulfilled, and now we have to pay another tribute to the
man who has done so much for Northern studies of
every kind, and much for other branches of learning
both by his definite writings, and by his example of
scholarly perseverance.
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A month after Sophus Bugge, another of the older
generation, Benedikt Grondal, passed away. Like his
father, Sveinbjorn Egilsson, he lived for the Humanities
--only that in his case the meaning of the term must be
liberally extended, so as to include the study of the birds
that he loved. Few things in the history of learning are
finer than the devotion of the father and son to their
books and their gentle recreations. Sveinbjorn Egilsson's work at the Latin School-a little University-of
BessastaSir, has been praised by many of his pupils;
I remember particularly how Gudbrand Vigfusson acknowledged his debt to him, and particularly for his
teaching of Homer. What Sveinbjorn began in his
translations, prose and verse, of the Odyssey, Benedikt
Grondal continued. In the little book published last
year" in honour of his eightieth birthday, it was made
plain that his learning was sometimes too various for the
more exact and painful methods of modern philology.
In temper and taste he belonged to a much older generation, and to the family of Pantagruel. He was a
humourist in all senses of the word; glorious, exorbitant, in his ambitions and fancies, and at the same time
a close and laborious student of the things that pleased
him. There are many subjects and very quaint forms
of expression in the catalogue of his works; it includes
his translation of the Iliad, his Clavis Poetica (a key to
that poetical dictionary which was his father's great
achievement), poems of all sorts, comic romance. I remember with pleasure how the first of many gifts I
received from him was his list of the birds of Iceland.
This address is called "inaugural," and ought not to
have anything in it to spoil the augury, such as it may
be. But we know that in the North it has never been
thought ill-omened, even at the feast, to remember the
valiant men that are dead, and those two, Sophus Bugge
and Benedikt Grondal, 'each in his own way, were heroes.
1 Benedikt Grondal MtrtE'i5ttr, 1826-1906 ; containing essays by Jon Jonsson,
Gu'i5mundur Finnbogason, Finnur Jonsson, Helgi Jonsson, porsteinn
"'pl;"~eson. and a poem by Sigur15ur Kristjansson,
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THE FINDING OF THE RAFT.

N the year 1886 some workmen digging for clay on
land belonging to Lord Yarborough near the east
bank of the new channel of the river Ancholme
discovered, about three feet below the surface of the
soil, some logs of wood with cleats cut in the solid,
and having transverse tie-rods. When fully uncovered
it proved to be something unique in construction, so
far as discoveries have been made in England. It has
been called a raft, the bottom of a boat, etc., but we
believe it to be a Pontoon Bridge of the Viking Age,
made and used for crossing the old river Ancholme wellnigh a thousand years ago.

I

How THE

RAFT IS MADE.

In length it is forty feet, its width at its widest part
is nine feet, and it tapers off at the fore end to a width
of six and a half feet, and at the after end to five and
a half feet in width. It is made of five long oak trees
split down the middle. The under side of the structure
is fairly level, but on the top side (that exposed by the
workmen) it was found to have ten cleats in each plank,
cut out of the solid, the cleats being perforated with
1 The blocks from which the illus t ra tions are taken are kindly lent by
the Rev. A. M. Claye, M.A., vicar of Glamford-Brigg.
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holes for the passage of tie-rods or bars. These cleats
are cut at regular intervals or spaces, and are in parallel
rows across the structure. The cleats at both ends finish.
flush with the ends of the planks.
The tie-bars, numbering ten, were secured by wedges
driven in at each end of the bar, and also by a wedge
driven in along the middle row of cleats, apparently
to keep the pontoon taut. The joints were caulked with
moss, and the sides of each plank were pierced with
holes three-eighths of an inch in diameter, and two to
three inches apart. The joints were covered with straight
pieces of wood, two inches in diameter, like the halves
of young sapling trees, split down the middle. These
were fastened down over each joint in the pontoon by
lacings or lashings of hide, which passed through the
holes spaced at every two or three inches throughout
the length of the pontoon or raft, thus making it very
taut and strong.
Further eastward, about 300 yards away, and on the
west bank of the old river Ancholme, an old British
"dug-out," forty-eight feet long and five and a half
feet wide, was discovered two years earlier (May, 1884).
This vessel had a large hole in its side, but this had
been repaired with a plank six feet long, and fourteen
inches in width at the widest part, but tapering at each
end to a point. This repairing plank is, like the logs
of which the pontoon is constructed, made out of oak,
cut out of the solid in such a way as to leave three projecting cleats, and has also holes, three-eighths of an
inch in diameter, along its edge, spaced two or three
inches apart, through which lacings or lashings of hide
were passed. The caulking all round the edges and
holes was done with moss. Evidently this repair to
the old "dug-out" was done by those who made the
pontoon bridge, as it is carried out in exactly the same
manner, by lacing or lashing together, while the caulk- .
ing is done in the same manner, and with the same kind
of moss.
L
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COMPARISON OF THE

CONSTRUCTION OF THE VIKING

RAFT OR PONTOON

BRIDGE WITH OTHER NAUTICAL

CONSTRUCTIONS IN DENMARK AND NORWAY.

In the Museum at Kiel is a canoe, or "dug-out" boat
which was found at Valermoor, Denmark. This vessel
has been repaired with a plank in the same manner as
the old boat at Brigg, with cleats cut out of the solid
plank, which cleats pass' through the hole in the
side of the boat, while pins pass through the cleats on
the inside of the boat. It is also lashed in position
through holes along the edge of the repairing plank
made every two or three inches apart. The same construction is to be seen in the Nydam Moss boat.
The Viking ships discovered at Tune and Gokstad,
in Norway, are also made with cleats cut out of the
solid plank, in exactly the same manner as the pontoon
or raft, at Brigg, in the Danelagh of Southumbria.
These facts point to a common origin of construction.
WHO MADE THE VIKING RAFT OR PONTOON BRIDGE?

This is a very natural question to ask. We may reply,
certainly not the British before the Romans, as we have
not a single trace of their workmanship in wood of
this character. They apparently, as far as we can learn,
never constructed anything with the cleat and tie-rodpossibly because they had not arrived at that stage of
building construction. Their coracles were very simple
in make, and show no trace of this boat-builder's skill.
If it be asked-Is it Roman? We at once reply
that we think not. The trireme of the Romans was
completely different in construction from this method of
building, judging from what we may see on the Roman
coins or carvings.
If we ask-Was it made by the Saxons? we can
only reply that we have no remains of Saxon ships or
wood-work with which to compare it. They were not
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skilful at bridge-building or boa t-buildi ng , so far as
we can learn.
There remains the n the period o f the Vik ing s, who
we know invad ed our shore in th eir lig ht, long ships,
which were of simila r co ns truction to the Raft , or Pontoon Bridge, and it is to th is period we d ate the build ing
of this st ruct ure, so unique in character as far as English
d iscover ies have been made.
P ROBABLE D ATE 0.- THF. VIK IXG R AFT OR P OXTOO:S BR IDGE.

\ \'hen we co ns ider the cons t ruction o f the ra ft or
pontoo n we a re led to bel ieve th at it is o f th e Vik ing
period - t ha t the d ate o f its cons tructio n lies between t he
eighth and tenth cent uries, !i'1y .\ D, 800 to I COD. If we
try to be more precise, and ask i f th ere is an)" inciden t
or historica l event during th at peri od in E ng lish history
to account for this Vik ing ra ft or pont oon bridge being
found where it is, we reply th at we believe that there is.
In the yea r 937 A.D. Sout hum bria was invaded by a
fl eet o f 6 15 vcssel!> un der Anlaf. T he Chronicle of
F lorence of Worcester. written about 1100, record s the
fact th at
" Aulal, the pa lla n kiog of t be I ri sh an d 01 ma ny isb.ods besides,
at th e in st iga tion 01 hi s fat her- in _law. Co nsta n tine ,k ing 01 the Sco ts,
e nte red IAt
01
lI u l l>« ... il h • powe rf ul Reet." .. Sc uebwa rds th ey mu st ha ve march ed " (says Baron r<a msa y) " uo til they
found their p rogr ess a rrested by At helstan 's s upport e n _"

.".1' t.,

Xow, to invade E ng land fro m th e river Humber, t he
invade rs must cross t he A ncholmc vall ey. and pass the
place where this raft or pon toon was found, at the only
possible crossing o f th e vall ey, at its narrowest pa rt.
that at Glam ford -Brigg, t he ancient " Glam F ord," or
.. S lippery F ord ," the clayey nat ure o f the soil accounting for the na me g iven to t he crossing -place.
T urning to t he Epi l's Saga, or the " Story o f E g il
Skallag rimsson," we find in cha p. lvii. t hat E g il and
Th orolf who had accept ed service und er Athelstan, King
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of England, were placed in command of the defensive
troops and of their own mercenaries, while Athelstan
went south to bring up all the troops possible to resist
the invasion. Their plan in dealing with the enemy was
to hold them in check, and thus gain time for the king's
return.
Athelstan's advanced guard occupied the enhazelled
field on Vin-heath by Vin-wocd," while the main body
lay near the town in the south (Glamford). Here we
find the pontoon bridge or Viking raft, made so that
it could rise and fall with the tidal waters, made after
the manner of Viking ships, out of solid timber with
cleats in the solid, held together with long transverse
pins, but, if necessary, free to be lengthened by drawing
forward one half, and as the cleats are equi-distant,
running the transverse pins through the two parts of
the pontoon that would be left together. What more
probable than that Egil and Thorolf should have made
such a raft or pontoon, while the king was bringing forward his troops to this valley crossing, where the pontoon bridge still lies buried? I have elsewhere given in
detail substantial reasons for the location of Brunanburh
at Burnham (formerly Brunham), North Lincolnshire.'
Further, in their search for timber they seem to have
discovered the old British dug-out" near the ford, and
seeing that it was out of repair, set to work and placed
a large patch of timber, with a cleat cut out of the solid,
over the damaged side of the vessel, caulked it with
moss, and used the old boat again at the ford in addition
to the raft.
These works, which we would assign to men well known
to have been able to make and use, both in wood and
bronze, a cleat cut in the solid for pins, seem to
give us the clue to the date of the bridge or raft. We
therefore think the date of this structure is that of the
It

It

1 See Architectural and Arch<eological Society's Reports, vol. xxviii.
p. 28 and ff. Also" Lincolnshire in zoth Century," vol. xxii., Historica!
Section, pp. 15 and 30, and SAGA-BoOK. Vol. IV., Part I., pp. 18-20.
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invasion of A.D. 937, and that it was made under the
direction of the famous Viking warriors, Egil Skallagrimsson and his brother Thorolf.
Other invasions of the Danes in Lincolnshire are on
record. In the year 867 the Danish host, which had
wintered in East Anglia, left it, and went" over Humber
mouth" to York. In 873 the Danes came up the Humber
and Trent, "wintering at Torksey," some 30 miles from
Glamford-Brigg. In 937 Anlaf's invasion took place,
to which date we ascribe this pontoon or raft. In 993
the Danes from abroad "entered the mouth of the
Humber, and there wrought much evil." In IOI3 Sweyn
entering the Humber, came up the Trent and wintered at·
Gainsborough, Lincolnshire, some 20 miles from Glamfc rdBrigg; but there is no record of the Danes crossing the
Ancholme Valley except in the invasion of A.D. 937.
THEORIES AS TO ITS VERY GREAT ANTIQUITY.

Locally at Brigg, and in North Lincolnshire, various
dates have been given to the raft on account of the
geological conditions under which it was found. These
need some explanation. The channel of the Humber
is even now frequently changing. The place where the
Viking raft or pontoon bridge was found, eight miles
south of the Humber, in the Ancholme Valley, has been
subject also to greaf changes. For lengthened periods
it has been open to tidal inundations; then the channel
of the Ancholme has been deepened, and the sea shut
out for a time. Then the river silt has covered the
ground, to be in turn overwhelmed with sea-water again.
Finally, when the New Cut was made for the river
Ancholme, the debris and soil excavated seems to have
been thrown out on the banks of the new channel, and
thus on the top of the place where this pontoon bridge
was ultimately discovered in 1886.
With such changes as these, the geological conditions
may be accounted for, and that quite apart from seismic
disturbance, though this may also have had some effect
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in causing subsidence and elevation from time to time.
The pontoon or raft, after being exposed to view for
some weeks, was left in situ and again covered up with
soil, and is still there now, December, 190r
In the brief discussion which followed, the President
deprecated any debate of the vexed question of the site
of the battle of Brunanburh. Mr. Albany F. Major,
replying on behalf of the author of the paper, said, in
answer to Mr. Harry Lowerison and other speakers, that
though one hesitated to accept finally the author's
ascription of the raft to a definite historical event, the
speaker personally thought there was good reason
to think Mr. Hunt might be right in considering it of
Viking origin, seeing that its mode of construction could
be paralleled in Denmark and Norway, and that it was
found in a locality which was settled by the Danes.
Without entering on a forbidden discussion, he felt
bound to remark that, while Mr. Hunt made out a good
case for Burnham (formerly Brunham), in Lincolnshire,
as the site of the battle of Brunanburh, another member
of the Club, Mr. Francis W. T. Tudsbery, had a work
in hand placing it on the opposite side of the kingdom,
also on strong evidence, much of it new. He thought
judgment should be suspended, at any rate till Mr.
Tudsbery's arguments were before the public.
AUTHORITIES REFERRED TO-

Bygone Lincolnshire, p. IS. Article by T. T. Wildridge, Esq.
Egil's Saga. Translated by Rev. W. C. Green, p. 92 and following.
Prehistoric Boat. Lecture by Rev. D. Cary-Elwes, p. IS,
Prirnseval Antiquities. Worsaae, pp. 32 and 54.
Prehistoric Naval Architecture. Boehmer, p. 543.
Architectural Society's Reports, vol. xix.
Article by J. Thropp,
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THE GAEL AND THE GALL:
NOTES ON THE SOCIAL CONDITION OF
IRELAND DURING THE NORSE PERIOD.
By ELEANOR HULL,
Hon. Secretary, Irish Texts Society.

I

DO not propose in this paper to deal at any length

with the large political events connected with the
Norse and Danish period in Ireland, but to use the
larger portion of the space at my disposal in a more
modest, but perhaps not less useful fashion, in gathering
together some notes (I fear, rather fragmentary notes),
such as can be gleaned from the Irish Annals regarding
the social condition of the country at the time of the
earlier Norse settlements and the modifications brought
about by intercourse with the foreigner. \Vhat it may
be necessary to say in regard to the political conditions
is only to be regarded as explanatory or preparatory to
this.
A number of theories, rooted more in prejudice than
in knowledge, have grown up in Ireland regarding the
effect of the Northman's sojourn in that country. To
the Danish invader every possible evil and cruelty has
been attributed. To him is ascribed the loss of the Irish
manuscripts, the wanton destruction of churches and
monasteries, the wholesale slaughter and degradation of
men, women and children, the enslavement of the entire
country, and the extinction of Christianity.
Moreover, the Dane is popularly supposed to have
been the cause of the decay of Irish literature and of
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the suppression of the poets, who are said to have come
to an end under Norse sway, and who are commonly
believed to have been slaughtered by the Northmen, just
as, with possibly equal truth, the Welsh bards are
imagined to have been put to the sword by Edward 1.
Hand in hand, in unholy alliance, the Norseman and
the Dane are supposed to have combined to bring havoc
upon Ireland, upon its civilization, its learning, its religion, and its prosperity. To the present day "The
Danes did it" is the natural explanation of every disaster that has befallen church or religious edifice, and
it is difficult to say whether" the Dane" or .. Cromwell "
bears off the palm in the national estimation as the
author of the greater number of evils which have befallen
the country.
Yet we begin to have our suspicions that all is not
precisely as it is represented, when we find the primitive
Ireland of the eighth century, with its scattered villages
and simple monastic settlements, its wars of sept against
sept, and even monastery against monastery, grown in
the eleventh century, at the close of the Norse period, into
a country with several well-established towns, with an
extensive merchandise and fleet of ships, with stone-built
forts and bridges, with Christian churches and schools,
and with a line of Danish bishops of Dublin. And in
respect of literature, not only were Irish bards welcomed
at the courts of the Danish King of Dublin, but it was
during the -period preceding the battle of Clontarf that
the FiE or Official Poets and Genealogists were at the
height of their power, and from these centuries comes to
us much of the finest poetry that Ireland has produced.
There has been a tendency to confuse the period of
raiding and reconnaissance -with the period of settlement
and mercantile energy. These two periods have no exacl
line of demarcation; raiding went on into the eleventh
and even the twelfth centuries, but it was as much raid
ing upon the Norse settlers as upon the original inhabi
tants; fighting and internecine war was carried on fron

The Gael and the Gall.
beginning to end of the Norse period, but it was as
frequently the war of Dane against Norseman, or of
allied Irish-Dana or Irish-Norse armies against each
other, as of the N orthman against the Gael. The condition
of things was vitally altered even by the close of the
ninth century. The Irish septs no longer looked upon
the Northmen as their natural enemies, to be driven at
all costs out of the country; they thought of them as
allies of their tribes, whose help was to be sought for
against other native tribes, whose friendship was to be
propitiated, and whose alliance was to be desired; for
were not Norsemen in numberless instances the husbands
of their women and the fosterers of their children?
We have, indeed, to divide the Danish or Norse period
in Ireland into several distinct sections. In order to
make clear the portion of the history with which we shall
be occupied to-night, I will briefly sum up these divisions
so far as I understand them at the present moment.
1. Generally speaking, there was, first, from towards
the close of the eighth to the first twenty years of the
ninth century, a series of efforts made by small bodies
of Vikings all round the coast, apparently with a view
to finding out the chief waterways and the most likely
spots for pushing their conquests inland.
When they first appeared, towards the close of the
eighth century, on the shores of Ireland, that country
had been reduced to a condition of weakness and misery
rare even in her deplorable history. A succession of
pestilences in the middle and close of the seventh century, both among human beings and cattle, had devastated the land, and had been succeeded by a terrible
famine, from the results of which it must have taken
years to recover; even Kings and Abbots fell victims
to the plague. No strong ruler arose between the close
of the seventh and the close of the eighth century; it
is an absolute blank so far as great names or great deeds
are concerned. On the east coast the Saxons were making
descents, and, as the Venerable Bede tells us, were
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.. miserably wasting that harmless nation which had
always been most friendly to the English." There is
little doubt that, having effected extensive conquests in
England, they thought to push their arms further and
extend their sway over Ireland. About the same time
began those sacrilegious burnings of monasteries, of
which I have hereafter to speak, which the N orthmen
copied, but which were inaugurated by the native Irish
themselves. The original founders of the religious houses
had all long since passed away, and with them seems to
have passed away much of the reverence in which their
foundations were held. Chief warring against chief,
and monastery against monastery (for the monks were
all warriors, and appeared even at church councils fully
armed), had reduced the unhappy country to a state of
universal anarchy; she lay open and defenceless at every
point to the coming of the new invader. No central
power, no strong and purposeful leader, stood in the gap
to save her.
It is thus the more remarkable that shortly after the
coming of the Northmen we find not only on the throne
of the central monarchy of Tara (which seemed just
before to have sunk out of recognition under a succession of inert princes), but also on the provincial royal
seats of Cashel in Munster and Aileach in Donegal, as
well as in the province of Leinster, a series of monarchs
of strenuous and determined purpose, of marked ability,
and of such force of character and completeness of
organization, that it was only by slow degrees, and after
repeated efforts, that the N orthmen succeeded in establishing their power over Ireland. At three different
times they had poured down their warriors in fleet
after fleet upon her shores, but were forced to retreat
discomfited. More than one northern chief of renown
fell in war in Ireland, and aaain and a zain when the
'"
"',
invader believed his foothold upon Ireland to be so strong
that Dublin might be looked upon as the capital of an
extended dominion, was he driven out of the stronghold
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and forced to fly across the seas. Maelseachlann the
I. and II., Nial Glundubh (" Black-knee "), Brian Boromhe
or Boru (" of the Tributes "), Murtaugh of the Leather
Cloaks, Cormac MacCuileanan, Cearbhal or Karval of
Ossory were all men of unusual power, and their country
has reason to be proud of having produced them. It
is a remarkable instance of the effect of an appeal made
under stress of a great necessity to the finer and more
purposeful elements in a nation. The Norse Period is,
indeed, so far as her rulers are concerned, the golden
time of Irish independence.
II. After the first unorganized appearances of the
Northmen on the coast, we reach a second period extending up to about the year 850, during which a much more
systematic attempt was made to penetrate and lay firm
hold upon the country. Fleets of boats, carrying armed
warriors, penetrated in every direction up the rivers and
into the lakes of the interior, the boats being evidently
often carried overland where no direct waterway existed
and launched again upon the interior lochs.' The monastic establishments that lay in their way were devastated,
and a network of forts gradually spread itself over the
country. We find them in Louth and Dublin, at Linn
Duachail in Co. Down, in Loch Ree in Connaught, at
Cork, Limerick, Waterford, and many other centres. In
these places food was stored, and the camps of the Northmen lay in and around the fortresses. In 836 Dublin
(or Ath-Cliath "the Ford of the Hurdles" as it was
called in Irish), fell for the first time into the hands of
the Norsemen.
Three Norse chieftains came to Ireland to endeavour
to consolidate these conquests, (a) Turgesius (Thorgils ?),
who confined his efforts to the north of Ireland, Ulster,
Meath, and northern Connaught, and who made Armagh
1 An excellent map of the advance of the Northmen up the waterways,
marked hy the destruction of the monasteries on their routes, will be
found in Miss Margaret Stokes' .. Early Christian Architecture in
Ireland."
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his capital; (b) Earl Tomar (mentioned as slain in the
battle of Sciath-Nechtan in 847), of whom we know
little, though we hear of a wood called after him
"Tomar's Wood," north of Dublin, and of the" Ring of
Tomar" as one of the royal treasures still preserved in
that city at the close of the tenth century; while the
family of Tomar's descendants is mentioned in the Book
of Rights as a patronymic of the Gaill or foreigners
of Dublin; and finally (c) Olaf or Anlaff the White, who
appears to have come for the definite purpose of rallying
the Norsemen together on the arrival of the Danes to
dispute their conquests with them. Like Tomar, he
abandoned the idea of retaining Armagh, the Primordial
See, and hitherto the chief city of Ireland, as his capital,
and transferred the seat of power to Dublin, a place more
accessible, and standing on a fine and capacious bay,
infi.nitely superior from a strategical point of view to St.
Patrick's inland northern city of Armagh. Here Tomar
built a fortress, and it became henceforward the chief
centre of importance and the Danish capital of Ireland.
The historical signifi.cance of Earl Tomar's short
suzerainty lay in the fact that he possessed the capa-·
city to see the advantages of the position of the unimportant village that lay on either side of the Hurdle
Bridge which crossed the tidal waters of the Liffey, and
fi.xed upon it as his central stronghold. Henceforth
Dublin was to become the pivot of the western conquests
of the Northmen, the centre of their power and the military station whence were drawn many of their strongest
forces, whether for their wars in the north and centre
of England, or for their sea-fights among the islands
and off the coast of Scotland. We may probably regard
it as almost exclusively a Danish or Norse city for the
next two centuries or more, while the Irish would still
continue to regard Armagh as their natural centre.
. III. ~he date 847 A.D. brings us to an important event
m the history of the period; by far the most important
that had occurred since the coming 0 f the Norsemen to
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Irish shores. That year saw for the first time the arrival
of a Danish fleet upon the eastern coast.
I wish to linger a little at this point, because the history of what follows seems to me to have been completely
misunderstood. It is usually taken for granted that the
arrival of the Danes, or Dubh-Ghaill (" Dark Foreigners "), as they are termed by the Irish, in 847, was
merely an accession of friendly forces to the ranks of
the Norsemen come over for the same purpose, and ready
to unite their armies with those of their predecessors in
a combined attack upon the Irish.
But this seems to be quite contrary to the teaching of
the Annals.
It would not appear that the Danish incursions were
at first directed against the Irish at all, but against their
Norwegian predecessors. Their purpose was not to oust
the Irish, but to follow up and dispute the mastery of
their Irish possessions with their neighbours and forerunners, the Norsemen. "A fleet of seven score ships
of the people of the King of the foreigners," so runs
this important entry of the year 847, "came to contend
with the foreigners that were in Ireland before them, so
that they disturbed Ireland between them." The Norwegian footing in Ireland was quite sufficiently strong
to awaken a feeling of envy in other marauding and
expanding peoples. Though we need hardly suppose
that Turgesius had established an actual suzerainty
over the North, he had stretched a line of forts
across the country from Carlingford Lough in the east
to Connaught in the west. Everywhere the North was
in a distracted condition; for the more lawless bodies
of Irish, taking example by the Northmen, and finding
occasion in the unsettled state of the country, had
gathered themselves into fortified strongholds, such as
Loch Ramor, in the present Co. Cavan, whence they issued
out "at the instigation of the foreigners" to plunder
the surrounding districts. These banditti were the terror
of the peaceful inhabitants, and are suggestively called
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/I The Sons of Death."
Even more formidable was the
discontent spreading through Ireland itself; the foreigners were persistent in their endeavours to alienate the
septs from their natural allegiance to their chiefs and
to attach them to their own interests; and the formidable
Munster rising of 854, which Maelseachlann, King of
Tara, crushed, is said to have been also stirred up at
"the instigation of the foreigners."
When, in 836,
Dublin had fallen into the hands of the Norse, it might
well have seemed as though the whole country would
speedily pass under their sway.
The tidings of these Norse successes seems to have
whetted the appetite of the Danish armies, who were at
this moment ravaging the southern and eastern coasts of
England, and gaining their first settled footing there.
To subdue the Norse of Dublin and the north of Ireland, and to enter into the fruits of their conquests, must
have appeared to the Danes a satisfactory way of filling
up the gaps that occurred in the course of their attacks
upon Kent and Sussex. Ireland in itself they made no
war against, but it became the accidental battle-ground
between the opposing Northern nations. When the Danes
arrived in Dublin they proceeded to attack the Norwegian fortresses; indeed, all the reports of their early
deeds are records of attack by the" Black Foreigners"
upon the" White Foreigners," not of the Black Foreigners
upon the Irish. In the Annals of the Four Masters we
read: "849 A.D. The Dubhghaill (Dark Foreigners)
arrived at Ath-Cliath (Dublin), and made a great
slaughter of the Finnghaill (Fair Foreigners), and
plundered the fortress, both people and property"; and
(Ann. DIs. 8so) "Black Foreigners came to Dublin and
committed great slaughter upon the White Foreigners,
and spoiled the city, both men and goods."
849 A.D. (Four Masters). "Another depredation of the
Dubhghaill upon the Finnghaill, at Linn-Duachaill (near
Magheralin, Co. Down), and they made a great slaughter
of them." On the other hand we hear, in 850 A.D.,
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"A fleet -of eight-score ships of Finnghaill arrived at
Snamh-Eidhneach (Carlingford Lough) to give battle to
the Dubhghaill, and they fought with each other for
three days and nights, and the Dubhghaill gained the
victory, the Finnghaill leaving their ships to them."
It has usually been supposed that the names "Dark
Foreigners" and "Fair Foreigners" was a distinction
made by the native Irish on account of a difference in
the complexion and colour of the hair in the two races.'
This has never seemed to me a satisfactory explanation,
for the Danish race are not dark, but fair and ruddy;
the difference in appearance between the two Northern
peoples can hardly have been sufficient to account for
their recognition as different races wherever they went. Yet
the distinction is throughout most rigorously maintained
by the Irish annalists, who seem never to have mistaken
the Danish troops for those of the Norsemen, although
they occasionally mistook the nationality of their
princes. The distinction between the Norse and Danes
seems to have been much more clearly recognised in Ireland than it is in the records of the English Chronicle.
My own view is that it was from a difference in the
fighting gear of the two nations that the Irish recognised one from the other. We must remember that the
Irish troops wore no armour, they fought in their ordinary shirts and mantles, without protection of any sort
save that of their large shields, often made out of hides
stretched over wicker-work, while the Danes fought in
dark metal coats of mail. They were indeed probably
the first mail-clad warriors that the Irish had ever seen,
and many of the historical tales lament the disadvantage
under which the unarmed tribesmen fought when opposed
to the metal-clad ranks of the Northerners. All that the
Irish could do in the way of defence was to form a sort
lThe Scribe, Duald Mac Firbis, in his Book of Genealogies, says:
., The writings of the Irish call the Lochlannaigh by the name Guill ; they
also call some of them Dubh-Locbtannoigh., i.e., 'Black Gentiles,' which
was applied to the Danes of Dania, or Denmark; Finn-Lochlannaigb, i.e.,
'Fair Gentiles,' the people of Ioruaighe, or Norwegia."
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of phalanx round their leaders, by hooking their shield,
over each other, or attaching them by their broad belt,
strapped together. For instance, in the wars of Prince
Callaghan of Cashel, a Munster chief who came to the
throne in 934, we read that the Irish troops" had nothing
to protect" their bodies and necks and gentle heads, save
only elegant tunics with smooth fringes, and shields,
and beautiful finely-wrought collars," for they had
.. neither blue helmets nor shining coats of mail," whereas
the Danes of Limerick (called here' Lochlanns ') who
were opposed to them formed "a solid, skilful and firm
rampart of strong coats of mail (like) a thick, dark
stronghold of black iron, with a green polished wall
(' cathair ') of battle-shields around their chiefs." The
writer bewails that in consequence of this difference in
their armour the encounter was but a one-sided battle:
For the bodies and skins of the bright champions of Munster were
quickly pierced through their fine linen garments, while their sharp
blades did not take effect on the Northmen (. Lochlannachs 'J
because of the rough solidity of their blue coats of mail, nor did
their clubs harm the enemy, or their swords inflict wounds on their
heads on account of the hardness of the helmets that protected
them. "Caithreim Cellachain Caisil," edited by Dr. A. Bugge.
pp. 64. 65·

The dark colour of the Danish armour is frequently
commented upon, and I cannot help thinking that it
was the general appearance of the troops, and not the
complexion of the individuals, that impressed the Irish.
This is, of course, to suppose some distinction between
the arms of the Norse and the Danes in the ninth
century.
It seems to have been the persistent attempt on the part
of the Danes to rob the Norse of the fruits of their victories,
acquired during nearly a century of struggle, that brought
over to Ireland, in 853, A.D., the Prince known as Olaf
Hvide, "the White," or Amlaibh, as he is called in Ireland. Whoever this" war-lord" may have been, and his
Northern genealogies do not make this very clear, he
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was certainly in Ireland believed to be a Prince of the
Royal House, come over as representative of the King
of Norway, and to collect taxes for him. He is called
Amhlaith Conang (Konungr = King ?) and .. son" or
elsewhere" tanist" (i.e., heir and successor) to the King
of Lochlann. I think it is likely that he was a chief
of high, perhaps royal descent, who had been harrying
or living as a settler in Scotland, and who felt himself
called upon to save and strengthen the weakened Norse
settlements in Ireland, now for seven years (since Tomar's
death in 846) left without a responsible leader. His
frequent visits to Scotland, and his marriage with Aud
"the Deep-minded," daughter of Ketil Flatnose, who
had settled in the Hebrides, points to a connection with
that country. On the death of her husband, Aud returned
to the Western Isles, sojourning for some time among
her kindred there before she set sail for the Farces and
Iceland.
Although he seems to have established himself in Dublin, and though .. all the foreign tribes in Ireland" are
said to have submitted to him, Olaf gained no permanent
hold upon the country. When he died, the short-lived
Norse supremacy came to an end, and a Danish sovereignty took its place. No coins bear the head or name
of Olaf, nor had he any successor. Ivar, with whom,
much against the Norse interest, he had made alliance
for the pleasing purpose of for the first time "exacting
rents and tributes from the Gael," was not a Norseman
but a Dane, and the future kingdoms of Dublin, Waterford and Limerick were Danish and not Norse principalities. The Irish, indeed, seeing these two princes often
leading their troops together, imagined that they were
brothers, but this seems to me to be contradicted by all
that we know of the general trend of events at the time,
and also of the family history of these two men.
It would, perhaps, have been impossible for the
Norsemen to have sustained a permanent kingdom in
Dublin, for Olaf was practically isolated, except as
M
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regards the settlers in Scotland, from his own people.
It was otherwise with Ivar and the Danes. The Danish
kingdom of Northumberland was at their back, and the
two sovereignties were united under one crown, forming
a powerful and lasting coalition. The interchange between the North of England and Ireland was continual,
and the sons of I var occupied both thrones; whereas
no son or descendant of Olaf's ever sat upon the throne
of Dublin. Ivar is styled" Rex Nordmannoru»: totius
Hibernia: et Britannia:" (873 A.D.), and there are coins
believed to bear his legend, as well as those of his descendants. In point of fact the Norse power gradually
waned before the growth of the more centralised and
organised kingdom of the Danes of Ireland and N" orthumbria. Regarded from the Northman's point of view,
all that had gone before was but preliminary to the
establishment of Ivar's kingdom.
Unsettled as the kingdom often was, broken down
by foreign defeats, distracted by the contention for
supremacy of rival Danish chieftains, who were again
and again driven into the sea by the brilliant feats
of arms of Irish kings, it is nevertheless from this time
that we may date the slow rise of more settled conditions, whose reflection was to be seen in the gradual
advance of the country to prosperity. This advance continued unbroken,' until the twelfth century brought a
fresh incursion of foreigners to Ireland, themselves also
descendants of Northmen, namely, the Norman Lords
of South Wales and Pembrokeshire.
Let us now turn from external events to internal conditions, in order that we may get some idea of the social
state of the country during the troublous early period
of the Norse and Danish influx and settlements. Some
of these social features are, I think, quite peculiar to
this epoch and to Ireland. They arose out of the strange
conditions of a country in which not only were there
three parties, Irish, Norse and Danish, continually warring against each other, but where it was equally
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common to find the curious spectacle of Irish kings and
chiefs seeking the aid of the foreigners against their
own clansmen, or against the Irish of some neighbouring
sept or province. Thus in battles of this period we frequently find Danish and Norse troops employed on
different sides by Irish chiefs who were engaged in
waging their perpetual internal wars against each
other.
THE GALL-GAEL.-It was out of this mingling of the
races that the people known as the Gall-Gael, or mixed
foreigners and Irish, had their origin. This name is
usually applied only to the race of mixed Norse and
Gaelic stock in the Hebrides and Western Isles, the" InnsiGaill" or Isles of the Foreigners, as they were called, and
it is used exclusively to denote the race springing from
intermarriages between people of the two nations after
the western coasts of Scotland became largely inhabited
by Norse. But in the Irish records the word is applied
to a mixed race living in Ireland itself, who seem from
very early times to have formed a considerable portion
of the population in some districts. They had their
own fleets, and were ·formed into bodies of fighting
troops, who warred sometimes on their own account and
sometimes on behalf of the Northmen.
Another cause of the rapid multiplication of this
mixed race, besides that of intermarriage, is to be found
in the custom of fosterage which was common to both
nations, and which brought the ·families of the two races
into the closest and most familiar contact at the most
impressionable age of life, the period of childhood and
youth. Children thus fostered seem to have frequently
adopted the nationality, religion, and customs of the
Norse families who brought them up, and to have become
detached from the general body of their Irish fellowcountrymen. The matter seems worthy of attention. In
MacFirbis' "Fragment of Annals," edited by O'Donovan,
we read, under 852 A.D. :
"A battle was fought by Aedh, King of Aileach (a
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prince of the Northern O'Neills of Donegal), the most
valiant king of his time, and the fleet of the Gall-Gael.
These were Scoti (i.e., Irish), who had been foster-children to the Northmen, and at one time they used to be
called Northmen."
And in a later passage, about 912-913, describing at
great length the attack upon Chester 1 by the Danes and
Norsemen of Dublin in the time of the spirited Queen
lEthelflred, daughter of Alfred the Great, who was
defending the city during the mortal illness of her husband, lEthelred, Ealdorman of the Mercians (called here
"King of the Saxons,") we learn that the dying
king and his queen sent an appeal by ambassadors to
the Irish who were fighting on the side of the Danes and
Lochlanns to remember the old kindness shown to the
Irish soldiers and clergy in England, and to forsake
the pagan troops among whom they were fighting and
come to the aid of the Saxon Queen. It is said that she
"sent envoys to the Gael who were among the pagans;
for the Lochlanns, then pagans, had many a Gaelic
foster-son. "
This system of fosterage among people that were
their country's enemies must have begun very early, if
the mixed race had become a distinct body with their
own troops and fleet so early as the year 854-5. It suggests that even during the earlier period of the Norse
incursions, before the kingdom of Dublin had been
formed, or what we usually consider the period of settlement had begun, a good deal has to be taken into account
that is not covered by the theory of perpetual feuds
and enmity. A parent would not place out his young
child to be brought up during the whole of his or her
youth (for the separation from the actual parents was
often so complete that the child considered itself the
offspring of its fosterers), unless a feeling of confidence
and friendship had already been established between the
races. No father would desire to have his son nurtured
lor Leicester? called" Ligceaster .. in the English Chron., g0 7 A. D.
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up in enmity to his own tribe or people, or to
become in his later years the cut-throat of his own
relations.
I am led by this fact alone, if we had no other, to
believe that the Norse races had penetrated into Ireland,
and had established a not entirely unfriendly footing
there, long before the period at which the Annalistic
records notice their advent. It does not appear to me
that the space of 50 to 60 years was sufficient, even under
favourable conditions, to breed up this race of semiNormanized Gaels. Yet, if we are to believe the Annals,
the attacks during the first 20 or 30 years were merely
raids upon isolated portions of the coast, followed during
many subsequent years by incursions, always purely
destructive and hostile in their purpose, up the rivers
and further into the interior. This account does not
explain the recognized existence of large bodies of GallGael in the year 850, that is, at the close of this first
raiding period. It was not among the ravagers of his
home and village, coming once and returning no more,
that the Irish father would choose to place out his children; it was among a people more or less settled amongst
themselves, and on friendly and familiar terms with
his tribe and people, that he would desire to foster his
family. We are led thus to conceive of the peaceful
and gradual settlement of considerable bodies of N orthmen long before and quite independent of the organised
coast attacks of the unfriendly invaders.
This intermixture of races led to many results. Its
first and obvious consequence was the relapse of the
larger number of these fostered children into paganism,
or rather their adoption of the religion, habits and
beliefs of the pagan families among whom they grew
up. This natural and almost inevitable tendency is frequently bewailed by the later Irish historians. About
the year 854 we learn that, probably owing to the irresistible desire to join the Norse in their raids on the churches
and share their booty, perhaps partly through a belief
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that the Norse were gaining power and that the Christians
could expect little mercy at their handsIn this year many forsook their Christian baptism and joined the
Lochlanns, and they plundered Armagh and carried away all its
riches; but some of them did penance and came to make satisfaction.
(Fragment of Annals, p. 126-7.)

In a later passage the writer is even more loud in his
hatred against this relapsed race of Gall-Gael. He says,
at year 858 (?);
Though Maelseachlann had not come on this expedition to take
this kingdom of Munster for himself, he ought to have come to kill
all the Gall-Gael who were killed there, for they were a people who
had renounced their baptism, and they were usually called Northmen
(Normannach), for they had the customs of the Northmen and had
been fostered by them, and though the original Northmen were bad
to the churches, these were by far worse, in whatever part of Erin
they used to be. (p. 138-9.)

INTERMARRIAGES.-Another of the singular domestic
features of the Danish period is the frequency with which
Irish women of position were re-married, sometimes without any apparent compunction, to the deadliest foes of
their former husbands. Queens and the wives and
widows of chiefs were passed on, often to chiefs or kings
taking sides opposed to their former husbands, sometimes
even from Irish to Norse husbands, with a frequency
that is surprising to our ideas. The short lives of many
of these princes must have helped to make re-marriage
common. The case most familiar is that of the powerful
and intriguing Princess Gormliath or Korrnlo'S, who
married successively Maelseachlann II. (called Malachi
IL), King of Ireland, his successor King Brian, and Olaf
Curan, his Norse foe, father of Sitric, Norse King of
Dublin. But it is a curious coincidence that about sixty
years before her time, another Queen Gormliath had gone
through a very similar succession of experiences. The
daughter of one High King of Ireland, Flann Sionna,
son of Maelseachlann I., she married in turn a King
of Munster, a King of Leinster, and finally Nial
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Glunduhh, or "Black-knee," another monarch of Ireland.
In spite of all these alliances she was, we learn, in
her old age "forsaken by all her friends and allies, and
forced to beg her bread from door to door, thankful
to be relieved by her inferiors."
There is something very touching about the history
of this Gormliath, who was a very different type of
woman from her later namesake. She was not at all
an ordinary woman, for she was a scholar and a sweet
poetess, and her own verses, some of which still remain,
show that she suffered bitterly under her ignominious and
cruel fate. The" Annals of Clonmacnois" speak of her
as a "very fair, learned, and virtuous damozelle," and
some of her "learned and pitiful ditties" are found not
only in Irish collections, but also in the Scottish collection
of Gaelic poetry made in the Western Highlands by the
Dean of Lismore in the sixteenth century. Of her first
husband, the wise and learned Abbot-King, Cormac
MacCuileanan of Cashel, in whom she must have found
a spirit congenial to her own, I shall have to speak in
another connection, but early in life she was parted from
him and wedded to his former foster-brother, but now
sworn enemy, the turbulent King Cearbhal (Karval) of
Ossory. Political motives may have dictated this step.
or possibly the dignity of Abbot-Archbishop of Cashel,
which Cormac combined with that of monarch of East
Munster, did not admit of his retaining his wife. King
Cearbhal, prince of Ossory in Leinster, is the king
named in Landnamabok as being contemporary in Ireland with King Alfred the Great in England and
Harold F airhair in N orway. There is little doubt that
he aspired to the kingship of Tara. He had established
some sort of suzerainty over Leinster, of which his own
princedom formed a part, and he is called in Landnamab6k King of Dublin, though we do not find him so
styled anywhere in the Irish Annals. It is however probable that he assumed that title in the year goo, when,
in one of those magnificent moments of effort which
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occur a t inte rval s in the course o f th is histor y, he ga the red
together the f orces of Lcin ster a nd of Breagh in :\!eath
a nd attacked t he Norse fort of A th -C h at h wit h such
fury t ha t for the time being he " expe lled the Gaill "
f rom their headqua rt ers, d rivi ng the m co mp letely ou t of
D ublin. I n hopeless con f usion they atte m pt ed to pu sh
off in their ships, but the Annals sa y that , " lea ving great
numbe rs of their ships behi nd them, they escaped h alf de ad across the sea." T hey endea voured t o tak e refuge
in the litt le isla nd of Ir ela nd's Eye, lyi ng o ff H owt h.
outs ide the Bay of Du blin, but they were hemmed in
a nd almost com plete ly cut o ff. F or th e t ime being the
D ub lin kingd om o f the D an es was a b solut ely wi ped
out.
When Q ueen Gon nli ath re turned from Xl un ste r she was
re-ma rr ied to this warl ike pr ince. It m ust h ave been a
stran ge a nd del icate position. fo r m uch o f Cea rhhal's
shor t career was spent in war with Munster , a nd it was
in confl ict with him that K ing Corm ac, he r fir st husban d , met his dea th. Cearbh a ll treated h is gentle a nd
lea rned wif e w ith t he ba rba r ity tha t might hnve been
ex pected 111 s uch times f rom a roug h a nd a mbi t ious sol d ier of f ort une . There was a legend a floa t in Ir el a nd,
a nd preser ved in the " Ann als o f Clon macnois," that he
on one occasion so cr uelly ill -used her t hat she was
fo rced to a ppea l t o the noble a nd princely mon ar ch of
Don eg-al, Murt oug h of the L eather C loa ks, to come to
her assistan ce.
T he story can no t be accepted , as Xl ur tough m ust have
been a mere chi lJ a t t h is date , a nd d id not s ucc eed t o the
princedo m o f the Northe rn K ing X ial in D oneg al un t il
many yea rs after th e dea th o f Cenrbhnll, but it sho ws
tha t the tradi tion of her su ffer ings was well kn own.
An other st ory tells li S tha t when she heard o f the d ea th
o f the learned and p ious Cormac )'l acC uileana n. her
fo rme r spo use, on the return of her second husban d f rom
the batt le in which he was sl ai n, she ventured to ex po stu la t e wi t h Cearbhall {or hav ing all owed h is head to be
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severed from the body, whereupon Cearbhall, angry at
her interference, roughly threw her on the floor in
presence of her attendants. She left his court immediately, and fled for refuge to her father; but Flann, so
far from avenging his daughter's insult, sent her back
to his ally. But the Prince of Ulster, Nial Glundubh,
the father of Murtough,' heard of the ill-treatment inflicted on Gormliath, and gathering his clans he marched
into Leinster and offered her his protection. He secured
for her a separation from Cearbhall and royal maintenance in her father's court. A year later Cearbhall was
slain. There is some difference in the accounts of his
death. Her own lament on his death coincides with
the usual record that he fell in battle with the N orseIrish of Dublin at the hands of one H ulbh or Ulbh, but
the "Fragments" give us a circumstantial account of
his death by an accident in the town of Kildare. He
had been riding one day on a spirited .steed up the
"street of the stone step" in that city, when his horse
was startled by the movements of the machine of a fuller,
who was sitting at work inside the door of his shop, and
whose instrument was thrust out just as the horse was
passing. Rearing violently, the horse threw the prince
backwards, and his javelin, which was being held in the
hand of his horse-boy, struck him in the back, wounding
him mortally. After lingering a year in pain he died
and was buried at N aas. 2
Then at length, after his death, there came a few years
0.£ happiness to the unfortunate Gormliath. She gave ear
to the reiterated entreaties of her deliverer, the brave
Nial Glundubh, and married him; and on his accession to the throne of Tara a few years later she reigned
1 There is little doubt that Murtough has been mistaken for his father
in the story mentioned above.
2 Three princes of Ossory of the name of Cearbhall succeeded each
other between the years 853-902, and it is difficult to keep their stories
distinct, All were engaged in wars with Munster and with or against the
Norse.
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with him in prosperity and splendour. But her happiness was brief. After three years' reign he was slain
in the great battle with the Norse at Kilmashog, near
Rathfarnham, Co. Dublin, and then it was that the sad
queen fell again from her high estate and was forced
to beg her bread from door to door. Surely someone
might have pitied that thrice-widowed queen and given
her shelter and food! There is unnecessary bitterness
in the entry of the Four Masters under 946 A.D.: "Gormliath, daughter of Flann, son of Maelseachlann, queen of
Nial Glundubh, died after intense penance in her sins
and transgressions." More touching than any other event
in her sad history is the story of her death. One night
as she lay upon a rude unqueenly bed, she dreamed of
other days, and thought she saw her husband, King Nial,
come into the room where she had taken refuge.
Eagerly she lifted herself up upon her bed to greet him,
but thought he turned away in anger from her, and
made as though he would go. In her anxiety to catch
his mantle, and keep him with her, she stretched out
her arms and gave a snatch at him, and in so doing
she fell upon one of the sharp bed-posts of the humble
couch on which she lay, which pierced "into her very
heart, which received no cure until she died thereof."
The story is as pitiful as her own sad ditties!
Her poems are laments upon the deaths of Nial and of
her only son by him, Prince Donell, who was drowned.
Many of them were written during the lingering illness
that ensued upon her" long and grievous wound," and
which ended in her death.
One out of three poems on the death of Nial Glundubh ascribed to Gormliath, and preserved in the Dean
of Lismore's book, reads as follows:GORMLlATH'S LAMI!NT FOR NIAL BLACK-KNEE.

Move, 0 Monk thy foot away!
Lift it from the grave of Nial!
All too high thou heap'st the pile;
All too deep thou diggest the clay.
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Brown-haired Monk, most gentle friend,
Press not with thy foot the soil
Nial to cover, heavy toil,
Of thy labours make an end.
Mournful
Close not
Make an
Move, 0

Priest, thy prayers delay!
yet the prince's tomb!
opening, for I come;
Monk, thy foot away!

Not my will that brought thee bound,
Black-kneed Nial, with heart of gold!
When my arms his form enfold,
Raise his stone, and smooth his mound!
Gormliath I, a Queen commands,
Daughter of King Flann the brave;
Press not then upon his grave;
Move, 0 Monk, thy foot away!

These intermarriages were sometimes so extraordinary
and perplexing that it is almost impossible to make them
out, and the rapidity with which we pass from one generation to another in an age when few men of position lived
out half their natural life increases our perplexity. Such
strange, and in many cases only temporary political
marriages, in which the inclination of the ladies does
not seem to have been consulted at all, must have led
to endless complications and confusions among the members of the same family. A scarcely less curious instance
of this is found in the history of Lann, the sister of
an earlier Cearbhall of Ossory, an active and intriguing
woman, who was married, first, to a King of Leix Gaithen,
by whom she had a son named Kennedy, who plays an
active part in the affairs of this epoch, and is said to
have been "the fiercest and most victorious man against
the foreigners in Erin in his day"; secondly, to Maelseachlann 1., King of Tara, by whom she had her son
Flann Sionna, father of Gormliath; on his death
(in 876) she was handed over along with the sovereignty
of Tara, to his successor and lifelong enemy, Aedh FinnIiath, a prince who succeeded peacefully to the throne
on the decease of Maelseachlann.
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It seems to have been at her instigation that a battle
was fought near Drogheda 1 between Aedh Finnliath,
monarch of Ireland, and his own nephew Flann, chief
of a tribe in Meath, a prince who had aided his uncle
to attain the kingdom, and in every way deserved better
treatment at his hands. Flann was slain, and after the
battle his head was brought to his uncle, who, though
he had compassed his death, now so bitterly bewailed
the fruits of his ingratitude that his courtiers had to
expostulate with him for letting his family regret and
affection for Flann outweigh his satisfaction on the
death of his enemy. One of the eleven poems preserved
by the" Four Masters" about this battle is written by
the mother of Flann, who was also the sister of Aedh.
It expresses pathetically the mixed sorrow and joy that
must in those days often have contended in the hearts
of the women when, as here, the triumph of one relation
meant the loss of another.
Good news! Bad news ! Gladness! Sadness! La, a battle-field
triumphant!
We applaud a King made joyous, but we wail a King defeated.
Mighty hosts of Meath have fallen, fallen by the Sprites of Slaini ;
Glad the reign of Aedh the mighty, sad the loss of Flann the vanquished!

The same idea appears again in another snatch of
song preserved about the same battle:
"The Fire! the Fire! that ran o'er the plain through the brave son
of Conang.
Oh King and Protector! I pray thee to strengthen the mother who
bore him!"

CLERICAL TROOPS.--Turning from these personal and
family arrangements, I would like to draw your attention
to the regular part taken at this time in warfare by the
clergy. In nearly all the battles of the period of which
details are given we fmd the names of clerics, and frequentlyof bishops and abbots, among the lists of the slain.
1 The Battle of Cill-na-n-Dairghri (Killineer i) near Drogheda, (866,
Four Masters).
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The combination of functions was common at certain
periods in other countries of Europe, especially in France,
where the clergy took part in warfare up to the ninth
century; 1 in Ireland it seems to have been the regular
custom for bodies of clerical or monastic troops to march
into the field. In earlier days the members of different
monastic establishments are frequently found at war
against each other; in the time of the Danes they turned
their arms against the common foe. Nor was this extraordinary, considering that during the earlier period of
Norse incursion the chief attacks of the Northmen were
directed against the monasteries. They were, in fact, the
only points of attack. Villages were few and far between, and their destruction had little to offer by way
of bait to the invader. Walled towns there were none,
and the monastic establishments, with their large bodies
of men congregated in one place, and with certain treasures in the way of vessels and vestments to be obtained,
offered more of a temptation than the huts of the
populace
In connection with the subject of fighting-monks,
arises the question of the destruction of monasteries by
the Norsemen. So much attention has been fixed upon
the depredations committed on the monasteries by the
Norse, that I wish to state my own views on this subject
in some little detail. That the monasteries formed a
usual object of attack is not to be denied. They were,
as we said, the chief points of attack in a country which
had few, if any, towns in the interior, and they were
so spread over the country that wherever the N orthman
pushed his way up the rivers he must necessarily have
met with these settlements. I call them "settlements"
advisedly, for the rapidity with which they were rebuilt,
after being burned to the ground, sometimes three times
in a single year, shows that they had not far advanced
beyond their original condition of groups of little
1 In 80 3 the chiefs of the army solicited Charlemagne to prevent
abbots, bishops, and clergy from fighting.
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se pa rate hul s in the m idst of t he agr ic ult ura l and pa stu re
la nd s which the monk s tended, a nd in the midst of which
a rose the s imp le, t iny chu rches. or oratories fo r prayer.
The chief's fo rt or t he hum ble monastery . each surrounded probably by a peasant vill ag e. was the cho ice
which lay be fo re the X orthem raiders.
It is as unneccssa ry as it is absurd to point to the
deva st at ion s o f C ha rlemagne in No rt h Germ a ny a nd
Saxo ny, made in the name of Ch ristian ity, as a n ex plan at ion o f t he No rsem an's a ni mosi ty shown against relig ion
in Ireland. Even if a few sur vivo rs o f Ch arlemagne 's
r uthless zea l in the ca use of relig ion may ha ve reached
our shores, t o asc ribe to their me mor ies o f a bl ack pa st
on the Cont ine nt the systematic a ttacks on t he mo naster ies in Irel a nd is. though it is g rave ly state d by nea r ly
c\·cry historian , lud icrously to overs tretc h the bo unds of
probability. T he a ttacks arose out o f the natural cond ition s o f the coun t ry, combined with the equally n at ur al
contem pt a nd repugnan ce felt by the pagan for a form
o f rel ig ion not his own, an d which expressed itse lf out wa rdly in for ms tha t. to the proud a nd rough Vik in g,
mu st necessa ril y have seeme d mean a nd contem pt ible.
It is on ly fai r, too, tha t Ir ish men sho uld rem em ber,
what they seem ent irel y to ha ve overlooked . that thc
burning an d destruction o f mon asteries d id not or ig ina te
with the Norse i it was a syste m ill wh ich the I rish t hemselves had set the pagan a ll too prolific a n exam ple. W e
ca n ha rd ly turn over a ny pa ge o f thc Annals during
the eigh th centu ry . th at is, before the firs t a r riva ls o f
raiding Norse. witho ut find ing entr ies o f raids made by
chiefs a nd tr ibesmen upon monasteries, or o f raid s made
by one mon astery upon t he other. T he burning o f
churches and d estruction o f .. te rm on " or church la nd s
was in full swing- he fore ever a pagan Vi kin g adopted
thc sacrilcg ious syste m f rom the exa m ple o f the Chri st ian
Ga el.
The F our Xla sters a re usuall y lao good church men
to ad mit into their pages event s so d isgraceful to their
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country and to religion, but the Annals of Ulster are
honest enough to record numerous instances of monastic
feuds, and of the burning and raiding of monasteries
by the Gael. It is abundantly evident from these entries
that the Norsemen, so far from inaugurating a new
system of things in attacking the monastic settlements,
were only following an established system long recognised in Ireland. Let us take a few of the entries in the
Annals of Ulster during the last half-century before the
coming of the Norsemen to Ireland.
In 743 A.D. we read of "The killing (i.e., by violence)
of the abbot-bishop of 5aighir (Seirkieran, King's Co)
and of the abbot of Lessan, in the same county." In 745
we hear of the "profanation of Domnach-Patraic
(Donough-Patrick, Co. Meath) and six prisoners tortured."
In 749 of the burning of Fobhar (Fore, Co. Westmeath),
and of Domnach Patraic. In 754 of the burning of
Cluain-mic-nois (Clonmacnois); in the next year of that
of Bangor Mar, on the festival of 51. Patrick; in the
next, of the burning of Cill-mor-dithraibh (Kilmore, Co.
Roscommon). In the same year a battle was fought
among the Munstermen at Cenn-Febrat, in which the
superior of Mungairt, Co. Limerick, was slain. In 759
we read of a conflict between the "families" (i.e., the
monastic establishments) of Clonmacnois and Birr; in
763 of a severe battle between the families of Clonmacnois and of Durrow, in which fell 200 monks of
the family of Durrow; in 774 there was a conflict between the King of Ireland, Donnchad, and the family
of Clonard, and in the year following a destructive battle
was fought between the O'Neil Is and the Munsterrnen,
in which the family of Durrow, which seems to have
been a particularly belligerent foundation, took part.
The burning of monasteries went on in a lively fashion
all this time. Armagh, Kildare, and Glendalough were
all burned in 774. Clonmacnois was burned in 777, Kildare in 778, Armagh and Mayo in 782. Derry in 7 87,
Clonard and Clonfert in 788, beside a number of lesser
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foundations destroyed during the same period. We read,
too, of a priest killing a bishop in the oratory of Kildare; of a quarrel in Armagh, which led to a man being
killed in the oratory; and of a battle between an abbot
of Ferns and the steward, which show a disordered and
irregular condition of things in the church of the eighth
century. It was in the year 803 (Ann. DIs.) that the
clergy of Ireland were for the first time set free from
the legal obligation of attending warlike expeditions and
hastings, but it would seem to have been a privilege little
valued by them, for feuds and battles seem to have been
as common afterwards as before. Only three years after
this exemption we read of a severe battle between the
families of Cork and Clonfert, "among whom there was
a countless slaughter of ecclesiastical men, and of the
noblest of the family of Cork"; while in 816 the King
of South Leinster united with the family of Taghmon
against the family of Ferns, and four hundred persons
were slain in the battle. Probably the clergy took advantage of the legal exemption to withdraw gradually
from the tribal feuds in which they had formerly been
obliged to take part, and confined themselves to matters
belonging to their monasteries and termon-lands; but it
was only very slowly that the old tradition of arms died
out among them, and while they were subject to constant
raids and destruction by the chiefs or clans, it is difficult
to see how they could have withdrawn from warfare.
They do not, however, seem to have made an effective
resistance to the Norsemen's attacks on their possessions.
The history of King Cormac MacCuileanan (reigned
896-903) and his restless and turbulent counsellor,
Flaherty (Flaithbhertach), Abbot of Scattery Island in
the Shannon (Inis-Cathaigh), throws much light upon
these matters. King Cormac occupied a peculiar position, for he was not only King of Cashel, the royal seat
of the Kings of East Munster, but also Abbot-Archbishop
of Cashel. This combination of the royal and ecclesiastical functions seems to have been peculiar to the south
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of Ireland. The offices were united in Cashel not only
in the person of Cormac, but in that of his successor,
Flaherty, who came to the throne in 908 (910 Ann. CIon.),
and who died in 944; while, soon after, another Cormac
MacCuileanan, who must have been a brother to the King
of Cashel (d. 918), combined the office of King of the
Decies with that of Bishop of Lismore. The union of
the secular and clerical dignities seems thus to have been
a feature of the Munster dynasties.
Cormac was happier in the pursuit of his ecclesiastical
duties than as King of Cashel. He was of gentle and
unwarlike disposition, and as the writer of the Annals,
in lamenting his death, says (Ann. Four Masters 903):
"his loss was mournful, for he was a king, a bishop,
an anchorite and scribe, and profoundly learned in the
Scotic (Irish) tongue."
He was indeed a scholar of great distinction; he was
the author of a remarkable glossary of old Irish words,
with explanations, which comes down to us under his
name, and which is invaluable, not only for its preservation of old words which might otherwise have been
lost or misunderstood, but for the scraps of curious antiquarian and mythological information that it contains,
many of which are not, so far as is known, to be found
elsewhere. It throws a great deal of light, for instance,
on the early mythology of Ireland, in explaining the
names of the ancient deities and their functions. When
he came to the throne he carried his peaceful avocations
into the affairs of the kingdom, for he revised the laws
and the ancient lists of tributes and customs of Ireland,
besides adding other national records which were committed to a great compilation, not now existing in its
entirety, known as the Psalter or Saltair of Cashel. One
portion of it, which has fortunately been preserved, is
known as the Book of Rights, and in it are entered in
verse and prose the tributes of the provinces to their
provincial kings and to the High King of Erin. Its
preservation of the tributes given by the Norsemen to
N
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the Irish kings is particularly interesting to us, as it
shows that at some period of their sojourn in the country
they, like the Irish, owned fealty and paid taxes to the
native kings.
It was an unfortunate fate that called the Abbot from
his useful and patriotic work to the troubles of the
throne, and a more unfortunate circumstance still which
gave him as chief counsellor and friend the warlike
Abbot of Scattery, who forced the quiet student into
struggles from which, had he followed his own wishes,
he would have kept free. We can easily imagine the
supremacy that a vigorous, practical, intriguing mind
like that of Flaherty would acquire over the saintly and
rather timid mind of Cormac. The King had not the
strength to resist the evil influence that brought his reign
to a too early conclusion. The author of the "Fragment" has no good word to spare for Flaherty. He
tells us that when he returned to Kildare monastery after
the battle of Ballymoon even the clergy of Leinster gave
him great abuse, for they knew that he alone had invited the expedition and battle, and that Cormac came
against his own will, and he quotes the saying of a
cowardly prince who fled out of the light very soon after
the beginning of the battle, exclaiming:
"Nobles of Munster, fly speedily from this horrible
battle, and leave it to the clergy themselves, who could
not be quiet without lighting."
It seems quite true that Cormac shrank from warfare,
and was forced into active strife against his inclinations;
for before the actual battle began, and when the hosts
on both sides were drawn up in array, Cormac was
rejoiced by the coming of ambassadors from Cearbhall
and the men of Leinster offering honourable terms of
peace. Gladly would the King have accepted the offered
truce, but when he went to report it to his counsellor,
Flaherty was greatly horrified, and said: "This shows
the littleness of thy mind, and the feebleness of thy
nature, because thou art of plebeian birth," so taunting
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and insulting the gentle King that he was forced to
declare war, although he was convinced that it would be
a battle fatal to himself and to his country.
The army of Munster marched across Slievemarague
in the south-east of Queen's Co., to Leithglinn Bridge,
where the baggage was deposited under the charge of
a detachment of militant clergy, under the leadership of
the Abbot of Emly (Ailbhe), with their retainers and
horses. The rest of the army moved forward to May
Emly, a wide plain in the south of Kildare, where they
took up a position with their back to a wood. They
were, however, dispirited, not only by their general disinclination to a light which did not appeal to them, and
by the omens that had preceded it, but by the news that
Flann, King of Ireland, had reached the camp of the
Leinstermen with large reinforcements, making the forces
of the enemy three or four times the number of those
of Munster. Multitudes of the Munstermen, on learning
this unwelcome news, slipped quietly away from their
comrades and returned home. The main body of the
troops advanced unsteadily, and the sudden defection of
two of their leaders, who turned and fled, leading their
people after them, resulted in a rapid and complete rout
of the host. Cormac himself, turning to follow, was
twice thrown from his horse, which slipped on the bloody
sad, and the second time the horse seems to have fallen
on him, for his neck and back were broken. Exclaiming
"In manu tuas, Domine, commendo spiritum meum," he
gave up his spirit; and it is added in the" Fragment" :
"The impious sons of malediction came and thrust darts
through his body and cut off his head."
In the terrible rout which followed clergy and laity
were killed indiscriminately, and among the list of clerics
who fell was the Abbot of Kinetty in Kings County.
Among the laymen fell Ceallach, son of Cearbhall, King
of Ossory, and Cormac, King of the Deisi.
We cannot here pursue the subject further. The intermarriages, the system of foreign fosterage, the warfare
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of the clergy. t he combination o f civil an d eccles i<t!';tira l
offices in one person, a re only some o f the many curious
fea tures o f the socia l life of Irel an d during the Norse
period . T he fort unate surviva l o f some litt le-known but
de tailed histori cal fra gm en ts enables us to a la rge ex tent
to real ize t he cond itions of lif e at t his t ime. as we
could not have rea lized them had our kn owled ge been
derived exclu sively f rom the large r chronicles. with t heir
brie f and o ft en d ry entries o f events. Such d et ai ls as
t hose we have here g leaned out o f ma ny simi lar na rrarives p resent us with p ictures o f the ordi na ry li fe o f the
d ay, which, when combined wit h th ose whi ch we derive
fr om other sources, a rtis tic, literary, an d ecclesiastica l,
brin g before t he mind a ver}" clear conception o f the
ma nne rs an d way s of li fe o f a remote pe riod. in teresting
alike from its Norse a nd fro m its G ael ic s id e.
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H E present number of the SAGA-BoOK will complete Vol. V.

The
Title-Page, Table of Contents and Index will be issued with the
next number.

PROFl!:SSOR T. N. Toller has at last brought out the first part of the
Supplement to his Angio-Sasou Dictionary based upon the work of the
late Dr. J. Bosworth.
THE Right Han. Lord Strathcona, K.C.M.G., has presented to the
museum of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland a collection of rare
brooches and other ornaments from a Viking burial place in Oronsay.
MR. W. G. Collingwood, F.S.A., contributed a paper to The Antiquary
for May, I907, on "Some Antiquities of Tiree," with illustrations, in
which he described some of the brochs and ancient chapels found in
the island.
MR. Harper Gaythorpe, F.S.A.,Scol., in a paper on the Goads of
Furness recently read at the Technical School, Barrow, pointed to the
place-name Goadsbarrow, near Roosebeck, as suggesting that the
surname was Norse and derived from O. N. "g01Ji." The family name
dates back to at least I292.
MISS Bray's translation of the" Edda," which has been unavoidably
delayed, is now nearly printed, and will be ready shortly. Intending
purchasers, who have not yet subscribed, will greatly assist the Council
by sending in their orders at once. A prospectus and order form will be
found at the end of this number.
THE December number of The Antiquary records the repair by the
Commissioners of Public Works in Ireland of the ruins at Clonmacnois.
It was in the principal church at Clonmacnois that the Danish chief
Turgesius is said to have enthroned his wife in 845 upon the high
altar, whence she delivered oracles to the people.
DR. H. J. Dukinfield Astley has edited" Memorials of Old Norfolk,"
contributing to it among other articles the general Historical Sketch, in
which he brings into prominence the position of the county lying
exposed to the attacks of the Anglo-Saxon and later Danish invaders,
also an article on Castleacre with its Anglian" burh .'
WORK has been proceeding in the nave of Hexham Abbey, which
has disclosed, according to The Antiquary for May, I907, the finest known
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ex am ple of a h og -backed stone grave -cover. It is ascribed 10 about
th e ye a r 800 ".1>. Th e Glob. of Apr il r sr, I(108, also records the find
of pa rt of the walls of the ori gin al nav e o f St. W ilfri d ' s Cathed ral ,
b ui ll in the ye a r 67 4.

Al< articl e on Captain R oa ld Amundsen's discov ery of th e N orth.we st
Passag e in The N iue/uu/Il em/ury and Afur , for Ap ril , 1908, p oints out
h ow the exp lo rer was only follow ing in th e footsteps of th e early
N orse me n, who were consta ntl y p ush ing: in th e same d irect io n , d iscove ring
firs! Iceland, the n Greenland , th e n t h e main land of N or th America,

and penetrating throu gh Davis S tra its into Baffin's Bay, and pe rh aps
e ve n yet (ur ther no n h .
Ma . P . M . C Ker mod e read a paper b efore the I sle of Man Anti.
quarian Soci e ty in D ecember, 1<)06, on a cress found in Ma ugb old
Chu rchya rd, inscribed wit h runes of Anglian I ype. H e conside red this
as proof of th e ex iste nce of a n Anglia n population in the district, and
dat ed the runes betwe~1l th e 7th and 9th cent uri es.
The subjec t is
fur th er discussed by Mr. \V. G . Co llingwood in h is re vie w of Mr.
Ke rmod e's " Ma nx Crosses ," on pp. 406. <) .
ATTK NTI01> has bee n drawn io pre..ious S ~G~ ·BOOKS to ~r r . Harper
Gavthorpe's research es into th e e vid ence a fforded b y place-names, &c.,
of Scandioavian settlement on th e Furness cc as e.r Beari ng on th e same
qu est ion, a p ape r by :'> I r. W . B. Ke ndall a pp ea rs in Vol. XVI II . of the
A II/wal Rtt orls oj the Berrou: N<It,wali sts' Fi eld Club, i n wh ich h e deals
with the " Wa ste of Coast Line, l"urn ess and w atn ey , in 1,000 year s ," an d
Hust ra tes it b y a map of Ba rr o w H ar bou r in the Vi king Age, A,D. ')00_
AMONG a rticles of inte rest in 'fllt Allliqllary we no te one Ly V . B.
Crowther Beynon, F .S .A., in the number for Februar y, 1<)07, o n R utland
Antiqui ties . T his refers s peciall y to linds in the Anglo·Sa xon Cemeter y
at ~orth Luffe nham. Among th e finds d escribed an d illust rat ed i n the
p aper are a very fine hucket, a shield _boss a nd various fibulae of typical
Merd a n form s. I n the July and Augus t numbers of tbe same periodical
C ha rles Dawson, J:'".S.A ., writes on Ihe Bayeux ta p es try a nd its var ious
"restorat ions : ' This a r ticle also is we ll illustrated.
" TilE Li nea!:e Library , British Series, vol. I , O rkney ," by Roland
51. Clair, H on. vice-Presiden t, a uthor o r "The S aint ·Cl airs of the Isles,"
is announced for issu e to s ub scribe rs at th e en d o f the p resent yea r.
He ides dealin g with the lead inK Orea dian famili es, th e book will g ive
a n account of the Kin gs and Rul ers of Norway , wb o we re Sueerains
of Orkney, and with the Orkney Earls, and will brin g into relief the
i nt imate re lati on. tha t for me rly existed bet ween Norw ay and tb e British
Isle s.
The gene a logical port ion of the book will be trea ted a u new
a nd better methods tha n those usualI y e mployed in s uch wor ks .
I S.." ..·1JOO K, Vol. Ill.. P. ~0 ; \'01. IV., p. :40.
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MR. Axel Olrik in his recently published "Nordisk Aandsliv i
Vikingetid og tidlig Middelalder," draws a sharp line between the
Anglo-Saxons and the Low German nationalities. He says that before
the Folk-Wandering Age the Jutes stood in close linquistic relationship
to the Anglo-Saxon-Frisian group of languages, and his view is that after
that period Holstein and the neighbouring lands on the Baltic lay for a
time almost empty. At a subsequent date they were repeopled, together
with Hanover, by Low-Germans and Slavs from the south and east, so
that the" Saxons" of the Middle Ages are not ., Anglo-Saxon, English,"
but a Low-German folk.
A NEW and valuable feature will be found in the present number of the
SAGA-BoOK in the shape of reports from two of our Hon. Corresponding
Members. Mr. H. St. George Gray's wide knowledge of the antiquities and
antiquarian records of the country has enabled him to collate informadon
on the subject of "Danes' Skins," which, we think, conclusively proves
that there is a substantial basis for the legends of Danes having been
flayed and their skins affixed to church doors to be found in various parts
of the country. We are also greatly indebted to Mr. Magnus Olsen for
his treatise on the newly-discovered Runic inscription at Stenness, on
whose value we need not enlarge.
MR. H. St. George Gray informs us that in the Norris Collection in
Taunton Castle Museum is a circular" sticking-stone," diam. 22 ins.,
composed of blue-black bottle glass; used at South Petherton for
smoothing the surface of dowlas whilst in the loom. Dowlas-weaving was
a South Petherton industry in the Eighteenth Century. Mr. Gray remarks
that these smoothers, although not common, may be seen in various
Museums, such as the Guildhall and Horniman's, London, and in the
National Museum at Edinburgh, while amongst those in the latter
collection it is interesting to find a, similar glass smoother, which was
discovered with a Viking interment at Ballinaby, Islay.
To the localities where Ship-Burials have been found, which are
recorded in Dr. Schetelig's papers on Ship-Burials in the SAGA-BOOK,
Vol. IV., Part II. (p. 360), and Vol. V., Part I., pp. 172-174, we can add
England and France. For the latter see the record on the next page
of a discovery made last year in Brittany. The English example was
found at Snape, in Suffolk, as long ago as 1862, and is described in The
Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries, znd Series. Vol. II., p. 177, and in
G. H. Boehmer's "Prehistoric Naval Architecture of the North of
Europe," Smithsonian Institute, Washington, 1893. In this case the
body had been bu Tied in a boat 48 feet in length, 9 feet 9 inches beam
and 4 feet deep. It is particularly interesting, as the grave-goods found
with it seem to be Anglo-Saxon rather than Scandinavian. We
understand that this find will be further dealt with by Mr. Reginald
Smith in the Suffolk volume of The Victoria County Histories.
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MR. W. R. Prior informs us that a few months ago a prehistoric boat
was found in Brokso Bog, near Haslev, Zealand, some four feet under
the present surface, almost at the bottom of the former lake at the place.
The boat has now been closely examined by the Authorities at the
National Museum, whither it has been transferred. It is a canoe, about
one yard in width, one foot deep and six yards long, hollowed out uf an
oak trunk. The peculiarity of this canoe consists in the bow being pointed,
but the stern being cut off right across the boat. The stern piece itself is
missing, but close by in the bottom of the canoe are found some round
holes. According to archscological opinion the stern was formed by
a piece of hide, fastened at the sides and bottom with thongs, passed
through these holes. The boat seems therefore to be partly a coracle, or
kajak, partly a canoe. It seems to have been made for two persons using
short paddles, and to have been intended for fishing in the lake. A stake
was found close by, to which the boat possibly used to be fastened.
AN important ship-burial, the first which has been discovered in
France, was found and examined last year in the lie de Groix, Department of Morbihan, by MM. Paul du Chatellier, President of the
"Societe Archeologique du Finistere;" and Louis Ie Pontois, Frigate
Captain in the French Navy. The mound in which the burial was
made was so close to the sea that it had been partly destroyed by
high tides, but the grave goods found were both rich and numerous.
They had however suffered from fire, as the ship and remains had been
burnt before burial. In its general character and the nature of the
finds this grave closely resembles the great ship-burial by cremation
at Myklebostad in Nordfjord, described by Dr. Schetelig in his paper
on "Ship-Burials," in the SAGA-BOOK, Vol. IV., Part 11., pp. 343-4,
and there can be no doubt that it contained the remains of a distinguished Norwegian Viking chief, who had fallen or died while raiding
on the coast of Brittany, if indeed it is not a relic of settlement. We are
indebted to the courtesy of Captain Ie Pontois for the foregoing details,
and hope to be able to give in a future number of the SAGA-BOOK a
fuller account of this valuable find.
THE Rev. C. W. Whistler sends us the following instance of persistence of Viking tradition on the south coast : Twenty years ago, the extreme insult which could be offered to a Hastings
fisherman was, and probably still is, to call him a 'Choppy." The men
them-elves applied the term to their rivals of Folkestone, whom they
despised altogether. The name in extreme cases of intended insult was
amplified to "chop-back" and its use was considered as full justification
for assault, That the term to the users had a definite meaning is evident
from the action of a semi-piratical crew from Hastings, in the year 1768.1
They had boarded a Dutch hoy, named the" Seven Risters" off Beachy Head,
and had chopped the master down the back with an axe. The men betrayed
themselves by boasting of the deed, and four of them were hung after the
1

Sussex Arch. Collectious, Vol. X. p.8g.
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next Assizes. From information which I gathered in Hastings I have reason
to believe that the atrocity was not unprovoked, but was in revenge for some
treachery toward the smuggling fraternity on the part of the Dutchman. My
fisherman informant tuld me that the man was held on the gunwale and so
executed. Practically this is the ancient" carving of the Blood Eagle," 1 and
could hardly have been invented on the spur of the moment, but must have
been traditional. It is possible of course that this was but one of a series of
such retributive executions reaching back to the Viking period, but the only
case recorded or even brought to public notice. .

IN The Reliquary for January, 1908, there is an account, with
illustration, by Dr. G. A. Auden of a pre-Conquest wheel-headed
cross, which now stands in the churchyard at Rolleston, Staffordshire. For many years this cross formed part of the floor of the
church porch at Tatenhill, near Burton-an-Trent.
Most of the
ornamentation has disappeared in consequence of this treatment, but
the outer circumference of the lower arm on each side is decorated
with a single cord interlacement forming two Staffordshire knots,
united by their free ends. This gives place further -on to a chevron
ornament, which, however, can only be traced for a short distance.
Traces of an interlacement forming a triquetra can be distinguished
on the front of the left limb, and the outlines of a rectangular panel
on the front of the shaft. A plait-work design, enclosed in a panel,
can also be made out on the left side. Dr. Auden says that the
wheel-head is of an unusual type, and he thinks it is " development
of Mercian rather than of Northumbrian art. From the finished
workmanship of the cross, he suggests the latter part of the tenth
century as a possible date for its erection, following also Mr. Collingwood's view that these wheel-headed crosses are later than the
Danish Conquest. He quotes a tradition that a cross formerly stood
not far from the confines of Needwood Forest at Horninglow Cross,
near the boundary of Tatenhill, but there is no evidence as to
whether this may have been the cross he describes.
WE have received from Mr. William Brown, F.S.A., the following
report of the occurrence at a very late date of the personal name
WeIand : One of the most striking phenomena in the history of personal names in
England is the rapid disappearance of names in vogue before the Conquest,
whether English or Norse, and their supersession by names favoured by

the Norman invaders such as Robert, William, Thomas, Nicnolns, ctc., so that
by the middle of the thirteenth century the occurrence of a pre-Oonquest
personal name is worth indexing as a curiosity. A striking exception to this

rule is found in a document, belonging to Colonel Gascoigne,of Parlmgton Hail,
near Leeds. The deed is undated, but was probably executed some time not
long after 1250. It is a grant by Thomas de la Oressoner to Sir Robert de
Multon, Chaplain, of land at Great Stodeley. now called Studley Roya!, a
few miles to the S,W. of Ripon, and the seat of the Marquess of RIpon, K.G.
The document itself, except for the names of the two last witnesses, calls for
1 Cf. death

of Halfdan High-leg, Heimskringla,c. sxi,
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no special comment here. The witnesses in question are" William .he Smith,
and WeIand, his son." The occurrence of the name Weiand at such a late date
is very remarkable. It shews that the legend about Wayland Smith was still
current in the Ripon district, and that William the Smith had enough faith in
hi, having been a real person to impose his name on his child. It is somewhat
difficult to understand how the priest, who baptized Weiand, allowed his
father to give him such a heathenish name.

VOLUNDR, WeIand or Wayland are extremely rare as personal
names, but there is evidence, both from literature and sculptured
monuments, to show that the Wayland legends were well-known and
retained their popularity at a late date. Professor Gollancz, in his
paper on "Gringolet, Gawain's Horse," in Part I. of the present
volume of the SAGA-BoOK, pp. 104-109, gave us further evidence on the
subject. The documentary evidence which Mr. Brown has discovered
shows in a striking manner how well-known and popular these legends
were among the people.
I!\ the publications of the Royal Norwegian Scientific Society, No.
R of 1907, Mr. Th. Petersen gives an account of " A Celtic Reliquary
found in a Norwegian Burial-Mound." This valuable discovery
was made in the autumn of 1906 in a large grave-mound at Melhus
in Narndalen, some eighty or ninety miles N. of Trondhjem, from
which various finds had previously come to the Museum as the result
of local exploration. The reliquary is in the shape of a small house
with a high-ridged roof, and is made out of two solid pieces of
yew-wood. The walls and roof were originally covered with thin
unornamented plates of bronze. These are comparatively well preserved on the front, and show three circular medallions with raised
borders. The only remaining one of the plaques which formerly
filled these spaces is of silver, and decorated with chased Celtic
spiral or trumpet designs. Mr. Petersen is only aware of four others
reliquaries of the same type as this. Of these one is preserved at
Monymusk House, Aberdeenshire; another was found in 1891 in
Lough Erne, and is now in a private collection; another was found
in the Shannon, and is now in the Museum at Edinburgh; the fourth
is now in the NationaI Museum at Copenhagen, but was brought
thither from ~ or way, its previous history being unknown. Last
year Mr. Petersen was able to make an examination of the mound
at Mel hus, on behalf of the Museum of the Royal Norwegian
Scientific C;nciety at Trondhjem, and found that it had contained a
be-at-grave. From the nails which remained in place he judged the
blat, which had been buried, not burned, might have been some
28 feet long, while from the relics found at different times it was
evident that both a man and a woman had been buried there. The
~urial belongs probably to the early part of the ninth century, and
IS valuable, among other reasons, as evidence that the inhabitants of
this part of i\" or way took part in the early raids of the Vikings on
Ireland or the West Coast of Scotland.
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MR. PERCY MAYLAM (Canterbury), kindly sends us the following further
note about the Hoodening Horse : In the last number of the SAGA-BoOK (Vol. V., p. 182) there is a reference
to the hoodening horse custom, which is still practised in Thanet and other
parts of East Kent. the horse being taken round by a party of men on
Christmas Eve, It consists of a horse's head (not the head of a real horse,
but rudely carved of wood) fixed to the end of a staff about 4 feet long.
To the head is affixed a cloth. under which a man conceals himself, thus
making a crude resemblance to a horse. The lower jaw works on a hinge,
and by means of a string can be made to open and shut, making a loud
snapping noise. There are three or four men more or less" grotesquely
attired," who play on primitive musical instruments, such as the triangle,
tambourine, or concertina, and there is a man dressed up in woman'. clothes,
known as "Mollie." I note that the Rev. C. W. Whistler refers the custom to
the" survival of some Odinie Yuletide solemnity." The arguments leading to
this conclusion would be of interest, and also the ground for deriving the name
of the custom from either Woden or Odin. As regards Odin, this is the Norse
form of the name of the god. and substantial reo sons should be given for
attributing a Norse extraction to a word used by the Kentish peasantry, who
are clearly Low-German both in language and race. As regards the attempted
derivation from Woden, we see from Grimm's Teutonic Mythology the
forms into which the name has developed in Low-German languages (see
Stallybrass' Translation, Vol. I. p. 158). The argument founded on the
tendency to pronounce ., w" as "h" does not apply. for (1) the Kentish
Peasant does not elide the initial" w" in words, and (2) he does not aspirate
the "h" at all. Dr. Ditchfleld. who calls the man who carries the horse's
head the" hoodman," is evidently thinking of "hoodman blind." Tb is man
is actually called the "hoodener." This custom does not apply "only in
Jutish K~nt"; there are many examples of customs of a similar nature in
England, e-u-, the Padstow hobby horse in Cornwall. the Abbots Bromley
hobby horse in Staffordshire, the custom of "souling" in Cheshire. and
the Welsh custom of Mari Llwyd, referred to in the SAGA-BOOK. In the
two last-named customs a real horse's head. or rather skull, is used. Nor is
the custom confined to Englaud; in North Germany the custom is known as
Schimmelreiteu.l In the Island of Usedom a wooden goat's head is used
(Klapperbock). For several years I have been getting together information
on the subject of the Kent Hoodening horse, and I am about to publish a
small book with photographs of various parties of hoodeners ; before doing
80 I am anxious to know if any similar custom is extant in Denmark,
Sweden or Norway, or if there is any tradition of the kind, If any
Scandinavian member of the Club can supply me with information on this
point I should be very grateful.
WE had occasion in connection with the forthcoming translation
of the Elder Edda to consult Mr. Eirikr Magnusson, on the interpretation of a passage in Havamal. His reply, which was too long
for use in a note, is so full of interest that we think it should be
recorded in the SAGA-BOOK. Mr. Magnusson writes ; UPI' li ta skalattu i arrasto :
-gialti glikir verna gumna synir->
sit5r pitt of heilli halir.
1 See Kuhn & Schwartz, Norddeutsche Sagen Mitrchen und Gebrtiuche, 1848, P·40 2,
and also more modern books on German folk-lore.
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Read: Iorrosto skalattu Iita upp-ssynlr gumna verea glikir gialti-sitlrhalir
of heilh pitt (vit). In battle shalt thou not look up-s-sons of men become like
.. gialti "-lest men bewitch thy wits (sense).
The" gialti " is meant here and in the many other places where it occurs
in the literature, to be a dative of "goltr," a boar. This is a complete
misunders tanding by the old men. The word is a corruption of the Irish.
.. geilt," mad, wild.i In the description of the battle of Magrath, it is stated
how young prince Suibne, hearing the clash of weapons and the terrific roar
of the serried legions of the Danes, was so taken with terror as to jump up
into the air and perch on helmets and shields, then like a bird taking to the
branches of the trees, ultimately growing feathers all over his body and
turning into a flying thing, a bird of some sort. The author of the" Speculum
Regale" has had access to some rendering of the Irish story, for he states that
young men in Ireland are apt to "verna at gelti" from the terrific roar that
war-cries and weapon-clash in battle will cause. If young men generally
pay too much heed to this (Iita upp) they are apt to be turned into" gialti "=
become mad=have their wits, sense, bewitched. The author in Havamal has
the Suibne story in his mind. Therefore he advises: don't look up (before
thee) in battle .... lest the roar of opposed enemies (haltr) bewitch thee.
When he has said: don't look up (gaze abroad) in battle, he recollects that
his advice arises from young prince Suibne's experience, and to jmtify the
strange advice he brings in two intercalary and supernumerary lines centring
round gialti," in order that readers, at any rate those conversant with
the "geilt" or "Suibne geilt" tradition, might guess what he was driving
at. I am speaking of the author of the present form of this visa; he is
not, I take it, the original author of this part of Ha vamal ; he is merely
'" later copyist, who wants to ease the reader's understanding by explaining,
after a fashion, what was in the flrst author's mind. Hence his interpolation
of ..gialti glikir verna synir gumna." 'I'hese two lines do not really belong
to the stanza, the last three lines of which, properly speaking, are:
H

Upp Iita

Skalattu i orrosto
S.tlr jJitt of heilli halir.
The whole verse, preserving in their Illace the interpolated lines, might be
translated somewhat after this fashion:
Gaze not abroad
When battle ragesFor SODS of men
Are seized with madnessLest warriors charm thy wits.
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E regret to have to record a longer list of deaths than usual,
including two Past Presidents one Past Han.
and the first Editor of the Club.
PROFESSOR

SOPHUS

President,

BUGGE.

Born January 5th, ,833; died July Sth, '907.
Professor Bugge
was elected Han. President of the Viking Club in ,895,
On his
1 cr. Kuno Meyer, FOLK-LoRE V. p 299, sqq.
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1899, he was appointed an Hon. Vicean Hon. Life Member in 1903. For the
who knew him long and intimately, we
Olsen, Hon. Corresponding Member.

To give a complete account of Sophus Bugge's scientific labours
would amount to writing many important chapters of the history of
Northern Philology in the last fifty years. He has laboured over
almost the whole of this domain and has enriched our knowledge
with many definite results, but perhaps the greatest importance of
his work has been in the impulse he has given in all directions,
where he has raised questions, to answer which will need the work
of long years to come.
First and foremost among Professor Bugge's many important
works in the sphere of Northern philology must be named his edition
of the Elder Edda (Christiania, 1867), the true editio princepswhich laid sure foundations for the comprehension of the old Norse
lays of gods and heroes-and his interpretations of the Northern
Runic inscriptions from the Older Iron Age (1867-8), with which
he opened up for us the history of the oldest speech of the North
over a period of 500 years. Soon afterwards he was able, after
making an important metrical discovery in 1876, to give positive
proof that no Edda lay is older than the ninth century. But not
merely the metre and form of speech of the Edda-Iays, but accord.
ing to Sophus Bugge their substance also must be referred to that
period of ferment, the Viking Age, the first great springtide of the
North, when the native culture was fertilized by the Christi\n
spiritual life of the Western lands. In the eighties Professor Bugge
published his epoch-making "Studier over de nordiske Gude-og
Heltesagns Oprindelse " (Studies of the Origin of the Norse Legends
of Gods and Heroes), in which he maintained with amazing learning and acumen, but not without partiality, that the material of
the Edda poems was to a substantial degree of foreign, GrrecoRoman, or Jewish-Christian origin. According to his view, the old
Northlanders had interpreted the foreign, legendary and mythic
material in the light of their own rich fancy, and their poetical,
creative craft had shaped these' poems, into which they had put the
Northlander's whole stern view of life and deep moral earnestness.
Many of the earliest skaldic poems, which contain the Old Norse
mythology fully developed, could not, according to Professor Bugge,
be so old as the Icelandic tradition considers them (from the ninth
century), and he sought to show in his book, " Bidrag til den seldste
Skaldedigtnings Historie" (Christiania, 1894) [A Contribution to
the History of the Oldest Skaldic Poetry] that they were from a far
later period and "not genuine." In a new volume of " Studies,"
which has been translated into English and came out in "The
Grimm Library," vol. xi. (London, D. Nut!, 1899) he handled the
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question of " The Home of the Eddic Poems," which he looked for
in the Norse colonies in the British Isles, "the Scandinavian
lEolia." Another link in this investigation was his paper on " The
Norse Lay of Wayland," in the SAGA-BoOK, Vol. II. (1901), and
one of the latest of all his works, ., N orsk Sagafortselling og Sagaskrivning i Irland " (Christiania. 1901-8) [Norse Saga-telling and
Saga-writing in Ireland] stood in close relation to it.
Professor Bugge was also--besides an Indo-Germanic comparative
philologer-an eminent classical philologer as well, and in his
earlier years he did much towards the explanation of his favourite
author, Plautus. But from the eighties onwards he entered upon
a domain bordering on classical philology, the study of Etruscan,
which found in him one of its most industrious devotees. He saw
in Etruscan an Indo-Germanic tongue allied to Armenian and
Lycian.
He also found time to take up these two languages
thoroughly, and during his Armenian studies he noticed the extraordinary likeness there is between the names of the Runes and the
names of the Armenian characters. This gave support to his theory
of the origin of Runic writing, which in the last years of his life
he set forth i n ja never-completed introduction to his pioneer edition
of "Norges Indskrifter med de a-l.dre Runer" [Inscriptions in
Norway in the Earlier Runes] (Vol. I., 1891-1903; Vol. II., Part I.,
19°4; Introduction, Part I., 1905). It was Professor Bugge's good
fortune to give evidence that the Runic writing arose among the
Goths in south-eastern Europe, and was framed on a. foundation
alike of Greek and of Latin characters.
The central points in Sophus Bugge's scientific endowment were
a luxuriant poetical fancy and an ingenious power of combination.
Therewith he possessed a well-grounded scholarship, a keen critical
faculty and a sense of method which was innate in him rather than
the result of cultivation. It was the great periods of upheaval
in history that specially engrossed his bold Viking spirit; for many
years of his life has he combined the exploration of the spiritual
life of the Viking Age with that of the origin of classical culture.
In the University of Christiania, with which Professor Bugge
was connected from 1860 onwards till his death, he has left behind
him a place which cannot be filled. We miss the indefatigable,
conscientious and self-forgetful man of science and teacher, but
still more his truly pure and faithful personality. Over Sophus
Bugge, with his noble spirit of enquiry and his warm heart, his
grateful pupils carve these simple memorial Runes: Truth in Love!
MAGNUS OLSEX.

KARL BLIND.
Dr. Karl Blind, Past President, was born in Mannheim

Septem.
ber 4th, 1826, and died at Hampstead, May 31St, 1907. ' He was
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educated at the Lyceum in Mannheim and in Karlsruhe, from
which he passed to the Universities of Bonn and Heidelberg. In
his youth he led a stirring life, taking part in the Sleswick-Holstein
war of 1848, and in the German revolutionary movement. He was
imprisoned several times, and narrowly escaped being sentenced to
death. Released by a fresh revolutionary outbreak he was appointed
a member of the Embassy of Baden and Rhenish Bavaria to France.
Arrested by the French authorities in spite of his diplomatic position, he was banished from France, and in 1852 took refuge in this
country, where he remained ever since, refusing to take advantage
of the amnesty of 1865. Besides taking an active part in political
journalism, he was an accomplished classical and Germanic scholar,
and wrote much on history, mythology, folk-lore, etc., both in this
country and in many German periodicals. He became a member
and Vice-President of the Viking Club in 1893, and took a very
active part in the work of the Club in its early years. He was
President 1895-7, reverted to Vice-President on completion of his
term of office, and was made an Hon. Life Member in 1903.
He contributed several papers to the SAGA-BoOK. "The Boar's
Head Dinner at Oxford and a Teutonic Sun-God" appeared in the
first number, and was followed by "Shetland Folk-Lore and the
Old Faith of the Scandinavians and Teutons," "The Earliest
Traveller to the High North," and" Discovery of a Pre-Historic
Sun-Chariot in Denmark." To strong opinions uncompromisingly
expressed he joined a great charm of manner, and members who
attended meetings of the Club at which he was present in its
earlier years and during his presidency, will remember how his
clear scholarship, wide range of reading and vigorous personality
imparted " higher tone to all the discussions in which he shared.
Many valuable contributions by him to these debates are recorded
in the early numbers of the SAGA-BoOK, and he was a frequent contributor to "Viking Notes." In spite of his long residence in this
country and refusal to return to his own land under the present
political conditions, he remained to the last an ardent German
patriot, and it will be remembered how vigorously he combated the
suggestion made in the SAGA-BoOK, that ,< Gothic" should be substituted for" Germanic" or " Teutonic " as a more comprehensive
term for the " Teuto-Gothic " elements on the Continent of Europe
and in these islands. He was greatly interested in the establishment of " Old-Lore," and his last contribution to the publications
of the Club was a note on the name" Pomona" in .< Orkney and
Shetland Old-Lore" for July, 1907, the proof of which he revised
on his death-bed. Unfortunately he never exercised his scholarship
on the production of any single volume on Northern literature or
mythology, but various contributions which he made to the subject in
different periodicals have been noted in the SAc.\-BoOK under" Publications by Members." Besides these we give the names. of a few
others that we can recall, but anything like an exhaustive l ist IS
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in' pos sible-- " t·i re-·lIurid alno ng ou r ("~rma nic F or e fa ther s," " T he
Te-UIODic Tree o f t:.i ~te-nce." " An O ld C.uman Poem and a \ 'edie
Hy mn ." and .. wcda e , th e W ild H u nt sman an d the Wa nder in g
Je-w."

I OHN Ro n n.t.r Au.rx, F . S.A.
~Ir . I . Romill y ,\ II..n, th e first Ed stor o f th e Y ik in g C lub, wa~
born in , 1<4; . a nd d ied Ju ly 6th , ' <)07. By pr..,fess ion he was a
ci v il en gi nee r, but h is ben t la y st rong ly toward s a rcha'Olog y, an d
for ma ny y..au bef ore h is death he ha d de voted h imself ma inl y to
lit erar y a nd anttq ua ria n work . He was a F ellow of t he Soc iety o f
Ant iqu a r i..~ of Scot la nd. an d was Rhi nd ' ...ctu rer in Arcbe -olc gy in
, Slit>. lI is lectu r..-, apP"a red in the foll ow ing r ear u nde r the t it lr
o f " l "h r ist ia n S)"mbolism in G reat Ii rit a in ." and a t once achi eved
a prn;ition u a ~ta nd a rd wo rk. 11" was for n,an y yea n editor of
A ",:'"rolo~ ia C."" bry"sis . an d edited Th.. Hd i" " ary an" l ll .u t ra tr.t
Arc"(,,'oIo~i'" fr om , S.' 5 to t h" time o f h is de a th.
In ' 8./i he was
ej ec ted a F"llow of the Society o f An t iqua ries. Other importan t
_"Orks of his we re •. :\Ion umen tal lI istor y o f th e Ea rly llritish
Church " j , 8S<) ). " (o:a r ly Ch ristian l lonu me nts o f Scotland " (1903),
and ,. Celtic .-\" in r a g;>n ;>nd Chri st ian TilTte'!l " (1<)04), besides
n um~r less ar ticle!! in ;>nti q uu ia n journa ls and ot he r per iodicals.
H e became a membe r o f the Viking Cl ub in 1&93, a nd ... a~ appo intf'd
Saga. lla~t('r (Ho n . Ed itor " in wh ich c;> pa.city he brouji:h t out th e
first n urn""r o f the ~AG_\· llooK . O n h is resig ning th is post he
beca me, in I S~)5 , a \"ice· l' rM i<l ent of the C lub . In F ebru a ry, , 893,
he re a d a pa per to th e Clu b on " Sca nd ina via n Art in Grut
Bri tai n, " wh ich uufort unatdy th e ('lu b has not yet been a ble to
p ri nt on accou nt o f the d ifficulty in the wa y of ill us tra t in g it on the
..calc requ ired to <10 j us tice to its su bject . l rr . Rom iJI y All en , in
h is st udy of o rna men ta tio n, showed gre;>t paw n s of a na lyLin R a nd
c1as.~ i fy iu!l the various elements in ea rly a rt. and hi s reputa ti on
u.tend ed far beyond th e l imi ts of the Br iti sh Isles. H i, u.hau st i~e
....ork on the "Early f 'h risti;>n l lonument , o f Scotla nd " in p ar _
ticular is destined to a lead in g po5i tion ;>mong si mila r ..."Orb, and
,,-hen the write r o f th is not ice ....as in Xo r...a y las t autumn , r roIessor r.u ' tafoon, of Ch r isti an i;>, poin ted it ou t to h im as a wor k
to whose author e ndu r ing' g rat it ude wa, d ue.

C O LOSF. L GaO RGa

BEIt,-t. B.

H OB A RT .

Colooel Hoba n , Vice - P resident , w i\! born on Februa ry 3rd. 1835, and
d ied Oct ober 27th , 1')07. H e " as a g r;>ndllOn of th e 3rd Ear l of
Iluckinghamsh ire, a nd Co lonel in the Hoyal Artille ry (re ti red ). H e
marr ied th e daugh ter a nd eo·heiress of Co lonel :\hrmadllke Grims ton,
of Gri mston Gal th, H olderness, an d was a Dep uty-Licurenanr , a J ustice
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of the Peace for the East Riding of Yorkshire and for the County of
London, and a member of the Westminster County Council. He had
been a member of the Viking Club since r899, and a Vice-President since
1902. and was also Han. District Secretary for the East Riding of
Yorkshire. Colonel Hobart was an active member of the Club, a
constant attendant at its meetings, and at the meetings of the Council,
where his kindly presence, his unfailing courtesy, and his helpful advice
will be much missed by those who were glad to count him as a colleague.

JOHN BRUCE, of Sumburgh.
Mr. John Bruce of Sumburgh was born July 9th, 1837, and died in
Edinburgh, July 4th, 1907. He married a daughter of the late Ralph
Erskine Scott of Edinburgh, a descendant of an old Orkney family, and
was a Deputy-Lieutenant. Commissioner of Supply and Justice of the
Peace for Shetland and a memher of the Dunrossness Parish Council and
School Board. Mr. Bruce was keenly interested in all Shetland societies,
especially in those dealing with the literature and antiquities of the Old
Rock. He had been a member of the Viking Club since 1894, and was an
original founder of the" Old-Lore" series.

We also regret to record the deaths of Mr. C. Roy Saunders, who had
been a member of the Club since 1894. of Mrs. E. Sclarer, a member
since 1905, who died on the 26th December last, and of Mr. G. M.
Atkinson, Past President, who died in February of the present year. We
hope to give a fuller notice of Mr. Atkinson, in the next SAGA-BoOK.
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REVIEWS.l
By P. M. C. KERMODE, F.S.A.Scot. London : Bemrou
1907. £3 35. net,
E AD E R S of the SAGA-BoOK need no introduction to Mr. Kermode,
whose interesting article upon "Saga Illustrations on early Manx
Monuments" was contributed in 1895. For twenty years he has
been known as an authority on his subject, and the handsome volume
now before us contains the results of intimate personal knowledge of the
monuments, many of which he has discovered, aU of which he has not
only examined and studied, but drawn with a fidelity and completeness
which bear the test of comparison with the beautiful photographs by Mr.
G. B. Cowen. In some cases the half-tone blocks are hardly so clear as
to give a reader the opportunity of judging for himself: but then, no
reader has a right to judge without knowledge of the originals at first
hand, and the'mere fact that Mr. Kermode has made these drawings is a
guarantee of his unusual acquaintance with the subject of which he
treats.
In other ways Mr. Kerrnode has equipped himself for his task; with the
help of Dr. Brate, of Stockholm, he has brought his runology up to date,
and the assistance of Mr. Romilly Allen's" Early Christian Monuments
of Scotland" has been used to advantage in the work of comparison,
without which the study of archaeology is bardly possible. His book has
an advantage even over Mr. Allen's great work, for it gives a graphic
arrangement of the monuments in chronological sequence. Such an
arrangement may be open to reconsideration in details, but when it is
done with the care evident in Mr. Kermode's work, it is a distinct gain to
the reader,
A point of curious interest is raised by the presence at Maughold of
several slabs, evidently Anglian in origin, two of them with inscriptions.
Mr. Kermode remarks that .. we have no historical evidence that the
Angles came to the Isle of Man, but it is possible, and not unlikely, that
some families may have done so from time to time." In connection with
this we might notice a passage in Symeon of Durham (,. Hist, Regum,")
who says, under A.D. 790, that King Osred of Northumbria, being deposed
and tonsured at York, was forced to go into exile; and then, under 792,
describes his return from" Eufania" to .. Aynburg " where he was slain;
bis body being afterwards taken to Tynemouth Priory for burial. Now
in the Ulster Annals and Tighernac (A.D. 577, 578) Eufania is equated
with Eubonia, and this is the name of the Isle of Man in Nennius. And
if " Aynburg," otherwise unknown, is A lyllbul'g, the modern Ellenborough,
where the great Roman road from Yorkshire through Cumberland ended
with a well known and frequently used harbour, we easily see how Osred,
like so many exiled Northumbrian kings, finding a refuge with friendly
Celts, watched the signs of the times from the safe but not distant shores
of the Isle of Man.
1 Members may obtain the books noticed from the Hon. Librarian, A. W. Johnston,
59, Oakley Street, Chelsea, S.W., who willquote prices.
MANX CROSSES.
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These slabs at Maughold, however, are too early in type to be referred
to Anglian work of 790-792. They would be more in keeping with the
style of a century earlier; so that, while Osred's exile might supply an
instance of Anglian visits to Man, it would not give the occasion we need
in order to explain these crosses. The statement of Bede that Eadwine
conquered the Mevanian Islands (Anglesey and Man) may be an error
through confusion of the name Manau, Manand, with Manau Gododin,
the Campus Manand, which Eadwine found more immediately within his
sphere of influence. We have, as Mr. Kermode says, no history to help
us; but there is a hint from archseology which may be worth noting.
At Whithern there is a series of crosses, beginning with the Chi-Rho
monogram and Latin inscriptions of an early type, though not so early
as the Roman occupation. They form a small group, distinct from a
later series of Anglian crosses with runes, which carry us through the
8th century, and then break off, evidently at the time when the Anglian
bishopric came to an end; or if a few are later, they are imitations of the
series by new-come Vikings, who, at Whithern, were not so fierce in
their destruction of everything Christian as elsewhere, or the body of
St. Cuthbert would not have been carried to that place, on its wanderings to escape from the Danish invasion of the east coast. The question
is, what was the period of the break between the two series of Whithern
monuments.
It has usually been supposed to be the time when, after Ninian's death
(about 400 ?), his monastery decayed, and the time when (681) the Anglian
bishopric was founded. But the earlier Whithern crosses are too
advanced in style to be attributed to Niniarr's age. They are more like
work of the 7th century, before the adoption of the style introduced by
Wilfrith, and they might be the work of the earliest Anglian colony, which
must have existed in some force before it was worth while to send out a
bishop,-a colony of settlers, much mixed with the natives, and not
readily adopting the latest fashions in art.
Trumwine had been bishop for three years only when the face of
politics changed, and he was forced to leave Whithern. It was not until
about 730 that the bishopric was re-established under Pecthelm ; and then
we get a fresh start with the later series of crosses.
Now the interesting point is that Mr. Kermode's finds at Maughold fill
the gap between the two series. As the reader who will compare his
plates with those of Whithern in Mr. Allen's volume can see, they are
intermediate between the" Locus Petri Apostoli " slab and the circularheaded but interlaced Anglian stones. The MaughoJd No. 27 has even,
as Mr. Kermode points out, the Chi-Rho in its last stage of development; 1
and the" Blagkmon .. slab, which cannot be much later, has the beginnings of interlacing in the triquetra: which fill the arms of the curvilinear
cross. We seem to see here the art of Whithern transplanted for a time
lSee the photograph opposite p. 218 as well as his drawing. In the text the inscription

is read (FEe) I IN XPI, stc., but both drawing and photograph seem to read IN IHU
VllT
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to Maughold, and the style tallies fairly with the period (684-730) when
the Anglian Christians of Whithern were in exile. That they should take
refuge there is probable; it is under 20 miles from Burrow Head to the
Point of Aire, and this would not be the first or last time when kindly
Celts, in spite of occasional racial wars, gave a welcome to Anglian
refugees.
Another curious point of contact with the coast across the water. but
still in sight of the island. is afforded by the cross which Mr. Kermode
attributes to the memory of Bishop Roolwer (Hr61fr), who died about
rooo. From the little' figure of a Madonna. which strangely enough is
drawn as nude, Mr. Kermode considers the work as not earlier than the
r rth century, and from the figure of a bishop he attributes it to the first
bishop on the historical list. There is no doubt that this cross is connected with the Cumbrian series, showing debased imitation of Anglian
work; but this series must be placed before the development of the fine
style of Scandinavian-British art, which was reached late in the roth
century. The Madonna's figure, but for its nudity, is not without
parallel at this period: there is one on a hogback at Oswaldkirk (Yorks.},
which seems to be early roth century, and one on a shrine-tomb at
Bedale (Yorks.), apparently still earlier; while at Dewsbury we find a
Madonna, much in the attitude of this at Maughold, only draped, and
certainly of the 8th or early 9th century. The rude forms may be merely
the result of the carver's inability to express his intention on so small a
scale with the incumbrance of drapery folds, and the whole monument
seems to belong to an age a hundred years earlier than Mr. Kermode's
date. That there were unknown bishops in Man before Hr6lfr is proved
by the Maughold Anglian stone, and it seems to be quite unnecessary to
believe that the Norse in Man were not Christianized. more or less,
until Iceland and Norway were converted. The history of Viking settlement in Britain shows that they were very readily, if half-heartedly,
won over to the religion which they found in the countries of their
adoption; and if we lose by this argument the personal attribution of
Maughold No. 72, we gain what is perhaps more valuable-another
contribution to the history of the island.
Maughold No. 51, with the grotesque figure under a circular interlaced
head, "intended," Mr. Kermode, says" for a figure of Christ." is rightly
connected by him with Northumbrian work. A similar plait is found in
Teesdale (at Forcett) and the round-shouldered figure reappears at
intervals along the Roman road from York to the Cumbrian coast.
One of these figures is the" Bound Devil" of Kirkby Stephen, and it is
not uncommon to see figures intentionally ugly placed under the cross as
if in subjection to it, just as the Christ at Bewoastle stands upon swineheads. This stone again has a late 9th or early roth century aspect, and
suggests the work of a period in which the Northmen had not yet
developed their own fine style. Indeed, Mr. Kerrnode seems to leave a
gap between the series he heads "pre-Scandinavian," breaking off in the
9 th century, and the Scandinavian crosses beginning in the eleventh.
The facts as seen in N orthumbria suggest that the Northmen were
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content at first with crosses in imitation of those they found, and carne
to their own fully developed style but slowly. To most pf the Manx
crosses from No. 5I to No. 74, the tenth-century date might be given
without violence to analogy, and if so, they could hardly be called preScandinavian, though they are earlier than the fully formed Norse ideal.
Coming to the eleventh century series, Mr. Kermode's analysis of
Gaut Bjarnarson's work, and his dating, with the help of Dr. Brate's
examination of the runes, as well as his interpretation of the Sigurd
subjects, are brilliant and convincing. Of the Edda subjects not connected with the Viilsung story, Heimdal appears to be identified. The
Thorwald cross (IOZ), with Odin at Ragnariik and the ., One Mightier,"
finds a parallel in the Heysham hogback. But in No. IOI it is difficult to
see Norse mythology; the" man attacked by an eagle" might also stand
for a saint receiving inspiration! 1 This whole design has analogies in
Northumbria, where curious forms of crucifixes are not uncommon, even
in crosses we may assign to the tenth century. No. IOO, again, with its
nimbed ecclesiastic-hardly a Christ-and its jumble of animal forms,
is not very convincingly explained as representing Valholl : it reminds
one of the play of fancy on many Scottish pieces, which may indeed
some day be interpreted, but seem to be done, as Paul Veronese said
of his work when the Inquisitioners asked him what he meant by it,
"merely for ornament." The same may be said of No. 97, in which the
death of Swanhild and two different stories of Thor seem to be almost
too much to expect on one stone; and No. 98, in which the hanging of
somebody is no doubt the subject, but the exposition in the text
does not tally with the picture: it is the hangman, not his counsellor,
who has the bird's head, and the robed figure is rather that of a
lady:-why should not this be the story of Hagbard and Signy?
Once more, in Sandulf's cross (I03) Mr. Kermode interprets the
lady on horseback, with her left hand on the reins and her right
hand stroking the horse's mane,' as Gna, the messenger of the
Goddess Frigg. But on stones of this age there are figures which can
hardly be viewed otherwise than as portraits; as indeed is but natural.
There is nothing to show that this lady is a goddess, this little lady on
her high horse with all her dogs around her. Surely it is Sandull the
Swart's Arinbjiirn herself, to whom the monument was erected, in the
hope, as the birds of resurrection above are meant to show, of life and
reunion beyond the grave.
But even with these deductions made there remain six well-attested
Sigurd illustrations, and at least two Edda pictures hardly to be doubted.
This is no small harvest, and it is a convincing proof of the accuracy of
Mr. Kermode's observation, and the value of the inferences he has made
from these famous monuments, with which his name will now be
honourably and enduringly connected.
V'I. G. COLLINGWOOD.
1 As in MS. miniatures of the period, e g. Westwood's" Miniatures and Ornaments of
Anglo-Saxon and Irish MSS." pI. 50; or St. John and his Eagle, ibid. pI. 16.
2 Such is the description in the text: this action is not apparent in the illustration.
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ANGLIAN AND ANGLO-DANISH SCULPTURE IN THE NORTH RIDING OF
YORKSHIRE. By W. G. COLLINGWOOD, M.A., F.S.A. Reprinted
from The Yorkshire Archaological journal, Leeds : j. Whitehead & Son,
1907.
By his article upon the Anglian and Anglo-Danish sculpture in the
North Riding of Yorkshire, published in Part 75 of The Yorkshire
Archeological joumal, Mr. Collingwood has conferred a signal benefit upon
all who are interested in this branch of archseolcgy and, if he can undertake to treat the rest of Yorkshire in the same detail, his work will form
the basis for a corpus of pre-Conquest ornament, which is so urgently
needed for a proper understanding and appreciation of the early art of
the country.
In reading his paper it is difficult which to admire most-his indefatigable activity in collecting the material, or the scholarly way in which he
summarises his results. The North Riding is larger than any other
English county (the West Riding, Lincolnshire and Devonshire excepted),
and yet Mr. Co11ingwood has traversed the whole area and made
drawings of every known stone which may be relegated to the period under
consideration, many of these being in places far removed from easy access
by railway or high road. No Iess than 330 separate drawings enrich the
article as a result of his energy and enthusiasm.
The number of these evidences of artistic activity in the centuries
which preceded the Norman occupation of England is rapidly increasing,
and each year adds several to the Iist, There is much to be said in
favour of the argument for the establishment of central, readily accessible
repositories, where they may be collected for comparison and protection
from further injury, instead of being left to the tender mercies of churchwardens or parish clerks. An increasing recognition of the artistic value
of these fragments is undoubtedly prevalent, and many are being rescued
from rockeries and walls; yet much still remains to be done, for many of
the fragments, which have thus been apparently rescued from oblivion,
are exposed to new risks of damage from want of adequate protection
and care.
The preponderating Scandinavian influence in Northumbria is reflected
in the number of stones, the ornamentation of which is the outcome of
the artistic taste of the Northmen and their love for zoomorphic designs.
This is perhaps best exemplified by the dragon upon the Levisham stone,
or by the Sinningron fragment; but the finest products of this period are
doubtless the Brompton hogbacks. An interesting question may be raised
in passing, as to the reason why the bears on the hogbacks are so
generally represented as muzzled, e.g., those at Brompton, Arncliffe, and
Stainton. It is worthy of remark also that upon a coped grave-slab in
York Museum (found in 51. Denis' Church), which is covered with a
typical Scandinavian zoomorphic inter-lacing design, the two bears
persist, but are relegated to a corner of one of the panels, where they are
represented as erect and facing one another.
No sculptured representations of the Eddaic legends; such as the
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Velundar myth upon the Leeds cross-shaft, have yet been found in the
North Riding. On the other hand, no other part of England can show
the same number of pre-Conquest sun-dials as can be seen within a short
radius of Kirbymoorside,t the most notable example of which is the
inscribed dial of Kirkdale. A point of interest which does not appear to
have been previously noticed, arises in connection with the inscription
upon the dial at Old Byland, read as '<Sumarteda» Huscarl me feoit,"
The name" Sumarledi," which is here preserved, is well known to
numismatists as that of a moneyer, and it is found upon coins of
Ethelred H, (York and Thetford), Cnut (Lincoln and Norwich) and of
Edward the Confessor. The moneyer was a very important officer
in pre-Conquest times, and held a high social and influential position;
it is, therefore, highly probable that the sun-dial at Old Byland commemorates one of these moneyers at tbe end of tbe roth or the beginning
of the r rth century, who held land in that neigbourbood.
Some of the fragments, the characteristics of which are Anglian without
trace of Scandinavian influence, show marvellous grace and beauty in
design and extraordinary power of execution. Even the Acca Cross
hardly excels in grace the pieces of the cross-shafts at Croft or
Easby, or two beautiful fragments of a shaft which, being preserved
at Aldborough just beyond the border of the North Riding, are not
enumerated in the present article. The Vine-motif with birds and
animals eating the grapes, which forms the design in these examples and
in the Hovingham bas-relief, and is seen in its perfection in the Jedburgh
shaft has an extraordinarily close analogy with some early Normao work
which is to be seen in the porch of the monastery of St. Leonardo, now a
farmhouse, some six miles from Manfredonia in Central Italy, the carved
jambs of which are ornamented with a design which is almost identical
with that at Bewcastle or at Jedburgh.
So carefully has Mr. Collingwood gone over the ground that we have
not been able to find any omissions, with the exception of the Arncliffe
hogbacks which are now in the Chapter Library at Durham, and which
have, therefore, probably received treatment elsewhere. G. A. AUDEN.
OLDSAGN OM GODTIOD: BIDRAG TIL ETNISK KILDEFORSKNINGS
METODR, MED SJERLIGT HENBLIK p~ FOLKE-STAMSAGN. By
GUDMUND SCHUTH:. KjllSbmhavlI: H. Hegerup, 1907.
" THE Ancient Legend of the Gothfolk," as we may render the title
of Mr. Gudmund Schutte's work, cannot be better described than in the
opening' words of bis Introduction, which we translate as follows ;The object of tbe present work i. to collect and arrange a portion of the
original gronndwork, on which in the futnre it may be possible for a picture
to be built up of the ideas wbich our group of nations have had from the
earliest times respecting themselves and their neighbours. In other words
it is a study ot the original sources we possess for the history of the
ethnological literature of the folk.
1 C·ompare Yorkshire Archeological Journal, Vol. VI.
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The author points out that in executing this task he has had to a great
extent to plough new ground, which entailed both advantages and drawbacks. On the one hand the way has been comparatively free from
opposing theories, but on the other he bas been deprived of the help of
auy text-books on the subject. He accordingly puts forth his work as
only a preliminary survey of the subject, various points in which may
require modification on closer inspection.
The work falls into five sections, in the first of which he reviews briefly
the opinions of the few before him who have broken ground in the same
direction, recognising two opposing schools of thought, composed on the
one side of Scherer, Kogel and others, who consider that in the remote
antiquity of our race no appreciation of historical or geographical questions
can be discerned, while on the other hand Wilhelm Muller, Bugge,
and others consider that the appreciation of these questions forms a main
element in the epic of the early ages. In the second section the author
gives his own views upon these controverted points from the negative side,
combating some of the;prevailing ideas on the subject which he considers
erroneous. In the third section he examines the various factors which
go to the making and handing down of tradition, and which must be
investigated and weighed by anyone embarking on an enquiry based
upon tradition. For his own particular purpose he confines himself in
the main to the personal factors in the case, which play the most important part in the study of national or tribal origins, namely the individuals
or classes among whom tradition bas grown up and by whom it has been
handed down and preserved. The fourth section deals with the forms
and recurring features, which appear in the lists of names, pedigrees, etc.,
dealt with by the author, and their relative importance. In the fifth
section he begins his examination of the various classes of ethnological
texts, starting with the tribal legend, but leaving till a future volume the
folk-wandering legend, the warfare-legend and legendary lists of various
kinds which go to make up the material to be dealt witb,
This material is not inconsiderable, beginning with the" Germania"
of Tacitus and Pliny's •• Natural History," and comprising all the
pedigrees, lists of kings, records of folk-wanderings and other matter of
a like -nature in Anglo-Saxon poetry, Northern Sagas, and the chronicles
and histories in various tongues relating to the childhood of the
Teuto-Gothic races, which bear upon the author's theme. The whole is
dealt with in such detail and with such scientific minuteness that a
summary would be impossible and, as the work is still incomplete and
any conclusions which Mr. Schutte may have reached are not yet
before us, we must content ourselves with the foregoing sketch of its aim
and methods. When the work is finished its autbor will undoubtedly have
accomplished the task he set before him, and the students of the early
beginnings of the stock we spring from will have every reason to thank
him for the valuable matter he bas supplied for future research, as well
as for the results of his own examination of it.
ALBANY

F.

MAJOR,
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KALEVALA, THE LAND OF HEROES. Translated from the original
Finnish by W. F. KIRBY, F.L.S., F.E.S.. 2 Vols. Everyman's
Library. London: 1. M. Dent and Co. New Fork: E. P.
Dutton and Co. Cloth, 2S.; leather, 4s.
OUR heartiest congratulations are due to our valued friend on the
ccmpletion of these volumes. We were long aware that he was
engaged on this translation, in the intervals of a strenuous scientific
and literary career. Seldom does a man of science of Mr. Kirby's
attainments possess the qualifications and patient industry necessary
to achieve success in literature of this kind. The magnitude of the
task is enhanced by the dissimilarity of the Finnish language from
those of the Scandinavian, Slavonic, Latin, or other European
groups, of which Mr. Kirby is also a competent scholar.
His
eminence in the fields of folklore and tradition of East and West
has been recognized for very many years. This translation is an:
important contribution to English literature, and the interesting
country and people of Finland, so little known in England, are
placed under a deep debt of obligation to :\1r. Kirby. 'Ye happen
to know that several natives of Finland have written to him in most
flattering terms, expressive of national pride and pleasure in so
capable a rendering.
" Kalevala," the national epic of Finland, consists of a selection
from old ballads collected by Elias Lonnrot and others, issued by
Lonnrot in 1849 in its present form. Of the fifty runos or cantos
Mr. Kirby has given a literal rendering in smooth, pleasant verse.
Earlier versions exist in several other languages, e.g., in French
(by Leouzon Le Due), in German (by Schiefner and by Paul), Swedish
(by Collan and others), and English (by J. M. Crawford), etc., and we
have heard of several others, including a translation into Bohemian
(Czech). To Schiefner's version the American bard, H. W. Longfellow, was indebted for the idea of the " Song of Hiawatha," and
Mr. Kirby points out that characters and incidents appear to be
borrowed in some cases, and that some lines are almost identical in
both poems.' True, the Finnish forests and marshes are not the
prairies of ::'{ orth America, over which the buffalo roamed, and local
colour and racial peculiarities are diverse. If space permitted we
should not find difficulty in finding interesting parallels, e.g., the
opening lines of " Kalevala " and of "Hiawatha." Mr. Kirby has
furnished abundant help for the reader in his scholarly notes, glos.
sary, and introduction containing a synopsis of the poem. The
leading characters are Va.inamoinen (venerable magician and minstrel), Lemminkainen (young man endowed with wondrous powers,
lively and reckless), Ilmarinen (famous blacksmith), Kull er vo
(muscular and churlish), Ilmatar (creation goddess), Aino (luckless
bride), Marjatta (identified with the Madonna}, and Louhi (queen of
1 Longfellow, however, distinctly denied that he had transferred incidents from the
Finnish Epic to the American Indians, and said he could give chapter and verse for the
legends, whose chief value was that they were Indian, though in some cases they
unbled legends from the Kalevala. Ed.
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the drear north). The interest for Norse and Slavonic scholars will,
we think, lie more in the path of contrast than of comparison. VVe
regret that the character of this edition did not allow of fuller commentary, but we hope that Mr. Kirby may see his way at some future
time to issue a fully annotated edition for scholars.
The religion, says Mr. Kirby, is "a Shamanistic animism, overlaid with Christianity," and many passages in the poem may be compared with the best ethical teachings. Resignation and trust in a
righteous Providence are preached by Vainamoinen ir uno 9) and
Vipunen iruno 17) in language worthy of a Hebrew prophet. The
rite of Christian baptism is clearly indicated in runo 50, and grace
precedes a wedding feast (runo 21). Side by side with these we find
the crudest anthropomorphic ideas. The poem abounds in marvellous feats of magic, and pages are occupied with spells and incantations of formidable length. The lengthy discourses on conduct contain interesting details of domestic and family economy in Finland
and Lapland.
Two printer's errors in the notes must be mentioned: vol. 1., p.
324, ru na 14, note to line 304, "dear" should be " deaf"; p. 327,
runo 25, note to line 159, the weapon of the Icelander Skarphedin
'was a " bill," not a cc bell."
We regret that considerations of space preclude us from enlarging
on the beauties of this famous epic, which Mr. Kirby has enabled
us to study under such favourable conditions. He has endeavoured
to combine literality and elegance, and hopes that his rendering may
compare favourably with earlier attempts.
FRAl\"CIS P. ~IARCHAl\"T.

BEOWULF; AN Ol.D ENGI.ISH EPIC. (The earliest Epic of the Germanic
Race).
Translated into modern English prose by \VEXT·
WORTH HLYSHE.
\V ith :\' otes and Illustrations.
Lo ndo n :
George Routledge and Sons, Ltd. New J"ol"k: E. P. Dutton
and Co.
A PROSE translation can never be quite accepted as adequately
representing a poem, but allowing for this we have little but praise
for this presentment of Beowulf. Except for one critical blunder,
to which we will come later, the introduction and notes are excel.
lent, summing up what is known and giving the latest theories as to
the origin and subject of the poem. The text is illuminated by
illustrations of archa-olog ical finds, pictures from M.SS., etc., chosen
with great judgment as throwing light on allusions in the poem, or
on the manners and customs of the time. The chronological ages
from which they are drawn are perhaps somewhat mixed, though
we are inclined to think the translator is justified in scouring
antiquity for something to the point, without being too precise as to
the date. For instance, his suggestion that a " ring-stemmed" ship
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may be a ship with rings carved on the stem, as in the illustration
he gives from the Bayeux tapestry, is ingenious, and seems not
unlikely, though in point of time the poem and the tapestry are
centuries apart. His appreciation of the poem is fair in itself, but
marred by a very ill-judged attempt to exalt Beowulf by belittling
and misrepresenting the v olsunga Saga, and when he invites us to
prefer the judgment of Professor James A. Harrison, of the Washington and Lee University, to that of William Morris and Eirikr
Magnusson, we are Goth enough to prefer the English poet and the
Icelandic scholar to the Yankee professor.
Similarly when Mr.
Huyshe professes himself thankful for the " Christian fumigation"
which has given us Beowulf in a bowdlerized condition instead of in
its original heathen garb, we stand amazed at a confession which
detracts so utterly from the value of his work. It is clear, however, that Mr. Huyshe knows the Nibelungen Lied better than the
Volsunga Saga, and, as we strongly suspect, ce Der Ring des Nibelungen" better than either, otherwise he would not have set forth
" incest" as one of the main features of the saga. It was reserved
for the German musician to exalt what in the Icelandic saga is only
an incident into a leading motive in the opera.
It would be
impossible for a modern poet without wholesale changes to make of
" Beowulf" such a noble epic as \Villiam Morris, in his" Sigurd
the Volsung," has turned the saga into, and Mr. Huyshe might have
learnt the reason from Professor Ker's criticism of "Beowulf,"
which he quotes in his Introduction. He gives himself away again
by quoting with approbation a condemnation of the" Edda" by the
egregious Professor Harrison. But it is tolerably clear that of the
'Norse mythology also he has only a second-band knowledge, or he
would not tell us, as he does on page 60, that the boar was sacred to
" the goddess Freyr." The italics are ours. It is a pity that Mr. Huyshe
should have detracted from the value of an otherwise excellent
piece of work by rash and ignorant judgments and needless comparisons. "Beowulf" is strong enough to stand on its own merits
by the side of the Icelandic sagas, in spite of the maimed condition in
which we now have it, and we account each in its own way first-rate.
ALBANY F. MAJOR.

FORTY YEARS IN A MOORLAND PARISH. By the Rev. J. C. ATKINSON,
D.C.L. New Edition, with Portraits, and prefatory memoir by
G. A. Macmillan. Londou : Macmillan, 1907. 5/- net,
THERE are plenty of parish histories, plenty of local memoirs by l~~ers
of some preferred countryside, but few in which observation and eru.dItlO~,
literary effect and careful statement are so ~venly balan.ced as I? this
favourite book. For the Viking Club there IS a further Interest 111 the
stress which Canon Atkinson lays npon the Scandinavian element in
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Cleveland, to which he attributes Iittle or no Anglian population at the
coming of the Danes; he shows (Appendix C) that the area under
cultivation at Domesday was so very small that it is impossible to believe
in several centuries of pre-Viking colonisation. To this argument and to
that from place-names we can now add a third from the remains of carved
tombstones in which the North Riding is so rich. Stokesley, Easington
and Crathorne are named by Canon Atkinson as pre-Danish oases in a
wilderness of moor and forest, hardly touched by Anglian civilisation,
though at Whitby and to the south of the Moors the case was different.
Now, though Stokesley has not as yet yielded any monuments of the
Anglo-Saxon age, Crathorne and Easington can show some rather rude
sculptures of this later pre-Danish type, together with many of the Viking
period. The same may be said of Great Ayton, Kildale and Stainton,
while at Yarm there was evidently-as was natural from its position-a
considerable church of the eighth century. But the sculptured stones at
Kirkby-in-Cleveland, Skelton, Orrnesby, Thornaby, Kirklevington,
Ingleby Arncliffe, Osmotherley and Welbury appear to be wholly Danish,
or of the Danish period. In this way Canon Atkinson's view receives
decisive support from a source apparently unsuspected by him.
To most readers, however, his account of the survivals of paganism, in
superstitions and old customs, and his connection of these with Scandinavian folklore will be more interesting. Much that he says is already
too familiar to need recapitulation. It may be questioned nowadays
whether some of these beliefs, widespread as they are, were so exclusively
Scandinavian as he appears to think them; but the" avril" bread, the
"arval" cakes of the Lake district, must be referred to the erfi-ol (Dan.
arveol) of the Viking settlers; and the use of the word" Noaship ': (Dan.
noeskeppet) for the ship-like lines of cirrus presaging change of weather,
the" Noah's ark " of the north-west of England, points to a Scandinavian
survival, though it is difficult to see with Canon Atkinson that the allusion
is to Odin; a survival of the word 1101 or /lor, a ship, seen in the
"Noatun" of the Edda, is more likely.! The suggestion that the burial
of a cast calf beneath the threshold of the cowhouse was a sacrifice to
Odin seems a little far-fetched, if that is what the author really means;
he is rather obscure on this point; but the precautions against the
" coming again" of a buried person recall many a well-known passage in
the Sagas, whatever be their origin.! "Telling the bees" hardly seems
to come into this series; the idea that such a ceremony would forewarn
and fore-arm the hives against a revenant who wanted honey for mead in
Valholl is by no means convincing. But if the author has now and ther
laboured his point, the book remains singularly clear from false reasoning
and the one-sidedness which mars so much well meant work,
W. G.

COLLINGWOOD.

1 See SAGA-BOOK, Vol. IV. Part 1., pp. '9'-2.
2 See an interesting account of a similar superstition in Denmark in an Article by Dr
H. F. Feilberg, on "The Corpse-door: a Danish Survival" in Folk-Lore fOJ
December, 1907. Ed.
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STORIES FROM THE SAGA OF " BURNT NJAl-." PART 1. THE STORY OF
GUNNAR.
By BEATRICE E. CLAY, B.A.
London: Horace
Marshall and Son. N.D.
THE children of this age are fortunate in having the treasurehouse of the world's best literature unlocked for them, and its
stores displayed in a form they can appreciate, and Messrs. Horace
Marshall have before now done good service in this direction. The
story of Gunnar from Njal's Saga is well worthy a place in school
readers, and it has fallen into good hands. Miss Clay has wisely
followed the original very closely, removing redundancies but not
endeavouring to re-write. The result is an admirably coherent story,
which children will readily follow, and which moves on to its
tragic close with the stern simplicity and fateful purpose of the
Greek drama of the classical age. In a brief introduction Miss
Clay gives" sketch of Iceland in the Saga-time, acknowledging her
indebtedness to Mr. Eirikr Magnusson for assistance in compiling
it. That it is excellent of its kind goes therefore without saying.
Mr. Magnusson, however, can hardly have read the proofs, or he
would not have passed the statement that the " god" of the temple
was the chief of the Thing. Obviously" godi " is meant, and this
should be set right, and" godi " explained in another edition. 'Ye
wish also that English writers would realise that the claim the actors
in and tellers of the Sagas have upon us, is not merely that they
are "our nearest of kin among the nations of Europe," but that
they are our own forefathers, blood and bone of our race-absolutely
so in Orkney, Shetland, and various parts of the British Isles,
to a very great extent in England and Scotland generally, and
!-1 a lesser degree in Ireland and 'Vales.
We wish we could give
the book unqualified praise; but in our view the illustrations distinctly detract from its excellence. The best that can be said for
them is that they are fairly correct in detail, though of course the
winged helmet reappears, and several of them are not ill-conceived,
but they are poor in execution and badly reproduced. Children
should also be warned that the Althing at Reykjavik, in the frontispiece, has nothing to do with the Althing of the story. Its appearance in this prominent position is a great blemish, and why a
modern building of no historical interest or architectural value
should have been so honoured, passes comprehension. It would not
have been difficult to obtain actual views of the real Althing and
other scenes connected with the story. Surely, from an educational
point of view three or four good illustrations of this description
would have been better than the dozen or more indifferent ones
used.

A. F. M.
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N ATIONADlUSEET HVI\VREDE AAR F.FTER GRUNDLAl:GGELSEN. With 50
Illustrations in the Text. By SOPHUS MULLER. Copenhagen:
G. E. C. Gad, I90j.
THIS booklet has been brought out under the auspices of the Committee for the Promotion of Popular Education in Denmark to commemorate the centenary of the I\ ational Museum, formerly known
as the Museum of Xorthern Antiquities. In the hands of Dr. Sophus
Miiller, than whom none better could have been chosen for the work,
it becomes a scientific treatise, without losing the character of a
popular manual. The gift of arrangement and classification, by
which Denmark first established pre-historic archreology on a firm
and scientific basis, appears no less conspicuously in its pages than
in the work still being conducted by the Museum. Beginning with
a brief survey of the collections at the Museum it points out the
reason for the way they are arranged, and the interest they should
have for those who visit them, as well as for scientific research.
The progress of the science of archreology is then briefly sketched,
and the provisions of the Danish law of treasure-trove are pointed
nut, and instances given of their value in securing for the State
finds of objects in the precious metals, etc. Then comes an account
of the foundation and progress of the National Museum, and of the
place occupied by its var ious collections. In a final chapter the
author pleads for a reconstruction and enlargement of the building
in which the Museum is housed, which would allow its riches to be
displayed more worthily, while he shows how their vaIue might be
enhanced many times, if there were space to display the various
objects in a way that would bring out their use or significance, and
to accompany them by pictures illustrating these points. A brief
bibliography is added to the handbook, which is accompanied by
• illustrations admirably chosen to enforce the author's points, and to
show by a very few samples the value of the collections in the
Museum.
A. F. M.

DIPLOMATARIUM FlEROENSE: F¢ROYSKT FODNBRlEVASAVN. I. Mi~al
aldarbrev upp til t rubotarskeixi'S, vi15 s¢guligun ranns6knun. By
JAKOB JAKOBSEN.
With four plates.
Tbrsh atm ; Jacobsen, and
Copenhagen .. P";OI'.

1907.

Members who heard Pastor Axel Bergh's recent lecture to the Club,
not to say those who have visited the Fzeroes, will join in their thanks to
Dr. Jakobsen for this gift. It is the first instalment of his collection of
documents relating to the islands, and includes all the pre-Reformation
records, of which the most important are the laws of 1298, known as
" Seyi'5abrrevi15" from the regulations for sheep-farmers which form the
greater part of the code. These are prefaced by chapters dealing with
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(I)

early hist.ori.cal notices, other than the well-known Saga, (2) the
Bishops of KI~kJu?~, and (3). the MSS. here printed, with their place~ames a~~ th~lr dialect. This last shows Old Norse in the first stage of
Its transition into modern Faeroese, the language patriotically used by
Dr. Jakobsen for his present work. Among much interesting matter may
be noticed the proofs of close connection between the Fzeroes and Shetland
at a period when Shetland was politically separated from Orkney and
practically disappeared from British history. Photographic facsimiles
of the five manuscripts here edited add to the value of a work which
promises to be an important contribution to the study of Northern history.

W.G.C.

ORKNEY AND SHETLAND OLD-LORE. Nos. 1-4, 1907.
for the Viking Club. Annual Subscription,

London: Printed
6d.

lOS.

THE first four numbers of " OLD-LORE" appeared during the past
year, and we may claim that the enterprise stands fully justified.
The appearance of the publication has been hailed with unanimous
praise on all hands, and the Editors have used the abundant material
which they found awaiting them with excellent judgment.
The
series of Records contains the opening parts of a volume of documents collected by Professor A. Taranger in Scotland in 1906, for
insertion in a forthcoming volume of " Diplomatarium Norvegicum."
These have been placed by the Korwegian Government at the disposal of the Viking Club for issue in the" OLD-LoRE" series, on
condition that they are printed at once. They are valuable, as
showing how late relations between Orkney and Shetland and their
Norwegian mother-land were maintained, and to what a late date
the " Xorn ' tongue continued in use. The documents in " Norn "
have been translated by Dr. Jon Stefansson, and Professor Taranger
has kindly given Mr. and Mrs. Johnston his valuable help in editing
them. Besides these the April and July numbers contain the commencement of a volume of Shetland Sasines. The most interesting
articles in the Miscellany referring to the Viking Age (besides Mr.
Collingwood's Legend from F'ljotsdaela Saga, which is also included
in this number of the SAGA-BoOK) are Dr. Stefansson's papers on
" Biarne Kolbeinsson, the Skald, Bishop of Orkney," and on " The
Authorship of Orkneyinga Saga," which appeared in the January
and April numbers respectively. Dr. Stefansson gi\'es reasons of
considerable weight for his theory that Bishop Biarne was the .author
of the Saga. The notes and queries also contain many pornts of
interest to students of the period. A complete l ist of contents to
date will be found at the end of this number.
A. F.

~I.
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THE CHURCH IN ORKNEY. Annals of the
from r560. History of the U. P.
Episcopal Church from r694.
[(irllwall; W. R. Mackintosh. r907.

Church of Scotland in Orkney
Church in Orkney until r906.
Compiled by JOHN SMITH.
Price 4S.

The author of this work has done good service to the annalists of
Church history, as well as to the reading public in general. What has
been laid up for the few is now offered to the many, and at a moderate
price. From the preface we learn that this work was" intended to give
some account of the Church of Scotland in Orkney during the last 346
years. from the time of the Reformation." Mr. Smith's" Introduction"
of 33 pages is well written, and gives the reader a vivid account of the ups
and downs of the State Church during those centuries of its existence.
Of course the" Church" here goes no further back than r560, or the time
of transition from Popery to Protestantism. An interesting account of the
last Bishop of the Romish Church is given, showing how this astute leader
managed to change with the changing times and secured for himself and
the clergy a fat portion of this world's goods. At the restoration of
Episcopacy in r6ro, James Law was appointed Bishop' of the islands,
while in r638 again, "In Orkney all the ministers conformed and
subscribed the solemn League and Covenant, and secured their benefices."
At the Restoration, .. Presbytery was annulled, and Prelacy revived," with
this result-" All the ministers except Mr. Lennox in Kirkwall, and Mr.
Murray in Sanday, conformed to Episcopacy." At the Revolution, once more
the tables were turned, and Presbyterianism was established in Scotland.
In Orkney there are about thirty parishes. and Mr. Smith goes over each
in rotation, giving short sketches of the various clergymen who have
laboured there. In this way he can tell many strange stories and bring
in many bits of information which otherwise would be lost. On a smaller
scale be treats of the various ministers connected with the Secession
Congregations. as well as those of the Episcopal Churches. Altogether
the volume is a valuable addition to the Church history of these islands.
A. G.

THE YOUNG ~ORSE~tA".
By \YILLIAM BRIGHT\: RANDS. Illustrated
by ,,1. ]\1. \YILLIA~IS. London.' David Nut!. 3s. 6d.
THE Editor of this book, which is a re-issue of a work first published some forty years ago, gives in a note at the end the following
as his reasons for wishing to give boys and girls of to-day the
opportunity of reading it:It gives an excellent picture, a little idealised it may be, of the young
Northern hero at the end of the Viking Age, when Christianity having
conquered Continental Scandinavia was extending its sway over still beathen
lceland, and it re-tells with equal sympathy and vigour many of the finest
stories of the Viking Age, stories which in their way are among the finest in
all literature. I do not think that English boys and girls could elsewhere
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find a better introduction to tbe world of Asgard and the gods and of the
beroes who, believing in Odin and Thor, sailed every sea from the Arctic
Ocean to the Euxine, and planted their settlements on every shore from
Greenland to Sicily.

This praise is perhaps a little overstrained, but we are disposed
to agree in the main, though the framework of the story, which is
founded on one by the late Baron de la Motte Fouque, leaves something to be desired, and smacks rather of German romanticism than
of the Icelandic Saga. Certainly the passages in which stories
from the Eddas and Sagas are re-told leave little ground for complaint, though personally we think it impossible for any modern
writer to improve on the originals. We have observed a few misprints, among them the quaint form" Freyga." Is this due to a
printer's error, or to the author's knowledge that the goddesses
Frigga and Freyja have probably developed out of a single original?
The illustrations are excellent, and the artist has evidently studied
the archreology of the Viking Age.
A. F. M.

BURY ST. EDMUNDS. Notes and Impressions. By Rev. H. J. DURINFIELD ASTLEY, M.A., LITT.D. London: Elliot Stock, 1907.
THIS booklet is mainly devoted to an account of the Abbey and its
history, and to an account of Abbot Samson and his biographer
Jocelin de Brakelonde, but the author incidentally adds a note on
"St. Edmund the King," dealing with the circumstances of the
king's death and canonization, and the historical doubts as to the
truth of the legend of his martyrdom at Hoxne. These have lately
been exhaustively examined by Lord Francis Hervey in his ., Corolla
Sancti Edmundi.·· Dr. Astley notes the destruction of the town and
church by the Danes under King Sweyn in ro ro, but does not refer to the
story that the king was slain by the martyred King Edmund four years
later, when he was meaning to attack the town a second time.
A. F. M.

POPULAR TALES FROM THE NORSE. By SIR GEORGE \VEBBE DASENT.
With an Introductory Essay on the Origin and Diffusion of
Popular Tales. London: George Routledge and Sons, Ltd.
(The London Library). 2S. 6d. net.
WE record with pleasure the appearance of a cheap edition of this
standard work. The value of it does not need to be pointed out in
these pages, and we are glad to find it has taken the place it deserves
in the popular estimation.
A. F. M.
p
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coins of, 290.
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Haakon, King of Norway, Address
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Hakon Hakansson, King, Submission of Iceland to, 325.
Hakonar Saga, Story from, 351.
Halfdan, King of N orthumbria,
Coins of, 200.
Halling Dance, 'The Norse, 168.
Halls, Norse, Orkney cottages on
same plan, 186.
Halton, Lancs., Sigurd Cross at,
'4 0 .

Hamdan, Somerset, Sug-gested site
of Battle of Ethandune, 38.
" Hammer-Bone" charm used at
Whitby, '78.
Harald Fairhair, Policy of, with
regard to Iceland, 3'0.
"Hardangerfele," Description of
the, 160.
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Skalds, 'SS.
Hastings, Late Viking survival at,
39 6.
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Representations
of,
on
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Heimdal, On Gosforth Cross, 136.
Helgastadir, Incident of fight at,
86.
Helmet, Portions of, found in Norfolk, 236; of Viking Age in
Ireland, 5' ; Note on "winged,"
51.
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304; Hogback stone at, 394.
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Hobart, Col. G. n. n. (Vice-Pres.),
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Hodening, Notes on Kentish custom, 182, 300; In Gower, 183.
Hogback Stones, at Hexham, 304;
at Heysham, 136; at Lowther,
136; Notes on, 304, 410.
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32 7, 33 0.
Hol kham, Norfolk, Exhibition of
flints from, by Mr. Lowerison,
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Hope, Orkney P'lace-name, Origin
of, 185.
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et seq.,. Models of white in Germany at Christmas, '77; Skull
of, on "curse-pole," 183; Skull
of, in Kentish "Hodening,"
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Hull, Eleanor, The Gael and the
Gall, 363.
Hull Museum, Notes on wooden
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of,
361;
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Hunt, Rev. Alfred, The Viking
Raft or Pontoon Bridge discovered at Glamford-Brigg, N.
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Hunting Scene, on early pottery
from Jutland, 180.
Icarus, Northern form of myth of,
109.
Iceland, Archa:ological Society of,
75; Character and individuality
in, 346; Cult of literature in,
344; Excavations at Gasar in,
2G2; National dance of, '7';
Exhibition of private Museum
from in Copenhagen, 75; Visit
of King of Denmark to, 262.
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78; Celtic Place-names in, 203;
Christian hermits in, 294: Missions to, 3'4; Nationalities of
settlers from Great Britain in,
2')2; State of, in Twelfth Century, 87; Troubles of Bp. Gudmund in, 86 et seq., 326 et seq.
Iceland and Norway, Comparison
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between, 30'); Ecclesiastical relations between, 324: Feeling of
bond between, 345; Early political tension between, 325 et seq.
Icelanders, Definition of rights of,
in Norway, 3'7; Position of,
30'); Present number of, in
Canada, 352.
Images, Pag-an, in England, u6.
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C)7; Lost in Greenland, r oo.
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Anglo-Saxon
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found at, '79'
Ireland, Anarchy of, in eighth century, 366; First Danish descent
on, 369; Danish destruction in,
over-rated, 364; Early Norse
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MacCuileanan, 389; Method of
fighting in, 37'; Notes on early
poetry of, '9'; Pagan relapse
in, 377; Racial wars in, 366,
374; Religious feuds in, 387;
Viking Age grave goods found
in, '78.
Iron Age, Grave-goods of the Early,
found in Jutland, ,80; In
Jaderen, 267.
Ironwork, Scandinavian type on
English Church doors, 24'l.
Ivar, Danish king in Ireland and
Northumbria, 373.
Jiideren, Norway, Early Iron Age
dwellings found in, 267.
Jutes, Note on linguistic relations
of the, 395.
Krernpeviser Songs, Origin of, '56;
Dance rhythm of, 'S8.
Kalevala, Longfellow and the, 4'3.
Kent, Notes on early inhabitants
of, '79; :"J otes on Hodening in,
,82, 3'l'l.

Ker, Prof. W. P., The Life of
Bishop Gudmund Arason, 86;
Iceland and the Humanities, 341.
Kettles, Bronze, from Hexham, 304;
Range of finds of, in Norway,
303.
Kiloran Bay, Colonsay, Ship-burial
at, 172.
Kirkby Lonsdale, Fibula from, 230.
Kirkoswal d , Brooch from, ''3.
Kitchen midden, First find of, in
Norway, 266.
Kolbein Tumason, Relations of,
with Hp. Gudmund Arason, 9';
Slain at \Villowness, 329.
Kraghede,
Jutland,
Grave-goods
found at, ,80.
Kynwich Castle, Notes on, 49.
Land-taking in Iceland, Laws regulating first. 312.
Langeleik, The Norse modern substitute for Harp, '55
Lann, Irish queen, Story of. 383.
Lake District. Note on ear ly popula
tion of, 187; Silver Fibula found,
23 0 .
Lochlann, The, in Ireland, 372.

Loki, Representation of punishment
of, on Cross at Gosforth, 131.
Lowther, Westmorland
Hogback
stone, at, 127.
Lyse, Bergen, Remains of English
Abbey at, 59.
Magnusson, Eirikr, The Last of the
Icelandic Commonwealth, 308.
Madonna, Ear,y representations of
the, 408.
Man, Isle of, Anglian Crosses in, 406;
Anglian refugees in, 408.
Margaret, Queen, and King Hakon,
351.

Margaret's Hope. Orkney, Note on
derivation of name, 185.
Mari Llwyd, Welsh term for
"Hodening," 183.
Massacre, Danish, Evidences of, at
Cannington, Sam., 240.
Maughold, Isle of Man, Inscribed
slabs at, 407.
Mayer, Hendrik, Story of Troll music
told by, 162.
Melhus, Norway, Celtic Reliquary
found at, 398.
Mellitus, Bp. at Loudon, Quarrels of
with pagan princes, 245.
Middleton Moor, Yorks., Bronzes
from, 304.
Mints, Viking, in England, 290.
Mbklebust , Bronze kettle from, 303.
Monasteries, Feuds between, in Ireland, 385; Durning of, in Ireland,
3 66. 3 85.

Moncrieft. Col. Sir A" Obituary
notice of, 183.
Mounts, Bronze, from Yorks., 304;
Human form of Oseberg bucket,
3°3; Irish metal, 303.
Naterstad, Norway, Ship-burial at,
73·
National songs of tbe three Northern
kingdoms, '54 et seq.
Nial Glundnbh, Irish king, Lament
for, 382.
Nidaros, Archbp, of, claim of authority in Iceland by, 33 I, 336 ; Icelanders at, in 1097 A.D , 3'9.
" Noah's Ark" as weather sign, Note
on origin of, 4,6.
Nordfjord, Inscribed ship on stone at,
268.
Norfolk, Bronze bucket fittings from,
23'; Flints from, 29; Gravegoods from, 234, 236.
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Norsemen in Ireland, The, Attacked
by Danes, 369; Distinctive names
of, 371; Early leaders of, 368;
End of Supremacy of, 373; Intermarriages of, 378, Organised Invasion by, 367; Settlements of,
37 6 .
Norway, National Dances of, 168;
Rights of King of, in Iceland,
316; Snzerainty over Iceland
established, 325; Stone Age in,
69, 266.
~.
Norway, King Haakon of, Address to,
by Club on Accession, 27.
Nyerup, Professor, Founder of the
Danish National Museum, 84.
Odin, a late importation, 193; " Hodeuing .. and, 182, 399; On a
"hogback," 139; in Wessex
Legend, 146.
Ogam characters, Notes on, 28
Olaf, Saint, Chapel of. at Parlock, 48 ;
Church Dedications to, in Great
Britain, 181; Representation of,
on screen at Barton Turf, 57; In
window at York, 55; Pohcy of,
in Iceland, 316 et seq.; Tragedy
of, 349.
Olaf Stones, Legend of the, 55.
Olaf Tryggvason sends missiou to Iceland, 314.
Old Lore, Orkney and Shetland, Inauguration of, 208.
Orkney (and Shetland) Churches,
Architecture of. 24; Open fires in
cottages, 186; Origin of placenames in, 185; Shtp-graves in,
174 (note); State Church in, 420.
Ormside Cup, The III.
Oseberz, Bucket from Ship-grave at,
297; Grave-chamber, contents at,
3 05,
Osred, King of Northurnbrla, Exile of,
in Isle of Man, 406.
Papae, The, in Shetland, 67.
Patronage, Lay, in Icelandic Church,
90 .
Peddar's Way, Norfolk, Roman useof
the, 235.
Pixies, The, in Quantock District,
144; Last seen in, 48.
Plainsfield, Somerset, Battle Traditions of, 143.

Pomona, Orkney, Origin of name, 185.
PorIock, Somerset, Traces of N orsemen at, 48.
Pottery, Anglo-Saxon with battleburials in Somerset. 241; Early
decorated from Kraghede, Denmark, 180.
Prime-signing, as evidence of Viking
Tolerance, 296.
Quantocks, Traditions of the, 143.
Sacrilege, Punishments of, in early
times, 22I.
Sagas, Wide distribution of, 347;
Norse and Icelandic local, compared, 349; Power of recording
life shewn in, 94.
Santon, Norfolk, Stone hide-softener
from, 237.
Saxons, Raius on Iceland by, 365.
Scales and weights found at Col onsay,
173; As evidence of status of
trader, 293.
Schetelig, Haakon, Ship-burial at
Kiloran Bay, Colunsay, Scotland,
17 2 •
Scotland, Modern cult of romance and
poetry in, 342; Sh ip-bur ial in,
17 2 .
Sea-level in Norway, Changes in the,

70 ,
Selkolla, Icelandic troll, ro j.
Sel- Thorir, slain by Asbjorn Selsbani,
35°·
Shetland, Dialect of, 65; Finnish
influence Oil, 69; Legend of, in
F'ljo tsdrela Saga, 273; North
isles of, 68; Papae and Pechs
in, 66; Sacred sites in, 67;
Traces of Sun-worship In, 68.
Ship, Representation of Viking, on
Church door, 247; on Hogback
Stone at Lowther, 127; On Slone
in Nordfjord, 268; Restoration of
the Oseberg: 298; "Ring-stemmed" of Beowulf, 4 14.
Ship-Burial, At Snape, Suffolk, 395 ;
First example from France, 396;
At Naterstad, Norway, 73.
Shipwreck, Bp. Cudmuud's in Iceland, 97.
Sigh vat Stnrlusson, Opponents of
Bp. Gudmnnd in Iceland, 329.
Sigurd, Scenes from story of, on crosses
14 0 , 409.
Sigurd, King of Northurnbria, Coins
of, 29I.
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Skalds, Social position of, 154.
Sk allagr im, The sons of, in Lincolnshire, 360.
Skarphedin's axe, Notes on, 76.
Skimmington ride, The, Survival of,
in Devon, 53.
Sleipnir, Traditional colour of, 177.
Smoothing-stone. Weaver's glass,
Modern, and from Viking grave,
395; Neolithic found in Norfolk,
237·
Somerset Men in London, Joint Meeting with, 26.
Song of the Sea, Irish Viking poem,
Story of,
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Songs, Northern patriotic, and their
composers, 165.
Southumbria, Danish invasion of,
359·
Stefansson, Jon, Western Influence on
the Earliest Viking Settlers, 288.
Stefnir, Tryggvasson's envoy to Iceland, 314.
Stenness, New Runes found at, 253 ;
reading of, 258; Preservation of
Standing Stone, of, 60.
Stillingfleet, Yorks, VIking ship on
Church door, 247; Dane', skin
on, 227.
Stoke Courcy, Sorn., Club visit to, 42.
Stone Age, In Norway, 69; \Veapon
of, in skeleton of U rus, 79.
Stone, Dwarfie, of Hoy, 276; Note on
hogback, 4IO; Runed at Stenness,
252; Thor's at Hindhead, 177;
Weapons from Norfolk, 236.
Stones, Scnlptured, Anglian in Isle
of Man, 406; Cross-marked WIth
ship-burial, 173; Pre-Danish in
Cleveland, 416; With Ship forms,
196,268; Standing in Nordfjord,
268; at Viking Age in England,
122.
Student songs in the North, 166.
Stur la Sighvatsson the HIstorian,
Knowledge of his subject, 89.
Sturlungs, The, and their times in
Iceland, 95, 337·
Suffolk dialect, Scandinavian traces
in, 44 et seq.
Surnar ledi , Early moneyer in England,
4"·
Sun-dials, Note on early in Yorks, 411.
Sverre, Kiug of Norway, Attitude of,
toward clergy, 91.
Swastica designs on Church Doors,
249: on Cross, 125: on Oseberg
bucket, 3°7.

Sweden, King of, Club address to, on
Accession, 208.
Sveinbjornsson , Sveinbjorn, Danish,
Icelandic, Norwegian and Swedish
Folksongs, 151; The Royal Visit,
. 262.
Sweden, Part-singing in, 167.
Sword, Giant's bronze, in Shetland
story, 274, 282; a:he Ormside,
112.
Taunton Castle Museum, Dane's skin
preserved at, 222.
Thangbr and , Mission of, to Iceland,
3 14.
.•
Thetford, Find of armoured skeleton
at, 235.
Thomas of Canterbury, St., Parallel to
policy of, in Iceland, 324.
Thorlak, St., Bp. of Skalholt, 90.
Thor, Hammer of, with cross, on
English coins, 291; on a stone, 136.
Tomar, Turgesius and Olaf the white
in Ireland, 367.
Traders. Plunder of Norse, in Iceland,
328: Honourable status of, in
Iceland, 292.
Treasures in Caves, common in,
fairy tales, 275.
Treaties, Reasons for apparent breach
of, by Vikings, 289.
Trolls, In Drangey, Dp. Gudmund's
exorcism of, 103.
Troubadours
and
Minnesingers,
Social position of, 153.
Turnason , Kolbein, Contemporary of
Bp, Gudm und, 90, 325.
Uni the Dane, Early Colonist in Iceland, 311.
U rus, Skeleton of slain, found in
Denmark, 79.
Viking burial found in Brittany, 396.
Vikings. The, Acceptance of Christianity by, 408; Adaptibility of.
288, 295; Coins struck in England
by, 290; Forefathers of Modern
British, 417; Influence of their
captives on, 195; Religious tolerance shewn by, 296.
Viking Age, Charm dating from, used
at Whitby, 178 ; Raft of, at Brigg,
Lines, 359: Remains of, far ms of ,
in judesen, 267; Ship-burial of,
in Scotland, 172.
Vik ivak i, Icelandic National Dance,
171.
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Vineland, Early documentary reference to, 319.
Vine-motif on English Crosses, 411.
Viste, Norway, Kitchen midden at,
266.
Wade, Father of Wayland Smith, 105 ;
The Boat, 106.
Wales, Cult of Poetry in Modern, 341.
Wayland Smith, in Somerset, legend,
146.
WeIand, Late use of name in England,
397·
Wellington, Somerset, Lost find of
Scand. Type at, 50.
Westminster Abbey, Skin on Door
of, 227.
Whitby, "Hammer bone" Charm
used at, 178.
'Whistler, Rev. C. W. Tradition and
Folklore of the Quantocks, 142.

Wick Barrow, Excavations at, 209;
Scandinavian Type of Legends
of,4 8.
Wild Hunt, The, Rood as safeguard
against, 242.
Willowness, Iceland, Battle at, 329.
Winstone, Dr. E., Obituary Notice
of, 184.
Whithern, Lines of Crosses at, 407.
Wizards. Powers of Shetland, 275.
Women Interred in Ship at Oseberg,
306; at Naterstad , 73; Transmission of Occult Powers by, 52.
\Vorcester Cathedral, Skin on doors
of, 226.
Yinnstay,
Orkney,
Underground
chamber found at, 180.
York, Norse Abbeys founded from,
58; St. Olaf Memorials at, 55;
Viking-Age relics from, 53, III.

